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DEDICATION
In the deep Maine woods, striking a balance between the campers feeling like space

capsules completely relying on themselves and their cabin mates for survival and their parents

feeling that their children are safe and sound while exploring is the key to a successful

wilderness trips program. It requires careful preparation, organization, and anticipation

by an experienced professional. For several years, Jared Schott has been the architect of

Kieve's extraordinary Wilderness Tripping program. Jared's unflappable Yankee demeanor
turns any potential crisis into a mere challenge and a later funny story. He is a wonderful

role model for the head bunkhouse counselors, the guys on the front lines Jared trains to

lead the adventures which have changed so many young Hves. Before the '96 campers left

the West Neck Road, Jared had already scheduled all of the '97 trips and began putting

together the infinite details to pull it all off again without a hitch (well, maybe one of two
interesting moments...). If Jared were alive in the early 1800s, there's no question that he

would have been the first man chosen by Captains Meriwether Lewis and William Clark

to explore the North American Continent.

In October Jared and his wife, Kat, brought Hannah Dempsey Schott into the world.

Little girl, you've one great Dad (and Mom!). We look forward to visiting you down in

the Schott Lodge beyond Kistler Point and watching you discover the world for many sum-
mers to come. Listen to your Dad - he knows what he's talking about.
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KIDDIE CAMP
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SOUTH JUNIOR KIEVE —
FIRST SESSION

1st row: Shane Gray, Foster Durkee, Andrew
Murphy
2nd row: J.D. Moseley, Matt Sidar, Marshall

Dietrich

3rd row: Cass Franklin, Matt Wilbur, Chris-

Hawk Farrin

Top row: Danny Witte, Jared Coffin, John
MacCallum, Edward Dujardin

NORTH JUNIOR KIEVE —
FIRST SESSION

1st row: James Connors, J.B. McCollum,

Beau Burns

2nd row: Matt Shepard-Lupo, John Lescure,

Teddy Bellinger

3rd row: Will Riordan, CharUe Harding,

Jason Victor

4th row: David Eastridge, Tommy In-

dingaro, Adam Kuhn
Top: Drew Martens
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SOUTH GLENAYR — FIRST SESSION
Top row: Kristen Agresta, Ryan Donnelly, Piam Shanehsaz, Campbell Walker, Jessie Taisey

2nd row: Alex Buck, Sam Kennedy, Tom Alt, Eric Davis, Ben Wolven, Will Ireland, Zachery
Wilbur

Bottom row: Wells Mueller, Conner McKenna, Nick Kasprak, Tom Stewart, Chris Katran-

djian, Pete Courtemanche

Top row: Andrea Basztura, Shamus Alley, Mohammed Katanbaf, Spencer Mallozzi, Alison

Twiss

2nd row: Nate Schafrick, Bennett Haynes, Bear Evans, Ryan Armstrong, Pete Glore, R.J.

Moon, J.T. Fetter

Bottom row: Christopher Burrage, Win McCarthy, Chris Tierney, Sam Maxwell, Griffin

Rouse, Nicholas Alberti, Geordie Coffin
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SOUTH BUNKERHILL — FIRST SESSION
Top row: Andrew Davis, Jason Nahra, Pete Lacasse, Anne Beaumont-Nichols

2nd row: James Hicks, Harrison Buck, Danny DiMaggio, Lawrence Slocum, J.T. Wheeler,

Nicky Bernstein, William Dujardin
Bottom row: John Eastridge, Rosser Lomax, Charlie Mercer, Stephen Bartram, Taylor

Storms, Karl Bruss, Wil Stiner

SOUTH CUNNINGHAM — FIRST SESSION
Top row: Cartoef van Panhuys, Jeremiah Rancourt, Amy Owens, Jamie Riepe

2nd row: William Holliday, Thomas Clay, Blair McGraw, Greg Stewart, Davis Godbout,
Blake Morrison, Will Simpson
Bottom row: Noah Fralich, Ronnie PescosoHdo, Jon Headley, Demian von Poelnitz, Elliot

Miller, Justin Strasburger, Robin Yost
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NORTH BUNKERHILL — FIRST SESSION
Top row: Adam Schultz, Andrew Palmer, Rachel Shulman, Jeff Davis, Robbie Stevenson

2nd row: Matt Mrachek, Guy Miller, Chris White, Doug TurnbuU, Wyatt Wartels, Chris

Newbert, Jim Ault

Bottom row: Erik Knutsen, Ian Macleod, Eddie Lucas, Thomas deMontille, Richard Geier

NORTH CUNNINGHAM — FIRST SESSION
Top row: Tim Paine, Amy Duncan, Alex Leach, Andrew Currier

2nd row: Micah Gardiner, Amory Ross, Travis Gordon, Alex Gelb, Alex Clarke, Stuart

Steene-Connolly, Noland Chambhss
Bottom row: Phillip Schuepbach, Mike DiOrio, Ben Wickes, Andrew Gruss, Tyler Pace,

Chris Geier
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SOUTH HARRIS — FIRST SESSION
Top row: Liz Baldwin, Andy Pesant, Evan Hunt, Rob Beckerlegge

2nd row: Chad Burdette, Charlie Keyser, Joe Holliday, Matt Clarke, Will Schwarz, Chill

Hill, Ben Buchanan
Bottom row: Dave Smith, Trevor Lott, Winthrop Smith, Teddy Kahn, Axel Perez, Peter

Keevil

SOUTH HARRINGTON — FIRST SESSION
Top row: Danae Johns, Jacob Ide, Jeff Goldenson, Peter Wood
2nd row: Chris D'angelo, Stewart McMillan, Grant Braswell, Jon Crowell, Pete Taylor,
Alex Meszaros
Bottom row: Greg Golkin, Ned Courtemanche, Andrew Adams, Alex KHvecka, Brooks
Friedeman, Campbell Wright, Michael Schafrick
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NORTH HARRIS — FIRST SESSION
Top row: MattNichols, Maria Agresta, Alex Webb, Daniel Wendt
2nd row: Russel McMillan, Eddie Nissan, Brett Weiner, Doug Armstrong, Nathan Bell-

inger, Nico Sacasa, Nat Wyeth
Bottom row: Fran O'Shea, Adam Lucas, Nate Glore, Ben Hux, Will Hiltz, Colin Graham,
James Tinsley

BANK — FIRST SESSION
Top row: Rebecca Nickerson, David Miller, Eric Swanson, Chris Drake
2nd row: George Eraser, Quinn Bradlee, Grier Buchanan, Alex Bernstein, Peter Merriman,

Wells Winfrey
Bottom row: Alec Schoettle, Graham Winfrey, Alexander Walbridge, Rob Sise, Alex

Budney, John McLean
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ALLAGASH — FIRST SESSION
Top row: Graham Paine, Scott Tackett, Jen Marchetti, Max Blatt

2nd row: Ed Morris, Andy Roberts, Paul Schmid, Danny deRoulet, Charlie Pearce, Ry

Nelson, Vik Sequeira

Bottom row: Jamie Roberts, Andrew Kallmann, Matt Stevenson, James Charlesworth, Byron

Lescroart, Karl Davis

LONG VOYAGE — FIRST SESSION
Top row: Robbie Hunt, Kathy Brown, Cooper Mallozzi, John Nastasi

2nd row: Merrick Reeder, Arthur Ladd, Forrest Webber-Brown, Christophe Delachaux,

Yves Robin, GuiHo Benedetti, Pierancrea Koch
Bottom row: Lee Goldberg, Justin Aronson, Alex Simpson, Justin Lott, Allen Meier, Will

Keyser
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MAINE TRAILS — FIRST SESSION
Top row: Bob Hoefer, Chris Block

2nd row: John Bastos, Jonas Fischer, Scott Maxwell, Sam Greenough, Tim Giordano
Bottom row: Jim GottUeb, Clemens Kreidel, Reid Anderson, Kasey Benson, John O'Hara

JUNIOR KIEVE — SECOND SESSION
Front: Alison Twiss

2nd row: Danae Johns, Charles Gushing, Will Kaufman, Patrick L'Esperance, Collin Peck,
Jesse Dougherty, Andrew Kalaris, Clint Bell

3rd row: Billy Ripley, Jack Pitney, Nick Wellin, Mac King, Buck McKenna, Sam Sletteland,

Henry Habgood, Drew Davis, Jim Livingston, Charlie Gano, William Reed
Top row: Liz Baldwin, Noam Bar-Zemer, Peter Gerrity, Will Gano, Gus Spaulding, Rob-
bie Derrey, Sax Lynch, Bruce Hallett, Clem McNally, Reed Howard, Gordie Whelpley,
Bob Hoefer
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SOUTH GLENAYR — SECOND SESSION
1st row: Matthew Nichols, Henry Chance, Becky Nickerson

2nd row: James Riddleburger, Sam Kennedy, Robert Nuell, Robert Abbey, Sam Hough,
Oscar Creixell

3rd row: Walk Kinne, Melchior Fabre, Ollie Cox, Jason Nahra, Taylor South, Will McCurdy
4th row: Andrew Davis, Den Wolven, Forrest Sayrs

NORTH GLENAYR — SECOND SESSION
1st row: Amy Duncan, Mohammed Katenbaf, Emerson Curry

2nd row: Sam Langan, Alec Johnson, Matt LaCasse, Peter McDowell, Chris Howard, Sebas-

tiano Tomada, Sam Smart

3rd row: John-Henry Scherck, Matt Yogg, Patrick Flaherty, Cooper Mallozzi, Lx)well Olcott,

J.B. Cholnoky, Max Blatt
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SOUTH BUNKERHILL — SECOND SESSION
1st row: Rachel Shulman, Chris Block, Amam Schultz, Shamus Alley

2nd row: Zach Lauenstein, Max Russell, Sam Kies, Jack Masselink, Jon Braff, Eric Welch,

Grffin Vanze
3rd row: Chris Herbst, Danny Peck, Jamie Connors, Alex Myers, John Kean, Tigger Thomas

SOUTH CUNNINGHAM — SECOND SESSION
1st row: Andrea Basztura, Matt Knapp, Ned Murphy, Dave Erickson, Jon Block, Bry House,
Alex Dominey, Robbie Hunt
2nd row: Andrew Miller, Aaron Rolett, Penn Melville, Peter Bergschneider, Piam
Schanehsaz, Will George, Andrew Currier

3rd row: Sam Knowlton, Ed Ross
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NORTH BUNKERHILL — SECOND SESSION
1st row: John Nastasi, Sam Glidden, Kristen Agresta

2nd row: Harry Lodge, Sam LaCasse, Will Simonton, Ronnie Pescosolido, Tylee Abbott,
Booz MacDonnell, Pippo Conti

3rd row: Jon Almy, Matt McMonagle, Will Ober, Alex Collins, Will Cox, Garrett Frawley

NORTH CUNNINGHAM — SECOND SESSION
1st row: Chris Drake, Jen Marchetti, Graham Paine, Sam Atkins

2nd row: Greg Avallon, Matt Berkowitz, Jeff Howard, Chris Diguiseppe, Ewing Walker
3rd row: Erik Hoagland, Robin Hall, Dave Ernst, Charley Struse, Nick Rowland, David
Lawrence, Taylor Condon, Chris Brown
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SOUTH HARRIS — SECOND SESSION
1st row: Geurt Ledeboer, Maria Agresta, Campbell Walker, Alex Leach
2nd row: Aaron Atkinson, Nick Stielau, Terry du Pont, Madsen South, Alan Kinne, Dan-

ny Struble

3rd row: Vince Toux, Colin Davis, Matt Mrachek, Juan Carlos Goujon, Will Keiser, Charles

Eraser

NORTH HARRIS — SECOND SESSION
1st row: Jacob Ide, Anne Nichols, Peter Walmsley, Wyatt Wartels

2nd row: Ben Knowlton, John Fuchs, Alex Russell, Travis Gordon, Jim Levy, Will Hoar,
Sean Brennan
3rd row: Chris Magill, Spence Lynch, Jeffrey Rechler, Andy Gleason, Alex Guerrieri, Eudes
Fabre
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BANK I — SECOND SESSION
1st row: Evan Hunt, Kathy Brown, Alex Webb, Dan Wendt
2nd row: Tres Abbott, Robert Crawley, Victor Creixell, Christian Hass, Ward Knob, Alec

Cullen, Jay Lewis
3rd row: Ed Rigaut, Tyler Howard, Deniz Sipahi, Alex Bergschneider, Dan Landberg, Flip

Welsh

BANK II — SECOND SESSION
1st row: Tim Paine, Scott Tackett, Caroef van Panhuys, Amy Owens
2nd row: Ted Master, Roy Duckworth, Jamie Darnton, Clint Hammerberg, Eric Altbush,
Quinton Clark

3rd row: George DePree, Ben Rumpf, Benn Hollister, Grant Condon, Steve Hollister, Rohan
Chadha, Ryan Mullally
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ALLAGASH I — SECOND SESSION
1st row: Jeremiah Rancourt, Peter LaCasse, Andy Pesant

2nd row: Reilly Brown, Guilhem Delpon de Vuax, Louis Stanislaw, Phillip Kaiser, An-
drew Pierpan, Alex Tate

3rd row: Tommy Foster, Trevor Lamb, Rob Tawse, Ben Brickner, Duffey Phelps, Jeffers

Lyon, David Yogg

ALLAGASH II — SECOND SESSION
1st row: Justin Sawicki, Chris Defforey, Ryan Ferrell, Jon Kallen, Billy Langer, David Smart

2nd row: Jaime Annexy, Tim Egan, John Dorazio, Mike Maxwell
3rd row: Jeff Goldenson, Peter Wood
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LONG VOYAGE — SECOND SESSION
1st row: Spencer Mallozzi, Andrew Palmer, Eric Sawnson
2nd row: Pieter Lott, Scott Martyr, Chris Flynn, Sky Anderson, Lewis Chewning, Michael
duPont
3rd row: Ryan Moore, Will Fadrhonc, Pat Rice, David Kimball, Scott Rechler, Alex Morgan,
Fred Brown

MAINE TRAILS — SECOND SESSION
1st row: Jamie Riepe, Nat Mundy
2nd row: David Miller, Rob Brown, Tyler Brinkmann, Josh Ramondi, Giles Malieckal,
Topher Brewer, Roby Burnham
3rd row: Will Hollister, Ludovic Delpon de Vaux



BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Front: Sandy Buck, John Pedrick, Bob Bower
2nd row: Whip Buck, Jon Davis, Tench Forbes

3rd row: Bill O'Donnell, Amy Bemsyein, Cathy Roberts, Walter Morris

Top row: Pete Buck, Tom Haas, Oreo, Dick Kennedy
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ARCHERY

Archery is the kind of thing that makes kids smile.

I

The kids come down and play with their bows for a while.

I

j

Jen and Piam helped out quite a lot,

I They strutted their stuff throughout every shot.

I Everyone wanted to make their arrows sing,

I

I

because archery, after all, is cooler than anything.

\ !
When considering qualifications, there were many,

j
I

Kieve archers were D'Angelo, House, Kres, and some kid named Benny,

j
All in all, I applaud the archers extreme skill,

'

j

Until the next time the archers can get their fill.

ALEX LEACH
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ART

This summer many things happened.

The Olympics came to Atlanta, fireworks

came to Kieve, and Bertha hit the east coast

with force. But nothing compares to the ex-

citement and talent found in the Kieve Arts

Center. The Art room in particular. First ses-

sion Bennet Haynes was the only one to get

his Picasso - the highest quahfication. Other

frequent visitors were Alex Clarke, Davis

Godbout, and Peter Courtemanche.

Second session brought more rain and
many more opportunities to try new things

in the art room. Steve Hollister had great fun

as we plaster parised half his body. Taylor

South charmed us all with his many beaded

bracelets and all of North Glenayr made
awesome postcards to send home.

This summer many things happened.

Trees were re-discovered, waking up at 8:00

almost seemed normal. Poison Ivy became
every campers favorite plant and Art was
every campers favorite activity.

COLOR!
AMY, ANDREW, SHAMUS



CLIMBING WALL

The summer of 1996 was a bustling one at the climbing wall. Under the hot tin roof

of the Big Metal Thing, many boys came to challenge themselves on the various routes

and traverses at the wall, in the process, they experienced success as well as failure, and
learned how to place each in perspective. I can only hope that they became better climbers

somewhere along the way.

The victories were personal, some struggled for the first qualification of cliffhanger,

while others weren't stumped until the traverse or batcave. Pete Courtemanche logged the

first blindfolded chmb of the summer, and Penn Melville was the only lad to flash the bat-

cave. The wall was frequented by the likes of the HoUiday brothers, Doug Turnbull, Ben-
nett Haynes, Justin Strausburger, Charlie Keyser, Adam and Eddie Lucas, as well as Pete

Merriman and Ry Nelson first session. Second sessoin saw an equally adept and agile bunch
composed of Sam Kennedy, J.B. Cholnoky, Pat Flaherty, Alec Johnson, Matt Yogg, Zach
Lowenstein, Tres Abbott, Ward Knob, and Deniz Sipahi.

I would like to thank all of you gentleman for making the climbing wall such a hip,

happening, bumping, jiving, thriving, killer spot this summer. I hope that you will all have

fond memories of your trials and triumphs, and carry these lessons into other parts of your

lives. You all deserve the deepest congratulations for your efforts, so, well done boys, I

hope to see you next year!!

ADAM J. SCHULTZ
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FISHING

LANDSPORTS

As usual, numerous games were played

throughout Kieve. The most popular was
ultimate frisbee. During the second session

almost every Allagash camper could be seen

tossing or catching the disc. Special mentions

go to Ben Brickner and Rob Tawse for hav-

ing so much fun, and displaying sportsman-

ship, every time down Harriet House Field.

Despite the plight of the Red Sox, baseball

was also a popular activity. Travis Gordon
could be seen along with Will McCurdy on
the field, aspiring to be the next Ted
Williams. Other games played included

Frisbee Golf, Basketball, Floor Hockey, and

of course the CharUe Pickle Baseball

Challenge. Just ask your son about the game;

it is almost beyond description.
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NATURE

Thanks to Jessie Dougherty and Mat-

thew Nichols, the nature shack is back on-

line. We tried a number of things this sum-

mer to try and have the campers have a bet-

ter understanding of our surroundings.

Nature walks, tree identifications, orienta-

tions, bird calls, and trips to Pemaquid Point

and Dodge Point are only a few. With the

success we had, you can bet on great things

to come from the nature shack next summer.
Charlie is collecting and preserving autumn
leaves this fall, Pete Samuelson and Captain

Duffy are planning weekly trips out on
Muscongus Bay to view seals, eagles, and the

Atlantic Puffin! Bob Hoefer is making an
orientation course to try at camp then perfect

out on the trips. Thanks to campers like Eric,

Ben, and Forrest, the nature program was
successful and will be getting stronger in the

years to come.
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PHOTOGRAPHY

Despite the lack of sunny days, first ses-

sion campers and counselors alike were ex-

cited for photography. This proved to be one

of the best summers in recent years as far as

the quality of pictures printed was concern-

ed. Woody and Maria were impressed first

session with the skill demonstrated by Pete

Taylor and Rossar Lomax in the dark room.

Second session brought brighter days ideal

for shooting pictures! By the end of the ses-

sion, the Walls were decorated with the work

of many dedicated photographers, such as,

Robert Crawley, Sam Kennedy, and Alex

Bergschneider. Christian Hass mastered the

arts of focusing and enlarging. Eudes Gabre

and Forrest Sayrs achieved several qualifica-

tions and helped teach other campers. Thank
you to everyone who came to this activity

with enthusiasm. We had a fantastic time.

POTTERY

This summer, creativity thrived in the pottery shack. Everyone had a great attitude

and a lot of masterpieces were produced. Proper wedging of the clay was stressed to avoid

explosions in the kiln. Large groups of campers from all age groups frequented pottery

every day and their skill level increased with every piece created.

During first session, Chris White and Rosser Lomax put in great effort and were a

pleasure to work with. Alex Walbridge was the first camper of the summer to earn his Kieve

Potter - the highest qualification possible.

Second Session was just as strong. Ted Masters showed phenomenal talent on the wheel

while Will Hoar and Lowell Olcott cranked out one amazing piece after another. Sam Langan
and Matt Lacasse worked diligently for the whole session to earn their Kieve Potters.

We would Hke to thank everyone for 2 incredible sessions. We're proud of everyone's

dedication, creativity and effort and hope that you continue to explore your talents.

JENNIFER MARCHETTI
ANNE BEAUMONT NICHOLS
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PRINTING

Printing proved to be one of the most popular activities of the summer of 1996. Note

pads, stationary, and business cards were produced by the hundreds. It was one of the busiest

summers in printing in recent memory.
During the first session, Nichols Alberti and Alex Budney were hard at work in the

shop. Also Danny de Roulet, though on a longer trip, still managed to get many qualifica-

tions and produce a lot of quality work.

While in the second session, 2 younger guys really went to work. Lowell Olcott and

Sebastian Tomada spent numerous hours in the shop making all kinds of pads and business

cards.

All in all, printing in 1996 was a great activity and it was always busy rain or shine.

Thanks to Mohammad Katanbaf and Kathy Brown. Great work everybody!

ROBB BECKERLEGGE
ANDREW PALMER

RIFLERY

Despite the waxing of new activities, including Woodshop and Volleyball, Riflery con-

tinued to hold its own in 1996 as one of Kieve's most popular activities. With the avid par-

ticipation of Graham Winfrey, Terry DuPont, Sam Knowlton, and a host of other campers

who maintained Riflery's age old spirit of excellence and precision, campers had a blast.

Even though we had fun, we still had time to learn about safety. In 1996, new standards

of care and decorum were set at the riflery range. Without the expertise of Ryan Donnelly,

Piam Shanehsaz, Max Blatt, and most of all, Mohammed Shanehsaz, riflery would not

have been the same.

PETER WALMSLEY

ROCKETRY

Piam, Amy, Evan, and a whole host of

counselors supervised the Rocketry class this

summer. A rocket would take about one

period to construct and one period to launch.

Every so often you could hear, not only the

oohs and ahhs after a launch, but also some
talk about the physics behind the process. An
added bonus for the camper who was look-

ing for more than a blastoff. By virtue of the

Rocketry class, a special bond was made with

the men who fired off the fireworks off of

rafts during our fireworks display.
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SAILING

It was a great summer for sailing. The
weather wasn't full bore sun everyday which

made only the true sailors voyage to the

dock. Ben Knowlton and Sam Langdon were

a couple of kids who put in a good effort

to learn the ways of Kieve saiHng. On the

lake the campers learned the importance of

reading the lake to predict what the wind is

doing. Generally the wind was weak in the

morning, with unexpected
*

'puffs" that came
out of nowhere. Whenever I saw Flip Welsh

come down to the dock I knew I'd be busy.

I don't know how he got his name, "Flip",

but he lived up to it on the lake. He loved

getting those boats sailing as fast as they

could. One minute he'd be rail riding, the

next he'd be standing on the centerboard,

righting the boat.

CHRISTOPHER A. DRAKE

SWIMMING
The swimming program at camp this summer was great. Though lack of sunshine pro-

ved to be a bit of a damper for some of the time, many qualifications were handed out,

from the relatively common "BIG WATER DEAL" to the coveted "BIG PHAT FUNKY
PETE LACASSE WATER DEAL". The push for qualifications was led by, among others,

Grant Braswell. Matt Clark, Ned Courtemanche, Matt Mrachek, Eudes Fabre, Sam Ken-
nedy, Alice Cullen, Alex Dominey, Will George, Matt Knapp, and Taylor Condon. However,
much of the qualification getting was pushed aside in favor of a new game that took the

dock by storm, "DIVE FOR THAT ORANGE ROCK". So, despite the somewhat sket-

chy weather, it was a great summer for swimming.
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TENNIS

Nineteen Ninty-six was a great season for the Europeans in tennis. Mornings, after-

noons, and even freeline were when these courts were in use. And in the Kieve spirit, in

all those times, great sportsmanship was exhibited. Team Italy, Andrea and Juli Beneditti,

put on a great show in the first session senior hour event. In the junior hour event, Andrew
Gregg and Thomas de Montville put on a great show of skill and sportsmanship. In the

activity periods^ lots of King of the Court was played with many King points earned by
James Hielo, Will Schwarz, Matt McKenna and R.M. Moon among others.

The second session offered some great tennis, as well. Once again, the senior finals in-

cluded the Spanish sensation Victor Creixell vs. the German Philip Keiser. Victor's brother,

Oscar Creixell won the Junior draw. Other notable players of the session included Charlie

Fraser, Alex Russel, Will Ober and J.B. Cholnoky.

VOLLEYBALL

Volleyball was a blast this year. With the new qualification system, I felt those who
really made a concerted effort were able to improve greatly. Some prime examples of this

improvement are Nicholas Alberti, Blair McGraw, Thomas deMontille, Alex Meszaros,

Richard Geier, and Mike DiOrio who dedicated many hours to making first session a ses-

sion of great sportsmanship and achievement. The most dedicated of the hard-core v'ball

players would have to be Noah Fralich, who was the only person to reach the seventh

quahfication, that now bears his name.
Second session began a bit slower than the first but quickly picked up speed near the

end of the summer. The last few days drew attention to Kieve's "international connection"

with Louis Stanislaw and Ed Rigant of France and Christian Hass, Philip Kaiser, and Deniz

Sipahi of Germany showing their true dedication and skill in the sport. There was also a

strong American contingent with Andrew Pierpan, Matt Knapp, Bryan House, and Jon
Braff improving and excelling on the volleyball court.
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I loved working with both sessions of

kids, watching their appreciation of a

wonderful but neglected sport in America

grow. I hope these campers will continue to

use the skills they have built at Kieve, to ex-

cel on their school or community teams. I

also hope Camp Kieve will continue to sup-

port the volleyball program as it has while

I have been a part of it.

JEREMIAH RANCOURT

WINDSURFING

Although the weather struggled to be cooperative down by the waterfront, windsurf-

ing was nevertheless a raging success. For many boys, the activity offered a first ever taste

of that zany sport involving a sail, a board, and a dash of wind. And with some determina-

tion along with a little balance, many campers were soon cruising back and forth across

Lake Damariscotta. Boys learned the skills by going through the qualifications starting with

the Cool Ken Winner, and then moving on to the Rail Rider, Robbie Naish, Windjammer,
and finishing with the amazing Kieve Windsurfer. Many boys often came down just to paddle

around in the cool water on a hot and humid afternoon and perhaps playing some friendly

games of chicken. There were tons of stars on the water this summer, but a few shown
extra brightly. Alec Schoettle first session and Jim Levy second session both accomplished

the voyage around the big island to win their Kieve Windsurfers. Thanks to all who came
out on the lake and I can't wait to see everyone on the boards again next summer.

CARTOEF van PANHUYS
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WOODSHOP

Second session proved to be a fun and exciting one down at the Woodshop. Campers
hammered away at a record pace and cranked out napkin holders Hke there was no tomor-
row. Indeed a new standard of excellence was reached. Those brave enough embarked on
a wondrous journey into Woody's World and came back with the ultimate prize. The in-

famous * 'Woody Hanger". We are proud of everyone of you who took the time to come
down and work at the Woodshop. It takes a lot of patience and the right attitude to dedicate

oneself an entire session in order to complete a project. Special mentions go to Ned Mur-
phy and Will George for their excellent craftsmanship. For those of you who didn't get

a chance to check out the Woodshop, we look forward to seeing you next summer.
SAM ATKINS
ROB HUNT
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DAILY LOG — FIRST SESSION
,

TUESDAY, JUNE 18

After a nine day orientation, the Kieve

Staff for 1996 were more than ready to

welcome the 1st session campers. It didn't

take long, for Lawrence Slocum, Forrest

Webber-Brown, and Kasey Benson all

greeted us before 9:00 a.m. Beautiful weather

and a dynamite staff has me believing this,

the 70th year of Kieve will be one of the best.

As the day progressed, we got updated from

Henry and Jeff about their bus ride from
Princeton. Bob and Cooper spent the day

preparing for their upcoming Maine Trails

and Long Voyage Trips. The rest of us spent

the day greeting campers who arrived by
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automobile, swimming, and playing a

number of games outside our Art Center. By
6:30 the camp was filled and we sat down
to our first meal in the new and improved
Pasquaney Hall. A pleasure having John
Roy back and his able assistant Ray serving

up our food. After dinner we all gathered up
at Innisfree to the traditional opening game
of Simon Says. The noise and energy

emanating from atop the hill told the entire

Damariscotta Lake community Camp Kieve

1996 had begun. We said thanks for a

wonderful beginning, lowered the flag then
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sang a beautiful rendition of the Kieve song.

Good night. Special thanks to the opening

night skit entitled "Dining in the new Pas-

quaney Hall."

- 57

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 19

The sky was blue and the temperature

was rising as we assembled by the flag for

the first full day of the 1996 season. Charlie

Keyser and Chad Burdette raised the flag and

we headed down to breakfast. Bennett

Haynes and Jesse Dougherty figured out that

morning duties, if every one worked hard,

would amount to 55 man hours each day.

That's a lot of work!







i

night. Will Schwartz and Eliot Miller lowered

the flag and we concluded a very busy but
great day.

THURSDAY, JUNE 20

Listen to the salutation to the dawn,
look to this day for it is life, the very Ufe of

life,

In its brief course lie all verities and realities

of our existence.

one of the most successful days in recent

history. Island swim and open hill for the

older boys was followed up by a very serious

discussion about water safety and the bud-

dy system. Some guys jumped in to cool off

while others ran to boxsports for some
hoops.

At lunch the AUagash and Long Voyage
met with Tim Cavalry, the Head Ranger for

the Allagash Waterway to review the rules

and regulations of the Waterway. After

Lunch the "skeet shooter" came to take an

all camp picture. Despite some tense

moments when the council was being un-

cooperative, the picture episode went
smoothly.

The afternoon brought more terrific

weather and assigned activities. A split swim
featuring theme songs went well. A
"Chariots of Fire" song from raft four was
the greatest we'd seen in a long time. Cabin
pictures and a raucous dinner of Chicken
Nuggets and many wonderful counselor

announcements.

Capture the Flag and a few head bumps
to J. T. Fetter and Spencer Mallozzi, both
residents of North Glenayr concluded the

So what do we hear this dawn? We hear

the shrills of laughter that emanate mostly

from Ben Wolven. We hear the moans of

Scott Maxwell as he lumbers out of bed

earlier than he deems humanly possible.

Finally we hear excitement lingering through

the air as the first real day of camp Kieve

1996 begins. Lets get ready to rumble.

How else to start the year off than with

your fav. and mine, the Rumba. A quick

dance after eating loosened everyone up for

another longer dance after that to the tunes

of shake your booty. As Pete Courtemnache
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said, "It is only right that we dance our way
into the year dude." Pete caught the wave

with some great dance moves as well as

poetic words.

After some funky tunes, it was time for

some funky bank duty. While camp is not

a competitive place it is a place where men
will be men. It seemed to me that a few men
needed to prove to me some things. I asked

these fine specimens, are you real men? and

if so, prove it. Campbell Walker proved his

manhood by eating a whole waffle in one

bite, that is manhood. Pete Wood proved his

manliness by drinking an entire 4 gallons of

water in one fail swoop. Pete LaCasse pro-

ved his stuff via thumb wrestling, Andrew
Palmer bench pressed Tom Ault and Piam
flexing muscles rippled for all to see. Lots

of testosterone. But Matthew Nichols and

,

j

Cooper Mallazi, they did not have the

strength of a full man. Because of their lack

of manly powers those two received bank
duty.

After our epic journey through the din-

ing hall, we made our way to morning ac-

tivities. Bennett Haynes enjoyed the skipping
' sensations of the aqua zip while Alex Gelb

received his Van Gough and was really

psyched about that. General swim was
generally good. Mike D'orio's showing on
raft four was outstanding. He turned a

I
handstand into a dive that was worth writing

home about.

Lunch turned into rest period which
turned into afternoon activities. The day was
smooth, like butter. The climbing wall seem-
ed to be the hot spot in the afternoon as did

adventure. Eddie Lucas and William Holi-

day were both monkey-like when attacking

the cHmbing wall. It was a good afternoon.

General swim was sweet. In the spirit of the

Olympics, it was time for the great Kieve
swim race. Racers were set, the water
smooth, and everyone was ready to swim.

- 6

Damon Von Polntiz was poised to have the

race of his life and that he did. Like it was
his job, Damon started off strong and end-

ed in the lead this race day.

Dinner turned the camp back into dance

feast 96. Campbell Walker impressed

everyone with his pelvic motions while all en-

joyed the night life in Pasquaney's dance

arena. The night took a sudden twist

however when Pete Wood started to lurk

around the building. It seems that he was
finishing out his mission. A mission that to

most would be impossible. An impossible

mission. The mission impossible. Hey that

sounds like a great name for an evening ac-

tivity. It was time to put on the camo, strap



up the shoes, and complete the mission im-

possible. Each campers task was to make it

from Wescott to Kissler down to the archery

field and then back to the top of the hill

without being seen. A mission that requires

tact. A mission that requires couth and a

whole lot of sneakiness. A mission that every

camper was happy to jump into. Matt
Mracheck's outfit helped him stay away
from all the bad guys. The mission, while

truly impossible, ended up being a whole lot

of fun. Hats off to Bennet Haynes and Will

Dujardin for being the first to Finnish. With
the day finally over, looking around me at

flag, I smiled as all those around me did, for

this day was a day that made all of us pretty

happy to be alive and pretty happy to be

here.

JESSE DOUGHERTY

FRIDAY, JUNE 21

Today the weather is unfortunately

rather dreary and the overall tone of camp
this morning has matched the inclement

weather. As the officer of the day, I have

tried to use the morning set backs as a lear-

ning moment; a lesson that things don't

always go as expected and we should push

through obstacles in the name of FUN. That

is a large part of what camp is about. That

said it has just started to rain.

Morning activity periods are running

from 9:45-10:45 and 10:45-1 1 :45. We offered

sailing and canoeing down at the waterfront,

although only the canoes were able to get on
the water. Adventure was also hampered by
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the rain, South Cunningham and North
Bunkerhill worked on some group initiatives

in the Blue Rug room. Unfortunately a Peace
Treaty was not agreed upon. The Climbing
Wall was fully operational as North Glenayr
and South Bunkerhill went vertical, achiev-
ing great feats of height and several qualifica-

tions. South Harrington split time between

photography and pottery, arriving at lunch

with a very artistic demeanor. The Funky
Bank and the Allagash were fire up and fir-

ing slap shots during floor hockey, only to

settle into a kinder warmer mood while pro-

ducing visual aesthetic creations in the art

room.
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Today was the fourth day of Camp and
four trips departed; North Cunningham
began their assault on the Camden Hills,

South Harris embarked on their paddle
through John's Bay, and North Harris battl-

ed some serious headwinds in their paddle

to windy Wavus. Finally, Cooper Mallozzi

and the rest of the Long Voyagers departed

for their 18 day canoeing expedition.

The evening activity was the annual

Kieve Egg Drop. Each cabin divided into I's

and 2's and produced a skit and an egg pro-

tector which were then tested by a seven foot

fall onto the floor of Pasquaney. The
camper's seemed to love the activity;

however it got just a bit out of hand and
lasted until 8:45 p.m. We had a symbolic

Flag ceremony inside Pasquaney as it was
getting late and it was raining outside. After

that the mighty men of South Harrington
were great sports, for they stayed around and

did a final Pasquaney duty before bed. I then

took down the flags and hung them in the

rafters of the office to dry. And that con-

cludes Friday, June 21, 1996 at Camp Kieve.

SATURDAY, JUNE 22

Remember those days at Kieve when
you got to sleep an extra half hour because

it was the second cold, rainy day in a row?



ing. That you didn't want to get out of bed, and we quietly headed down to Pasquaney.

and that you'd rather be at home? But then, The second sign of an unusual day came
through some strange twist of fate, you in an announcement by Nancy Kenndy. Nan-

found yourself enjoying this day, even lov- cy announced that she had seen a moose in

ing it. Well, today was surely one of those front of her house that morning, and that

days. In the words of W. H. Auden, we will to see a moose in front of her home meant
* 'remember this day as one remembers a day good luck would come forever. This good
when one did something slightly unusual." luck was particularly apt, she said, because

The first sign that our day was unusual today was the birthday of her dear boy,

came before breakfast, when we decided that Henry.

after the previous night's egg toss the whole The seven cabins left in camp went

camp could use an extra half hour of sleep, through the morning routine with vigor, and
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a kind of focus that only the harsh weather

can engender. Qualifications were won on an
unprecedented scale in the morning activities,

and at lunch our small camp buzzed with a

quiet energy that seemed to anticipate

something greater to come. As the rain and
cold weather continued outside, inside Pas-

quaney we heard our vocation. At last, the

day's purpose revealed itself to us when
Shamus Alley, Allison Twiss, Spencer

Mallozzi, Wyatt Wartels and Peter Lacasse

burst into a rendition of "The Best Years of

My Life." with this, the evening activity

became known to all: Air Guitar.

Once they knew their mission for the

day, the campers worked through their ac-

tivity periods like fiends. While the seven re-

maining cabins worked, others trickled in:

North Cunningham, South Harris, and
North Harris. After an optional general (but
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it should have been mandatory for mudsoc-

cer boys!) the boys went down to prepare for

Air Guitar.

Finally, we got down to the event. If

awards had been granted, they'd have been

as follows: Most Energetic - S.

Glenayr,"Jock Rock"; Most Original - S.

Bunker, acapella answering machine song;

Most Cool - N. Bunker, ''Bad to the Bone";

Most Obscene - S. Harrington, "Cream";
Best - C. J. and Laurie Beth, "It's a Hard
Knock Life".

Air Guitar ended with a Ritz skit (Thriller)

and a council skit (Hungry Like the WolO-
Sam Kennedy took down the flag, and thus

ended a truly unusual day.

SUNDAY, JUNE 23

The birds chirping outside the Ritz win-

dow this morning gave me the slight hope
that the sun would be shining today.

However, on my brief walk to Pasquaney,
I realized that the dreary weather would stay

with us another day. The weather didn't
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dampen our spirits though, as Henry
gathered everyone around the flag and Will

Schwartz and friend raised the flag to begin

our day. Breakfast consisted of the usual

Sunday morning blueberry pancakes that

were flipped to the campers plates by our

ever so accurate counsel. Morning duties

came and went, with everyone getting a

"tub" in and making sure their cabins were

in fine condition for Henry's inspection.

After giving North Cunningham a few

pointers about cleaning, I headed to the Ritz

for a little cleaning myself. On my way there

I was stopped dead in my tracks by the sweet

voices coming from choir practice. Excited

for chapel to begin, I headed over at the

sound of the twelve o'clock bell. Justin

Strasburger started us off as the first camper

prayer of the session, which was followed by
the lovely sound of everyone singing. We had

a special guest present the sermon. Tommy
Townsend talked to us about being a camper
here in the late twenties and early thirties.

He shared with us that his experiences at ;

Kieve have always influenced him in his life, ;

and that chapel was one of the most impor-

tant times for him as a camper. At a super
f

lunch of corn and barbecue chicken Henry
\

told us that Justin Strasburger had won the

cake for the loudest voice and Alex Clarke
for the sweetest voice. Inspection was a good
one this morning with North Harris. South

Harris and North Cunningham all winning! I

The afternoon was a fun filled one while we '

waited for the weather to make up its mind.

At the last minute we decided it was still too ;

cold for general swim, so we opted for Song
Wars in Innisfree instead. We own a big

thanks to Charlie for single handedly mak-
ing the Sunday evening hot dog dinner. After

dinner we headed to our cabin for warm
clothes and then down to the archery field i

for everyone's favorite Mental Midget ;

^

Relay Races! ! ! ! After an exciting evening we
^

made our way back up to flag where the
\

Alexes of North Cunningham lowered the
^

flag. Tomorrow will be sunny I promised
^

everyone as we rose to sing the Kieve song, ^

j

and headed down to bed. ,

AMY DUNCAN
,
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MONDAY, JUNE 24

We awoke early in the morning in hopes
of some blue sky. It would be the first sight

of blue sky in some four days. The

temperature had risen which was a good sign,

but still no blue. Erik Davis and Zachary
Wilbur raised the flag, as we looked on. We
quickly made it to a sausage, egg, and cheese

biscuit breakfast anticipating the morning ac-

tivities. Andy Pesant and Rob Beckerlegge

earned bank/buck duty, because they, as

partners, managed to make the biggest mess
of themselves in the game they played. An-
dy had to sit behind Rob and use his arms
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and hands to feed Rob. Andy was blindfold-

ed. This game obviously created quite a

mess, and attempted to send a message about

the importance of teamwork. After

breakfast, we headed to activities as the first

sign of blue sky appeared. Ben Hux showed
off some of his talent by standing on his head

on a surfboard. At general swim, we had the

traditional Saturday pain dive contest to

come in from the rafts. Charlie Richardson

demonstrated a pain dive, and Conner
McKenna matched it. Afternoon activities

included the introduction of rocketry to

Kieve '96. Nick Kasprak and Wells Mueller

attempted the trapeze at the adventure

course, while Eddie Lucas reached the top

of the cHmbing wall. The afternoon general

swim ended with the appropriate Olympic
Moment skits, where the Ben Johnson and
Greg Louganis scenarios were performed.

We played scrambled eggs for the evening

activity, where 'name that tune' was the big

hit. Alex Buck and Pete Courtemanche
lowered the flag to end another fun-flUed day

at Camp Kieve.

CAMPBELL WALKER

TUESDAY, JUNE 25

I awoke to the sound of raindrops splat-

tering off of the roof of North Glenayr. As
I sat up in bed, I realized that the runny nose

I had developed the night before had turned

into a full blown head cold.

I got dressed and made my way up to

Pasquaney in the hope that my first cup of

coffee would flush out whatever was caus-

ing my pain. It didn't work.

The rain showed no signs of stopping,

so Charlie and I made plans for a full day

of indoor activities. As I sat lounging in the

office waiting to ring the bell after the se-

cond activity period, a strange feeling came

over me. My nose cleared and as I looked

up, I saw that the sky had done the same.
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The clouds broke and the sun shined down.
God smiled on Kieve. Charlie and I frantical-

ly started to reschedule the afternoon ac-

tivities so that they were all ... outside!

The afternoon went without a hitch ex-

cept that the water for general swim was par-

ticularly freezing. To come in from general

swim, each raft had to do their best skit to

a song from the sixties. It will come as no
surprise that the selections were anything but

exciting. In the end, Raft 2 was victorious

with their rendition of Yellow Submarine by

the Beatles.

Dinner was as excellent as always with

a fabulous two course meal consisting of

baked ham and macaroni and cheese. After

being asked continually throughout the day,
"What's the evening activity?" by about 98

campers I couldn't wait to deliver the

message that put all of their minds at ease.

Four way soccer! This is when you fit four

goals, four teams, four balls and a whole lot

of confusion on one soccer field.

Soon the madness was concluded as we
heard the bell that signified the lowering of
the flag and the end of yet another day at

Kieve. It was a near perfect ending to a near

perfect day. Thank you guys.

SHAMUS ALLEY

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 26

It was a blue sky like no other when I

opened my eyes and peaked out the window.
It was a refreshing sight after a long week

of rain and clouds. Somebody had been

messing with those chimes again, so the bell

was the wake-up call and most cabins

sauntered up to flag a bit disheveled.

Breakfast went for the most part

smoothly. Andrew Palmer, Spencer Malloz-

zi, Adam Schultz, and Eric Swanson show-



ed us their reenactment of the Annual Saltine

Eating Contest by racing to eat (and swallow)

four peanut butter crackers, a spoonful of

peanut butter, and a glass of salty water. Eric

and Spencer were the losers and went off to

clean the Buck.

Morning activities saw some excitement

- especially down by the waterfront. Near
hurricane strength winds were blowing from
the east causing a small havoc with the

sailboats, canoes, and windsurfers on the

water. The White Hall found itself on the

rocks at Kistler Point, and South Glenayr

struggled to get out of the cove to make it

to Wild and Windy Westcott. Geordie Cof-

fin, though, didn't appreciate the fact that

strong winds made the windsurfing sail so

much heavier. General swim was a small

nightmare for some boys and a few lucky

counselors because of the water temperature.

But a workout video segment featuring

several Hanz and Franz's warmed everyone

up to swim back in.

A deliciously yummy lunch of tuna
melts and cold cuts got everyone ready for

some stellar afternoon activities. Some of the

big hits of the afternoon were archery, ten-

nis, and the trapeze at adventure. Chris Geier

managed to pull off three trapeze grabs,

while Alex Schoettle got his longbow in ar-

chery with some great shooting. General

swim was again painful but successful for all

parties. South Bunkerhillon raft 2, directed

by Rosser Lomax, did a splendid rendition

of the jump-into-the-garbage-shoot-to-avoid-

the-storm-troopers scene from Star Wars to

be able to come in first.

Dinner was just about the craziest thing

I had experienced in a long time. It was a

virtual Dance Party Kieve Old Style. The
Beatles were cranking through the new
stereo, and everyone was on the table

twisting and doing the fly. It was quite a

workout, and it got everyone all geared up !

for the Super Scavenger Bananza as the even-

ing activity. Campers searched for everything

from a Kappa Delta t-shirt to what the speed

Umit on Kieve roads is to the number of

stones that make up the Innisfree chimney.

We even all found out what B.J. stands for.

But alas, the sun had to go down and

it was time to bring the fun and energy fill-

ed day to a close. And upon taking down the 1

flag, everyone took a moment to think about

Kieve' s number one rule: everyone has the

right to be treated with kindness. \

CARTOEF VAN PANHUYS ^

THURSDAY, JUNE 27

The unbeUevable glare shining off the

lake told me that for the first time this ses-
]

sion we may get a beautiful day. My hopes

got even greater when I hopped out of the

shower and saw the sun still shining. I had
j

a glass of juice at Pasquaney and discussed
j

the day with Charlie and Jared. Even though i

we only had four cabins in camp, it sound-
\

ed like it would be a busy day. The first bad

news came when Jared told me that Woody
would not be around for breakfast, and I saw

my Bank Duty fly out the window . . . next
\

session Woody. As I walked up to get the i
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flags ready, more bad news struck - the nice of the legendary Junior Kieve. Everyone

;d weather was deteriorating rapidly. There followed Jason Nahra down to breakfast

;h were a few eager campers already up, and where John Roy and Co. prepared a real

j- they helped me ring the bell to get the day treat for us ... a little bacon and eggs,

id started. Nicky Bernstein and Sam Maxwell mmmmmm! Because the prime recipient

ly 1 raised the flag, after which I tried to remind wasn't around, I went through Double Dare

w everybody to not just ' *go through the mo- Bank Duty and wound up giving myselfTHE
i tions" of being at Kieve, and that they DUTY. Oh Yeah, I thought the low-key

le i

should try to enjoy everything as much as Allman Bros, music was pretty good.
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Morning activities went well, especially

considering the numbers. General swim also

flowed nicely - thanks to all the counselors

who made it down. Some pretty cold imper-

sonations of the O.D. determined who went
in first. Once again we dined like kings at

lunch, feasting on some great tacos. Since

there were only three cabins in camp (NBH
was on the Snow Goose) I flew through

afternoon sign-ups and got to spend some
quality time with the funky Bank. Straight

on through general swim things went well,

and I started to get into that weird kinda

groove in anticipation of a rockin' dinner.

I gotta say that dinner was absolutely

crazy fun as we turned Kieve into Dance Par-

ty U.S.A. I would doubt that Junior Kieve

has ever gotten a welcoming night quite like

that one. Everyone carried there enthusiasm

into the evening activity which was Ultimate

Sports Night. I think bombardment and
ultimate friz stole the show. We were all pret-

ty pooped at flag, but it was a good kind of

pooped. Chris Teirney and Matt McKenna
helped lower the flag and send us all to bed.

Thanks everyone for a tremendous day.

SPENCER MALLOZZI

FRIDAY, JUNE 28

As I awoke from a deep slumber that

can only be produced by Kieve activities, I

had visions of a great O.D. day. But as I

looked out my small window and across the

dreaming Greg Stewart, the sky seemed to

whisper other things. The air was chilled and
the sky was blanketed with clouds as I made
my way up to flag. Immediately, I was met
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by an onslaught of dreary eyed campers who
wanted to raise the flag. Amidst all of the

confusion, luckily Connor McKenna and

Alex Buck rose to the occasion to offer their

expert services of flag raising. Then
something magical happened, between the

first pull of the rope for flag and my last call

for table boys, the sky opened and cast its

beauty onto the landscape of Kieve. It was

going to be a beautiful day.

After a spectacular breakfast, yolks

were everywhere due to the egg throwing

contest for the coveted prize of "Bank/Buck

duty". The winners. Amy Duncan and

Mohammed Katanbaf of the Univ. of Maine

team, got the applause but the honorary
* 'Colby Alumni Team" stole the show.

Comprised of Henry Kennedy and my
visiting sister, Christa Riepe, they wooed the

crowd with their form and grace. We left

Pasquaney with smiles on our faces and the

sunshine on our shoulders. It was going to

be a beautiful day.

As for morning activities **The Beach
Day" stole the show. As South and North

Glenayr headed to the surf and the sand and
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the "newborn" Junior Kievers headed for

the Snowgoose, the camp was left with only

three cabins to work with. Despite the lack

of numbers, South Cunningham, North
Bunkerhill and the Bank made their presence

known by accumulating an array of
qualifications for the morning. With the aid

of some expert and gratuitous bell ringing

by Ronnie Pescosolido and Demain von
Poelnitz, we headed to general swim.

With the kids eager to get out of the cold

lake for general swim, we ended with a skit

from your favorite eighties movie. Raft 3's

performance of Ferris Beulleur's Day Off
sent in North Bunkerhill early. Leading with

Eric Swanson's difficult "double squirt ac-

tion" on the dock, we ended the swim. Later,

lunch seemed especially cozy with only a

handful of campers eating. And as for rest

period, the blue sky and the warm air made
it really hard for the campers to actually

catch some "z's".

Afternoon activities were led by adven-

ture and woodshop but the most activity

seemed to come from returning trips. South
Bunkerhill and South Harrington littered

their tents in front of Innisfree while campers

and counselors ahke raved about their past

travels. Jeff Goldenson of South Harrington

definity stole the show with his gravity-

defying hat head from his 5 day hiking trip

while Peter LaCasse represented South
Bunkerhill with his sun and wind beaten

face. As the returning campers hurried down
to their "tubs", one thing was evident in the

sound of their trampling feet. They were ex-

cited to have had such a beautiful day.

After a favorite television commercial
exit for general swim and a very dramatic

"squirt avoidance" by Will Ireland on the

dock, we prepared ourselves for dinner. With

a warm Italian night on our plates, the

campers fueled up for a most intense game
of Capture the Counselor. With the boun-

daries set, the campers were released like a

pack of hungry dogs to find the hidden staff

and the three "special" blue bonus balls that

lay somewhere in the Kieve wilderness.

Luckily, most of the staff emerged from

the depths of the woods to reveal themselves

in time for Flag. Unfortunately, no blue

bonus balls were found but there were some

sightings around the BMT. Donnie had no

comment about the whereabouts of these

blue balls. As I wrapped up with flag with

some comments on the day, the faces of the

campers reminded me of what camp is all

about. Images of energy, friendship, com-

passion and fun radiated from their faces.

And as I walked back to my cabin, and the

darkness overcame the light, William Dujar-

dan summed it up perfectly to me. He said,

"Can I have a piggy-back..."

SATURDAY, JUNE 29

There is something about a Kieve mor-

ning that I cannot describe, for it is like no

other. Is it the waking chill that sweeps

through the cabins, shielded only by our

beloved blankets? Is it the glorious cry of the

lonely loon, welcoming the brilHant rays of

the sun's first glimpse over the horizon. Or,

is it the terrific realization that one is over-

come by, knowing in a comforting way that
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he faces another day of Kieve splendor.

These questions I asked as we launched full

speed into the second Saturday of the ses-

sion. As Win McCarthy and Geordie Cof-
fin raised the flags, the camp looked up to

the cobalt skies greeting the day.

As we headed down to Pasquaney for

some of Ray's and John Roy's delicious egg

muffins, it became apparent that camp had

been blessed by some merry pranksters in the

previous night. **How can we thank them?,"

I asked Pete Lacasse, 'The only way to give

thanks to such acts of grace," declared

young Peter, '*Is to pay a personal visit."

And so the whole camp skipped through the

Old Bunkerhill cabin, shouting aloud in

thanksgiving so that the sleeping benefactors

might hear them. As the muffins were con-

sumed in hearty fashion, the days prospects

grew. Because there has not been too much
romance amongst the staff, it was essential

for me to act in a way suited for the 90's:

by playing everyones favorite game, MTV's
*

'Singled Out" (sans Jenny McCarthy, but

well replaced by Jen Marchetti and Anne
Beaamont-Nichols.) Participants were drawn
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out of the hat, and in the end it was Piam
Shanehsaz winning the love of Rachel

Schulman, based on their compatibility, edg-

ing out Jason Nahra and Jeremiah Rancourt,

thus winning bank duty.

The morning activities were enjoyed by

all, as qualifications were earned with

tremendous zeal. Although I did not make
it to all of the activity areas, it was all too

apparent that this was a great day, especial-

ly for the men of the Bank and North

Glenayr who found themselves maxing and
relaxing at Pemaquid Beach. As the sun was

cranked up to 1 1 ,
general swim was greeted

well. In order to make it to the festive

spaghetti luncheon on time, the rafts had to

demonstrate the most interesting, artistic and

downright impressive water entry. Of course,

entire raft participation was a must, so raft

2 came in first.

After a moment of rest, Kieve was again

thriving. Woodworking, art and the aqua zip

were big hits this afternoon, not to forget

swimming and adventure. Although some

afternoon clouds had settled upon us, the

qualification palooza that started in the mor-

ning, continued with a gusto. Before anyone

knew it, it was time for general swim. To
come in from the rafts, campers had to reach

deep into their souls, grasp hold of their pain

threshold, and flop in a belly-Hke fashion.

Again, high marks were given to raft par-

ticipation. To judge such a competition was

no simple chore, but due to the vibrant

scarlet glow that beamed from raft 4, they

came in first.

As a dehcious chicken and vegetable

stir-fry was chowed upon, Pasquaney started

to rock and roll in a way that would make
each member of the Spin Doctors very hap-

py. Another gentleman that would be pleas-

ed, would be the artist formerly known as

Prince. As the pace picked up, and the mar-

shmallow fluff did its job, it became time for

the evening activity to be announced.

So it was, on this particular evening of

high energy, that campers participated in the

Kieve Extreme Games. While some of the

world's most extreme athletes gathered in
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Newport, R.I., the world's most extreme
campers gathered at Kieve. In cabin groups,

campers pushed themselves to the extreme

in such events as Wooden Walkers, the Pulse

of Life, the Chalk Tower, the Burstoballoon,

the Mohawk Walk, the Soccer Shoot-out,

and the canoeing.hands.only@water. front.

Fun was had by all. As the flag was lowered

by Chris White and Matt Marachek, we gave

thanks for a great day - one that I will always

remember.

WYATT WARTELS

SUNDAY, JUNE 30

This morning, as 8:30 and flag rolled

around, the sun was shining and the wind
was blowing. Henry oversaw the raising of
the flag and we all headed down to breakfast.

Blueberry pancakes were flung incredible

distances and slapped down on plates

halfway across Pasquaney as the Sunday
breakfast pancake-flipping tradition

continued.

After morning duties, the remainder of

the morning was spent cleaning cabins and
tubbing. Henry, after having inspected all the

cabins, could not decide which one was the

cleanest so every cabin got desert after lunch.

At 11:30, a large group headed up to

choir practice led by Shamus and Jake. After

an enthusiastic half hour, they decided that

the loudest voice definitely belonged to JT
Fetter and the sweetest one to Greg Golkin.
These two, and their cabins, were rewarded
with chocolate cakes baked by BJ, and Blair

Kennedy. Chapel followed immediately after

choir practice. A few campers read selections

and Jesse Dougherty gave a great. Shamus
and Jake led a few upbeat hymns with their

guitars and closed chapel with a song writ-

ten last year by Shamus and Tim Morrison.
The traditional lunch of barbecued

chicken and corn was devoured immediate-

ly. Rest period was passed signing up for a

wide range of afternoon activities. The after-

noon seemed to fly by and nobody seemed
to notice the wind picking up and the clouds

rolling in until general swim. After retriev-

ing the bathing suits that had been washed,
we were ready to begin. It was quite chilly

and many were reluctant to get in the water.

Swim ended with a diving competition.

Wyatt braved the chill to demonstrate the

dive to the rafts all of which produced some

pretty impressive shows.

After free time, a hearty dinner of hot-

dogs, chicken, corn, and salad were served.

This led us to evening activity ... casino

night! Everyone turned out in their best

casino attire. Ensembles included sideburns,

mustaches, and sunglasses. After a crush to

get through the door, the games and music

took over the evening.

Almost as soon as it had started, casino

night was over. The flag was lowered and the

Kieve song rung out especially loud due to

the fact that the Bank was putting in 1 10<^^o.

It was another great day at Kieve and I

couldn't have picked a better one to be my
first OD day.

ALISON TWISS

TUESDAY, JULY 2

The sun was shining and the air was
warm when we all trooped up the hill to flag

this morning. At just past eight o'clock, J.T.

Wheeler and Peter Courtemanche raised Ol'

Glory and got the day underway. Everyone

followed Andy Pesant down to Pasquaney
and filed in to eat.

Satiated by a breakfast of eggs and
sausages, we took a minute to listen to an-

nouncements and assign morning duties and

then, of course, turned our attention to bank

duty. Four counselors - Jeff Goldenson,

Peter Wood, Robb Beckerlegge, and Andy
Pesant - each took a bag of marshmallows

in hand and proceeded to stuff their mouths
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as full as possible, pausing after inserting

each new marshmallow to cry out,
* 'Chub-

by Bunny." All four of the young men made
a total mess; thus, each of them was sentenc-

ed to clean up the Buck Building.

South Bunkerhill and North Bunkerhill

both left for the beach, while South Harris,

South Cunningham, and North Harris spent

the morning at the waterfront and the adven-

ture course. General swim provided some
welcome relief from the heat just before

lunch. A healthy dose of eighties television

trivia determined the order in which the rafts

were allowed back in.

After lunch, we all wandered back to



our cabins for rest period. Meanwhile, South

Junior Kieve returned from an exciting over-

night to Westcott Point.

This afternoon, windsurfing and ar-

chery proved to be the most popular ac-

tivities. North Cunningham rolled into camp
before second general swim, back from a six-

day adventure on the St. Croix River.

Eighties music trivia tested the wits of the

campers and the counselors who waited on
the four rafts.

A dinner of chicken nuggets and fries

prepared us all for the evening activity: a

heated game of Color War. The contest end-

ed in a 3-3 Kieve Tie.

Spent from running around at top

speed, the camp - now nine cabins strong -

assembled again at the flagpole. Nicky Bern-

stein and William Dujardin lowered the

flags, and a selection from Thomas Wolfe
gave us each something to think about as we
headed to bed.

Hence, another splendid day at camp
Kieve came to a peaceful end.

ANDREW PALMER

WEDNESDAY, JULY 3

Clouds hung close over Kieve giving the

camp a drowsy feel as the campers mosied
up to flag. Harrison Buck and Jim Ault pro-

udly raised the flag. At breakfast waffles

were devoured by hungry campers and bank
duty was given to some of Kieve' s hardest

working staff, Jen, Anne, and Piam. Mor-
ning activities started and the campers went
ahead to get qualifications and have a great

time. The clouds could not keep the camp
down.

General swim was a little chilly, but all

the campers jumped in to rinse off. The

smallest raft splash came in first, and Matt

Nichols and Andy Pesant's raft had to wait

for last because of poor raft respect. Lunch

came and the drizzle began just as the

campers headed for the cabins for rest

period. The afternoon activities were very ar-

tistic as campers headed for Woody Davis'

photo heaven and Evan Hunt's wood shop.

While most of camp was busy doing their ac-

tivities, North Glenayr rolled in fresh from
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the Damariscotta River and their Fort Island

trip. The weather began to look up and

general swim was on for the afternoon. The
water was frigid, but the campers were tough

and jumped in to clean themselves up. South

Cunningham rolled in right after swim, fresh

from McDonalds and the mighty white

mountains.

Dinner was highlighted by the an-

nouncement that the evening activity would
be an old Kieve favorite from the eighties,

Kieve Horse races. The speed of Jamie

Riepe's horse took the first two races, but

Evan, the Flounder, Hunt took the third

"trivia" round by three spaces. All the tired

campers mosied to flag and then down to bed
for a great nights sleep after a tiring day.

PETER LaCASSE

THURSDAY, JULY 4

What can one say about the fourth of

July. Well, it was a cloudy day, a foggy day,

but nonetheless a day of patriotism. Wear-
ing the American flag as campers rounded
the flagpole, early technical difficulties oc-

curred in the raising of the flag. But not to

worry, as soon our national banner and the

Kieve crest flew proudly above camp.

Breakfast was thoroughly enjoyed by every

last camper, duties assigned, and Bank duty

delegated to a couple of those integral

members of the staff, the women. The mor-

ning ran smoothly as rumors abounded

about whether or not the sound of fireworks
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would be heard. Lunch came soon, activities

were read out and announcements made, and
the OD embarked on the most coveted mis-

sion of all, writing down the campers' ac-

tivities. Some tears were shed when one
young man was unable to go to riflery, but
soon his energy was back and all was well.

Anticipation rose about fireworks and the

evening activity and after a very historical

general swim, a savory meal was enjoyed.

Now, I must say that it was quite cloudy at

this point and the fireworks were not to be,

but all was redeemed when the campers
realized that they would be playing 3-way
capture the flag. The epic battle commenc-
ed soon, and a good time was had by all. The
flag was lowered and the straggling campers
collected. A good fourth, sans fireworks.

FRIDAY, JULY 5

. . .being attentive to the times of the day:

when the birds began to sing, and the deer
came out of the morning fog, and the sun
came up. The reason why we don't take time
is a feeling that we have to keep moving. This

is a real sickness. We live in the fullness of
time. Every moment is God's own time...

The whole thing boils down to giving

ourselves in prayer a chance to realize that

we have what we seek. We don't have to rush
after it. It was there all the time, and if we
give it time, it will make itself known to us.

Thomas Merton
The above proved to be the perfect

quote to begin this day, a day with three

themes: Twins, because today was Russell

and Stewart McMillan's birthday; Trees, for

the simple reason that trees, as well as those

who study them, are cool; and Time, because

we never seen to have enough of the stuff.

But today there was plenty of all three.
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In the interest of time, I will limit my
summation to the day's highlights, starting

with bank duty. Given our three themes, I

felt it was appropriate to stage a version of

the "$20,000 Pyramid" game show in which
the three categories were Twins, Trees, and
Time. But this game had a twist: to satisfy

our curiosity in the innate abiUty of people

who look and act ahke to also think alike,

great care was exercised in the selection of

contestants. Anne Beaumont, Nichols and
Jen Marchetti, who look and act very much
ahke, were the first to compete in the Twins
category. As predicted, Anne Beaumont
seemingly read her partner's mind as Jen

gave her clues to such words as "Olson

Twins" (the stars of the sit-com "Full

House") and "Danny DeVito" (the star of

the movie "Twins"). Jesse Dougherty and

Alex Webb, who do not look or act very

much alike but whose minds are similarly in

the gutter, tackled the trees category. Again,

as predicted, they earned the second fastest

time. Jesse gave clues Hke, "Hey, nice..."

to which Alex responded, "Ash!" Finally,

Peter Wood and Peter LaCasse, who have

nothing more than their first names in com-

mon, made a poor showing in the Time

category. Despite their best efforts, Peter and
Peter fumbled with such easy words as "clep-

sydra" (a water clock) and "cesium- 133"

(9, 1 92,63 1 ,770 vibrations of which is the in-

ternational standard for one second). Bank
duty fell to this last pair of contestants.

On to morning activities. As I made my
rounds of the hill, I could not help but notice

the veil of secrecy surrounding the wood-
shop. Further investigation revealed that

Chad Burdette and Charlie Keyser were hard

at work on their very own skateboarding

ramp. When probed with a few poHte ques-

tions, Chad responded, "Can't talk," and

Charhe finished his friend's thought, "Must
finish ramp," much as twins are known to

do. In art, John MacCallum was taking the

time to thread beads on a bracelet for his

sister, while Matt Wilbur, the budding Rem-
brandt that he is, busied himself with a self-

portrait. In box sports, a volleyball implod-

ed under the crushing force generated when
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Ryan Armstrong and Pete Glore jumped on
either side of the net for a spike.

At 11:20, the sun shown for the first

time.

In the afternoon, campers and
counselors alike tore themselves away from
the Wimbledon semi-final match in which
MaUVai Washington came back from a 5-1

deficit to upset Todd Martin in the longest

fifth set in the history of the tournament, just

to watch the clash of Kieve's own titans of
tennis: Jared Schott and Campbell Walker
versus Rob Beckerlegge and a mystery guest.

Witnesses reported that Beckerlegge's poor
showing was to blame for his team's defeat,

drawing the ire of his partner.

By far the most exciting moment of the

day, however, came when Jesse Dougherty's

arborealist protege, Connor McKenna, suc-

cessfully identified an American Beech, a

Hop Hornbeam, a Sugar Maple, a Horse
Chestnut, and a Basswood all in the vicinity

of Innisfree. On a nature hike at Dodge
Point, another of Jesse's disciples. Bear

Evans, found excellent leaf specimens of the

White Birch, Gray Birch, Cherry Birch, and
Yellow Birch, Representing Kieve at a con-
ference at the local arboretum, John Fetter

delivered a speech on the differences between

Black and White Ash, while Zachary Wilbur
presented his findings on the confusion bet-

ween the Eastern Hemlock and the Balsam
Fir among novice tree enthusiasts. While still

in its infancy, Kieve's native tree identifica-

tion program has leapt to the forefront of
the field.

The land zip, run by Jessie Taisey and
Spencer Mallozzi, was a model of efficien-

cy. Today they set a new Kieve record, sue-



cessfuUy zipping twelve campers within one

hour without compromising on safety.

Henceforth, by order of the camp trustees,

the land zip will bear a plaque on which the

names of these lucky twelve are to be inscrib-

ed: Noland ChambHss, Andrew Gruss,

Micah Gardiner, Stuart Steene-Connolly,

Alex Clarke, PhilHp Schuepbach, Teddy
Bellinger, Robin Yost, EUiot Miller, Blair

McGraw, and Fran O'Shea.

Tonight's evening activity was a colossal

game of townball, which quickly devolved

'

into chaos once Will Hiltz, Colin Graham I

and their North Harris cohorts started run-

ning the bases for fun. The result, of course,

was a classic Kieve tie.

At flag, in heu of a prayer, Matthew
Nichols divided the camp into three groups

to start singing '*Row, row, row your boat"
at separate intervals. Sadly, the song's

familiarity often masks its message:

Row, row, row your boat

Gently down the stream

Merrily, merrily, merrily, merrily

Life is but a dream.

At last we gathered at the waterfront to

enjoy our Fourth of July fireworks show,
delayed the previous night by inclement
weather. The purple cascades with the gold

shooting stars definitely eHcited the most
oohs and ahhs, while the cherry bomb mor-
tars made everyone cover their ears. All

agreed it was well worth the wait.

MATTHEW NICHOLS

SATURDAY, JULY 6

7:28, 7:29, 7:30 off go the chimes. The
air is cool and the skies are some what clear,

for once. Kieve is ready for another great

day. The boys leave their beds and quickly

make their way to flag the same way they

have since camp first opened. Camp has

changed a lot in its first 70 years, but the en-

thusiasm towards the experience remains
much the same.

Ben B. and Dave S. got the flag to the
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top of the pole even before I am able to ex-

claim, "hats off and brace for the flag." Not
long after everyone is down at Pasquaney en-

joying an old fashioned breakfast of eggs

and bacon; Thanks John Roy and Crew! The
food disappears from the plates quickly and
announcements soon follow. They seem dull

with Peter LaCasse on a trip and Spencer

Mallozzi not his usual self. Charlie Richard-

son's highlight of the morning is his acquir-

ing a complete set of Cherrios Hunchback
of Notre Dame figures. He says they are for

his daughter Laurie Beth but I think we all

know the real story.

An old Kieve Alumnus a.k.a. Pothole

helps me with Bank Duty that requires each

counselor to sell a mysterious item to the

camp. Jacob Ide with his Band-Aid necklace;

which was made by Kathy Brown and
Kristen Agresta, nice team effort ladies.

AUison Twiss with her full face mosquito

netting that is very fashionable. Peter Wood

and common filter coffee that is simply,

"good". Cartoef Van Panhuys uses his Ace

bandage to give Spencer a ski mask, useful

for robberies. Spencer Mallozzi eloquently

sells Maypo as a good alternative for kitty

litter while it is also a fine breakfast cereal.

Allison and Pete needed work on their

delivery so they spent some extra time in the

Bank and Buck buildings.

Indian Circle rewarded South Harr-

ington and North Cunningham with beach

days while North Harris went with Matthew

Nichols and Dan Wendt on the Snowgoose.

The morning went smoothly with only 3
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cabins in camp. General swim was a bit crazy

because the rafts were still out of place from
the previous nights fireworks show. Luckily

we only needed two rafts. Donny Jones im-

personations brought everyone in to shore.

A brief rain shower did not dampen our

spirits during our lunch of english muffin

pizzas. Camp is smaller than I could ever

remember, but a good variety of activities

for the afternoon still remain. One of the

highlights is a baseball game down at the

Harriet House Field. By now the sky is clear

and the high humidity has everyone running

for the shade. General swim is refreshing for

everyone, even the OD who gets dunked by
one of the silly female counselors. Original

Sea Dog cheers bring everyone to the main
dock.

Mac and cheese make the Allagash boys

grateful, fresh back from the north woods.

Graham Paine has a decent beard while Max
Blatt and Scott Tackett look like they shav-

ed after Mud Pond. With good weather a

rarity this summer. World Cup soccer seem-

ed like a perfect evening activity. Fresh off

their Eastern Europe Championship,
Spencer Mallozzi's Ukraine team took on
Jacob Ide's Zimbabwe team down at Har-

riet House. Meanwhile a "love" filled Ethio-

pian team led by Andrew Currier faced Tim
Paine 's Romanian squad on the Archery

Field. Both of the games were close and ex-

citing. Cheers could be heard from both

games when I was walking in-between. Lee
Owens showed off his skills for the counsel

while Axel P. and Blake M. made quick

work of the opposition for the campers.

Sweatty and tired, some players took a

quick dip in the lake. By 8:30 we stood atop

the hill at flag one last time this fine Satur-

day. Down goes the flag by Pete C. and
Chris K. The sun quickly disappears below
the horizon and Spencer Mallozzi directs

everyones attention to the peach colored sky.

All I know is that it was worth a second look.

My neck is sweatty from running

around all day and my voice is all but gone,

but I still love the feeling. I guess that is

because I really love what I do. I am a sim-

ple camp counselor, but I would like to

believe that there is more to it than that. Each

day I look for the subtleties that strengthen

that behef . After all I am not a minister nor

will I ever pretend to be one, but I do know
that Kieve will forever remain a special place,

run by special people.

Thanks for a great day,

EVAN *'FLOUNDER" HUNT
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Well, off to the Sea Dogs game! I went

in Bus #2 where we watched Dirty Dancing.

Amy Duncan, Amy Owens and myself sang

to the awesome tunes. We arrived in

Portland just as the movie ended. Everyone

SUNDAY, JULY 7

I woke from a deep sleep with the

golden sun poking itself up through the

horizon. It was being social again.

I didn't know what to expect of my very

first OD day. I was kind of nervous, but as

I walked up from the Infirmary I could tell

that the day would be great. I got to Pas-

quaney and grabbed some steaming hot cof-

fee. Blueberry Pancakes permeated the Hall.,

reminding me of home. I joined Henry,

Charlie, and Jared sitting out on the porch

and enjoyed the sun before I had to set off

the chimes.

Henry was OD for the morning and,

wow, he did a spectacular job! Everything
was strange because this afternoon we were
going to the Portland Sea Dogs game. In-

spection ran smoothly. Chapel went well,

and Andrew Currier gave a great sermon to

us all. Lunch was devine. After an-

nouncements we headed off to our cabins to

pack for the Sea Dogs game and write let-

was excited. Spencer Mallozzi and Jake Ide

took charge. We separated into cabin groups

and headed into the stadium. The game was

a thrill. Portland Sea Dogs vs. The
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Binghampton Mets. Jesse Dougherty was,

once again, Slugger and Matt Nichols took

on the dirty job as The Trash Monster. S.

Glenayr, N. Glenayr, S. Cunningham and N.

Harris were the cheerleaders of the group

with letters of Sea Dogs and Slugger written

on their backs. We left a little early because

it was a sure thing that the Sea Dogs had won
the game. The score was 8-3.

I went back with my cabin, N. Harris,

in the blue van. We danced and sang all the

way back to camp to my mixed tape. We ar-

rived a little bit ahead of everyone else. This

left me enough time to find a poem for the

lowering of flag. The Buses arrived shortly

and Henry wanted us to play a short game
before flag. Jesse Taisey and Liz Baldwin led

a game of Shipwrecked. Last of all before

campers laid their heads down to sleep, we
did the lowering of flag. The flag was
lowered by Sammy Kennedy and Nick
Kasprak. We had a silent prayer to thank the

Lord for such a wonderful and beautiful day.

After the prayer I read a poem titled

''Wolves in the Zoo" and then we sang the

Kieve song. I rushed down to my cabin to

say goodnight to my campers and then off

to bed.

With lots of thanks,

MARIA AGRESTA
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MONDAY, JULY 8

When I awoke at seven o'clock the

weather did not look promising. However,
when does Kieve ever let something as trivial

as mother nature get in the way? Charlie and

I amended the days activities to allow for the

possible interuption and beat on.

The first bell of the day rang and out

poured 110 some campers from their cabins.

Alex Mezaros and Ned Coutermanche rais-

ed the flag and before we stormed down to

Pasquaney for waffles, we took note that to-

day was the beginning of our last week at

Kieve. We needed to concentrate on how for-

tunate we have been to be with each other

this session. Today we would work to make
the most of our final days at Kieve for the

summer of 1996.

We talked about history during Bank
duty and we talked about the sacred ring that

every male counselor at Kieve is given at the
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first initiation ceremonies. However, until

this day the ring had been kept a secret

amongst the campers. For there had been

gross neghgence as appHed to ring bearing

and something needed to be done. Usually,

the ring is only to be seen by the owner. It

is understood that other counselors have the

ring so there is little reason to show it off.

Every ring is the same. Tim Paine forgot

these rules and for that he was punished.

Thanks for being such a good sport Tim!
The day ran well through lunch. Mat-

thew had successfully educated two cabins

in nature. Even a brief quiz at lunch could

not fool his students. Jacob would soon
return with a number of fishing fanatics who
were able to hop on the Snowgoose II for

a few hours.

Afternoon activities also went smoothly.

I was fortunate to watch Geurt go off the

land zip and to spend a good period of time

at the Archery field were Russell Lomax was
on fire. Matthew and Jesse resumed their

study of trees but were not accompanied by
any campers.

For evening activity I chose to go with

Squeeze the Tarp and Flip the Hand or

maybe it was Flip the Tarp and Squeeze the

Hand. It really doesn't matter. All games
were interrupted by an enormous ice cream
sundae bar outside of Pasquaney.

The flag came down and we began the

countdown to the last day of the session.

Grant Braswell and Jon Crowell lowered it

with extreme precision. I appreciate

everyone's effort to make this day special for

me.
PETER WOOD

TUESDAY, JULY 9

The day began as so many others had

at Kieve; rainy and cloudy. However, I had

high expectations for the weather. I decided

early that I was not going to let the weather

ruin this day. I met Charlie at 7: 15 to discuss

what the duties and activities would be. We
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decided to ring the chimes a half hour late,

so flag did not start until 8:30. R.J. Moon
and Peter Glore raised the flag, and I pick-

ed 22 table boys (the whole cabin of Allagash
was chosen, which did not make them

happy).

For breakfast, we dined on sausage,

egg, and cheese biscuits. Everyone ate very

quickly, no biscuits were spared. There were

few council announcements. Amy Duncan
had an interesting one about the D.O.T. The
campers were excited about doing their mor-

ning duties. Rachel Schulman was less than

pleased about receiving bank duty.

As soon as we left Pasquaney the clouds

parted and the sun came out. That lifted

everyone's spirits. There was a lot of fun

stuff going on during morning activities

periods, including nature walks with Jesse

Dougherty and "the game" with Cartoef.

We had a split swim because there were so

many cabins in camp. The contests for the
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rafts to come in were country music songs

for the younger guys, and a personalized ren-

dition of Tina Turner's Private Dancer for

the older boys. All the boys were charged up
for the macaroni and cheese we had for

lunch. It took the entire rest period to sign

up all the campers for afternoon activities.

We had cabins arriving all afternoon.

South Bunkerhill, North Bunkerhill, and the

Bank all pulled in before dinner. The ac-

tivities went smoothly, the popular ones were

art, archery, and frisbee. The weather held

and we were able to hold another split swim
in the afternoon. The contests this time were

disco, and acting out your favorite video

games. Everyone enjoyed the pizza we had
for dinner. In fact, we ate a record of 42 piz-

zas. For the evening activity we held the first

ever Great Kieve Clash, which is a camper
versus counselor capture the flag extravagan-

za. The kids seemed to really like the game.
The entire camp was exhausted after an ac-

tion packed day, we had a simple flag ser-

vice. Connor McKenna and Alex Buck
helped lower the flag. Overall the day went
smooth. Thank you everyone for a great day.

WEDNESDAY, JULY 10

It being my second O.D. report, one

must know that camp is coming to an end

soon. Stuff is happening around here. Peo-
ple are moving, people are shaking, people

are pretty riled up about camp. This day is

particularly inspiring because the sun is out
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in full force. As Noah Fralich and Sam Max-
well rose the flag everyone was fairly excited

to get moving. Good day sunshine here we
come.

Breakfast impressed Jared Schott. He
remarked, "Wow there is a lot of kids here,

boy camp must be ending fairly soon." He,

being a director is observant that way.

Breakfast ran into Bank duty fairly quick-

ly. As I have become somewhat of a tree con-

noisseur, I wanted to see people give there

impressions of trees for each other. It so hap-

pens that there were quite a few kids around

that could help. I got my kid friends AB
Baby, Charlie Whinery, Vince Vanman and
Sammie G with Nurse Mamma and Jen to

check out the trees. AB Baby was quite a

guesser when it came to seeing that Charlie

was a Cow bird in a quaking Aspen. Charhe

mooed while trembling to give it away just

the way a quaking aspen looks in the wind.

Of course then there was Vince, who did a

fine job looking Hke a Red Oak. His arrow

Hke head and tree Hke stance was a dead

giveaway to what the pointed leaf and thick

bark of the red oak. Finally there was Sam
and Jane. It seems that Sam had no idea how
to look like a grey birch, whose leaves are

shaped hke a Hershey kiss and bark is

distinctly marked Hke that of a birch. Too
bad for them, they got bank duty.

Morning really could not have been bet-

ter. Lots of beach trips, lots of Snowgoose
and some saiHng. While saiHng has been very

quiet this summer, it is back now and ready
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to go. "Man was it windy ... and boy do I

love sailing", thought Philip "Butch"
Schubuck,

When general swim came around, it was
time for some pain dives. My partners in

crime, AB and Charlie did a double dive of

death as an example. Ben Wolven slapped
the hardest today, showing off his redness,

with a smile and getting a ten on the "peter-

meter". After swim Sam Kennedy impress-

ed me with a cleanly cabin of SG. Lunch was
quick for the afternoon was going to be ex-

citing. Every activity was open for every

ounce of fun. The tennis tournament started

and people were pretty darn excited.

Swim was going fairly average. Average
that is until we decided to do Madonna
videos. Wyatt's raft vogged through their

skit. Jeff Goldenson's raft sang something
that rhymed with "Hke a surgeon". Tim
Paine's raft showed us a material girl. But
Andrew Currier's raft took the cake. With
a hard moving rendition of like a prayer, the
raft started on their knees working their way
up to a regular boggy Hke motion. I felt Hke
I was watching television. It was truly a

beautiful thing, that song, and they made it

in first.

"Hey we're eating outside!" barked

Matt Mracheck right as the chimes went off

at six. Yes dinner was outside. An-
nouncements were pretty darn cool. Quite a

few quahfications down at the climbing wall

and a cameo by a skunk right under me on
the porch. This made for an interesting time

with announcements but the meal was finally

gotten through.

Maybe the most exciting part of camp
comes with evening activity. I mean this is

where everyone gets roiled up. I know that

I was excited. Matthew Nichols was so ex-

cited he tried to tell everyone what we were

doing beforehand. But I beat him to it when
announcing our night of ultimate sports

challenge. We played soccer, basketball,

volleyball, greased watermelon, the game,

ultimate, floor hockey, whiffle ball, and
library games. What more fun could you ask

for in one evening? Highlights of basketball

came with Tom Ault. As Tom put it,

"Ultimate sports is ultimate fun!" The game
also went well, as Ryan Armstrong noted,

"Man that is a fun game". The day has been

a good one. It has been a day that all our

happy to be involved in. It has been a day
of sun and fun. I'm glad to be a part of this

day myself. After all this fun Nick Albertti

and Noah FraUch brought down old glory

and we kneeled for prayer:

Dear God, when all of us here have

much hard times may we see brightly the love
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around us. Let your love God surround us

with an armor of light. Keep each person
here aware of their specialness, their love,

their own divinity. Thank you God for the

family of Kieve and the love around us here.

How special Kieve is in the spirits brought

together here. Amen.
Thanks Camp for another good day.

JESSE DOUGHERTY

QUALIFICATION THURSDAY, JULY 1

1

This day could not have been more
glorious. The sun was shining, not a cloud

in the sky, the wind was gentle and the

temperature absolutely perfect. Nicholas

Alberti and Sam Maxwell raised the flag and
we all recited the Kieve rule before heading

down to breakfast. A limerick contest gave

bank duty to Evan Hunt and Andy Pesant

for their various pick up lines and relation-

ships fiascoes. With breakfast done we were

ready for an awesome day.

The morning flew by, qualifications
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were earned at an alarming rate. The wood- Viking boat, sailed by some Long Voyage

shop was hopping, as was the climbing wall guys. Morning swim featured some very

and Adventure. The tennis tournament stupid jokes including. What's the difference

featured some great matches and Lake between a car and a plum? Answer: Nothing,

Damariscotta was a perfect blue dotted with except the car has doors and the plum
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doesn't. See what I mean. They were really

stupid.

Lunch announcements were fast and
furious. Justin Strasburger kept us updated
on the number of quahfications attained.

Matt Clark from South Harris received the

highest swimming qualification in the mor-
ning activity periods.

The tennis tournament and some more
land-zip action filled the afternoon. The
highlight perhaps was Evan Hunt giving An-
drew "Woody" Davis a way to get through

the print shop to the woodshop as quickly

as possible. Joe Holiday showed remarkable

perseverance on the climbing wall attempting

the traverse. Jared, Charlie and Henry even

got a chance to row the Viking boat in the

afternoon with Eliot Miller as the coxswain.

At dinner the final tally from the firm

of Justin and Strasburger came in.

Eliminating Jesse's mass qualification for

clapping, the final tally was 240 ± qualifica-

tion earned TODAY! WOW!
As we finished our dinner, Maine Trails

came home to a huge celebration. We were

finally all together again. Even though the

boys smelled horribly, we wanted to get as

close as possible to them. They had com-
pleted a very difficult journey and many of

us were in awe. John O'Hara, a Maine Trails

guy, enjoyed a Happy Birthday sung by 240

members of the community.
For evening activity, we separated by

cabin groups and had small campfires to talk
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about the trips and the session with guys our

age. The stars came out as we settled down,
weary but satisfied with the work we did.

Thanks everyone for a great day.

JARED SCHOTT

FRIDAY, JULY 12

The last day of first session 1996 was
filled with memories. Below are some of the

highlights:

Richard Geier finishing his dog house
in wood.

Sir William Wallace (Peter Wood) and
Sir William Wallace (Scott Tacket) visited us
at breakfast.

Two hours of open hill saw many more
qualifications such as Peter Taylor being
recognized as one of the best photographers.
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The tennis tournament was won by An-
drew Gruss.

We got to spend two hours trying to

find our lost socks around camp during

cleanup.

We were visited by aliens during lunch

in the form of aluminum foil people riding

bikes (Thanks to Jeff Goldenson and Max
Blatt).

We had a great game of Aqua Attack.

Graham Paine showed why he led the

Allagash by successfully navigating his way
back to his generals with a flag.

Long Voyage and Maine Trails cooked

us a great meal at the Harriet House Field.

Charlie, Henry, Jared, and the HBC's
spoke about character and memories of the

first session.

We had a great bonfire and a

memorable candlelight procession.

We enjoyed the best day of the session

in terms of weather.

SATURDAY, JULY 13

After several years of too-good-to-be-

true weather on Parents Day, our luck finally



ran out. Hurricane Bertha was barreling up
the Coast, escorting families up the Maine
Turnpike, threatening to blow away the best

laid plans. The Directors and maintenance

crew awoke early and furiously started

rewriting the schedule of events, erecting

tarps, and battening down the hatches. Ber-

tha in no way dampened the reunion fires.
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however. Lots of smiles and hugs and stories,

meeting new friends and councelors, pack-

ing, and exploring filled the morning while

the rain miraculously held off. Just as the

lunch bell rang the heavens opened. Thanks

to the Buck family and many other generous

parents and alumni we all fit comfortably in-

to renovated Pasquaney Hall for John Roy's

feast. Tarp City on the deck was a big help.

War Canoe races and activities were impossi-

ble so the afternoon featured the awards

ceremonies, Chapel in Pasquaney, Danae's

fantastic slide show, and an early coketail

party. Hugs, tears, and many promises to

return in eleven months sadly ended an un-

forgettable 3!/2 weeks together.

HENRY KENNEDY
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DAILY LOG — SECOND SESSION

TUESDAY, JULY 16

A beautiful day greeted the second ses-

sion campers. Sunny skies, warm
temperatures, hungry fish in the lake, and

refreshing lake water made every camper feel

comfortable when they were dropped off by
their parents. All day campers trickled in.

Some of the first to arrive was Nat Mundy
and the Creixell brothers. The counselors

readied themselves for the session by
straightening up the activity areas. The mor-
ning highlight was when Andrew Davis let

out a remarkable noise after having some dif-

ficulty in the wood shop. As the day pro-

gressed, we all had lunch then swam and fish-

ed. Two avid fishermen proved to be J. B.

Cholnoky and Ewing Walker. By dinner

Henry had rolled in with the Princeton bus
and we were on our way. A great spaghetti

dinner followed by the traditional Simon
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Says Game brought us to flag. C. J., Laurie-

Beth and Blair had the honors. After this we
played name games and went over what to

expect at camp and on trips. Bed by 9:30 so

we would all be ready for tomorrow's

activities.

CHARLIE RICHARDSON

WEDNESDAY, JULY 17

What a glorious beginning! The sun was

shining, I had just received a Boston Red Sox

coffee mug from Nae-Nae and Alison Twiss

and the second session with all its potential

for learning and growing was upon us.

Patrick Flaherty and Sam Kennedy raised the

flag on our first complete day together.

A breakfast of waffles was followed by
a Buck duty given to two of our finest. Rob-
bie Hunt had been exploring in the dark and
was rewarded in many ways for his courage

and unique conquering style. ''Let's go for

a walk", he'd say, and he was off on a wild

adventure into far away places, places other

young men would not dare to go. Spencer

Mallozzi, a tent specialist, was also reward-

ed for his fine work in R&D for Eureka. It

seems that earher this summer. Spencer was
trying to develop water proofing on the in-

side of the tents. We aren't sure if it is truly
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functional. Perhaps Andrew Palmer will be

able to tell us when he returns from Long
Voyage in three weeks.

At lunch we celebrated Jamie Riepe's

birthday (again) and Taylor Condon's for

the first time. In the afternoon, Maine Trails

continued to prepare for their departure and
Long Voyage honed their cooperation and
cabin cohesiveness at the adventure course.

The rest of us played hard during the first

assigned activity day, waiting for the general

swim to cool our bodies off.

Dinner was served outside. Chicken
Nuggets and French Fries!! Capture the flag

followed and despite a few minor scrapes and
bruises was an excellent game. Ollie Cox and

J. B. Cholnoky lowered the flag and all was
well.

JARED R. SCHOTT

THURSDAY, JULY 18

On the second day there was sun. And
it was good. For all rejoiced. And people

were happy. And it was good. So then peo-

ple came up the hill with smiles. And it was
good. And then all watched Robert Nuell

and Patrick Flaherty put up the flag. And
it was pensive. And that was good. So the

second day started with a sense of je ne sa
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quoi that makes it a good one. And this was
good. So the day started. And did I mention
that it was good?

After such a good flag raising moment
we frolicked down to Pasquaney Hall and
merrily skipped in for bagels and muffins.

The sun streamed in, on this God-like begin-

ning to the day, and all were really quite hap-

py with things. Cooper Mallozzi enjoyed be-

ing able to wake up in the streaming sun. It

was a real nice thing. We ate, and we enjoyed

giving duties and then I enjoyed giving Buck
duty. Being such a day that I allude to

Genesis, it seemed time now to think of some
virtues. One virtue that I believe is very im-

portant is equality. I want to make Buck duty

as fair as possible. I thought of a game that
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makes things as fair as possible. I thought

a game of equality would be good. I thought

it would be good to play a little game of Aaa
Soo Koo with a possible NO! If need be. The
way this game works is sound and move-
ment. Make a sound with a certain hand
gesture. The contestants were as follows:

Sammie G., a man of experience whose mind

is a little fried like his sun bleached hair,

Chris the Drake Drakester, a smooth walk-

ing, long haired man, Jazzy Dave Miller,

with his funky funk mustache and finally

Amy Duncan-Babble. The anticipation was

high amongst these four. 'This should be an

Olympic sport" thought Quinten Clark.



Everyone was watching. Everyone wanted to

know what would happen. The game began.

Sammie messed up quickly, he was out. The
next round was intense. Amy lost. It was
settled, the two cleaners of the Buck had
been picked, it was time now then to move
on.

Morning activities were, as Tony the
tiger used to say, Greeeeat. There was lots

of people on adventure, people fishing, peo-

ple saiHng on the ocean, and general smiles

everywhere. Lowell Olcott put it best when
walking by me and saying, "I love Kieve".

So the day kept rolling. We went to swim.

There was lots of splashing. People were

frolicking. It was good. I mean really good.

We had some big splashes when Ronnie P.
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jumped valiantly but did not succeed in

displacing much. After the swim there was
an inspection of the cabins. James Rid-
dleburger's salute to me as I came in proved

- 1

that SG was truly clean. JB did a nice job

in NG however, so we signed both cabins up
before lunch. JB got to sign up for fishing,

which was also good.

I was given a piece of wisdom by Alec

Johnson who said, ''Nothing beats hot dog
and a hot day." It was a hot day with some
hot dogs and some hot activities. This whole

day has been filled with cheesy lines of not

so good illusions. I'm going to move away
from that and speak to you, the reader, in

a mature voice, so....do you hke stuff?

Well I can't be mature, so back to my stupid

jokes.

The afternoon was really quite hot. But

the sky was clear, and that made everyone

happy, but it was still hot. As the Kieve

world turns, the world turned very smoothly.
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Ted Masters proved his swimming pro-

minence on the waterfront while both

Allagash cabins played Frisbee with Henry.

We ate pizza outside, and moved into an-

nouncements. Here Piam told us of the

world of science. He showed to us under a

microscope, the hfe of scum in the lake.

Everyone was fascinated, especially Matthew
and Andy Peasant. After dinner it was time

for evening activity. There is something very
p

special coming soon. Something very
i

athletic. Something known as the Olympics. v

As everyone knows, to get into the Olympics t

one must prove themselves in Olympic trials. a

Tonight was the tryouts for Frisbee, soccer,

basketball, volleyball, water polo, canoeing,
1

and floor hockey. It was really a great thing,
i

this events of athletics. Sam Glidden did a

nice job coaching water polo, even if he did

end twenty minutes early. The day ended

then with the same goodness that it had

begun. People were happy, as I was happy,

and ready for bed. The*day then ended with

a thought of what kind of people camp has.

What kind of people we like to be.

The people I love the best Jump into

their work head first without dallying into

the shallows and swim off with sure strokes

almost out of sight.

Marge Piercy

These are the people of Kieve.

JESSE DOUGHERTY

FRIDAY, JULY 19

Despite a number of warnings from

Charlie about how terrible the weather would

be today, everyone woke up to clear blue

skies. Breakfast went smoothly as we all

munched on some egg-sausage McMuffins,

but it seemed like some were still half asleep

as there was not a whole lot of enthusiasm

for a morning YMCA dance. The Agresta

sisters were the lucky winners of Buck Duty

due to their care and love they have shown

for campers and staff members aUke.

Unfortunately, the big man (Charhe

that is) turned out to be right again about

the forecast when the clouds moved in and
{

some drops started coming down near the

end of morning activities. But most were

unharmed as only the sailors and adventurers

were outdoors to brave the rain. Meanwhile

in the Arts Center^ Will McCurdy kept

himself busy putting together the type in the
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printshop for his pad, and Aaron Rolett con-

centrated hard to transform a glob of clay

into a lovely bowl.

The excitement for general swim was

minimal as some tried to express their disap-

pointment with false statements like, "The
water is cold," and "It's raining." But all

were much happier when each raft was able

to perform their own rendition of the Olym-
pics Opening Ceremonies and then a swim
race. Roy Duckworth barely touched the

water as he planed toward the main dock,

but a certain O.D. who shall remain

anonymous brought the wrong raft in first.

Lunch was a healthy indoor buffet of

leftovers and stuff. Afternoon activities went

rather well despite a light rain. Tim Egan,

John Dorazio, Trevor Lamb, Tom Foster,

Ben Brickner, and Rob Tawse decided to join

Matthew Nichols for the wonderfully plea-

sant and natural nature trip to Dodge Point.

Walker Kinne hammered a bat house

together (moms love those), while Sam
LaCasse and Garrett Frawley plastered their

faces in art.

In place of another rainy general swim,

we opted for some afternoon games in In-

nisfree and the Blue Rug Room. Bob Hoefer

took us to Japan in a cultural game of

Samurai Warrior, and then Charlie showed
everyone who the captain really is in a game
of Shipwreck.

After a crazy dancing dinner of lasagna

everyone got ready for the evening activity

which would involve some adhesive, a drink-

ing aid, and a reproductive tool. It was of

course to be the night of The Super Egg
Drop. Each half cabin was given twenty

straws and an arm's length of masking tape

to build a device to protect an egg from
breaking from a six foot drop. The ingenui-

ty shown by some cabins was stupendous,

but alas only a few good eggs could survive

in that ever harsh environment of egg drops.

North Bunker Hill, Bank II, and the Kappa
Delta team all made fantastic showings.

And as the lights in the sky dimmed, the

rain continued to fall and flag had to be held

inside. We all gave some thought to our
fabulous day despite the weather and, more
importantly, to doing our best to respect and
treat one another with kindness.

CARTOEF VAN PANHUYS

SATURDAY, JULY 20

Well, the day started off with a twist in

the lines of the flags. As I struggle with them
I could feel the directors laughing at my lack

of coordination. The day continued to twist,
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but in a positive manner, the boys were in

high spirits despite the lack of summer
weather. The air had more of an autumn bite

rather than a July blanket of hot air that we
are all accustomed to. This brought
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challenges and shivers for all of us par-

ticipating in general swim.

Lunch brought closure to a fun morn-
ing and with full stomachs we started an air

guitar concert, as some of the counselors

jammed out to tunes on the famous clean-

ing utensils. The afternoon caught on and

went with a flurry of qualifications and cer-

tifications for many. Anticipation of the

evening activities could be felt amidst the

noise of Pasquaney.

To kick off the night was CJ's and
Laurie Beth's rendition of "Its a Hard
Knocked Life" which brought the crowd to

its feet. Plus, they did a great job of clean-

ing the stage. Alanis Morrisette made it to

the show along with miniature bouncers and
small men with sunglasses. North Bunker
Hill did a great job of recreating "Heard it

Through the Grapevine" not just the sing-

ing and dancing was terrific, the grapevine

was also superb. Ritz skit had been chanted

all day long, even more than "Woody" and
their time came, along with the Time Warp.
And a skip to the left brought us all dancing

to Billy Idol and a good night's sleep.

BOB HOEFER

SUNDAY, JULY 21

The first Sunday of the second session

began with sunny skies, a cool breeze, and
as always, blueberry pancakes. A number of

cabins left camp after a booty-shakin'

breakfast. Heading out for their first trips

of the session were North Glenayr, South
Cunningham, North Bunkerhill and Bank II.

Following a brisk tub in the lake and
cabin inspection (for which South Glenayr
and the Bank won ice cream at lunch), the

weekly choir practice was led by Nancy Ken-
nedy at the chapel. The mid-day chapel ser-

vice included readings by campers and a ser-

mon on loyalty by Peter Walmsley.
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Throughout chapel the clouds rolled in, but

the service ended with a bang as we sang the

"Star Spangled Banner" and marched down
to a lunch of barbecued chicken and corn on

the cob (freshly husked by South Glenayr).

Sean Brennan successfully downed five

pieces of chicken. After lunch it was an-

nounced that Griffin Vanze had the loudest

voice at choir practice and Taylor Condon
sang with the sweetest voice. Griffin and
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The afternoon ran smoothly after Chris-

tian Hass finally settled into an open activi-

ty (which was difficult due to an OD
mistake). Eudes Fabre braved Adventure

while Oscar Creixell and James Riddleberger

showed their stuff on the baseball field for

the second day in a row.

Despite the energy burned off in their

activities, the campers did not relish General

Swim under the ever-graying sky. They made
the best of it, however, huddling in circles

on their rafts and creating campfire songs.

After swim, Jesse Dougherty and Bob
Hoefer cooked us some tasty bagel-wrapped

hot dogs. Campers returned to Pasquaney
later in the evening for a rip-roaring time at

Casino Night (which Jack Masselink helped

to set up). Cards flew, chips exchanged



hands, and the Pasquaney sound system

(briefly) died. Robert Nuell sported a lovely

blue mustache and cabinmate Sam Kennedy
came in his skin-tuxedo, both thanks to

master artist Jason Nahra. Matt Mracheck
looked cool in his purple shades and Forrest

Sayrs just could not lose at poker. In the end,

a successful day was enjoyed by all, and at

flag down, this OD was ready for a good
night's sleep!

ANDREA BASZTURA

MONDAY, JULY 22

After such a fun filled day set up by An-
drea, I was unsure the campers would be able

to display such energy. Dancing in the din-

ing hall at 8:15 to YMCA answered that. The
day progressed Hke most others: fun,

challenges, trust, cooperation, friendship...!

What a place and philosophy Kieve has. I

wanted to let everyone know what else goes

on besides eating, swimming and activities

during a normal day so I through I would
report on something else. North Harris spent

much of the day practicing portaging canoes

to ready themselves for the Moose River

Trip. South Harris packed their wannigans

and their personal belongings for a Mt.

Katahdin - Baxter State Park expedition. The
Allagash were getting resupplied after com-
pleting the famous Mud Pond Portage. The
Long Voyage and Maine Trails were finally

getting used to the concept of living in the

outdoors. Some of the younger cabins were

off paddling on Lake Damariscotta and hik-

ing Camden Hills on primer trips. So much
learning to be had both in camp and out in

the wilderness. Learning one cannot receive

in a book. Learning one can only experience

here at Kieve, a truly remarkable training

ground for making productive, caring, suc-

cessful men out of boys.

TUESDAY, JULY 23

The first person I saw this morning

proved to me how great a day lay ahead.

Good old Donnie Jones met me below Pas-

quaney and we shared a laugh in the golden

sunshine. The flag was hoisted by two of my
fellow North Glenayrians as we began Kieve

Bedhead Appreciation Day. Throughout

breakfast I was pumped to see all of the

quality hair styles that rivaled my own. The
kitchen staff provided us with sausage
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McMuffins, another testimony to the day's

greatness.

Surprisingly there was no music during

breakfast, to some campers dismay, but the



tivities. The giant game of Ultimate Frisbee

was extremely popular, rightly so being head-

ed by Pete Wood. Amidst my journey I

noticed that the sun was now gone and the

skies looked ominous.

Nevertheless we pushed on in true

Olympic spirit, as the games must go on.

General swim was met with some less than

enthusiastic campers, but more Olympic
Aerobic Videos got us into shore for warmth
in no time. John-Henry won the contest with

his less than graceful Jane Fonda
impersonations.

Mac and cheese dinner lead to a barrage

of council announcements, the best coming
from Max about peas and milk production,

j

Evening activity was the Kieve Olympics, a
j

number of events completed by each cabin
'

for best times, distances, etc... Everyone won
these games, gold medals all around. We
stood atop our podium, or hill, and sang Old

Faithful, the Kieve song. Some of us were

in tears as we closed out a truly Olympic day.

COOPER MALLOZZI

WEDNESDAY, JULY 24

Fun, Fun, and more Fun. Breakfast,

two hours of activities (mostly the climbing

wall, floor hockey, and Art Center ac-

tivities), a very quick swim (when will the .

water warm up) lunch and rest period (I hope
\

the boys are writing a thoughtful letter

home!) more activities (see the risk takers

down at the ropes course) big field game at
I

Harriet House field, thoughtful reading at 1

flag, and cabin time where we reflect on the
|

day and realize it's nice to be surrounded by
;|

other boys and such positive role models.

THURSDAY, JULY 25

newly crowned Buck duty honor was award- We awoke a little later than usual just

ed to Maria for her lack of fishing know past 8:00. The weather was overcast but the

how. South Cunningham went off on the temperature was approaching 70 degrees. As

Hatsy and Skua as those of us in camp en- the flag was being raised we all sat and

joyed the morning doing various activities, reflected on how we could do our duties and

I myself did general swim, just to prove I was activities with more energy. For breakfast we

not all that special as the Officer of the Day. munched on waffles and cereal along with

Tandem Floor Exercises brought in the rafts milk and orange juice. There were very few

as we neared lunch. council announcements so after a couple of

Meatball subs were well received by all, scattered qualifications we read off the mor-

and eaten in no time. Some serious qualifica- ning duties. Then it was time for Bank Du-

tion announcements kept us all amused un- ty. On this lovely day Rachael received this

til it was time for rest period. I ran about chore for her amazing "Sushi-" consump-

signing eager campers up for afternoon ac- tion on the Snow Goose.
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After duties the six remaining cabins in

camp went to morning duties. Due to the less

than perfect weather, the indoor activities

were very popular including the climbing wall

and art. At 12:00 everyone came to the blue

rug room instead of general swim and watch-

ed the U.S. Olympic basketball team play

against Argentina. The game was not very
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close but everyone enjoyed watching the

NBA stars play together on the same team.

At 12:30 we all went to lunch which was

made up of coldcuts and sausages. At lunch

we welcomed a few members of Junior Kieve

that had arrived that morning and were ex-

periencing their first day at camp. After

lunch there were a series of amusing



counselor announcements as well as a few

qualifications. Once the announcements were

finished everyone scurried down to their

cabin 'for rest period and to sign up for their

afternoon activities.

Practically every camper got their choice
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of activity because of the camps small size.

Woodshop was a very popular activity and
that was the first to be filled. The climbing

wall and the adventure course were other

popular activities this afternoon. At 4:30 all

the campers scampered to the blue rug room
to watch the U.S. Olympic Beach Volleyball

Team play against Brazil. No one is quite

sure who won this match because once the

bell rang at 6:00 for dinner everyone ran out

of the building.

At dinner there was a lot of energy the

camp had gained 27 new campers from
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Junior Kieve and the camp was rocking. The
meal was fantastic, everyone ate their share

of rice stir-fry, and egg rolls. As soon as din-

ner ended everyone started to dance to loud

1970's disco music. All this dancing got

everyone excited for the evening activity.

Mud Soccer.

At 7:15 everyone was dressed in black

or white and the younger cabins raced to the

archery field, the older campers ran down
to the Harriet House Field. The Fields were

not really that muddy but they were certain-

ly wet. This made for many disastrous slips

and sHdes. When the bell rang at 8:15

everyone was exhausted and covered in grass

stains. After the lowering of the flag, a quick

prayer, and the Kieve song the day was over.

SAM GLIDDEN

FRIDAY, JULY 26

I awoke to hear raindrops falling out-

side of my window, but I was not going to

let that dampen my spirit. I raced to the top

of the hill and before I could finish my first

cup of coffee, I realized I was ready for

anything that this day could throw my way.



This marked the first full day that Jr.

Kieve was at camp and the rest of us gave

them a hero's welcome. Breakfast consisted

of bacon, eggs and waffles followed by a

dance competition to decide bank duty. In

the end the Piam and Mohammad were the
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campers' pick to scrub the toilet bowls clean.

Due to rain, most of the morning ac-

tivities were indoors, but judging from the

smiles on the many campers' faces, the Kieve

spirit persevered.

Lunch proved to be the highlight of the

day ... tacos! The rest of the day went off

without a hitch. We even had our first

general swim in three days.

Dinner was a dehcious blend of two
fried food favorites, chicken nuggets and
French fries. The evening activity was the

Great Kieve Horse Race where eight of the

goofiest councilors that you've ever seen

compete in trivia while the campers place bets

on who they think will win.

Soon the time came to gather for flag

and as we slowly started to wind down from

the evening's festivities, we had a moment
of silence to reflect on ways to make our re-

maining time at Kieve as fun as possible. I

had a great day, and I hope everyone else did

as well.

SHAMUS ALLEY

SATURDAY, JULY 27

Not another day of rain! That's what

Charlie and I thought when we first met to

discuss the activities of the day. It turned out

the sunshine would grace our shoulders this

fine morning. The first mishap of the day
was the malfunctioning chimes, so the camp
was awoken by the soft, melodic bong of the

bell. Despite the rude awakening, I saw a

hundred or so smiling campers at flag, anx-

iously waiting the day that was about to

begin. Sebastiano Tomada and Alec Johnson

helped raise the flag, and we all knelt for a

quick appreciation. Even though he was not

involved in the presentation, Piam was
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awarded bank duty (he did tell me that he

would sit in the buck and watch Primestar

just to spite me).

Morning activities went smoothly.

Everyone was happy to see the sun, and be

able to pull out their shorts and tee shirts

again. We wished South Cunningham good
luck on their White Mountains trip as they

left at about 10:30. Camp was bustling; Alex

Collins worked on his project in woodwork-
ing, while Grant Condon took pictures for

photography. Camp was fortunate to have

X-counselors Ben Freeman and Christian

Denkla around to liven things up. We held

an abbreviated general swim, which was ex-

tremely refreshing. Lunch was hot dogs and
cold-cuts. We were able to drop every pair

of tongs owned by the camp into the hot

water with the dogs in it. Even though the

wood shop was not open, the campers were

satisfied with their selections for afternoon

activities.

Grey clouds began to move in towards

the beginning of afternoon activities. The
fear of rain was widespread. It did not mat-

ter, because in Maine when it rains, it pours.
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Amazingly enough the campers made Hght

of the situation and did their activities in the

rain. It seemed as though kids were actually

enjoying the sun showers. When the sky

cleared we were wet, but our spirits were no
where near broken. In fact, because everyone

was already wet there was a mad rush to

general swim. Myself, Christian, and Ben
held an "Olympic event" contest to have the

rafts come in. Tigger Thomas impressed us

with his massive pain dive. All the excitement

made for some hungry campers. We all at-

tacked John Roy's lasagna. It was awesome.
After doing council announcements, I

was ready to announce what the campers had

been asking me about all day long, the big

evening activity. I decided to hold for the

first time ever at Kieve, a massive game of

rolevio. A game not to different from man
hunt. The boys enjoyed the game, and it ef-

fectively tired everyone out. At flag we talked

about how lucky we were to be here, and
how there is no place that we would rather

be than Kieve.

MAX BLATT

SUNDAY, JULY 28

Sea Dog Sunday!!!! Yippee!!! But

before we go we have to have some general

cleanup. For inspection special mention went

to North Glenayr and South Bunkerhill. The

j
RORTL.AND "Sf,',;"-.s;^r"

j
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winner was Junior Kieve. The beautiful day

made the chapel service seem special. The
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trees blew in the breeze, songs could be heard

across the lake, and Adam Schultz gave a

wonderful sermon on decision making. We
all greeted some visitors (the Riddleburgers,

and the Collins) and enjoyed John Roy and
Ray's chicken barbecue. After the lunch, we
boarded the buses and made our way to

Portland. A stellar performance by our

beloved Sea Dogs kept the entire camp
energized throughout. Back to Kieve by

dark. A quick nighttime tub for those who
wished and off to bed. Oh yes, I would be
remiss if I did not salute the loudest and
sweetest voices of the day. Walker Kinne and

Patrick Flaherty. Their cabinmates certain-

ly enjoyed the chocolate cakes made by Emi-
ly, Blair, and Laurie-Beth.

#

TUESDAY, JULY 30

Tuesday, July 30, was an awesome day.

The weather even helped us out, which seems

quite unusual this particular summer at

Camp Kieve. Jon Braff and Christopher

Herbst helped out by raising the flag to start

off the day. I read a passage from a poem

book about the importance of being thankful

for this day, and we headed to Pasquaney

for breakfast. John Roy had cooked up some

great looking waffles. We made it through

announcements and duties and came to bank

duty. Because I had just returned to camp
from my trip to Mount Katahdin, I was not

up on all the gossip. This made it difficult

for me to dish out a bank duty. So, I left it
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up to the contestants. I set up the fun, messy

game that I did for bank duty first session.

There were three teams of two. One was
bUndfolded, sitting behind the other, and
served as the hands to feed. The other was
the fed, and sat in front of the other with

his hands behind his back. Obviously, this

game could get quite messy, and it did.

Wyatt and Pete Walmsley finished their food

the fastest, even though most of it was on
either themselves or the floor. Maria and
Kristin finished second and were a bit

cleaner. Lastly, and serving bank duty on this

day, were Shamus and AUison. They could

not seem to eat the food.

We started right into activities after

morning duties. The waterfront was busy

with the men of South Harris, while the men

of South Glenayr were playing a great game
of Frisbee Golf. Walker Kinne proved that

he had played a little Frisbee Golf on the

Hnks of Nobleboro, as I watched him toss

a hole in one. The day was off to a wonder-

ful start!

General Swim time came along and the

guys jumped in the lake to cool off. To come
in from the rafts, we acted out our best

"Tommy Boy" scene. Max Russell perform-

ed a particularly good part from the movie.

The bell rang and it was time for lunch. We
ate some tuna melts and some egg salad.

Then we headed back to the cabins to rest
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up our tired bodies before hitting the sun-

shine and the activities again.

The afternoon consisted of a lot of

water activities. We wanted to get them in

while the weather allowed us. Sailing,

aquazip, and wind surfing were all big hits

during afternoon activities. Many of the guys

spent the entire afternoon in the water, in-

cluding general swim.

For dinner, John had prepared the

campers favorite, pizza. They ate through it

like it was their last meal. After dinner, for

the evening activity, we played a long game
of my favorite, four way soccer. The game
was great and a huge success. The guys got

tired and sweaty, they tubbed, and hit the

sack. I had had a wonderful day and felt con-

fident that the men of Camp Kieve had too.

CAMPBELL WALKER

WEDNESDAY, JULY 31

Overcast skies and the threat of rain

didn't keep camp from rising with the chimes

on this, my first O.D. day ever. I sHpped in-

to my yellow polyester blazer and prepared

for the challenges that lied. After being

enlightened by the wisdom of Leo Rosten at

flag, everyone headed down to Pasquaney
for a classic breakfast, bacon and eggs. I

became a little nervous when I was inform-

ed that the person who was going to receive

bank duty happened to be going into town
to buy a stove during breakfast. After a lit-

tle coaxing (actually I jumped on the hood
of the truck), this bank duty elect still had
his mind set on going into town. Luckily,

Max Blatt, dutifully agreed to take his place,

so the bank duty elect had no choice but to

face the music. Despite blindly identifying

C. J. Richardson, an echo microphone
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(don't ask me how), and a bottle of mustard,

Woody was assigned Bank Duty. A guest ap-

pearance by Kiddy Camp guru Emily Rid-

dlburger definitely brightened the contest.

Morning activities went off without a

hitch. A group of Counselors in Training

from a nearby girls camp came to Kieve for
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a tour of the facilities and to see how we run

things. I have no doubt they left impressed.

After lunch, I revealed to the rest of
camp why my attire that day was so much
dressier than usual. That evening we would
not be eating in Pasquaney as usual. Instead

we would be dining in "Le Grand Pas-

quaney" and formal attire would be required

for entry. This announcement was met with

worry by some of the campers because they

had left their nice clothes at home. However

there was no reason for dismay as people

discovered that simply by combing their hair,

tucking their shirt, and making a necktie out

of bandanna they could look presentable

enough to be allowed into "Le Grand Pas-

quaney."

After afternoon activities, the sully skies

forced everyone into the blue rug room to

watch the Olympics in lieu of general swim.

After this, aU went back to their cabins to

get dressed for dinner while myself and the

"Le Grand Pasquaney" staff gave Pas-

quaney a Httle makeover.

Everyone came to dinner to find a room
lit only by the candles that garnered each

table. Pachebel's Canon added a pleasant

sound to the atmosphere. The menu con-

sisted of pork tenderloin imported from

overseas just for the occasion, as well as

potatoes trucked in the day before from

Boise, Idaho, and corn which arrived earlier

in the day by Lear jet from Omaha,
Nebraska. It was quite the culinary master-

piece for which "Le Grand Pasquaney" has

become famous and earned it a five star

rating from the American Diners Club. It

was a fun experience for all.

Unfortunately, "Le Grand Pasquaney"

had to close for the night so its customers

could move on to other endeavors, namely

evening activity: Color Wars. We all treked

down to Harriet House field for what may
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be the most brutal game played at Kieve

besides chainsaw tag. However, carnage was

kept to a minimum and the game was highly

competitive and ended in 3-3 Kieve tie.

It was a great day despite the ugly skies.

Everybody made the best of it. I hope all of

my future OD days go as smoothly as this

one did.

CHRIS BLOCK

THURSDAY, AUGUST 1

Due to weather typical of this summer,
we began the day a half hour late. Alex
Russell and Ben Knowlton raised the flag.
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and afterwards I gave the day a historical

tone by making reference to a few points
j

made in Eminent Americans: Namesakes of 1

the Polaris Submarine Fleet, a real treasure
|

which I stole from the Printing Library. We
|

headed down for breakfast and chomped
\

down on a yummy meal of french toast. We i

danced to Hound Dog and to RESPECT. On
]

the theme of history, I decided to have a
;

historical bank duty (Hey, editor! ~ don't
\

you hate it when people write "an
historical?"). Having already picked most of

my bank duty contestants and consulted

Dick Kennedy, Kieve's resident historian, the i

day before, I was ready.
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Not all the contestants were ready

though. Campbell Walker easily got his ques-

tion, with the help of a small piece of paper

I had given him. Likewise Jake Ide and

Seamus (not a spelling error) Alley. Jesse

answered his question without any help at

all. Finally, when asked what meal Uncle

Don Kennedy customarily threw to campers

on the last night of their Lake Damariscotta

camping trips, Jenn Marchetti responded

that it was steak. Sorry, Jenn. Try a gunny
sack containing the mail and two live

chickens, which the campers were responsi-

ble for killing, cleaning, cooking, and eating.

My, how things have changed.

After a morning packed with mostly in-

door activities such as woodshop, floor

hockey, and cHmbing wall, and a kayak ex-

pedition for the outdoor men of North Har-
ris, the half hour between the last activity

period's end and the beginning of lunch was

passed watching the Olympics in the Blue

Rug Room. Instead of general swim, Kieve

saw Carl Lewis win his fifth gold medal. The
commentator (John Tesh, perhaps?) describ-

ed him as the best athlete in the history of

his sport. After watching this great historical

moment, we moved onto a delicious lunch

of burritos.

Afternoon activities were out of this

world. On the water there was fishing with

Jim Livingston and a Viking Excursion with

Uncle Jesse. I need not mention the plethora

of qualifications accrued at the inside ac-

tivities. The highpoint of the afternoon ac-

tivities, though, must have been the game at

Harriet House Field with Bob Hoefer,

Campbell Walker, and Sam Atkins. As the

campers worked at their activities, Jake Ide

and I, Peter Walmsley, labored away with

Seamus preparing for the evening activity.

By dinner time, camp was ready to rock.

Having done my best to throw together what
I could find around camp and in town with

the help of our overtalented staff, I passed

through council announcements onto the

evening activity. How does one combine
history and fun? Well, being from New
Orleans, I was raised to do both. The resuh

was a disco party like no other in the history 1

of Kieve: the Mardi Gras du Kieve.
[

The Mardi Gras du Kieve featured disco f

dancing, card tables and games, face pain-

ting, ring tossing, popping balloons with

darts, knocking over cans full of Beef •

Ravioli, a nail stump, and a fully tended bar.

The highpoint of the night had to be the Jack ;

Rabbit Slim's Dance Contest, which was
quickly followed by the traditional final song

of Air Guitar: YMCA.
After this historical day, we gathered

around the flag for a brief prayer and Kieve

song. Sean Brennan and Alex Guerrieri

lowered the flag, and campers headed off to

bed after a long, fun day.

PETER WALMSLEY

FRIDAY, AUGUST 2

It was a cloudy morning with a chill in
,

the air. It was decided to let the campers sleep
j

in for an extra half hour and start the day

at 8 a.m. We all stumbled our way up to flag

and then followed Amy D. down to
j

breakfast. We had a scrumptious meal of
I
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egg, cheese and random breakfast meat sand-

wiches. After the announcements and mor-
ning duty assignment we moved on to Buck
duty. Today we had a contest of skill,

stamina and wits. Three teams representing

the states of Florida, Maine and West
Virginia battled it out with true Olympic
form. The game was to blow a ping pong ball

out of your mouth, down a table and into
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i
a paper cup. The Florida time ran away with

the win while Maria just could not blow hard

enough (I think she was laughing) and caus-

ed the West Virginia team to clean the Buck.

After duties we moved on to morning
activities. South Harris had the chance to try

out the kayaks while North Harris rowed out

on the Viking boat. Junior Kieve spent their

morning at Pemaquid Point and beach. Dur-

ing the morning you could feel the suns

warmth breaking through the clouds so at

noon we had a quick general swim.

After a lunch of tuna melts we all went

down to rest period and signed up for after-

noon activities. The most popular activities

this day were the woodshop and Frisbee golf.

When Junior Kieve returned to camp they

had an afternoon of open hill activities. As
the sun continued to warm us we headed

down for afternoon swim. Everyone for the

sun at general swim to be a great change of

pace.

For dinner we had Mac and cheese with

garlic bread. During announcements though,

Jen was kidnapped by some roughens. They
left a ransom note telling us that we needed

to raise a ransom in gold to get Jen back.

The rest of the evening was spent going

around to different activity stations in an at-

tempt to raise the needed funds. Campers
needed to be careful because at two stations

they could lose the gold that they had work-
ed so hard to earn. In the end (after some
confusion with the bells) we all returned to

flag with enough gold to get Jen back. North

Cunningham and South Harris both did very

well by gaining the most gold. With the sun

set and the bugs out we lowered the flag and
sang the Kieve song and closed the end of

a great sunny day with hopes of more to

come in the following days.

GRAHAM PAINE

SATURDAY, AUGUST 3

Here it is, my first OD day. My theme

for the day is oriented toward the cowboy.

With the authority granted to me by Camp
Kieve, I have the power to play Willie Nelson

at breakfast time (one of my favorites). Ew-
ing Walker and Jon-Henry helped raise the

flag this morning. Buck duty was chosen by
the campers. I had 6 camp counselors per-

form a line dance and the camp chose the

worst couple to have the duty. Jake Ide and
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favorite advertisement jingles from TV.
After dinner the camp went on a

scavenger hunt. I compiled a list of more
than 200 items to find - surprisingly a few

cabins completed the mission, North Cunn-
ingham and The Bank.

After flag and the Kieve song, I sent

them all to bed.

CHRIS DRAKE

SUNDAY, AUGUST 4

Don't use time or words
carelessly. Neither can be
retrieved. Don't be afraid to

say, "I made a mistake" or

"I'm sorry". Show respect for

all living things. Don't take

good health for granted.

These are some of the words of wisdom
from "Life's Little Instruction Book" that

we read at morning flag under gray skies.

Jen Marchetti were dubbed the least likely

to succeed at the "Old Opree".
At general swim, the rafts had to act out

their favorite cowboy skits. For second
general swim, the rafts had to sing their ^—
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The focus of today was to try to make the

most out of the rest of the session by put-

ting all of our energy into activities and

remembering how lucky we are to be at

Kieve. After Nick Rowland and Taylor Con-

don raised the flags, everyone followed

Campbell Walker to breakfast.

Breakfast was a blast ~ Andy Pessan,
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Matthew Nichols, Cooper Mallozzi and Max
Blatt flipped pancakes like champs and

everyone's spirits seemed to be high. As
everyone was performing their morning

duties, the sun burned its way through the

clouds and the last Sunday of camp became

a beautiful day.

After tubbing and cabin inspections,

everyone gathered under the trees and sun-

shine for chapel. Many campers read

passages from the chapel book and
everyone's voices were loud and sweet. The
sermon centered around building memories
of Kieve and keeping the youthful spirit the

campers possess.
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Sunday lunch was incredible as usual.

After we were all stuffed and happy, we
relaxed during rest period to build up our

energy for the rest of the day.

Afternoon activities went smoothly as

we all enjoyed the bright skies and sunshine.

Campers worked hard to earn qualifications

and did their best to reach their goals. When
it was time for general swim, everyone was
grateful for the chance to cool off. The rafts

competed to come in first using their best

Jesse Dougherty impersonation. Even Jesse

himself was there to help out.

We had a great dinner outside follow-

ed with lively round of counselor an-

nouncements. Evening activity was announc-

ed - North and South Glenayr and North and
South Cunningham played Mental Midget

Relay Races on the old archery field while

North and South Harris, Bank I and
Allagash I played Ultimate Frisbee on Har-

riet House field. Forty-five minutes later, it

was time for Super Sundaes. It was a great

ending to a wonderful day.

At evening flag, we reflected on the day
and read a poem written by an unknown
soldier in the Civil War. It was about learn-

ing and growing through experiences that

didn't turn out the way you would have lik-

ed them to. It was also about appreciating

and cherishing life and the people around
you. Hopefully today we all learned and
grew a little together.

Thanks for a great day.

JENNIFER MARCHETTI
ANNE-BEAUMONT NICHOLS

MONDAY, AUGUST 5

At last after 10 years I am the O.D. It



could not have been a better day. We have

finally left behind the cold and the gray of

July. With the flag raised and risk on our

mind we headed down for another great

John Roy waffle breakfast. Bank Duty was

ghostly and left me a little dirtier. During

morning duties the sun warmed up and the

heat radiated throughout the peninsula. With

a big smile on Cooper's face North and

South Glenayr "headed for the beach!" The
kids grouped up and hopped into the busses

not to return for a while. On this "gorgeous,

awesome day!" - Will Hoar most of the kids

were headed for the waterfront. Pete

LaCasse tried to pass on his kayaking exper-

tise to the boys of Allagash as they headed

out for a day in the boats. Dan Lansberg

proclaimed that "wind surfing is cool" as

the boys of The Bank paddled around. Flip

and Victor mastered the standing paddle

while the others had water wars. Why no
sails? Well as said by an anonymous camper
in response to the question "what is wind?"
"something that we do not have right now."
It was dead calm in Lake Damariscotta, so

the sailors learned knots and the rules of sail-

ing and just goofed off enjoying the illusive

summer sun. Swimming was also busy with

Juan Carlos asking if he could "please do
one more lap?" Some campers worked on
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their qualifications while Madson South

donned his baby diaper life-jacket and lead

a great game of water polo. I was a httle too

lazy to walk all the way to riflery, but the

bullets were firing without stop. There was
also some great efforts on the Vertical Play

Pen by the men of South Harris.

By 11:30 we were all very hot and in

need of general swim. The swim lasted a lit-

tle longer than usual and culminated in a

tripping and gear trivia contest. Lunch was
quick and hot and then plenty of rest for all

as we tried to cool down. Just as we assembl-

ed at Indian Circle, Allagash II made a

dramatic entrance, they all had smiles on
their faces, lots of facial hair, and the smell

of sweet success. With one more cabin back

we ran off to a great afternoon of activities.

The Hunt brothers had the greatest game of

ultimate Frisbee of the summer while Andy
Pesant ruled over box sports. Louis
Stanislaw and Alex Tate had especially good
basketball performances. The sun had
everyone hot and all turned out for a

refreshing and long general swim. Free time

saw much use of box sports while many took

a rest in their cabin, tired out by such a busy

day. At last it was dinner. Not only had the

temp cooled off, but pizza was on the

menu... what a day! Ultimate sports filled

the evening. I had a blast playing "The
Game" and making diving attempts in yet

another game of ultimate Frisbee. Alas the

sun went down, only to return again in a few

more hours. As I write the campers are

crawling into their beds hopefully with great

memories of this day. This day was a great

one for me. Thank you.

WOODY

TUESDAY, AUGUST 6

Woke up this morning, with the rising

sun. Three small campers upon the office

porch, begging to ring the bell. I put up the

flag, with the help of Rob Tawse and Matt

LaCasse, and gave some advice to the

campers to be happy, and content for life is

and was good. Breakfast was wonderful eggs

and bacon and it slithered down our throats.

Umm Yum. Bank Duty went to the ex-cop

Pete ''Handcuffs" Wamsley and Jesse

Doutherty, but not before Woody and
friends competed in dizzy bats, musical

chairs, and chubby bunnies. The morning

was beautiful as the Bank headed out to the

beach and Allagash went out to ride the

ocean waves on the Snow Goose. Beautiful

day. The morning ran so smoothly that I

have nothing to say, but qualifications. They
came in the bucketloads. Lunch came and
we ate some dogs and pizza. Rest period was
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such a relief because the heat was kilhng us,

wearing us out. The afternoon was much the

same as the morning and everybody who
could flocked to the water to cool off.

Allagash ones took a tough defeat from the

other Gash in ultimate frisbee, but we
wanted revenge. Later this week. Dinner was
delicious chicken and three way capture the

flag left us ready for bed.

PETER AND PETER

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 7

Here we go again. It is the last full day

of camp and I'm ready to take charge. I'm

excited to make this day happen. I'm excited

to show everyone what camp is about this

day. Camp is about excitement. I'm really

excited to be running the day. I'm really ex-

cited to show all what will surely be a day

to remember. But before I start I need to take

a time out. I need to have a moment of

silence for there is one part of this day that

disappoints me. I'm the closer here at camp.

I have done the last day of the session now

for a good 6 years. Every year that day hap-

pens to be the 8th of August. This might

seem insignificant to you, but I assure you

that it is not. It is significant, the 8th is. Sky

Anderson's (and former camper Sterling



a moment of silence for that ... OK lets start

the day now.

I was talking about how I was excited

to start this day. I was so excited that I forget

to turn the chimes on. But since everyone was
so excited with me to start this day, the three

minutes in between chimes and flag was not

an issue. Garret Frawley and Matt Knapp put

the flag up as all, especially James Rid-

dlburger, stood at attention. Flag up, we
went to breakfast. I know that things are go-

ing well when we get to have Egg McMuf-
fins to eat. Throughout breakfast I mediated

to get ready for the day. One form of medita-

tion that I use is holding three eggs in my
hand. If I'm not focused on the eggs they

will break. It takes a delicate touch, a smooth

hand and a calm disposition to be able to do

this well. In the middle of my meditation I

thought of a way to share this skill that I

have with others. I thought: the egg toss. Yes

Ely's) birthday. I have always had the honor

of being the OD on that day. This being a

leap year, the whole alignment of my day and

the birthday is off. Unfortunately I'm not

OD for that day, so I'm sad. Let's all have

tossing eggs is a lot like meditation. I gave

three eggs out to three teams. One team was

Alison and Danae. They were trying to hide

from me, but it was fake, so I got them up

there. The next team was Pete and Pete for

they gave me Bank Duty. The final team was

the Mallozzi brothers because I worked here

with my brother. The tournament was in-

tense. We gauged the throws by table star-

ting with a distance of one. Slowly all mov-

ed back. The first group out was Pete and
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Pete. Pete Wood dropped a low pass from
Pete Lacasse for a disappointing third place.

Next the Mallozzi brothers were out. Cooper
threw an arrent -throw striking a camper.

Danae and Alison won by not dropping their

eggs at all. It was amazing, I was at a loss

as to who to give Bank Duty to, so I asked

the crowd. It started as a mumble but ended

as a roar. The crowd wanted Piam to have

Bank Duty so Bank Duty he had.

Morning activities were marked by the

excellent work of the Bank down at the ropes

course. The sun came out which lead to a lot

of excitement. Everyone continued to be ex-

cited by stuff. We had a swim that was a bit

chaotic, for we needed to move the rafts a

bit. We moved in and out of the water. While

swim was a Httle crazy, at least it cooled

everyone down. The afternoon continued

with the Allagash crowd once again ripping

up the ultimate' Frisbee game. Lots of peo-

ple went sailing today. One person who did

particularly well in sailing was Sam Langan
who got his skipper today, which is im-

pressive because just yesterday he told me
that he did not think he would be able to do
it. I though he could, and well did he. Our
swim in the afternoon was a litde more crazy

than the one in the morning. We had no
rafts, they were being used for later
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festivities. Well even without the rafts, we
sent people long and far getting everyone into

the water. Dinner was outside as everyone

was poised to find out what the activity

would soon be. Tonight was going to be

something a little different. Something more
fun than anything really ever done here

before. Tonight was the premiere of the

Great Kieve Bandanna Race. This race pois-

ed cabin against cabin in a series, nine to be

exact, of challenges around camp. Leg one

was a foot race, leg two a three legged race,

three was dizzy bats, four canoeing, five

crackers, six basketball, seven ball race by

nose, and eight the human knot. The race

was a relay and really fun. Everyone ran

around a lot and jumped and kicked and
screamed. It went so well that it went very

quickly as Allagash II really took the cake

winning the race. Tonight ended a little dif-

ferently than the rest of the nights. After

flag, was something a little special. Robert

Nuell and James Riddlburger put down the

flag which was followed by a walk to the

waterfront. Once settled, the show began. It

was a show like no other. Fireworks and lots

of them. They were explosive. They left the

crowd in awe. "It was better than going to

bed" mentioned Robert Crawly, as his neck

hurt from looking up. Wow, what a way to

end the last real day of camp. Man it was
good. Jeez was that great or what. Boy I bet-

ter really stop now, huh? Holy cow, this is

getting old. Thanks for yet another great

day. A-men.
JESSE DOUGHERTY

THURSDAY, AUGUST 8

The day began as a foggy one, one that

would not allow our head skipper, or is that

"skippy", Jesse Dougherty, out on the Hat-

sy. As Quinton Clark and Alan Kinne rais-

ed the flag the sun was slowly burning off

the fog. Breakfast was highlighted by the

Chicago Bulls anthem and Andy Pesant witty

insights on life. Buck Duty was given to Peter

Wood for being as popular and important

as the likes of John Hancock, Michael Jor-

dan and Ty Cobb.
After Peter LaCasse pulled an "Evan

Hunt" with the trailer. Open Hill commenc-
ed. Woodshop was so full that you couldn't

get in the door. The waterfront was hopp-

ing and the rifiery was, as always on
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qualification Thursday the toughest ticket in

the house. General swim created a showcase

for Nick Rowland and one of the biggest

splashes of all time. Jake Ide was emotionally

overwhelmed by the whole affair.

We cleared the bath houses of un-

necessary clutter and ran up to lunch. Meat-
ball subs, of which Matthew Nichols had
none, were served to the delight of everyone

... with the exception of Matthew.

The afternoon was again filled with
many qualifications including six guys com-
pleting the Kieve Swim. Eudes Fabre, Alec
Cullen, Jon Block, Matt Knapp, Dan Stru-
ble, Aaron Atkinson, and Jon Almy all com-
pleted the Kieve Swim, a two and one half
mile swim between the various points of land
around the lake. In other activities, the semi-
finals of the Tennis tournament were played.



In the finals tomorrow will be Oscar Creix-

ell versus Dan Lawrence in the Junior

bracket and Victor Creixell versus Phillip

Kaiser in the Senior bracket.

Dinner will go down in history as one

of the longest ever. Longer than even in the

days of Steve Kaback and Andy Dodge who
would pontificate about whatever was on
their minds for hours at meals. The Great

Stake hunt was won by South Harris. Matt
Mrachek and his cabin mates found over 35

stakes scattered around camp. Evening ac-

tivities was a mellow one as we begin to find

the time to reflect on our past 3+ weeks

together. We all sang the Kieve song at

Kistler, Westcott and Harriet House to end

a most glorious QuaHfication Thursday.

JARED SCHOTT

FRIDAY, AUGUST 9

A beautiful day greeted us on the last

full day together. The Maine Trails campers,

fresh off the Appalachian Trail looked great.

During the course of the day, they, alongside

the Long Voyage Campers performed some
community service and helped cook the

barbecue dinner. A special mention should

be awarded to each Long Voyage Camper
for refurbishing the Nature Shack. They did

a fantastic job, and I commend them. There

were many highlights during this day. Below

are some of them:

Quinn Bradlee made the island swim as

did Ben Wolven the day before.

Andy Pesant and Evan Hunt were ex-

cellent Native Americans.
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Andy Webb and Adam Schultz were ex-

cellent Vikings.

Great Moon dance to come in from raft

number 2.

The Allagash boys continue to thrive at

the ultimate frisbee course.

Chris Magill almost caught Cooper
Mallozzi during Aqua Attack.

Shamus Alley completed the mural on

Box Sports. Great Work!!
Eric Altbush received the highest

quahfication in Nature.

Jaime Annexy, Roy Duckworth, Ben
Brickner, Trevor Lamb, and Rob Tawse
received the highest qualification in

Adventure.

The candlehght procession was as good
as ever.

We all had a great day.

CHARLIE RICHARDSON
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SATURDAY, AUGUST 10

It doesn't seem possible that camp is

almost already over. Why can't camp be 10

months and school 2? The weather gods of-

fered us a nice day this time around as we
gathered for an early outdoor breakfast and
final announcements of the summer. In some

ways this was a solemn day but it was also

exciting to be welcoming all of the families,

introducing them to new friends and
counselors, and preparing for the next

adventure before school begins. The end of

the West Neck Road was full of action as the

families started arriving mid-morning.

Tours, archery, adventure, the new portable

climbing wall, aqua zip, swimming, sailing,

riflery, and everything else was open for

business.

The afternoon began with John Roy's

fantastic picnic lunch outside beautifully

renovated Pasquaney Hall, then it was off

to the waterfront for war canoe races in the

vintage 1923 Old Towns. Some close races,

some not so close, a comical submersion, and

all were still close friends in the end. Chapel

under the trees featured Nancy Kennedy on
the missionary organ, Shamus and Jake on

the guitar, many brave public speakers, and

a glimpse into Kieve's rich history. Awards
ceremony celebrated all the guys' many ac-

complishments and new talents. Danae's

wonderful slide show left few dry eyes in the

place. Coketails and cocktails refreshed us

all while we said our good-byes then headed

up to the flag pole for one last, vigorous

Kieve song and cheer. Hope to see you at the

Fall slide shows and again next summer!
HENRY KENNEDY



TRIP NOTES — FIRST SESSION

SOUTH JUNIOR KIEVE
FIRST SESSION

: >.., n

I like to think that I live a fairly fast pace

life, jet setting. I like to think of myself as

a man of the town. Really the only reason

that I can think this way is because of my
tripping experiences here at Kieve. Westcott

Point is where it is at. If you want action,

if you want style, if you want to be cool, well

then you buggy on down to little old

Westcott. I'm talking way past just regular

"cooldum" and into a coolness that not

everyone can handle. With our bags pack-

ed, our bellies full, our cameras ready, our

life jackets set, South Junior Kieve swayed

on down to the waterfront all hip like, ready

for action, ready that is for Westcott.

Our trip was so set on being cool that

the weather, which has not been cooperating

with us at all this session, took a turn for the

better. Right when we got into our boats, to

the second almost, the sun came out and we
were on our way. We started our trip by lear-

ning which end of the canoe was the front

and which the back. This knowledge
especially helped Jared Coffin and Danny
Witte who got a little mixed up with front

and back to start with. From there we learn-

ed how to hold a paddle which helped out

Edward Dujardin who at first had a paddle

that was twice his height. Knowing now the

basics, and I'm talking extreme basics, we
headed on our way. Taking what Frost

would call the road not taken, our route was
far from direct. We weaved out and around

big island under the leadership of Jake Har-

rington and Cass Franklin. John MacCallum
and Matt Wilbur took a little time getting us-

ed to the idea that to move forward you had
to put your paddle in the water but caught

on quickly enough with lots of smiles. Jen

Marchetti proved with her partner Jared

Coffin that her year at Duke, if nothing else,

taught her how to pick up on things quick-

ly, like for instance how to paddle a canoe.
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Past big island our trip took us then past

Westcott point. I dive now into the minds'

of those with me. Quoth Jared Cof-

fin, "Didn't Jesse say we were spending the

night at Westcott Point and are we not go-

ing by there right now?" Sparked Piam,

"Marshall, can you not see that you must

help me paddle" Pondered J.D. Mosely, "I

wonder if there is any food around here

maybe Jesse forgot where we are going?"

Questioned Chris-Hawk Farrin, "Can these

babies take engines?" Spoke Jesse, "We are

off the Blueberry Island for swimming and

a snack!" Remarked J.D. Mosely, "Did he

say something about food?" Noticed Cass

Frankhn, "I can't get my ear wet". Surmis-

ed Andrew Murphy, "My shirt has changed

from the color white to the color brown."
Wondered Becky, "Are we ever going to get

there?" Thought Matt Sidar, "Is Becky go-

ing to paddle this boat or what?" Noticed

Danny Witte, "If this were the ocean it

would be high tide." Thoughtfully Edward
Dujardin, "Are we there yet?"

We reached our tiny island in time to

enjoy some major swimming. Danny Witte
lead the charge around the island swimming
around the entire island in less than three

minutes. Foster Durkee noticed some mud

on the bottom of the lake while Cass enjoyed

drawing the scene in front of him. It was a

good time in a good place, with good friends

and good fun. Good.
After our soiree at the isle, we headed

then to Windy Westcott (wondered Jesse,

"Are they tired yet?"). Once to Westcott we
moved into our tents and did some more
swimming. Excitement set in under the lead

of John MacCallum who ran a long time at

un-clockable speeds. People were so excited

that by the time dinner was ready, people

could hardly sit down to eat. Foster Durkee
and Andrew Murphy continued to swim.

J.D. Mosely played one on one soccer with

Chris-Hawk Farrin. The night was a blur for
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all, especially Jen who had a hard time keep-

ing her eyes open. Before the sun went down
we got in a quick game of capture the flag.

Marshall Dieterich lead the charge in this

game using his cunning mind and brilliant

foot moves to laugh a lot and enjoy stuff.

The night ended with a little reading by the

fire and some Marshmallows by the fire. Our

first day of the trip was way past cool.

It is hard to imagine that a second day

would be capable after such a strong first

day. In anticipation of the extra fun to be

had by us all, John MacCallum and Jared

Coffin got up extra early to start the day off

waking up around 5:45 a.m. Lumbering out

of bed around 6:00 a.m., I started breakfast

a Uttle earlier then anticipated but hey, such

is Westcott Point. Chris-Hawk Farrin found

a new love for Granola while Edward Du-

jardin enjoyed his scrambled eggs but Dan-

ny Witte was most vociferous in his love for

the bagels we had, truly a feast to be enjoyed

by all. Breakfast over, Jake lead us all in a

game of kick the can. Matt Sidar and Matt
Wilbur proved to be quite skillful at these

games but Cass Franklin's speed took the top

honors making him MVP.

After a quick swim we headed back on-

to sun-trenched Lake Damariscotta heading,

the long way, to Sammie's island. On the

island swimming took persistence under the

charge of Andrew Murphy while lunch was
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made. After lunch John MacCallum, Dan-
ny Witte, Foster Durkee and Matt Sidar went

around looking for clues to the treasure hunt

that now began. Finding a marker, on the

far reaches of the island, the first clue was

found on the hunt that lasted the rest of the

time we were together. Everyone was pretty

excited by the find, and hoped for candy at

the end. With our work done at the island,

we left back for Kieve.
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The trip ended with everyone thinking,

man tripping is the best and I mean that with

the most innocent intent. We swam, we got

dirty, we swam again, we laughed, we
jumped, we screamed, we got dirty again, we
swam some more and most importantly we
had a whole lot of fun.

JESSE DOUGHERTY

WMifllllllJ
EXTOeME C«iT!Ofl*lS ADVISED WHttf,

SK^MT-seetr^ mm the ocean
OCCASSIONAL tARGC WAVES MWt
WeXf^CTEDiV SWEPT VlSIKtmS INTO

THt; WATER

LIVES HAVE BEEN LOST!
t XTRA CAUTsO*< IS REQUIRED DURING
,tORMy CCM)jTH>NS

NORTH JUNIOR KIEVE
WESTCOTT POINT

June 30

The morning we woke up for our trip,

we knew that Windy Westcott would live up
to its name. My hunch was confirmed that

day when Jesse Dougherty closed sailing to

all but experienced sailors. After Maria
Agresta and Kathy Brown had gotten

everybody down to the waterfront where
Peter Walmsley, Geurt Ledeboer, and Jake

Harrington had laid out the canoes, we
suited up in our lifejackets. Will Riordan and
Beau Burns started out as the only camper
sternsmen, and their two boats, along with

the others skippered by council, made their

way out to Sammy's Island for snacks.
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Adam Kuhn, my own bowman, and Tom-
my Indingaro, my mojoman, noticed that we
were paddling against the wind. As we ap-

proached Sammy's, not only did the paddle

get tougher, but the sky got darker as well.

As soon as we got to the island, Matt
Shephard-Lupo urged me to move us on to

our destination. And thus we did.

Having beat the rain to Westcott, we ar-

rived. We didn't take the usual diversionary

route around swim island due to the extreme

wind, but instead went in a direct line from
Sammy's with tailwinds. Teddy Bellinger,

John Lescure, and James Connors were

among those who diligently went to work set-

ting up tents, while J.B. MacCollum and

company gathered wood, and David
Eastridge sang. After a dinner of ham-
burgers, some reading and marshmallows

(not s'mores!) we settled down for a good
ghost story that included such favorite

themes as ''missing campers," the Old
Bunkerhill Church and Vietnam Veterans

gone wild. Drew Martins even made his way
out of bed for the occasion.

The next day there were several wake-

up shifts, starting at 5:30 a.m., and conti-

nuing on through 6:30, 7:30, and finally for

the male staff at 8:00. After a breakfast of

Maypo and a game of Wizards, Giants and
Gnomes, we made our way out to our

"Nature Paddle." Jason Victor was one of

the first to spot the beaver dam as we pass-

ed it, and Charhe Harding pointed out an

osprey flying right above us with some sort

of prey in its talons. After I heard the last

cheers of general swim dying away in the

distance, we broke up our raft and headed

back toward Kieve for lunch.

PETER WALMSLEY
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On this overcast day however, Lake
Damariscotta resembles more of an ocean

than a lake. The high winds created white

capped swells that seemed to want to flip

every canoe we had. We feared not though!

The gear was loaded, lifejackets were secure-

ly fastened, which left time for only one last

thing, the pep talk. I tried to fire up the guys

to prepare them for quite a difficult paddle.

We yelled and screamed a bit, and then push-

ed out, paddles digging in the water. We were
doing great when I looked back and saw a

canoe slowly being pushed farther and far-

ther out on the lake. Tom Stewart and I
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paddled out to them to help out, and
everybody stayed closer to the shore for the

rest of the paddle. We arrived at the camp-

site a bit more tired, but also stronger, and
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began to set up camp. When we finally got

the tents set up, the wind blew two of them
over, and we had to carve some stakes. The
men found a redball which they used to play

four-square on a platform built at the camp-

site. After the game began to die down, the

counselors made up a scavenger hunt list. It

included a feather, five pieces of trash, a rock

shaped like a state, and many more items.

We began to prepare dinner. The fire began

to roar, so we threw on some burgers which

seemed to make the guys very happy. After

dinner, we roasted marshmallows, told some
stories, and then made our way to the tents

to get some sleep.

The morning came quickly, probably

before the counselors had hoped, as the

campers began singing and playing outside

the tents at 6:30 a.m. We crawled out of the

counsel tent and prepared a bagel breakfast.

After breakfast, we loaded the canoes, and
headed out. We canoed all over the lake un-

til lunch time. For lunch, we made peanut

butter and fluff sandwiches, as we canoed

to the side of the lake to eat. We also played

some games including Sneak Up. Once
again, we eagerly paddled away with Camp
Kieve being our next stop. We made it back

safely and cheered to celebrate a first great

trip.

CAMPBELL WALKER

SOUTH GLENAYR
OTTER ISLAND

July 2, 3, 4

Day 1

The day finally arrived. We had pack-

ed our bags the night before, and it was time

for the men and women of South Glenayr

to make their way to Otter Island, upon the

Snowgoose II. We loaded the buses, packed

full with food, gear and tents. Henry climb-

ed into the drivers seat, and off we went.

We arrived at the docks and boarded the

Snowgoose II, eager to set our feet upon the

island. Before we would arrive at the island

however, we would fish for mackerel. The

guys were very energetic as well as ready for

both. After a thirty minute ride out to

mackerel territory, a period when the guys

were lubed with sun screen, we dropped our

lines in the water ready for the fish to bite.

FinaUy, about twenty-five minutes later. Will

Ireland started screaming for help. The first

fish was on the line! Will hauled it in as the

crew looked on. The captain called the



mackerel one of the largest he has seen. Just

as Will pulled the fish in the boat, all of the

fish's friends made that same, possibly fatal

mistake. They started to bite too. The guys

were ecstatic. Fish were being reeled in faster

than the rods could be put back into the

water. It was exciting for the counselors to

see the guys getting so fired up. We then

reached a lull period, and decided to make
our way to Otter Island. When we came up
to the island, we tied the boat to a tree to

unload gear. Captain Duffy and Henry threw

the gear to the guys. It was time for lunch,

and Jesse and Kristin were one step ahead

of me. They had already begun to make up

some peanut butter and jelly sandwiches, as

I handed out a snack. We finished lunch, set

up camp, and hit the beach. The guys sear-

ched for crabs and other marine life. Others

assisted in collecting fire wood. Pete Court-

manche was the first to enter the freezing

cold water, and Wells Mueller was not far

behind. The tide was heading out, which

helped the guys with their sea life interests.



The rocks were now uncovered from the

water. After lots of searching through the

water and rocks, and wood-cutting by Jesse

Taisey, it was time to start the fire to cook

the hamburgers. It did not take long to get

the fire going. The burgers cooked rather

quickly, and appetites were met. We kept the

fire going to roast some marshmallows for

dessert. Nick Kasprak had some trouble

keeping his marshmallow on his stick, but

nonetheless he ate his two. It was getting

close to bedtime, so we headed back up to

the tent areas to get some sleep.

Day 2

Day two started when the guys climbed

out of their tents at 7:00 a.m. The
Counselors started breakfast, hot oatmeal.

We got it served up with some brown sugar,

but the guys were not too impressed with the

meal. The weather was all but nice. It was

very foggy out, which brought out the cold.

We put on our rain pants and fleeces, and

got started on our hike on the rocks around

the island. Tom Stewart and Zachary Wilbur

collected some lobster trap buoys, while

Conner and myself brought up the rear. We
saw lots of neat things including lobster

traps, crab claws and unfortunately trash.

We took our first break at a sandy beach area

in front of the one house on the island. Sam
Kennedy and Alex Buck started up a game
of running bases while Ben Wolven rested

his legs on the picnic table with the

counselors. We all sipped from our water

bottles and continued on our hike. When we
rounded the island, we faced the side of the

island that was less shielded. Therefore the

wind was great, and the waves crashed on

the rocks with more force. On we walked un-

til we came to another stopping point for a

break and a snack. While the campers ate Fig

Newtons, the counselors discussed whether

or not to push on around the entire island,

or to turn around and head back to our

campsite. We decided that we would conquer

the island! We pepped up the guys, and con-

tinued our walk with Tom Ault and Chris

Katrandjian leading the way. The campers

were starting to get tired, as we had probably

hiked close to three miles or more. They did

not quit though. We rounded another turn,

hoping to see the point at the end of our
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campsite. I was in the back of the group as

I heard screams of elation. We had just

about hiked around the entire island, a feat

that deserved much recognition. We finish-

ed up strong, and sat down to rest. The guys

were very excited that they had completed

a four mile walk over very rocky terrain. We
gave them snacks, and made peanut butter

and jelly sandwiches for lunch. The rest of

the afternoon consisted of more rest time,

and some activity on the beach. Eric Davis

used this time to search for hermit crabs

under seaweed on the rocks, while Wells built

a boat out of a lobster trap buoy. Some of

the guys played cards in one of the tents,

while some read their books. The counselors

rested as well, and read some, until it was
time to sterilize the dishes we had used at

breakfast. The guys were fascinated with the

Coleman stove and the whole process of

sterilization. They just wanted to sit by, as

we worked at the stove. After we finished

with all of the dishes, it was time to start din-

ner. We boiled a pot of water, and cooked

up some pasta for macaroni and cheese. The
guys were much happier about my choice in

dinner than they were about my choice in

breakfast. For dessert, we handed out some
cookies and sat around under the tarp play-

ing minute mysteries. At about 9:00 p.m.,

we all crawled into our tents knowing we had

completed a very productive day. As I got

into my sleeping bag to prepare for bed, I

remembered the excitement on the faces of

the guys when they reahzed they had com-
pleted the hike.

Day 3

We awoke a little bit later than Day 2,

probably because of the tired bodies from
the hike. We ate bagels and cream cheese for

breakfast, and began to take down camp.
The guys packed their bags and tents, while

the counselors packed up the wanigans. By
10:30 a.m., we had packed and cleaned up
the campsite. We moved the gear to the pick

up spot and waited for the Snowgoose II to

arrive. At about 12:00 p.m., through the fog,

we saw the bow of the boat appear. The guys

waved to the boat. We packed the boat and
cruised away, losing sight of Otter Island as

we went. We had completed our trip, and
done a great job. Hopefully, the men of

South Glenayr had learned something about
themselves, and about the importance of

working together as a team.

CAMPBELL WALKER
NORTH GLENAYR
PEMAQUID POND

June 23, 24

The morning chimes went off at Kieve

and as usual, in North Glenayr, they were
immediately followed by the theme to Star

Wars. Just another fun day at Kieve right?

Wrong. There was a feeling in the air that

this day was different. Then it hit me, the

men of North Glenayr were going on their

first trip.

Now there are a lot of stories about

Pemaquid Pond and believe me, they are all

true. Well, most of them are true, or at least

they are all mostly true. Anyhow, we got

packed up, wished Kieve a fond farewell and

drove off into the great unknown. The ex-

pressions on the faces of these 14 men rang-

ed from nervous excitement to absolute

fright. It was evident that no one knew what

the coming night and following day had in

store for us.

We got to the drop off site, loaded the

canoes and wished our ride (Jared) goodbye.

Now we didn't have a particularly long pad-

dle in order to get to our campsite, but some
of the canoe partners decided to demonstrate

some creative ways of getting from point A
to point B. For example, Sam and Win came
to the conclusion that there was something

wrong with their canoe because they couldn't

get it to go in a straight Hne. Bear and R.J.

decided that anyone could paddle in the mid-

dle of the pond, but only real men could pad-

dle along the shore through the grass, trees

and rocks.

We got to the site and immediately set

up our tents. Bear, J.T., Win, Chris Burrage

and Griffen lucked out and got a brand new
tent, fresh out of the box. Putting it up
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however turned out to be an adventure in and

of itself. The next task was to try and find

some firewood. Nate and Peter decided that

there was no wood in the forest, luckily after

some arm twisting they were able to dig some
up from somewhere.

Dinner consisted of cheeseburgers and

potato chips and were followed by counselor

back massages. The campers with the most

nimble fingers were Win, J.T. and Griffen.

After dark, we were entertained by

Geordie, R.J., Sam and J.T. who all had

some frightening ghost stories. Nate then

took it upon himself to tell a ghost story with

his own unique brand of humor. Spencer

then proceeded to wrap up the night with a

story about some ex-green berets that went

mad. This left some campers wide-eyed and

wishing to hear some good jokes before go-

ing to bed.

The next morning we woke up and
cooked up some corned beef hash (No guys,

there isn't any corn in it.) and then we got

out on the water to start our 9 mile paddle

to the take out spot.

The headwinds were fierce, but we
persevered. We only had about 1 mile left

to go when we suddenly found ourselves face

to face with a beaver dam that was blocking

our way. With no way of going around it,

we had no choice but to go over it. Some of

us had to get out and get wet in order to carry

the canoes over the dam. It is for this reason

that this trip will go down in the Kieve record

books. This was the first ever North Glenayr

portage.

When Jared came to pick us up, we were

a lot dirtier, smellier and more exhausted

than we were the last time he had seen us.

I think that it is safe to say that the Pema-

quid transformed these 14 guys into lean,

mean portage machines. Bring on Fort

Island!

NORTH GLENAYR
FORT ISLAND

July 1-3

Just when things are looking great, fate

usually steps in to knock you down a notch.

Life's funny that way. Just as North Glenayr

was getting excited for their big trip to Fort

Island, I got sick. But we'll get back to that

later.

We loaded into the orange bus that

proudly displays the word "Courage" on its

hood and with Palmer at the helm, we head-

ed off. Twelve boys (Ryan was sick and join-

ed us later.) and five counselors set off on

what we thought was going to be just an or-

dinary two night trip. Little did we know
what evils lay waiting for us.

We reached our put-in spot and loaded

the canoes. After a teary-eyed farewell to

Palmer, we were off. The paddle to Fort

Island was short but we were plagued by

fierce headwinds and endless questions like,

"How much longer?" and "Are we there

yet?". We as council quickly decided that

such questions would not be answered. It was

soon apparent that every word that left Chris

Burrage's mouth was to be ignored.

We got to Fort Island, set up our tents

and collected wood. By that time we had

worked up an appetite and we agreed that

peanut butter and jelly would be just right.
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After lunch, several "search parties" went

out to scout out the island. J.T., Nick and
Sam discovered a moss slide that although

dirty and bumpy, was kind of fun.

That night we had hamburgers for din-

ner and several requests for the Fort Island

ghost story. We assured them that it was too

scary and that we would tell it the following

night.

When you are on a trip, there are two
little words that have a profound effect on
campers. Two little words that mean very lit-

tle by themselves, but put together are a

campers best friend. These two words are

"pan" and "cakes".

Spencer and Alison got to eat first

because they had to go back to where we had

put in the day before and pick up Ryan.
While they were gone the rest of us ate until

our bellies were sore and then retired to the

rocky shore to lay out in the late morning
sun. Mohammad had decided to sleep in and
unfortunately for him, he had to make do
with the batter that hadn't yet been scraped

out of the bottom of the bowl.

Spencer and Alison soon returned with

Ryan and the cabin was whole once again.

I was feeling particularly under the weather

and decided I would take a nap.

The morning was fun and relaxing.

Several guys got to experience something uni-

que to Fort Island, pooping in the water.

You haven't lived until you've done it. A
j

bunch of people went for a walk around the
;

island in little groups of two or three. Each
j

party returned with a different story about 1

how treacherous the journey was.

Some of us just sat out on the point :

soaking up the rays and getting in the ocean :

for quick dips. By the time lunch rolled
'

around most of us were famished. A lunch

of peanut butter and fluff satisfied most of

the camper's need for sugar, except Chris

Tierney who somehow managed to put too

much tobasco sauce on his. Sorry Chris. An-

drea, Sam and Bennett were late to lunch

because of complications on a trip around
the island.

The afternoon was filled with more of

the same. We had a huge spaghetti dinner

and started to wind down. The day was

beautiful, the two birthday boys (Spencer

and Win) couldn't have asked for a better

day.

After dinner we roasted marshmallows

and told some frightening ghost stories that

had R.J. asking if we should take turns stay-

ing up and keeping a look out for Thomas
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Moody. We opted not to and went to bed.

The paddle we were looking at the follow-

ing morning was going to be tough.

We woke up extra early so that we were

sure to hit the tide just right. The nine mile

paddle seemed as though it was going to take

all day and into the night. We realized quick-

ly that we were way ahead of schedule and
decided to take it easy for the rest of the pad-

dle. Nick, Pete and R.J. decided that it

would be easier if they just waited for a pass-

ing lobster boat to pick them up than to pad-

dle. They soon gave up on their idea and
came back up to the front with the rest of

the canoes.

- 1

Finally the take out spot was in sight.

The boys decided to dig it in and race to the

shore. Spencer and Chris Tierney were the

first to the dock, followed shortly thereafter

by Geordie and Bear.

In no time at all Jared was there to greet

us. We loaded our gear and headed back to

Kieve. The trip was great and I think we all

had a great time.

After the trip I went to the hospital and
was diagnosed with pneumonia. Sorry I was

so sick guys, but I still had a blast.

SHAMUS ALLEY

SOUTH BUNKERHILL
WAVUS

June 27 - June 28

South Bunkerhill headed out on the

dangerous waters of the Damariscotta Lake.

The day started out with cloudy skies and

calm waters. Stephen Bartram perfected the

J-stroke and the C-stroke. We paddled down
the lake stopping for some peanut butter and

jelly sandwiches, or for J.T. Wheeler just

peanut butter. These were devoured and we
headed out into the Great Bay and more win-

dy waters. Harrison pointed out the famous
Snake Island. A paddle across the bay and

we were at Wavus. Everybody chipped in

and carried the canoes to our campsite, then

set out for a little fishing or a game of steal

the bacon where Rosser perfected the techni-

ques of beating his opponents. Burgers were

for dinner, and the fire chief visited to make
sure that Woody was keeping his fire under

control. Then the group was off to bed for

some much needed rest.

With an early wake-up call South
Bunkerhill was on the water for a paddle on
a glassy lake. Breakfast was a treat after a

long paddle in the early morning sun.

Lawrence showed all that he could eat his

body weight in pancakes. Then back in the

canoes, around swim island and back to

Kieve.

PETER LaCASSE

SOUTH BUNKERHILL
THE WHITE MOUNTAINS

July 5 - July 9

Day 1

We departed Kieve in the morning and
headed west for the White Mountains. We
weaved through Maine roads and made it to



Gorham in record time. J.T. demonstrated
how best to digest camp breakfast and
Rosser led a big game of D and D. We made
it to Dolly Copp Camp Ground and set up
our tents then headed to the big field for a

game of ultimate Frisbee. Nicky perfected

the chin-knee catch and everyone had a great

time before dinner. Burgers filled everyone's

stomachs and Lawrence liked the bacon
enough to spend hours observing it while it

sat near the fire. Early to bed was the call

because Washington was on for day two.

Day 2

It was an early 6:00 a.m. wake-up call

with dry Cheerios. Everyone was loaded in

the van by seven and we headed for Pinkham
Notch. The weather appeared a bit sketchy

from the base, but everyone was excited to

head up the mountain. Woody always says

about the White Mountains, "If you don't

Hke the weather, wait twenty minutes." We
experienced wind and rain as we climbed, but

it was not until we were well above tree-line

and near the top that the conditions called

for South Bunker to turn around. The
campers did not want to retreat, but the

70-80 mph winds made the hike any further

up the mountain too dangerous. On the way
down we stopped at Hermit Lake for a trail

mix lunch then finished the hike with enough
light to play a lot of ultimate Frisbee back
at the campsite. James spent this afternoon

trying to fool the cabin with riddles, but
many were solved. When dinner hit the plates

everyone begged for more of gourmet Pete's

spaghetti (even J.T.). Hershey's paid a visit

to complete the meal then we all headed to

our tents to escape the bugs.

Day 3

"Hard work is always rewarded." The

men of South Bunker were allowed to sleep

in as late as they wanted. The first camper
noise, Lawrence and his rhythm section was
not heard until 7:00 a.m. Following the con-

cert the counsel emerged from their tent to

cook a deluxe pancake breakfast. After a few

flips, Pete was turning out perfect cakes with

a beautiful golden color. After cleanup we
headed out to Emerald Pools. After jump-
ing off the cHff into the freezing cold snow
runoff of the pool and a few stick races down
the stream, it was time to head back to the

campsite. Evan's Notch overlook provided

the perfect backdrop for PB and J along with

a quick photo shoot. Back at camp, due to

miss communication, we had to pick up and
move campsites. Wood finding, D and D,
and Frisbee filled the afternoon. Papa Pete

made his special pizzas which were a huge

hit. After cleanup the marshmallows were

devoured and ghost stories (the infamous

"clown" made an appearance) were told.

Overall it was a great, relaxing and deserv-

ed day.

Day 4

There is no need for an alarm clock
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when camping, just bring a few of the boys

of South Bunkerhill. On this damp morning
the wake-up call came close to on time at

7:00 a.m. when we heard Daniel and Wilson

contemplating what breakfast would be. As
it turned out, Glen Boulder day started out

with a camping classic, corn beef hash. The
majority of the group hked it, but WilHam
stayed simple with a bagel. After loading up
on hash, we hopped into the van and Stephen

requested his favorite song, "Divine Thing".

We arrived at the base of the Boulder and
saw that it was quite a climb. The trek up
to the rock was a pleasant one except for the

"killer" who was on the loose. Charlie was
a quick casualty, but soon the killer was

caught and the group was saved. We reach-

ed the Boulder and the group posed for a pic-

ture and all gave the boulder a push, but it

would not budge. Another short chmb and
we reached the top of the mountain for a

great hazy view. The peanut butter and jelly

sandwiches tasted great amongst the clouds.

There were more killers on the way down,
the counsel having its turn as the killer and
almost taking out the whole group. Thunder
showers breezed over us as we got into the

van and headed back to the campground for

a relaxing afternoon.

Day 5

Early to rise on the final day of our

White Mountains trek. The campers were up

and packed before the counsel could rub the

sleepies out of their eyes. Half way home the

van parked next to the Bates College quad

for some Frisbee and some made to order

ham and cheese sandwiches. The campers

were surprised when Woody brought back

a few huge Vespuicci's pizzas and Cokes.

Stephen thought that his allergy to milk had

been forgotten, but Jason saved the day by

pulling out a delicious turkey sub. Back in

the van and to Kieve for the final days.

PETER LaCASSE
ANDREW "WOODY" DAVIS

JASON NAHRA

SOUTH CUNNINGHAM
WAVUS

June 23 - June 24

Day 1

The third rainy day in a row at camp-
perfect weather for a trip across the lake to

Wicked Windy Wavus. With some extra

power gained from a chocolate cake at lunch

(thanks to Justin's loud voice at choir prac-

tice), we loaded the boats and headed out on
Lake Damariscotta.

The first bit was rough. Strong

crosswinds and some steering difficulties led

a couple canoes to bang up against the shore.

But soon after, the men of South Cunn-
ingham discovered that a line was the

shortest distance between two points afterall.

From then on we moved along swiftly to the

site. One of the more memorable quotes of

the journey belonged to Davis Godbout.

While discussing the rock star Prince, Davis

remarked, "That guy bends in ways you're

not supposed to." It was a valid point, but

most of the group was too focused on the

paddle to be concerned about a waning 80'

s

artist.

Once we arrived at Wavus, we set up
camp and struggled to start a fire. The wood
was wet and the wind was strong. But with

some help from a human wall and Jamie's

fire skills, we persevered and had some yum-
my Jeremiah burgers on the grill in no time.

Some reindeer games followed dinner, and
then a warning about Old Man Wavus sent

everyone to bed.
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Day 2

Despite some whining the previous even-

ing about an "early" 7:30 a.m. wake-up, the

men of South Cunningham managed to

begin the morning ruckus at a very painful

5:00 a.m. Shortly after the scheduled wake-

up time, breakfast was started. But due to

a small technical error, pancakes became
vanPancakes which turned out to be ex-

cellent thanks to Jamie's magical cooking

skills.

We were on the water by noon all fired

up to start the four mile journey back to

Kieve. Headwinds were tough, and everyone

had to dig in deep for the extra energy. Jon

riding mojo however worked hard on his tan.

En route, Greg for some reason could not

stop fishing and EUiot and Blake couldn't

stop wondering when the next snack break

would be. The paddle was fierce, but PB &
J awaited us at Sammy's Island. There we
got our much needed strength for the last leg

back to camp.

CARTOEF van PANHUYS

SOUTH CUNNINGHAM
THE WHITE MOUNTAINS

June 29 - July 3

Day 1

After a quick breakfast at camp, South

Cunningham piled in the van and was off.

The drive was smooth with Robin, Davis and

Ronnie all catching brief cat naps. We stop-

ped for lunch at a romantic nook along the

way between a gas station and a car wash,

and we ate some of John Roy's world ac-

claimed cold cut sandwiches.

We arrived at the Dolly Copp Camp-
ground in the White Mountains at 2:00 p.m.

Rain threatened but fortunately stayed away
as we got the tents and tarps us. The after-

noon was filled with intense games of Four
Square and Creep Up. But soon it was
mealtime again and this time scrumptious i a

Jeremiah burgers were on the menu. ^
li

Everyone seemed to be satisfied, and after
;

dinner Demian and Ronnie led the construe-
'

tion of an ant prison appropriately named •

§

Antcatraz. Before bed we had a little pep talk •

c

about teamwork and the trip, a warning
, c

about bears, and finally a lesson on how to ] c

brush teeth in the wilderness.

Day 2

Checking outside the tent at 5:00 a.m.,

I figured that fog and potential rain would
not be ideal weather for the trek up Mt.

^

Washington. So we slept until 7:00 a.m. and

had a hearty Maypo breakfast. Some like

William were pleasantly surprised by the

delightful meal.

Armed with gear for all sorts of

weather, we headed out to hike Glen

Boulder. As the steep ascent began, there was

much excitement—most notably from Noah
and Justin who were aching to lead the pack.

The excitement wore off though after the

first hour and turned into a more serious hik-

ing attitude (occasionally broken by famous

camper questions Hke "Are we there yet?"

and "When's lunch?"). After a tough three

hours we broke through the treeline and
would have had a spectacular view had it not

'

been for the vicious fog. PB & H was served



for lunch, and then half the group ventured

higher to check out the boulder.

On the way down, Ronnie and some
others dreamed of hang gliders. Rocks were

slippery from the mist and made the descent

difficult. Nevertheless we arrived safely back

at the van as the rain began coming down
harder.

Back at the campsite one tent had been

blown over thanks to some less than superior

staking. Fortunately the sleeping bags and

clothes inside didn't get too wet because the

counselors were not thrilled to have to share

our tent or dry belongings. Later I drove to

the ranger station to check the weather

forecast and learned that the next day would

be the day for Washington. This lifted my
spirits but not so much the campers because

it would promise to be a very long and tough

day. We ate a hearty dinner of pasta and then

went early to bed to prepare for the big day.

Day 3

5:00 a.m. Clear skies. This was it. We
ate some bagels and fruit, gathered our gear,

and headed out to the trailhead that would
take us up Mt. Washington. The start was
slow with frequent stops, but we made it to

Hermit's Lake, roughly halfway to the top,

by 10:00 a.m. We realized rather quickly that

Tuckerman's Ravine was closed when we
saw a huge snow bowl covering the headwall

in the distance. We were forced to take the

lesser known Lion Head trail up. This turn-

ed out to be considerably longer and more
difficult than the Tuckerman Ravine trail,

but the stronger men of South Cunningham
practically jogged up the steep switchback.

They were all fired up now that the hike was
a little more technically challenging.

We were nearing the summit, but it was
getting late and some thick clouds were mov-
ing in. We had only about a half hour to go

until the top, but the time and weather forc-

ed us to turn around. Everyone had the

energy, and some were disappointed that we
didn't go all the way up. But the fact was
summit or no summit, we had beat the

mountain.

We headed back down and were greeted

by a parade of boys going up all wearing

khaki Docker's and Polo shirts. I wondered
if perhaps they were making a commercial
for the clothing. But probably not—just a

bunch of nerds. We snacked at Hermit's

Lake and then slowly stumbled down to the

bottom, our legs barely functioning. And as

Ronnie struggled down he said "I wish

Washington has discovered a hill...or a

beach."

It was a huge feeling of accomplishment

once we all made it down safely, and we
celebrated by eating some spicy chili and rice

at the campsite and then quickly hopping in-

to our sleeping bags to recover from the

tough day's work.
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Day 4

After two difficult days of hiking, we
all deserved a break and relaxed a bit. We
struggled to make breakfast again as there

were some technical difficulties in measur-

ing water for the oatmeal, but it was nothing

a little brown sugar couldn't fix. At eleven

we drove out to go toward Emerald pool.

The hike was short and flat which made
many happy.

The pool was refreshing and everyone

enjoyed splashing around in the water.

William did a cannonball or two and Blair

continued with his crazy Indiana Jones

routine. After a few jumps, Jon and Blake

began nagging about getting a snack and

were pleasantly surprised when I whipped

out both Chewy granola bars and Oreos.

Back at the campsite, there were some
more water problems this time involving

mashed potatoes. Fortunately it was the last

night so the leftover food kept on roUing:

Goldfish, pears, granola bars and marsh-

mallows. Trivia questions had to be

answered in order to eat, and Justin was
quick with the correct responses. Meanwhile,

Thomas amused everybody by running

around shaking a stick doing his old man im-

pression. When dinner was through, William

and Robin earned their Kieve Wildmen by
each drinking about two quarts of *'water'

out of the pots. And somehow after all the

food, sugar and excitement, we managed to

go to sleep.

Day 5

It was a good thing this was going to be

a driving day because there were some thick

rain clouds moving in. After a 7:30 a.m. bi

wake-up, we packed up the tents and our st

personal belongings, ate some cereal, load- 1<

ed up the van, and headed out for the four o

hour drive back to camp. The ride was for ii

the most part calm and smooth, but Robin's «

small bladder forced us to make a number ^

of stops along the way. si

PB & J was on the menu for lunch (or

so they thought), so we pulled over in a park- o

ing lot in Lewiston to prepare the sand- I

wiches. There was much groaning and com- n

plaining that it wasn't fair that we weren't c

going to McDonalds or Round Top because «

everyone else got to go after a trip. Some t

bold campers even threatened to boycott PB i

& J. The sneaky and conniving counselors t

were satisfied they had all suffered enough i

and offered them three choices: PB & H, PB
[

& J or McPB& J. They all opted for the last t

one, and so we headed down the street with
;

1

a van of joyfully screaming kids to good old j (

McDonalds. Fast food never tasted so good,
j

t

And despite smelling and looking like five
j

]

days in the wilderness, Jamie managed to at-

tract some Lewiston locals who offered him i

their phone numbers.
j

i

We were all impressed, but alas we had
to move on to get to camp. We rolled down |

i

Kieve road honking the horns and making
so much noise that it was evident that the trip

had been a fantastic success.

CARTOEF van PANHUYS
NORTH BUNKERHILL

TO THE CAMDEN HILLS
June 24 - 25

A morning of last-minute packing com- i

plete, we finally rolled out of camp at

roughly quarter past eleven. Andrew drove

the heavily-laden gray van. Wyatt followed

in his Volkswagen.

The skies were gray and the air was cool

as we made our way north on Route 1 . In
\

less than an hour, we reached Camden State

Park. After checking in with the rangers, we
crossed the road and found our campsite.

With the vehicles unloaded, we pitched
j

our tents and made ourselves at home. A I

lunch of cold-cut sandwiches and apples hit
j

the spot and fueled us for our afternoon

stroll.

The seashore lay only a few hundred

yards from our site. Thus, we spent a cou-

ple of hours exploring the rocky beach that
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bordered the campground. Robbie went in

search of crabs and other marine life. Doug,

Ian, and Erik scaled the small cliffs that
''"f overlooked the ocean. Thomas and Jim

simply relaxed and took in the view. When
we moved to a flatter section of beach, Chris

''^f Newbert discovered a sea urchin, while Matt
sacrificed seashells "to the gods."

We returned to our campsite before five

o'clock and got dinner underway. A Burrito
id- Bonanza was on the menu: Ground beef,

refried beans, Mexican fiesta rice, shredded

cheese, and salsa were piled high on tortillas;

'se we all ate our fill. Richard asked for trouble

by gorging himself on the beans; Chris White
decided it would be better to stay away from

irs them.
§ii Dinner behind us and the pots clean, we
'B

j

gathered some wood for a fire. Guy brought
isi back enough wood to keep us going strong

th late into the night. The wood was all damp
Id

I

due to the recent rain; it was tough to get
d

;

the fire going. Wyatt at last prevailed, and
we assembled around the fire pit as night fell,

t- Adam told a grizzly story about the

m region which made us wonder whether it was
a bright idea to spend the night in these

d woods. As Adam was finishing up, a troop

n of fearless raccoons emerged from the under-

g
I

brush looking for leftovers. After scaring

p them away, we locked our supplies in the

van, made one last group trip to the

S
!
bathroom (safety in numbers, you know),
and headed for bed.

Eddie woke up the counsel at eight the

next morning to notify them that everything

was wet. Indeed, he was right. It was rain-

j
I
ing pretty hard. The day seemed like a real

disaster already,

j
i However, as we packed our belongings

and took down our tents, the rain petered

I

off. The counsel then got to work preparing

^

a monstrous pot of Maypo. The hot cereal

really warmed us up and even tasted pretty

[
!

good with the help of some canned peaches,

j

More water was put on to boil, and we en-

joyed a bit of hot cocoa before loading

ourselves into the vehicles and driving across

the way to the base of Mt. Megunticook.
By the time we were ready to begin our

climb, the temperature had begun to rise.

After pausing to finish off and refill our
water bottles, we were on our way.

Before we knew it, we reached the in-

tersection of the Adams Trail and the

Megunticook Trail. In order to avoid the

rocky summit of Mt. Megunticook, we turn-

ed left onto the Adams trail and headed for

Mt. Battle. A tenth of a mile later, we were

presented with our first good view of the

Atlantic. Dense clouds hung over the surface

of the water, but the day was substantially

brighter than it had been earlier in the mor-

ning. It looked as if the weather might real-

ly improve.

We crossed the tablelands and arrived

at the top of Mt. Battle only two hours after

setting out. By this time the day had become
spectacular. The views from the peak were

spectacular. The clouds had dispersed, leav-

ing behind a deep blue sky. Camden lay at

the base of the hill, clear as can be. Never-

theless, Jeff was unable to get a glimpse of

his grandparent's house below.

We ate crushed peanut butter and jellies

and soaked up the sun's rays before climb-

ing the stairs to the top of the brick tower.

Too soon, it was time to begin our descent.

We retraced our steps until we came to

the junction with the Nature Trail, which led

us straight down the side of Mt. Battle. We
made it back to the van in just one hour. By
then, however, we were plenty tired and

ready to pack it in.

We each snacked on one last granola

bar to keep us going until we reached camp.

The day had been »lerrific one, but everyone

was ready to go home.
The trip back to Kieve was short and

simple. Our stay in Camden had been short

but sweet.

NORTH BUNKERHILL
TO THE ST. CROIX RIVER

July 4 - 9

Day 1

The alarm in North Bunkerhill went off

at 4:45 this morning. Not a soul was ready

or wiUing to hear that relentless whine, but

each one of us knew that there wasn't much
of a choice.

Grudgingly, we rolled out of our bunks,

packed our bags, and climbed the hill to Pas-

quaney. Soon enough, Jared and Henry, our

bus driver, appeared. After quick meal and
a last-minute check of our gear, we piled in-

to the orange bus and got moving. It was
then 6:15 a.m.
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Stuffed with Dramamine, most of the

campers fell right back to sleep. We chugg-

ed along back roads slowly, hindered by the

pouring rain. After a few brief stops - one

for fire permits, one for gas and Pepsi

(Thanks, HRX) - punctuated the ride. By
1 1:00 a.m., we reached our put-in at Forest

City.

Getting steadily wetter, we unloaded our

things and ate a quick lunch. We were on the

water at a quarter to noon. The skies then

proceeded to open up and douse us all.

Nonetheless, we made steady progress,

despite increasing headwinds. A break for

some Fig Newtons gave us the power to reach

Birch Island by 2:15. Wyatt and Erik land-

ed first and laid claim to the site.

The mosquitoes were out in full force

to greet us. Pulling our boats out of the

water, we made camp quickly and went

about finding some dry clothes. Luckily, the

rain disappeared at this point.

With some time off before dinner, the

counsel opted for a nap, while the kids ex-

plored the campsite. They scaled *'Mt.

Neverest" and investigated the local wildlife.

In the meantime, Robbie managed to fall,

fully clothed, into the lake. Never good, as

Doug would say.

At 4:30, Adam, Wyatt, and Andrew
emerged and put some dinner on the stove

to cook. Matt chose to meditate by the shore.

Chris White decided to join in too.

Dinner was sweet and sour chicken over

rice, which worked out nicely. Jeff fought

to the finish to finish the huge meal by

himself and came close to actually doing so.

With dirmer cleaned up, we held a cabin

meeting and discussed some of the routines

we would have to start practicing. With that

done, we all agreed it was time for bed. The
campers found their tents and the counsel

relaxed on the rocks for a bit before turning

in. By 9:15, all was silent on Birch Island.

Day One had come to a peaceful end.

PALMER

Day 2

A 5:30 wake-up seemed only ap-

propriate to get us in the swing of things, as

we ventured toward the St. Croix River. An
early rise would also give us a chance at

beating the evil winds that so haunt Sped-

nick Lake. Once we were out of our tents,

the hopes of flat waters were diminished. Not

to worry, the strength of this cabin was too

strong for even the greatest of headwinds.

After a scrumptious meal of bagels and
bananas was consumed, we began to prepare

for our journey to Todd's Island. By 6:45,

the boats were packed, and we pushed off |ij

of Birch Island, bidding a fond farewell to

the mosquitoes. Within the first couple of

strokes of the paddle, the ferocity of the

winds became quite apparent. Solid canoe-

ing skills would be needed if we wanted to

make good time, let alone the fact that flip-

ping was possible. Guy and Matt decided, L

in the middle of a lily patch, that they should
i|

return to their original positions in the boat,
j|

but found the switch a bit difficult. Thanks I

to Matt's balancing act on a stump, the

switch was a success. Another personnel

switch involved Thomas and Ian. And so we
paddled along the Canadian shores, at an im-

pressive pace given the conditions. By the

third hour, bladders needed to be relieved.

Getting to an ecologically suitable site of

rehef was a task indeed, as Chris White
found, but he was able to lead the posse

through sticks and marsh, and pee in

Canada, which is kind of neat.

By 12:00, with sore arms, but determin-

ed attitudes, we arrived at Todd's Island.

What would sit on the picnic table, but a note

of encouragement and a little gift from a

friend of Kieve. Perhaps, this was from the

honeymooning Ross Cameron? A quick

glance assured the whole cabin that the

Todd's site was a vast improvement from
Birch Island. With a larger open area, and

a definite lack of mosquitoes, we were psych-

ed to be there. What is more, we would find

to our great delight that Todd's has a facili-

ty of sorts. After a delicious tuna and potato

stick lunch, we were ready to explore the

island, play cards, hang hammocks or nap.

One activity that Robbie and Jeff enjoyed

was playing on the natural bridge between

two large rocks.

As tomorrow would be an early riser,

we had an early spaghetti dinner. Carbo-
loading was of the utmost importance in

order to feel strong for the big portage and

paddle down the river. To top off such an

excellent meal as this, we were treated to

another installment of Jeff's mother's

homemade cookies, made from scratch.

After dinner, we had a little discussion in
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order to prepare for the next day, and to in-

sure that the next four would run smoothly.

By 7:15, we were in our tents preparing for

the following days big events, and the 3 a.m.

wake-up call. As we fell asleep, visions of

Whitewater danced in our heads, by all

means, "Work sucks, I'm going to the

river."

WARTELS
Day 3

This morning we woke at 3:30 a.m. in

an attempt to beat the headwinds of Sped-

nic Lake and secure one of the more plea-

sant camp sites near Little Falls. We were off

by 4:45, after a cold breakfast of Life cereal

and fruit cocktail. The guys showed an unex-

pected ability to operate in the dark which
helped to speed the process a bit. Today was

our hump day. It had been spoken of as such

since the put in two days ago, and all seem-

ed braced and prepared for the portage,

river, and sheer distance. Few were actually

enthused until we arrived at the dam and
ended our last bit of still water paddUng for

the trip.

Our arrival at the dam was cause for us

to call once again upon the powers of Otis,

our man on the inside. Otis was responsible

for our smooth morning run, and we were

all hoping that he would watch over us on
the fast moving river. The dam was releas-

ing an all time high output, which made for

a challenging first white water experience.

Fear and a healthy respect was felt by all,

as evidenced by the silence and wide eyes.

Wyatt led off, to show us all how it is

done, and after beaching broadside on a rock

he made it through in fine style. Several suc-

cessful bids were made by the following

teams, until the eddy struck. Richard and
Jim were the first team to do the nasty, cap-

sizing into and becoming trapped by a con-

struction boom in the river. Thanks to

P.F.D.'s, adrenahne, and tenacity they sur-

faced. The rest made it through without a

hitch. Thomas, the Frenchman in our midst

showed his mettle, screaming "Biiig

Rapeeds", smihng, and clearly enjoying the

trip. Short stretches of exciting white water

between calm river paddHng led us to Little

Falls where we ferried all the gear, food, and
one canoe as a safety boat down the trail to

the eddy at the end of the rapids. The boys

were given the option to be council bowmen

- 1

as we shot all of the boats down. Doug, Chris

W., Matt, Eddie, Jeff, and Guy all took the

challenge, and were successful. Everyone
who wanted to had the opportunity to ex-

perience Little Falls for themselves. Those
who elected to watch observed the antics of

Bilbo and company, a less experienced corps

of knuckleheads who swamped on every try.

YAHOOS. We arrived at our site shortly

after Little Falls, and set up camp on the first

truly sunny day of the trip. We dried out,

ran around, observed the other, less inhibited

river runners, and generally relaxed after be-

ing on the river for seven hours. Jeff Davis

still hasn't managed to skip a rock to

Canada, but he has three days left. All in all

a good day.

SCHULTZ

Day 4

5:00 a.m. Wyatt accepts the challenge

and goes to put the water on to boil and wake
the kids.

At 7:15, we finally put our boats in the

water and started heading south on the river

toward Loon Bay. Pork Rips was the first

white water greeting us today. The sun beat

down on us - this was our first, and only,

whole day of decent weather - as we made
our way downstream.

We made great time and wound up at

Loon Bay at half past ten. Realizing the site

we relished was occupied. Andrew and Rob-
bie race ahead to negotiate. With the confu-

sion cleared up, we retreated to the Cana-

dian shore to wait for the couple occupying
our site to pack and leave.

After forty-five minutes, we paddled

back across the bay to the newly-available

site and made ourselves at home. With our

tents (and hammocks) set up, we put some
lunch together. Sated by tuna, everyone

spent the afternoon relaxing. A bunch of

guys stole into the woods to play some game
that involved shooting at one another with

firewood rifles. Richard and Guy disagreed,

however, about which team was victorious.

A lazy day turned into a lazy evening,

and the counsel began to prepare dinner. A
speUing bee determined who ate first. Amaz-
ingly, Erick knew how to spell chrysan-

themum. Rock 'n roll trivia determined the

order for seconds. As we served desert, Doug
felt the urge to provide backrubs, but he

could find no takers.
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As the counsel cleaned up, the campers

fled to their tents. All was quiet on Loon Bay

by 9:15.

PALMER

Day 5

To the great dismay of the entire group,

this morning's skies do not even compare to

yesterday's. Gone is the rich cobalt blue sky

with the glorious sunshine warming our

spirits. Nevertheless, there were still many
miles to conquer before we could call the St.

Croix river "done". By this point in the trip

a 5:00 wake-up call had become old hat for

the entire group. As the tents came down at

rapid speeds, so, too, did the rains. By the

time Adam's famous corned beef hash was

being served the rains were reaching mon-
soon level. Was this a bother? Not for the

mighty North Bunkerhill. In fact, by this

point rain seemed only normal weather. Who
needs sunshine when you have a steaming

plate of corned beef hash and an enghsh

muffin to mop up the raindrops that had
gathered on our plates? As Guy, Eddie,

Chris Newbert, Erik and Jeff led the charge

to load the canoes, Wyatt designed a state-

of-the-art raincoat for Thomas.
By 7:15 we were on the water, pumped

to conquer our last big day of paddling on
the gushing St. Croix. Despite the rainfall,

the group's spirits were high. This was

especially true because today we would be

hitting the legendary Dog Falls amongst

other stellar white water. Within an hour of

paddling, the rain had stopped, and we all

removed our hoods in celebration. Richard

was most happy, and began singing to show
his delight. Of course, as weather expert Jeff

Davis observed, this break in the showers

would only be brief, as major thunderheads

loomed in the distance. "Even though they

are not moving in our exact direction," mus-

ed J.D., "the storm is too widespread to miss

us." And so the rainfall continued off-and-

on all morning as the group pushed on, hard-

ly noticing a drop. In fact, it was hard to tell

if the group even reahzed it was raining as

we sang, joked, and paddled like champions.

Dog Falls and Canoose Rips were definite

white water highlights, with all groups run-

ning them flawlessly. Before we knew it, we
had reached the mouth of Grand Falls

Flowage, sadly marking the end of the river.

What is more, it was only 10 a.m.!

As we pulled toward Breezy Point, our

final campsite, the familiar orange tent of

the honeymooning Ross Cameron loomed in

the distance. Not to worry, we would simp-

ly paddle back upstream to a little clearing

and wait. This upstream paddle was not that

easy, as Doug and Thomas, Ian and Chris,

and Guy with the laughing Matt M-Check,
would find. Still, this was a moment of ut-

ter hilarity. For close to an hour we chilled

at the clearing, swatting mosquitoes, wrestl-

ing, and cursing the rain.

Breezy Point was beautiful as ever.

Camp was set up in record time, as by this

point it had become routine. Funny how
familiar a tent can become. After a PB and
honey luncheon, the afternoon was spent

playing cards and other games, power-

napping, and hot chocolate drinking. Our
final dinner was a fantastic chili con carne

with peaches and chewies for desert. After

a solid clean-up, and a little bit of the in-

famous Russian Beard Treatment, we were
all ready for a good night's sleep, knowing
tomorrow night we would all be in our own
beds. Dontushee.

WARTELS

Day 6

On this, the final day of our voyage, we
were roused by flashes of lighting and claps

of thunder. The decision to wait the storm

out proved sound, and as it abated, we
emerged from our tents ready and eager for

civilization. The hot breakfast of oatmeal

was a hardy start to a hardy day. Our tents

were down and canoes packed quickly, in an-

ticipation of home.
As we launched on our final hours of

paddling, the rain was beating the lake flat.

No headwinds at least. A quick push across

the flowage to the dam, and we were vic-

torious! As we made our final approach

down the narrow branch which feeds the

dam, we saw a flash of orange. Could it be?

Courage? Perseverance? Our stout team had

both, and a bus waiting on the shore, trailer

in tow for good measure. Not only victory

but impeccable timing. Courage, our orange

chariot making steady headway, lulled us to

a fitful sleep until McDonalds. Back in the

bus, back to sleep, and back to camp.

Our Challenge on the St. Croix was

equally mental as physical. The rain was
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discouraging, the distance sometimes daun-

ting, yet we proved that we have what it takes

to get the job done and to see an endeavor

through to its end. In addition to the suc-

cessful group trip, there were many personal

trials and triumphs known only to those in-

volved. We worked hard, succeeded, and in

the end were all smiling and proud. Con-

gratulations boys, well done.

SCHULTZ

NORTH CUNNINGHAM
CAMDEN HILLS

June 21-22

Man was it wet today. Rain, rain, rain.

All day. But the men of North Cunningham
tore up the mighty Mount Megunticook,

braving the elements, only to be confronted

by an impassable sheer rock face, shining in

the clouds. They heartily withstood the

weather through this aborted yet toughen-

ing journey, as Alex Clarke exhibited his

mastery of the art of film in a game of trail

trivia, while Tyler Pace wore his discomfort

visibly yet bravely. But the luminous angry

face of the mountains stared at us through

icy spectacles, and, as we would not hit a

man with glasses, we turned back.

Back at the base the Kieve van awaited

with important treats from camp. The after-

noon wore on with cold rain, and as the

blood sugar of lunch dissipated into our

bodies, so our moods slowly sank. But soon

the Supreme Scoutmaster showed up look-

ing for directions and we sent him in the

direction of his scouts. Empowered by the

honor of the scouts, dinner came with a

bang, and a pump, and a tank of gas, and
mysterious blue flame that looked nothing

like the fire we had all hoped for in drier

times. As in these cases we made the best of

things, and soon every camper's mouth drip-

ped with the vitals of skillet-fried bacon
cheese-burgers. Dinner took longer than

Ghandi, but was well worth the time

invested.

After dinner, Alex Gelb, Travis Gor-

don, and others washed the pans, and the en-

tire troup presented their dance interpreta-

tions of sun worship, to no immediate avail.

Notable were PhiUp Shupbach with his

armless flailing and Stuart with his in-

timidating rabble-rousing. Ben Wickes and

Mike DiOrio also made impassioned con-

tributions. Following this flurry of vogue
dance, Micah Gardiner impressed the

counselors with his keen mind for logic, by
answering in mere seconds a question most
adults never answer. Hot Cocoa followed

and sleep came quickly and damply.

Morning came with cold hands and feet.

The campers were eager to be warm, so

another round of cocoa was in order before

we took off and broke camp to climb
mysterious Mount Battle. The trail was easily

taken, with a few stumbles along the way,

but everyone arrived at the foggy top in fine

physical shape. Once up the tower, campers
came down and enjoyed a minute of com-
plete silence, as the wind and clouds blew

through the company. Tuna was enjoyed by
all, and Amory Ross was convinced that he
had heard the name Kaiser Sozze before, but

he seemed to know a different Kaiser, and
we let his convictions be. All in all, a toughy,

but we were all hardened by the rain, and
returned to camp with the blessing of raised

spirits.

ANDREW CURRIER
TIM PAINE

ALEX LEACH

NORTH CUNNINGHAM
ST. CROIX RIVER

June 27-July 2

Day 1

Today actually began the night before,
with a huddle and a resounding cheer of
"ST. CROIX!" from the kids. The sun rose

and the breakfast was eaten, and a trailer of
brand new canoes plus Tim's wooden crea-

tion took off from the Kieve hill. It was a

clear day and the voyage to mighty Spednic
Lake went off without a hitch. The canoes
were unloaded with a few clangs and rattles

and after waving good-bye to Miguel, our
driver, we had an addendum to our canoe
clinic in the calm cove before us. The chop
got to be high, though and we enjoyed a
lunch of PBJ's to the delight of many.
Amory Ross commented on the difficulty of
negotiating crosswinds, and the company
pressed on to Birch Island in better con-
fidence. Unfortunately the campsite was fill-

ed by a lone boatman, and we progressed on
to an alternate island with a character all its'

own. Andrew Gruss waited patiently as
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counselor Andrew was eaten alive by mos-

quitoes as he searched for a campsite. Retur-

ning to the canoe much as Indiana Jones fled

Beloch's tribesmen, Andrew was pursued by

a swarm of kamikaze bugs. Soon we landed

on another island, this one suitable to our

needs.

Spaghetti dinner was wolfed by all, after

a game of Thief was played on the mossy

rocks. Campers returned to their cramped

yet quaint campsite, and council slept sound-

ly, to mild camper noise.

Day 2

The camp arose at a leisurely 7:30 a.m.

This first morning was critical in that suc-

cessful breaking of camp would set the tone

for the mornings to come. After a scrump-

tious meal of corned beef hash and bagels

the canoes left the swampy beach at 9 a.m.,

not a bad start for the first morning. Many
a canoe pair were off to a briUiant start,

while a few needed some extra coaching

before they too were tearing down clear, blue

Spednic. The paddle to Todd's Island took

less than 3 hours, with the company in fine

shape after a chopless paddle.

Campers soon found the choice tanning

locus on the far side of the island, while

council resigned itself to catching frogs near-

by. Micah broke out his fishing rod, but as

on the previous day, was Ashless. After a few

thousand games of killer, dinner was
prepared on the stove and soon campers dove
into chili and rice and the internal maelstrom

to follow. The sun set impeccably as on the

previous day and the tribe found bed early

in preparation for the long day to come.
Day 3

Up at 3:55 a.m. to a quick breakfast of

PB sandwiches and cheese crackers, we sang

happy birthday to Amory and the campers
awoke to our harmony. We moved so fast

that I think some campers were still in their

sleeping bags but paddling just the same, for

in under an hour we were on the water wat-

ching the sunrise as we cut along to the dam.
A loon was high in the sky and called to us.

It came down not more than a few inches off

the water with wings pumping in a hydraulic

hiss. Not to mention the eagles, for our se-

cond sighting came on this day as well. We
arrived at Vanceboro and the dam by 7, and
the portage went well and took just 20
minutes. Counselors Leach and Currier went

on a birthday mission for Amory, but were

met with a closed store and returned to hand

out snacks instead. After a brief talk about

water and how it moves, we took off down
the mighty river in a rush of giddy glory. Ben

and Alex Clarke met with some early dif-

ficulties only to find themselves thrilled

minutes later at the mere mention of

Whitewater. The day was clear and the river

sparkled as it moved. It was hard not to love

the whole affair, despite some inevitable

hardships involving rocks and their love of

new canoes. We met with some kind folk at

about 10 a.m. and passed by them as we
headed for the falls. At this point the kids

had built Little Falls up to be the Niagara's

Niagara. In fact, I hinted, it was bigger.

After a lunch of tuna (a break from PBJ's)

in this huge eddy, we pressed on around the

final bend, down the straight-away that was
the prelude to the torrent to come. We car-

ried our belongings around the falls, scouting

it out as we went, and returned to our

canoes, ready for action. Once again the bir-

thday boy was given top billing, this time in

the bow of the first boat down. PhiUp Shup-
bach almost got soaked, but the boat

miraculously spun around backwards instead

of flipping, and soon all were safely down.
No (s)wet, right? By 2 p.m. we were at our
beautiful sight just below the falls, and many
still had the gumption to tempt the river and
swim in the percolating eddy. A friendly

French Canadian came by with Stu's miss-

ing canteen that was left behind, and we all

gave the man a kindly "Thanks, eh?" Ten
pounds of mac and cheese later the company
enjoyed hot cocoa and a camp fire chat with

marshmallows. All reflected on the day that

had come to pass, many signaling our evolu-

tion from newcomers to accomplished

statesmen of fast water. It was a meaningful

and necessary evening.

Day 4

This morning will surely be known in

later mornings as the Morning of the Pan-
cake. For the boys ate well and at length, and

were not in the water until 10:30. After a

quick application of sunblock, the company
tore down the river. Wind was the pleasure

of the day, and negotiating it and the wily

currents and rocks proved challenging for

many a camper. But all got through the har-

rowing experience, though the bottoms of
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the canoes now looked like etch-a-sketch

boards. On Loon Bay frustration reached its

pinnacle as headwinds mixed with tired

campers in a dangerous brew. Alex Leach

stayed in the lake to coach Alex Gelb and

Tyler Pace into shore. Soon we snacked away

our dour mood, and Noland correctly

answered trivia for an extra chewy. A tarp

was quickly put up to negotiate the coming

overcast, but after four beautiful days, the

clouds seemed alien and almost welcome.

The fire burned thanks to Alex Gelb and

others' good wood. A hearty black bean

soup was prepared, and many ate until they

were more than full. A great day, all in all.

Day 5

The morning came with clouds, and the

troop took off in mist and grey. Many were

impatient, as the water was calm and slow,

but soon Dog Falls was reached and the rush

was back. Eddying out after the rapids,

many commented on how unexpected they

were, as the high water gave them an extra

element of challenge. The rain picked up,

and rain gear was donned. Soon a snack was

given out, warming our wet hearts. The pad-

dle was uneventful until a scrumptious lunch

of tuna was prepared. Canoe Wars follow-

ed as we ambled downstream, but all too

soon our campsite was reached. The beef

stew was excellent, despite some frowns due
to a broken tent. Once again the campfire
continued into the darkness, and we reflected

on how the trip had gone. Finally Micah had
caught the fish that no one said he could.

Amory had all but forgotten his horrible Day
2. Andrew Gruss had improved on his pad-

dling, and Travis had proven his strength by
lifting canoes up the high bank of our camp-
site. Every single camper, had wise words,
whether they knew it or not. Council finally

fell asleep after a group of marauding
campers almost collapsed the tent.

Day 6

Last day. We paddled through the fog,

passing by the members ofCamp Pippin who
had overtaken us on the previous day. The
take-out was reached early, and we passed
the remaining time looking off the old dam
at Kellyland, watching the water percolate

in the iron tubes. The driver arrived early.

All expected our beloved Miguel, but Paul
was just as welcome. A ''surprise" stop in

Calais displayed our impeccable conduct, as

we were the quiet ones in a noisy

McDonald's. Perseverance rolled into camp

to a quiet welcome, but all were charged and

glad to be home.

SOUTH HARRIS
JOHN'S BAY
June 21-22

Day 1

By 11:00 a.m. Rob and I had finally

secured the last canoe to the trailer and we

were ready to bid Kieve a fine farewell. Jared

loaded us all into Courage and we made the

short journey to the put in site. Once at Fort

WilHam Henry we quickly unloaded all of

our gear. We worked quickly because by now
it was raining pretty hard. Will Schwartz and
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Trevor Lott helped me load the wannigans

into the counsel canoes and we all shoved

off.

The only way to describe the weather

conditions was miserable. The day was more
appropriate for reading Edgar Allen Poe
stories than it was for canoeing. Despite the

rain, we were lucky in that the surf was
relatively small. We made our way through

John's Bay easily. Dave Smith and Ben
Buchanan made a few extra turns with their

canoe, but they to seemed to become more
comfortable.

Rob led us into the shelter of Witch
Island and 'The Gut". The narrow chan-

nel was deserted and we made it past the

bridge and into the Damariscotta River by
1:00 p.m. The rain made the water flat and

the canoeing went smoothly. The rain con-

tinued to be fierce all the way to Fort Island,

but everyone's spirits seemed good. When we
arrived at our destination it was nice to be

greeted by Maine Trails who was also stay-

ing on the island. Bob Hoeffer and Chris

Block gave me a hand with some of the

heavier gear and it was great to see a friend-

ly face.

Just as Rob and I were preparing to

make lunch the storm cranked it up about

four notches and forced everyone to the

tents. Lunch continued under the tarp but

it definitely dampened any hopes of playing

games later that afternoon. Matt Clark and
Axel Perez did a good job of mending their

fly but besides that everyone kept in their

tents and dry from the rain.

By 5:00 p.m. the rain let up and we
made a strong attempt to collect wood for

supper. By some stroke of luck we eventually

did get a fire started, and it did not take long

before we were enjoying a great dinner of

hamburgers. Joe Holliday and Pete Keevil

kept the fire going long enough for us to en-

joy marshmallows for dessert. We passed the

evening telling old war stories with some of

the Maine Trails guys and laughing a lot. We
said good luck to them and made our way
to bed after a great first day.

Day 2

We woke by 9:00 a.m., once again to

rainy skies. Maine Trails had left hours

before and now all that remained from them
was in our minds. While tents came down
and bags were packed up I cooked an

oatmeal breakfast on the Coleman stove.

While we waited for the tides to change we
enjoyed the warm cereal and commented on

the previous day's paddle. Winthrop Smith

and Teddy Kahn switched canoe partners for

a change of pace and everyone seemed syk-

ed for the longer paddle.

We finished our breakfast and had the

boats in the water and packed just in time

for the changing tides. Once again Rob led

us up the river towards Damariscotta.

Everyone followed close because the weather

is still pretty bad. At noon we stopped for

a snack and for a nice hello from Rob's
parents who stopped by in their boat.

About an hour and a half later the

village of Damariscotta came into sight. We
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were soon at the landing and as I had ex-

pected the rain stopped. Everyone was

hungry and a tasty lunch reached our

stomachs before Jared arrived with the bus.

Charlie Keyser and Chad Burdette were real-

ly happy that we had made it and the feel-

ing from all of us was mutual. Somehow this

one night river trip was perfect for bringing

our cabin together. Which was very for-

tunate because we are only three days from

leaving for Mt. Katahdin. Even though wet,

we had a great time and look forward to

more good times.

EVAN "FLOUNDER" HUNT

SOUTH HARRIS
BAXTER STATE PARK

June 25-30

Day 1

"Are you sure we have everything, well

I think so?" "Do you think so or do you
know so?" "I know so" I said and South

Harris said goodbye to Camp Kieve. For the

next six days it would be our responsibility

to be sure of ourselves and to trust in one

another. We all agreed that to accompHsh
our goal of getting to the top of Mt.

Katahdin, nothing could be left to chance.

No longer would we be able to depend on
the friendly confines of West Neck Road to

generate our confidence, it was the 16 of us

that had to believe in one another.

The four hour drive north to Medway
went smoothly. Will Schwartz was the first

to notice the Exit 53 sign for Baxter State

Park. As I pulled the van off 1-95 we all

seemed a bit more focused. Everyone had a

million questions and Rob and Andy did

their best to answer them and help be

reassuring. Most of the cabin seemed a bit

nervous, but that was normal. I to was not

sure what that mysterious mountain had in

store for us, but we were all certain that we
were going to find out.

By four o'clock we reached Millinocket

and after filling the gas tank one last time

we made our way for the park. In about a

half hour we reached the front gate and were

directed by the ranger to make camp at site

3 and 4 in Avalanche Field. The van was
unloaded quickly and the tents went up
without notice. Luckily the skies were still

clear but the ground was still soaked from
the previous night's showers.

Joe Holliday and Teddy Kahn led the

group to go and find wood, but they did not

have much luck. Rob with the help of Andy
and Matt Clark was able to get a small fire

going but no one was to sure how long it

would last. An old axe handle broke after

only three swings and it seemed that nothing

was going our way. To reheve some of the

traffic on the fire Joe Holliday and Will

Schwartz cooked bacon on the Coleman
stove while Andy and Rob cooked
cheeseburgers over the fire. Everyone did a

fantastic job and dinner was dehcious. This

was our first bright spot of our young trip

but it inspired us to keep a positive attitude.

A freak rain storm after dinner forced us into

our tents' prematurely, but after the long

drive no one seemed to complain. Good-
night, dream of sunshine.

Day 2

I woke Rob and Andy at 4:30 a.m. to

inspect outside the tent for a sign of good
weather. We had already decided that we
were going to give Katahdin a shot the first

good day, but it was clear that we would have

to wait. High winds in Avalanche Field could

only mean outrageous winds on the moun-
tain. We went back to bed and woke
everyone by 8. Dave Smith helped cook a

warm oatmeal breakfast on the Coleman
while Ben Buchanan and Trevor Lott went
down to the stream to fill the Jerry Jug.

Everyone liked the oats after we included the

brown sugar and raisins. Everything was
eaten and we all loaded in the van to go and
hike to Little Niagra.

We stopped and saw South Harrington
on the way. Pete Wood and his entire cabin

had been forced to turn back after they had
tried to climb Katahdin earlier that morning.
By now the wind was really blowing and the

skies were dark and it was raining. We were
sympathetic but I think everyone felt better

after seeing some familiar faces. We got back
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in the van and proceeded to the beginning

of our first hike, but we never made it that

day. An oncoming car refused to yield to our

wide van and I was forced to pull the van

far to the side of the road. When I did the

van slid and fell on its side in the soft

shoulder. The rain had weakened the already

loose gravel and a hidden culvert had wash-

ed away much of the supporting soil.

No one panicked but we all quickly got

out of the van to make some executive deci-

sions. By now I was already fired, but I was
concerned that everyone was alright. Lucki-

ly no one was hurt, in fact Charlie Keyser

and Chad Burdette still think that was the

best part of the trip, "Thanks guys." A
quick snack of pb crackers made everyone

feel better and Andy ran to get the van from

South Harrington. The ranger soon arrived

and so did Andy and Jeff Goldenson. I

waited for the tow truck while everyone went

back to the site. I told everyone to hope for

the best and that I would be along shortly.

The van was pulled out and I think I

may be able to keep my job for a little longer,

at least that is what Henry said. Back at

camp everyone was glad to see me and it did

not take long for us to get a dinner of turkey

steaks going. I thanked Jeff for his help and

I promised everyone that the worst was

behind us. I think I was convincing because

no one seemed to doubt that things would

get better, and most guys thought things were

going great already. We were all relieved,

clear skies and a golden sunset. We turned

in early as I was certain that tomorrow would

be our day and that South Harris meant

business.

Day 3

Like a well oiled machine we woke at

4:30 a.m. again and decided to take a big

chance and go. A quick Pop Tart breakfast

and we were in the van and out of the site

in less than 30 minutes. We registered at

Roaring Brook by 5: 15 a.m. and we were on
our way. Chill Hill and Pete Keevil were side

by side all the way up to Chimney Pond,
which we reached by 7:30 a.m. Our pace was
intense, but no one seemed to care. The skies

were still clear and time seemed precious. Ax-
el Perez was probably the most impressed of n

all of us, after all cHmbing Mt. Katahdin was
hke nothing back in Florida. After a quick

break and a talk with the ranger, we were
h

off again.

We made our way up the Saddle Trail

and reached the tabletop with ease. Win-
throp Smith and Chad Burdette were anx-

ious to get to the peak so we only paused for

a moment. By now our goal was in sight and
no one wanted to wait a minute longer. By
9:30 a.m. we reached Baxter Peak and our

mission was complete. Teddy Kahn and
Trevor Lott said it best when they said simp-

ly, "We did it." Yes, we had and the best

part of all is that we made it together. Rob,
Andy and I couldn't have been prouder of

these guys and now we were rewarded with
|

one of the most breath taking views I have
]

ever seen. At the top of Katahdin we are able

to see 180 degrees. We are able to see where

the Allagash trip goes and we all feel pride

build up inside of us. By the way the gorp

tasted pretty good also.

The trip down went just as smooth as

the journey up. We were all reluctant to leave

the tabletop but I did feel nice to return to

security of the tree line. By 2:30 p.m. we were

back at Roaring Brook a lot wiser than when
we had left. For anyone that hasn't cHmbed
Mt. Katahdin it is a magical climb and it

takes over your mind in a way that few things

can. I think a lot of our guys felt that because

on the drive back to the site no one said a

word. That may have been because we were

all tired but I think it was really because
|

everyone was thinking real hard about per-
'

sonal feelings and what the group had just

accomplished.

Back at camp we were welcomed by

South Harrington who we were equally glad

to see. We all spent the remainder of the

afternoon swimming in the stream to cool

off from our long climb. Our guys were

proud of what we had accomplished, but at
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the same time we felt bad that South Harr-

ington did not have the same experience.

They left and we had supper. Rob and An-

dy made some great english muffin pizzas

while Matt Clark and I whipped together a

great broccoli and cheese soup a la Uncle

Ben. Once again everyone crashed early, but

this time knowing that we could do anything

if we set our minds to it.

Day 4

We slept late, this time until 9. An old

fashioned Kieve breakfast of corned beef

hash was enjoyed by all and enhanced by

ketchup. We decided that we still wanted to

do the hike that we had tried to do the day

we got the van stuck, so we did. The hike

to Little Niagra and Big Niagra was relatively

short but a ton of fun. It is part of the Ap-
palachian Trail so it is very scenic. On our

way to Daicey Pond we were lucky enough
to see a moose swimming, the first of our

trip. For most of our guys it was the first

moose that they had seen ever. Axel Perez

thought it looked more like a horse but we
assured him it was a real live moose.

By lunchtime we were at the falls, which

I have to admit were more impressive than

I though they would be. The weather was
nice and Pete Keevil and Charlie Keyser

showed everyone how to dunk their head in

the roaring water. It was a great way to cool

off and before we knew it everyone had given

it a try. Trevor Lott was the wettest because

he dumped the water directly on to his head

using his hat.

Rob and Joe Holliday went back ahead
of us to meet us with the van halfway. The
previous day on Katahdin had really worn
everyone out so I did not want to push it.

They were lucky though because on their trip

back they came within five feet of yet

another moose. Ben Buchanan and Dave
Smith led the rest of the group back but we
were mooseless. Rob soon appeared with the

van and we returned to the site just in time

for dinner. We had a wonderful spaghetti

dinner cooked by Rob. The evening activity

was an ever popular game of stick ball. Ax-
el Perez and Ted Kahn took me deep on
several occasions while Winthrop Smith was
a wild man on the bases.

We all went to bed a little sweaty but
I think everyone would agree that was accep-

table. Another beautiful day in the park and

another great day on the trip.

Day 5

Up by 9 a.m. and after a breakfast of

cereal and dry milk we were on our way to

Katahdin Lake, which came highly recom-

mended by South Harrington. We would
later find out why. Jared had mentioned to

me that it had great swimming so everyone

was syked.

The trail is twisty but relatively easy, un-

til we hit the mud. Then the streams and the

bugs and the fallen trees. Here we are the last

full day in the park and we are hiking

through this swamp. I do my best to keep

the group going but I am constantly remind-

ed of doing the AUagash portage into Mud
Pond, well it wasn't that bad. Chad Burdette

and Charlie Keyser seemed to love the mud,
but Matt Clark had trouble keeping himself

from slipping. Rob and Andy made the ex-

ecutive decision to turn around short of our

destination and no one made any argument
against.

Chill Hill performed a moving song

about his adjectives while we all enjoyed a

long awaited chewy snack. Then we all head-

ed off once again this time back the way we
had come. We got back to Avalanche Field

by 3:00 p.m. and had some free time. Ben
Buchanan, Axel Perez, and Dave Smith
played the famous frisbee game 500 while

some of us took a brief nap. Following that

we all loaded into the van and went to the

landing at Ambejues Lake. There we enjoyed

the familiar taste of cokes and talked

together about some images during the trip.

Everyone agreed that reaching the summit
of Katahdin was the highlight but that wreck-

ing the van was pretty funny also. I agreed

even though most of the joke was at my
expense.
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Once again Uncle Ben provided a tasty

dinner. This time it was his special Cajun
recipe of black bean and rice soup that made
our mouths water. I think everyone had
seconds this night. One last clean up and
everyone begins to ready themselves for bed.

Some of the guys go down to the stream

while Charlie and Trevor help me repack the

*'K" Wannigan. It is hard to believe that we
return to Kieve tomorrow but we are pleas-

ed in that we accomphshed all the goals we
had set for ourselves.

Day 6

Excited about returning to Camp
everyone wakes early. Trevor Lott, Joe

Holliday, and Axel Perez have their tent

down even before the counsel is awake. Rob,

Andy, and I are beside ourselves but reluc-

tant to motivate ourselves to pack up. We
have Rice Krispies for breakfast while An-
dy and Rob finish tying the luggage to the

van roof.

We leave Baxter Park by 11:00 a.m. I

stop the bus just outside our campsite to give

Mt. Katahdin one last look. We have much
respect for its tough climb, but a thick cloud

layer hides its peak from us. Rob and Will

Schwartz seem to think that it is somewhat
ashamed from when our cabin persevered up
its steep grade. They were both right because

our cabin did do a great job and we did beat

the elements that Mount Katahdin gave us

to contend with. We were the first cabin to

reach its peak this year and it would be dif-

ficult to find any other group more ap-

preciative or deserving.

Thank you to Rob, Andy and the men
of South Harris.

EVAN HUNT
ROB BECKERLEGGE

ANDY PESANT

SOUTH HARRINGTON
MT. KATAHDIN

June 23 - 28

Day 1

We had only been at camp for five days

and set out on a trip for six days. Unlike

most cabins, we were not afforded the lux-

ury of a warm-up trip. Fifteen of us in the

blue van and Jeff boarded something

resembling the space shuttle (but still refer-

red to as the Previa). On the way we made
two stops and were forced to bring

Dramamine into the equation. Jon and Chris

lost their sickness somewhere down the road

and fell fast asleep. For the first time we

heard Celine, Mariah Carey and The Fugees;

all of whom would later become great sound

bytes for the trip video. Sixties rock was

forever banned in the van once we found the

seventies station on the FM dial.

When we arrived at the campsite we
were greeted by Boy Scout Pack #113 from

Michigan, it was hard to keep Grant away

from his good friends. As the counselors

made the appropriate introductions to our

friends the tents were set up and the gear

unloaded. A couple of the tents were a bit

shady but all problems were quickly solved

with duct tape and a couple well-oiled ball

bearings. The campsite, among the most
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primitive of all on Kieve trips, was decorated

with a Van-tarp. It started to rain forcing the

burgers to be cooked over a portable stove.

By the time every single one of the 32 burgers

had been finished the pan was two inches

deep in grease. We decided to serve some of

the grease for dessert and the rest would con-

geal inside the Previa.

At the end of the first day all was good.

The campers had managed to find the in-

famous sliding log, a river that resembled the

St. Croix, good weather and some Sorority

girls. We would do Katahdin tomorrow if the

weather turned around.

Day 2

The council awoke at 4:30 a.m. to check

the weather and the overcast clouds gave

them reason to sleep in an extra hour and

a half. An executive decision, perhaps the

first of the trip, was made to hike South

Turner Mountain. This hike would provide

an excellent view of Katahdin and a good
warm up hike to get the legs in gear for the

harder days to come.

The climb up the mountain started

rather easy and many questioned the coun-

cil on the fact if it actually got any harder.

In a matter of a couple minutes they found
out that hiking a mountain was never an easy

task. About 1.5 miles into the hike we stop-

ped at a mountain spring to dunk our heads,

get a snack and take some pictures. In no
time we were off to the top.

Ned and Alex M. were the first to reach

the top and cheered the rest of us on while

we hurdled the boulders. Once atop South
Turner Mountain the clouds parted right

before our eyes and we were able to look

down on one of the most fantastic views in

Baxter State Park. In fact, Jake insisted he

could see his home in Vermont. Most of us

just saw fields of green that stretched on for

miles, lakes that mirrored the reflection of

every tree surrounding and snow atop the

peak of Katahdin.

We spent an hour on that mountain.

Eating smashed PB&J's, pondering what the

''Great Chicken Nugget Chase" was all

about and staring around us in 360 degrees.

On the descent Jeff and Chris competed for

the Kieve Tripper, falHng a combined total

of ten times (no one was injured).

We had a Mexican Fiesta for dinner that

night but in reality it turned into a fiasco.

On their second servings, campers hit a wall

of eating capability. Greg almost lost it all

but was rescued from his pound of refried

beans by Peter Wood. We were all in bed
early despite the immense pain of the meal.

We would do Katahdin manana.
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Day 3

Rain, Rain and more Rain until noon

time. This was no ordinary rain. This rain

was intense. We were all calm and waited it

out. Again we did not get the chance to con-

quer Katahdin. Peter Wood made a mad
dash to drop off a hearty cold breakfast at

each tent. When the rain passed, we emerg-

ed from captivity and feasted on tuna in pita

bread. Campbell and Brooks chose to just

have mayonnaise sandwiches.

For the afternoon hike we traveled

along the Appalachian Trail to Niagara Falls.

The trail was marked with some very in-

teresting bridges and brief periods of rain.

We were not able to stay at the falls long,

due to a large mosquito population that must
have followed us from our campsite.

Patches of sunlight came out for din-

ner, which was much more successful than

the night before. Spaghetti is always a pret-

ty safe bet. Another executive decision was
made for campers sleeping in the van due to

a faulty tent. We listened to Celine once

again, played Hearts and Running Bases.

The shuttle began to really smell and we
would do Katahdin tomorrow if the weather
was good to us.

Day 4

At 4:30 a.m. the sun was shining and

no clouds were in sight. Looks Hke mister

ranger was wrong. The only problem was to

see if we could wake up Jeff who has a deep

admiration for his sleep. Today would be our

day to hike Katahdin.

We had a quick breakfast of Grape Nuts

and NutriGrain bars and we were off. It was

a tad windy when we left base camp.

However, the skies remained clear and we
had waited too long to reach the summit of

Katahdin.

We decided that the proper trail for our

ascent would be the Hunt Trail. We had
already hiked three miles of the Appalachian

Trail to Niagara Falls and decided that we
would take the five mile hike up Katahdin.

The first 2.8 miles under the tree line went

by fast. In fact, it only took us two hours

to do the preliminary ascent. But the

something wicked came our way...

Almost three miles into the hike we were
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thrown some fierce winds that scared the en-

|,
tire cabin. An executive decision was quick-

ly reached and we decided to head back

down. In haste we took a couple pictures in

the extreme cold and dove back under the

i

tree line.
US! We were back at the tents by noon time

and would rest there until dinner was serv-

ed. South Harris decided to pay us a visit and
^" Evan got a van stuck, Jeff took a good six

hours to rescue him. Hearts was the game
of the day and Alex K. and Andrew could

not match the council smarts.
'^^ We gave Katahdin our best effort but

weather had beaten us. In the future these

guys will have another chance to climb
Katahdin and when they do I hope they

j

remember the effort we put forward on this

trip. Unfortunately, there are sometimes you
, cannot control.

id

er
I
Day 5

to
: No Katahdin today. Scrambled pan-

;p
cakes for breakfast; we neither had the pro-

ur
per spatula or a good ratio of pancakes to

water. Despite the effort to add some

Its
potatoes to absorb the water everything fail-

as
ed. Once again we were forced to deal,

p
We ventured to Katahdin Lake for a

bath. Unfortunately the trail resembled a bog

3f I

and we were quickly dirtied once again.

There was no nudist colony along the way.

jf
Almost had dinner with South Harris but we

ul i

decided to spend our last night alone. So

,[,
once Jeff returned we headed back. At our

,e I

campsite we decided that there was no way

1
I

we would let ourselves go through an entire

It
I

trip without one fire. In order to fill the

rs
quota boy scout methods were used to per-

ij
suade the wet logs to ignite. So we ate beef

stew and potatoes around a fire and played

J

some improvisation games.

Day 6

Woke ourselves up as early as possible

I but due to our routine it did not happen like

I
it should have. By seven that morning we

I
I were all up and the corned beef hash was
cooking. Took a new route home that Peter

and Jeff made up as they went. We stopped
I

at Mickey D's and won some instant prizes

and played some Monopoly.
When we returned to camp there were

only four cabins around to welcome us but

these guys felt congratulated enough know-
ing that they put forth a solid effort despite

all the rain mother nature threw our way.

PETER C. WOOD

SOUTH HARRINGTON
WAVUS, aka

''ANCIENT BURIAL GROUND
TURNED CAMPSITE"

July 3 - 4

Day 1

Before we even left for this trip we knew
that we were in for something large. The big

trip had already been completed and this was
a trip to show off what we had learned on
that six day adventure. The food was to be
excellent; we were aware of what we liked

and how much was adequate to satisfy our
appetites. Camping skills would be well

developed; everyone new their part in the

process.

So the eight canoes moved way to a

place just around Kistler Point and it did not

have a name. That was not our concern. We
had bigger problems of turning this field of

undergrowth into a campsite. We went to

work right away. In fact, we worked for five

hours straight with a short break for some
lunch and a snack. By that time, around four

o'clock, we had raked, dug and cut all the

junk that did not belong. A hole was dug for

the fireplace, the enormous eight man tents

had risen from the earth and we were going

to have bacon double cheeseburgers. The
dinner was a huge success. We decorated the

half-foot high burgers with mayo, ketchup,

mustard, onion, lettuce, and tomatoes.
The rest of the night we sat around and

appreciated the before and after views of this

site. Everybody was told to stay up as late

as they wanted but they had to be quiet. And
so it was.

Day 2

We awoke at nine thirty and despite

some rain, made a fire to cook corned beef
hash and scrambled eggs on. We also ate

some fresh fruit... it was a perfect brunch.

We all learned that it is not a good idea to

drink juice from the pear jar due to its lax-

ative tendencies once digested. To pass some
time we threw a couple canoes in the water

and played for a while in sunken canoes.

The camp was quickly packed up and
we headed back to the camp to brag about
the finished product. Charlie gave the entire

cabin a big "thank you" for a job well done
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and rewarded us with a trip to Round Top,

it was a wonderful Fourth of July present.

These guys should be proud of what

they were able to accomplish in that short

stay at the "New Site". It will become a place

where many Kieve campers escape to. They
will use the fireplace that we built and,

because of our efforts, be able to sleep on

a soft tent site.

NORTH HARRIS
THE MOOSE RIVER

June 25-July 1

Day 1

"And God said. Let there be a river: and

there was a river.

And God saw the river, that it was good: and

God divided the river from the

civiHzation.

And God called the river Moose."
Genesis II, 1:3-5

We arose at dawn, no small task for the

counselors who had been up half the night

packing. Everything had to be perfect for the

Moose River trip: food, tents, stove, canoes,

paddles, life jackets, the boys' personal

gear... The only thing we could not control

was the weather. Rain. Lots of it. Left, right,

up, down. It came at us from all angles. The
meteorologist promised us sunny skies by

mid-afternoon, but he did not dehver.

Our four-hour bus ride to Jackman was
essentially one long nap, punctuated by

rounds of trivia questions for Maria
Agresta's tasty oat meal, peanut butter,

M&M cookies. Nate Glore dominated in the

Star Wars category, while Will Hiltz (a.k.a.

"Squeaky Bill") more than held his own in

-James Bond trivia. Eddie Nissen

demonstrated his encyclopedic knowledge of

Star Trek, and Fran O'Shea took the field

in useless sports facts.

In Jackman, the ranger from whom we
were to buy fire permits was nowhere to be

found. According to the locals, the half-

dozen or so townsfolk empowered to issue

fire permits were similarly "out in the

woods." For how long, no one seemed to

know. Several phone calls to the forestry ser-

vice's home office in Greenville, Maine final-

ly produced the desired permit number:

204903. In case you are ever stuck on the

Moose River and need to build a fire, feel

free to use our code number. If any ranger

asks, be sure to mention you are with Camp
Chewonki.

The driving rains continued as we pad-
dled across Attean Pond. After a hasty lunch

of oranges and cold cut sandwiches on the

leeward side of a small island, we pressed on
to the portage trail. At last the clouds began
to break, but the damage was already done:

our portage trail was a river.

Not to be phased, North Harris
unanimously decided to portage both canoes

and gear, the latter half of which was
originally scheduled for the following morn-
ing. I have the honor of reporting that Nat
Wyeth, at the tender age of 13, single-

handedly portaged a canoe over the entire

1.25 miles trail. Adam Lucas, whose genes

must have been accidentally spliced with
those of an ant in a scientific experiment in-

spired by the movie "The Fly," somehow
managed to carry ten times his body weight I

in gear and food.

At day's end, with the portage trail

behind us, we sated ourselves on bacon
\

cheeseburgers and marshmallows. As the sun

had set and an ominous headwind blew
across Holeb Pond, we thought it best to get

an early start and retired accordingly.

Day 2

"The sea was angry that day, my
|

friends... Hke an old man trying to return !

soup in a diner."

George Castanza, on "Seinfeld"
j

Just as we feared, Holeb Pond was a
j

froth of white caps. The headwinds blew at i

a steady thirty knots, as if to dare - no, dou-
\

ble dog dare - the young men of North Har-

ris to venture out onto the water. Will was
the first to declare his intent: he wanted to

lead.

A quick bite of bagels and cream cheese

gave us little time for sober reflection. We
had a schedule to keep, come hell or, in this

case, high water. Dan Wendt took the point,

Alex Webb roamed, and Matthew Nichols

brought up the rear. Russell McMillan and
Dan hugged the coast for what little shelter

it offered. In the stern of his boat, Nat so

outweighed Fran in the bow that the wind

whipped their canoe around like a greased

weather vane. The two made quick studies

of Mother Nature, pushing all their gear

toward the bow for ballast.

At one point, the battering waves
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threatened to stall our progress. For every

ten strokes forward, the wind pushed our

canoes back nine. One particular spit of land,

which exposed our boats to the wind's full

fury, frustrated some sternmen. But not

Nate, who tested the limits of his sternman-

ship by piloting two canoes around the

perilous point of land.

It was a very thin line that separated

destruction and redemption on the water that

day. In their quest for the latter, some among
us came face to face with the former. Brett

Weiner and Adam, as they threaded the nee-

dle between Scylla and Charybdis, were cast

upon a stony edifice by a wall of water that

was five feet high if it was an inch. It took

Matthew and Will nearly a half hour to free

boat, gear, and man from the water's

crushing embrace.

At last we pulled into our campsite at

the west end of Holeb Pond. Five miles of

paddHng this day put the ache of twenty in

our arms. The site itself offered few

amenities, save an open-air outhouse and a

sandy beach. The latter provided a welcome

respite from the vicious hordes of mosquitoes

and black flies that beset us.

Speaking of hordes, it was at Holeb
Pond that we were joined by twenty plus

fatigue-clad campers headed by one Gard-

ner Defoe, a dead ringer for Papa Hem-
ingway in his later years. Defoe and his crew

tackled the wilderness head on with a chain-

saw, an outboard engine, and a skillet three

feet in diameter. Nico Sacasa, our cabin

historian, recalled from his steel trap

memory a similar encounter between Defoe

and Kieve's legendary Ross Cameron on the

Moose River in 1989. (Look it up in the Kieve

Annual). After a brief pow-wow, Gardner

agreed to leave us the Holeb Falls campsite

if we left him Attean Falls. As it turned out,

the next day we would push on to an un-

chartered site at Spencer Rips, and our first

encounter with Mr. Defoe would also be our

last.

That night, the combined culinary

genius of the counselors was unleashed a se-

cond time this session with pepperoni, moz-
zarella and English muffin pizzas. Garlic,

oregano, basil, the day's labor, and the com-
radeship of North Harris made for a grati-

fying sauce.

Day 3

"A journey of one thousand miles

begins with a single step."

Chinese Proverb

The gods were smiling upon us at the

start of day three; no rain, no headwinds,

just big blue skies and puffy white clouds.

Nat put it best when he said we must have

proven ourselves worthy of this divine favor

by our conduct on the first two days of the

trip. Our hero's journey had just begun.

By mid-morning we were on the Moose
River itself, which more than lived up to its

name. All told we saw a half-dozen moose,

along with a beaver, four bald eagles, two
great blue herons, and countless osprey. It

was that sort of display of nature which in-

duces one to break out in spontaneous

applause.

We made Holeb Falls, our intended site

for the night, in record time. Compared to

our first portage, this one was a cake walk.

To amuse themselves, Nate and Ben Hux
spent an hour canoe surfing the standing

waves at the base of the falls. Seeking greater

challenges and a less buggy place to pass the

night, we pressed on to Spencer Rips. By all

accounts, we made the right decision. Ben
may have been disappointed by the toilet

facihties (or lack thereoO, but the chance to

body surf the rapids quickly turned his frown
upside down. Following Doug Armstrong's

lead, Nat and James Tinsley also took the

plunge.

Eddie displayed his Herculean strength

by hoisting boulders to erect a tarp for a

storm that never materialized, while Ben
made Eddie's task a Sisyphus endeavor by

smashing the rocks as Eddie's attention was
elsewhere. Chef Alex's special this evening

was barbecued turkey log and fruit cocktail.

Truly the God's were with us this day.

Day 4

"We're on a road to nowhere."

Talking Heads
As usual, we were up at 6:30 a.m. and

on the water by 8:00. A breakfast of Pop
Tarts facilitated our early departure. As was
becoming more and more usual, the skies

were clear on all horizons. With the most

strenuous part of the trip past us and the

hordes of campers left far behind, this was
a day for leisure. As we approached Attean

Falls, Dan and Russell lead the team, while
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Alex and Eddie returned nature's favor by

clearing the riverbanks of rusty aerosol cans

and lighter fluid bottles. On this day, nary

a photo opportunity would be wasted.

The day's first excitement was provid-

ed by the rapids at Attean Falls. "Falls" is

really a misnomer, as the actual waterfall was

dynamited years ago to make for a smoother

passage. Following Kat Schott's advice that

you can never err on the side of caution, we

decided to portage the food wannigans and

run the rapids with just our personal gear

strapped into the thwarts. As we scouted the

rocks ahead, Colin Graham noticed an

aluminum canoe horseshoed around a

boulder and confessed some trepidation.

However, despite his dire predictions, not a

single boat was lost. At Alex's encourage-

ment, each of the sternmen flaunted their

mastery over the Whitewater before the

camera by twirling their paddles like batons

amid the rips.

As we approached Attean Pond once

more, the valley opened up to compete with

the sky for sheer vastness. James spotted yet

another moose and her calf grazing on

aquatic plants. Shortly thereafter. Will spied

a bald eagle with a wing span approaching

six feet. As Will and Matthew paddled

toward the island where it was perched for

a closer look, a bull moose appeared at the

shore. Our paddling must have spooked both

animals because the eagle flew away and the

moose took to the water. Focusing their at-

tention on the moose. Will and Matthew

stalked him across the lake for a half-mile,

the stress of the bull's exertion becoming

more evident as they closed the gap. At last

they were nearly atop the moose when Mat-

thew gave the command for Will to drop his

paddle and open fire with all three cameras

aboard. The moose never had a chance.

Returning to the group, Will insisted

upon sharing the details of his close en-

counter over a bag of gorp. The counselors

indicated their assent by dropping their

shorts and slipping into the water. Ennobl-

ed by this act of liberation, Will, Russel, and

Eddie turned in their seats and paddled a safe

distance from the counselors, igniting a full-

scale rebellion. Matthew, Alex, and Dan,

finding themselves stranded in the middle of

the lake on a rock submerged by little more
than an inch of water, hastily negotiated a

temporary cessation of camper/counselor

hostilities in order to take advantage of a

golden photo opportunity. While Ben
steadied a canoe, Dan snapped half a dozen
sHde shots of Alex in a Christ-like pose,

walking on water at the nexus of heaven and
earth, naked as the day he was born. There
were scattered rumors that the H.B.C. joined

in this frivolity, but these reports remain un-

confirmed to this day.

Adam ahd Brett, in a diplomatic tour

de force, reestablished detente and we con-

tinued across Attean Pond, closely observed

by United Nations monitors. Nat and Fran
took this opportunity to practice the

Allagash stroke in anticipation of their trip

next year. This exercise entailed Fran solo-

ing the canoe from the bow while Nat
worked on his tan spread-eagle in the stern.

Suntan lotion is a must while performing this

maneuver.

Upon our arrival at the Sally Mountain
campsite, the peace was broken yet again as

the cabin engaged in a reenactment of the

most famous of all naval battles. Nate and
Colin commanded the ill-fated Spanish Ar-

mada, against which James and Brett

ordered the English fire ships. Casualties

were heavy on both sides, but there were no
hard feelings since each canoe tended to sail

under a different flag from moment to

moment.
Around the campfire that evening,

Nico's Apollonian nature provided a

refreshing contrast to the Dionysian antics

of his cabinmates. Forever at home in his

Crazy Creek chair with a good book in hand,

his form silhouetted by the setting sun and
the campfire reflected in his eyes, Nico's was

just the right photo opportunity to end a

picture-perfect day.

Day 5

"You cannot stay on the summit
forever; you have to come down... So why
bother in the first place? Just this: What is

above knows what is below, but what is

below does not know what is above. In

cHmbing take careful note of the difficulties

along your way; for as you go up you can

observe them. Coming down you will no
longer see them, but you will know they are

there if you have observed them well.

"There is an art of finding one's direc-

tion in the lower regions by the memory of
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what one saw higher up. When one can no

longer see, one can at least still know."
Rene Daumal, Mount Analogue

As perfect a setting the sandy beach was

to spend our rest day, the summit of Sally

Mountain beckoned. The firetower at the

end of the 1 .6 mile trail offered the best van-

tage point from which to observe our

playground for the last four days. But before

we began, Alex organized a game of Killer,

in which one among us was secretly selected

to murder everyone else by a furtive wink of

the eye. In order to put a stop to this killing

spree, two would-be victims must in-

dependently identify the murderer before he

completes his bloody chore. In a group of

sixteen players, the killer usually claims no
more than six or eight victims before arous-

ing suspicions enough to give himself away;

but Russel was so crafty a murderer that only

two managed to survive his predatory

instincts.

So we left the beach for higher eleva-

tions, taking careful note of the difficulties

along our way. Unaware that they were com-

mitting a felony, Dan and Matthew left pen-

nies on some train tracks, hoping that a train

would pass that afternoon and provide them
with souvenirs. Exactly one mile up Sally

Mountain we discovered a spring, where

Dan's mischievous nature once again got the

best of him. While Matthew and Alex filled

water bottles with the aquavitae that gurgled

up from the earth, Dan directed Doug and
Nat as they re-enacted the famous spaghetti

scene from the Disney classic, "Lady and the

Tramp." Only this time, instead of spaghetti,

a gargantuan worm was suspended at either

end between Doug's and Nat's pursed lips.

Thankfully, there were plenty of

photographers on hand to preserve the mo-
ment for posterity.

At the summit, we learned what was
above as well as below, and gorged ourselves

on granola chewies and endless vistas. Brett,

who had bounded up the rugged terrain with

the agility of a mountain goat only moments
before, suddenly had trouble negotiating the

flat rock. Stumbling on some tricky Hchens,

he landed flat on his back in a low stand of

bushes, his arms and legs flailing Hke those

of an overturned turtle. After righting

himself, Brett rejoined his cabinmates for

one last group photograph of the boys

pondering the landscape below. As if nature

did not offer a splendid enough backdrop,

the entire cabin lowered their belts to half-

mast, adorning the horizon with a row of

plumber's cracks. Russel, the only modest
one in the bunch, cast a look of disdain on
this vulgar display.

So we descended the mountain to prac-

tice the art of finding one's direction in the

lower regions by the memory of what one
saw higher up, and what we saw were storm

clouds. Besides, we were all eager to return

in time for tonight's kung fu theater, in

which Will reprised his critically acclaimed

Jackie Chan, Ben starred as Bruce Lee,

Adam played the role of Chuck Norris to

rave reviews, and Nat delivered the perfor-

mance of a lifetime as Kareem Abdul Jabar.

During intermission, Dan and Alex delighted

the audience by hog-tying Doug. If you
missed it on pay-per-view, rent the video.

That night, everyone in the cabin was
asked, "If North Harris were a car and you
were a part of that car, which part would you

be and why?" These were our responses:

Will would be the air bag that blows a

lot of hot air, but is always rehable.

Brett would be the stereo that always

provides entertainment.

Nico would be the good song on the

stereo that makes you want to hum the tune.

Nate would be the fuzzy dice hanging

from the rearview mirror that give the car

character.

Adam would be the sunroof that brings

spirit to the driver and exposes him to new
experiences.

Fran would be the steering wheel that

determines the direction of the car.

CoHn would be the windshield wipers

that are not always taken seriously, but are

there when you need them most.

Russel would be the air conditioning

that is quiet and keeps you cool.

Doug would be the bucket seats that

support every part of your body.

Ben would be the gas pedal that deter-

mines the tempo of the engine.

James would be the floor mat that

allows you to clean your feet on it every now
and then, as long as you remember to take

good care of it.

Eddie would be the rearview mirror that

allows you to see where you have been.
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Nat would be the windshield that allows

you to see where you are going and keeps the

wind out of your face.

Dan would be the tachometer that lets

you know when you are going too fast.

Alex would be the seat belt that keeps

you safe and is fun to play with when you

are bored.

Matthew would be the overhead light

that helps you look for things you know you

have, but don't know where to find them.

Day 6

"The reason God made the earth round

is so we can't see too far down the road."

contributed by Fran

Today was a day of transition from lazy

stream and placid lake to wild Whitewater.

Thankfully, with the winds of change blow-

ing strongly out of the south, we were able

to sail from Sally Mountain all the way to

Jackman. The wind blew so strongly that a

single tent fly, serving as a spinnaker, was

sufficient to pull all eight canoes at a fast

enough clip for Nico to water ski barefoot,

if only Nico knew how to. Kudos to Brett

and Colin for acting as mast and boom.
Once in Jackman, the flotilla disband-

ed and we pulled ashore while Matthew and

Alex went shopping for tonight's dinner and

tomorrow's breakfast. Alex will probably

deny this, but Matthew swears that the

cashier winked at Alex and offered to bear

his children. Alex, always the gentleman,

politely decHned and we were on our way.

Since both Colin and Nat had birthdays dur-

ing our trip, the counselors decided that the

occasion called for a round of ice cream

sandwiches. Not just any ice cream sand-

wiches, mind you, but crazy-colored ice

cream sandwiches: neon blue, hot pink, lime

green, glow-in-the-dark yellow. Yummy.
In his infinite wisdom, Jared Schott

(praised be his name) had given us maps to

the Strasburger house, our take-out point,

of a slightly different scale than those we had

used on the Moose River. Consequently,

what appeared to be a half-day's journey was

actually a bit longer. Had we not discovered

the error in time, our driver might have
grown impatient and left us, thus ending our

trip here. But as fate would have it, Will is

a child of nature blessed with an innate sense

of direction. Shimmying up a tall tree to get

a better view of some local landmarks, Will

deduced that our rate of paddling was insuf-

ficient to deliver us to the Strasburger's by
the appointed hour, taking into account the

direction of the wind, the velocity of the cur-

rent, and the angle of the sun to make his

calculations. Thus, we adjusted our pace
accordingly.

Jim the Driver was happy to see us, even

though we were over an hour late, and helped

us load our gear. Jim the Driver was even

so gracious as to let the little "whippersnap-
pers" listen to whatever music they wanted
while the counselors took a snooze. Before

we knew it, we arrived at the headquarters

of the Whitewater outfitter in The Forks,

where we would embark on the final leg of

our trip the next day.

As Matthew and Alex registered for our

campsites at the front desk of Northern Out-
doors, a curious thing happened: the cashier

dropped to her knees in front of Alex and
begged him to make her his wife. (I swear

I am not making this up). Surprised and
more than a little frightened by the woman's
apparent earnestness, Alex made an
awkward apology and darted for the door.

Matthew followed out of concern for his

friend.

Not wishing to discuss the matter, Alex

distracted himself with the preparation of

dinner. Meanwhile Nate and Adam studied

the aerodynamic properties of a pannikan,

noting the similarities to those of a Frisbee.

It was thus that the game of Pannikan
Frisbee 500 was born.

About 90 minutes and 8,275 points

later, we packed all our personal gear on the

van that Amy had arrived in, and settled in

for the night. A gentle rain was falling.

Day 7

"Row, row, row your boat gently down
the stream

Merrily, merrily, merrily, merrily life is

but a dream."
No one in North Harris first session,

1996 should ever forget how great this day
was. It was, by all accounts, a John Wayne
day for rafting: no clouds, 80 degree heat.

All those t-shirts and bumper stickers that

read, "Everything is bigger and better in

Texas," are wrong. The water is bigger and
the rapids are better on the Kennebec. With
names like "Big Mama", "Bone-Crusher",

and "Meat-Grinder", how could you not get
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soaked by the standing waves on this river.

No wonder they make you sign a release

form for this trip.

The weather was great, the river was

great, the food was great. Lunch was your

choice of steak, salmon or chicken, along

with trail mix, three-bean salad, stir-fried

rice, cookies, coffee, hot cocoa, and
lemonade. For entertainment, some campers

and counselors (who shall remain nameless)

scratched messages on Brett's hypersensitive

skin. And for the next ten minutes, Brett had

to explain to more than one stranger that he

did not really have the word ''dork" tattooed

across his forehead.

During the slower part of the river,

Doug the River Guide lead us in several

spirited attacks on other rafts. These water

wars had several rules of engagement that

were quickly forgotten by all involved. By
the end of the trip. North Harris had suc-

cessfully boarded other vessels, dunked other

rafters, and otherwise beaten all other boats

into submission. Good job, guys!

During a brief lull in the fighting, Mat-

thew took the opportunity to relate to Doug
the River Guide the strange coincidence that

had befallen Alex the day before, and to ask

why two women would proposition Alex,

having never met him. Doug the River Guide

smiled a knowing smile, having witnessed

this phenomenon himself. He began to ex-

plain: "It sounds Hke your friend, Alex, has

the stink of the Moose on him. Many believe

it to be a legend, but I know it's true.

Sometimes, when a man spends enough time

wearing the same clothes on the Moose
River, he acquires an odor which no cashier

can resist. Tell your friend to be careful, as

the Moose stink is a power that can be used

for good or evil while it lasts."

For the rest of the trip, Matthew
counseled Alex to avoid all female contact,

but he refused to hear reason. The tempta-

tion to use his new found power to win the

woman of his dreams was too great. So he

brushed his teeth, combed his hair,

showered, and put on his cleanest clothes to

seek this beautiful cashier. Alex found her

that night behind the counter of McDonalds,
where we stopped for dinner. He marched
right up to her and offered her a burger,

trusting in the Moose stink to capture her

heart. But she only laughed at such a foolish

pick-up line, and Alex was crestfallen. What
had gone wrong? In his hubris, Alex had

failed to realize that the Moose stink, as

powerful as it is, washes off with the least

bit of soap. Not even North Harris' cover

of "Hey, Macarena" could console Alex on
the van ride home.

MATTHEW NICHOLS

THE BANK
TO OTTER ISLAND

June 23-25

The Bank left for our primer trip to Ot-

ter Island, Sunday, June 23. The weather was

overcast but our spirits were high as the guys

were anxious to get out of camp and to get

a taste of this sessions tripping experience.

We left camp promptly at 10:30 a.m., arriv-

ing at the marina around 11 :00 a.m. By noon
we were eating our lunch of ham and cheese

sandwiches aboard the Snowgoose II,

awaiting our arrival at Otter Island.

When we reached Otter we rowed our

bags and campers ashore to the nice sandy

beach on the west side of the island, where

the Maine Trails crew were lounging and
relaxing. They immediately helped us move
our bags and wannagons to the campsite on

the southern tip of the island, where we were

going to be camping. By the time we set up
camp, it was 2:00 p.m. Then some of the
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guys went off exploring the island while a

majority of them choose to hang out on the

beach near the Maine Trails campsite and
play frisbee and whiffle ball.

At 5:00 p.m. we began the difficult group

project of collecting enough dry wood to

cook dinner on a fire. The campers trotted

off grudgingly and returned with dismal

bundles of wet rotten wood. Some of this

was due to plain ignorance about what makes
good fire wood, but were also on an island

that was soaking wet from the last four days

of down pours. Eventually the counselors

took to the hunt and we scraped up some dry

kindhng, birch bark, usable drift wood and
a newly fallen pine tree, still green but dry

on the inside. Anyway it was enough, and

soon we had nice cooking fire going. We

feasted on hamburgers and cheeseburgers

complete with all the fixins. It was a meal
enjoyed by all; simple, fast, no mess and no
fuss.

After dinner we kept our campfire go-

ing well into the night. We had mar-
shmallows, told ghost stories, played games,

and finished off the evening with a cabin

discussion about what we wanted to get out

of the trips. We chatted away almost until

11:00 p.m., when I realized how late it was
and rushed everybody to bed because we had
to get up at 7:00 a.m. the following morn-
ing to be ready to meet Jessie for a morning
sail on the Hatsy. The guys unfortunately

were feeling very rowdy and energetic all

night and these feelings didn't dissipate in

the tent, for they were too loud that night
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and disturbed the Maine Trails camp.

The following morning we awoke at

7:00 a.m. and proceeded to make a steam-

ing hot pot of cream of wheat which was
followed by a cup of hot tea. We were done
with breakfast a little after 8:00 a.m. I got

some volunteers to clean the pot, and turn-

ed on the radio, listened to the weather report

and waited for Jessie's call updating us as

to his position and plans. We never got in

touch with one another, I guess we were just

to far away to transmit. Around 10:00 a.m.

we gave up on the idea of sailing and decid-

ed to return to bed for an hour nap after

which we reconvened to do a hike around the

island. We packed a lunch of PB-I-J and
headed out to hike around the perimeter of

the island. We ate lunch on a beach on the

eastern side of the island and then started up

an intense game of killer as we started hik-

ing again.

Once we finished the hike, the whole

cabin issued a challenge to Maine Trails as

they played cabin against cabin in an all out

whiffle ball grudge match. We lost fairly

convincingly although Mighty Matt McKen-
na hit a two run blast into the ocean as he

kept the cabin from being shut out. That
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afternoon some tempers flared up and some
guys needed some quite time, so we separated

the whole group for twenty minutes. They
spread out across our campsite under the in-

structions that they were not to talk to

anyone for twenty minutes. The exercise

calmed everything down a bit even though

not everyone observed the prohibition on
chit-chat.

•1
'4 m

That night we cooked on a fire again,

although this time we had plenty of wood to

choose from as the sun had been out that day

and we were ready. The cabin seemed to

work real well together at getting wood and

George Frasier and I built the fire that was

to cook the first ever backcountry Kieve

Pork Chops, which I might add had been

marinating for hours and were exquisite.

Again we stayed up late nursing our camp-

fire along amidst a bunch of stories and a

game charades and blim-blam. It was around

10:00 p.m. when we finally went to bed. I

might add that the kids were much more

quiet the second night because we preached

to them the necessity of not disturbing Maine

Trails who were getting up at 5:00 a.m. the

next day.

We got up at the leisurely hour of 9:00

a.m. and felt the first rain of the trip, while

we were breaking down camp. After that we

made pancakes for about an hour and a half

after which we had a cleaning workshop on

how to properly clean one's dishes on the

river. The Snowgoose picked us up around

11 :30 that day and once again we had to row

people and gear out in many small doses.

Once on the Snowgoose we went out to Seal

Ledges, saw the seals, did a little fishing and

a little swimming. However we did not spend

a long time on the Snowgoose because we

were all pretty dehydrated. We brought two

jugs filled with water, but they both had

leaks and so we had to give very thrifty

allowances of water throughout the trip.

THE BANK
BAXTER/EAST BRANCH

July 2-9

Day 1

The Bank left camp amidst a fury of

vigorous energy; we drove straight through

to small-townsville, Maine where we ate

lunch in a very nice little park, set off from
the road by a colonial stone wall complete

with a large stone arch entrance. Alexander

Walbridge made the acquaintance of several

young ladies vicariously through a port-a-

potty. Unfortunately we didn't have the time

to stick around and meet them in person. The
drive to North Baxter State Park was a long

one, but the kids relaxed and enjoyed the trip

especially the Bob Dylan marathon, which

Alex Budney requested.

We arrived at Trout Brook Camp site

in Baxter State Park around 4:00 p.m.; we
then had the arduous task of finding the

ranger who despite leaving two pick-up

trucks at the site was no where to be found.

He finally emerged from beneath our fire pit

during dinner, appearing and disappearing

in a ghost-like manner, only to tell us that

we needed to move to another near-by site

before the next night. That night we feasted

on chicken burgers, dressed to the legal limits
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with grilled onions, tomatoes, lettuce, cheese,

and more. And it was good!

To excentuate our eating experience we

^ broke into a bag of marshmallows for

dessert. George Frasier and the brothers

Winfrey worked slowly on a golden brown,

rotisserie cooking style, while most of the

campers erred on the side of anywhere from
burned to a crisp to charcoal black. We sat

around the fire late into the night talking

about Chris Drake's first love and other

manly things.

Day 2

We woke up to a menacing gray cloudy

day and I had a tough call to make on
whether or not we should hike North
Traveler Mountain, the tallest mountain

within the northern section of the park, stan-

ding at 3,261 ft., or post-pone the hike until

the next day due to the weather. We eat

breakfast listened to the weather forecast and

decided to make an attempt on Traveler, and

the sun rewarded our decision by burst

through the ugly gray and turning July 3 in-

to a bright blue day. The Bank scaled the

monstrous peak with little difficulties and
lots of GORP (what a great word). We hik-

ed so vigorously we just didn't want to stop

even at the top and since no trip is complete

without an unscheduled detour we seized the

opportunity at the top and kept going ever

searching for more carans, blazes, and trails.

Traveler was a growing experience for

our cabin. We hiked hard and were reward-

ed with a great view of the cloud that hovered

on the summit's ridge. And we all grew up
a bit as we learned to deal with ourselves and
the physical challenges that would confront

the group out in the backcountry. We were

so cool and diplomatic that upon Eric Swan-
son's suggestion we put forth a peace treaty

to the swarming Black FHes stating that we
would waive our option to kill any and all

biting insects for a cease-fire that would take

the bite out of the Black Fly. Under the

diplomatic direction of Swanson the cease-

fire was signed, but broken shortly after

when Quinn Bradlee accidentally sat on a

baby Black Fly.

After returning from our hike we were

hot, sweaty, and stinky and what we all need-

ed and subsequently enjoyed was a

monstrous round of bridge jumping into the

icy cool stream waters of the Maine Woods.

Alex Bernstein led the way by bringing out

the white whales, while Rob Sise using his

keen ability to escalate a situation remarked
that the rarely seen sperm whales were go-

ing to make an appearance and sure enough
they came.

The Bank crew now refreshed and cool-

ed were getting hungry, but we wanted to

keep walking on the wild side of camp liv-

ing so we went south of the border to the

land of Bean Burritos and Que Bueno! The
counselors were feeling so zanny, against our

better instincts, we began an intense Trivia

session with the alluring possibility of a

peanut butter chewy to those who shared our

knowledge of the world's more random pro-

ceedings. Matt McKenna and Alex Budney
demonstrate uncanny skill and quick reflexes

snatching several snacks and winning the en-

vy of their peers. We all slept warm in our

tents that night as our spicy burritos lit up
a toasty dutch oven in our sleeping bags.

Day 3

We were feeling extremely patriotic on
this particular Thursday, it being the 220th

anniversary of the date America declared its

freedom, officially through a binding con-

tract as well as being the opening of the

movie Independence Day. Unfortunately an

enormous cloud that stretched from New
Hampshire to Hampshire, England dampen-
ed our day. But it couldn't take ours or Mel
Gibson's FREEDOM! So spirit soaring in-

stead of the Flag and we serenaded the Maine
Woods with a stirring rendition of the Star

Spangled Banner that woke-up everybody

within a few miles proximity of our camp
site. How's about that for some fireworks,

and everyone knows that a fire works for

cooking pancakes and most people even

know that a Coleman stove works even bet-

ter than a fire for such a breakfast. The Bank
council placed in with the majority of those

polled and choose to serve up hot pancakes

on a Coleman stove all morning while the

rain fell on the tarp above us. To wash down
those cakes and warm our souls, we invited

the Missus to have breakfast with the Bank
crew. And the poHte Swiss Maiden joined us

all for Hot Chocolate.

July 4th was somewhat a lazy day for

us. Due to the inclement weather we decid-

ed not to climb Horse Mountain which
overlooked the East Branch of the
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Penobscott, in favor of a shorter, easier day

hike to Lake Matagammon, which left out

of the back of the camp site. We did this hike

in a Uttle over an hour. We ate Chocolate

Chewies at the lake on a large hill-like deposit

of sawdust and then proceeded to play King

of the Mountain for the time it took for all

13 of the campers to get really dirty.

The rain stopped that afternoon and we
hiked back in the sunshine to what was, at

this point very familiar, the bridge over cool-

ing waters, from where everyone again took

a plunge into its refreshing merky depths.

Peter Merriman made a valiant effort at pull-

ing off a 720 degree jump; he got through

about 640 of those degrees and Alexander

Walbridge took photos of the jump session,

while in the river, because "Yo baby, my
camera is waterproof."

We had an early dinner of Beef Stew
and rice so we could get a good sleep in

before we moved camp and on to the river

the following morning.

Day 4

Friday the 5th we started the second sec-

tion of our trip, as we broke camp from

Trout Brook Campsite, departed Baxter

State Park and headed towards the East

Branch of the Penobscott River. However,

we stay in Baxter just long enough to eat a

scrumptious breakfast of corned beef hash,

burnt as well as time would allow, even

though Alex Budney wasn't on cook crew

that day, he did have some advice for

culinary engineers in charge of breakfast,

"fry it up and put some cheese in it!" I think

Bunny had yet to recover from his sunburnt

neck and now safely removed from THE CI-

TY he was free to express his true hillbilly

nature.

The Bank crew meet Henry Kennedy
and the Allagash cabin at a public boat lan-

ding just outside Baxter State Park. Chris

Drake felt at home as some of his long lost

Boy Scout buddies were at the dock, while

we were waiting for HRK and the Allagash

gang. Upon their arrival we traded our trash,

backpacks, and vans for their canoes, pad-

dles, and Hfe jackets. Fair trade.

We put the canoes into Lake Mat-

magammon and paddled an astounding half

a mile to Birch Point campsite, voted best

campsite in the 95 Kieve Annual by an

association of impartial Bank campers. The

weather however was a bit disappointing as

it literally flip-flopped back and forth bet-

ween bright sunshine and pouring rain every

half an hour, but we forged ahead making
it to camp around 1 1 in the morning. We
played a few rounds of hearts and Graham
Winfrey put on a shuffling clinic before a

sassy lunch of pizza muffins. We spent a lot

of time in our tents reading, writing, and
playing cards that day as we got mentally

prepared for the rigors of the next three days

on the river. We continued on the ItaHan

theme for the day and finished out with a

spaghetti dinner and garlic bread that was
oh so nice.

Day 5

Happy Birthday to me, Happy Birthday

to me, my 21st birthday started at four in

the morning and after several cups of cof-

fee and an hour of waiting for the rain to

hft, I woke up the rest of the guys. We acted

like seasoned river runners breaking down
camp and eating our breakfast of bagels and
granola with godspeed. The falling rain gave

us incentive to get moving, so we started

cruising on the water by 6:30 a.m. We pad-

dled to the end of the lake and experienced

the joys of our virgin portage around a dam
that marks the beginning of the East Branch
of the Penobscott. The portage was short but

useful, because it prepared us for Haskell

Rock Portage, just a few miles down the

river. After a few miles of flat water padd-

Ung, we hit the infamous Stair Falls rapid.

It was a class 2 plus series of ledge drops,

ranging from one to four feet. We braced our

first challenge and cruised through a few

rapids before reaching Haskell Rock pitch,

our next portage.

Haskell Rock is an enormous boulder

in a bend in the river surrounded by some
insane class four Whitewater. We decided to

portage, which was almost as difficult

because the portage trail was muddy, hilly,

and washed out in many places. We ate a

lunch of snacks and GORP after the portage.

We then hit some wild class three rips, one

of which had a rock famous for overturn-

ing council boats. We paddled almost 15

miles that day, carried through two more
portages, finishing at Grand Pitch, an amaz-

ing class 5 waterfall. We camped next to

Grand Pitch and cooked up a nice birthday

dinner of mac and cheese with plenty of
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garlic and Mrs. Dash to augment the meal.

And for dessert we were feeling a little too

lazy to make cake, so we shortened the pro-

H cess to smores, my personal favorite.

It was an incredible, memorable birth-

"n day. I could have only asked for a little bet-

'3 ter weather, but all the campers made it up
°' to me by being really friendly and
111 cooperative some of the guys took it too far,

'y blatantly brown-nosing the birthday boy.

Day 6
in Today was as equally tough a day as the one
a proceeding it. We slept in a little bit and took
IS our time eating two pots of Maypo and final-

ly got on the river by 9 a.m. This posed

another challenge to our funky crew as we
y I

had over twenty miles to paddle through
n largely flat water before we could call it a

day. So we got on the water and busted out

3 some serious biceps, paddling 12 miles before

i
j

lunch and dropping over the impressive class

1
\

3 Bolin Falls. We ate lunch on the rocky
1

! coast of the river, enjoying out tuna pitas

: sprinkled with lemon pepper and tabasco for

I

;

nearly an hour.

Today was our best day as far as

weather is concerned. The sun shown bright-

ly all day and we became close friends with

our sunscreen out of necessity. Quinn the

Mighty Eskimo Bradlee was particularly

fired up for the day's paddle pushing Eric

to keep up with him in the stern of their boat.

The guys did a great job paddling the many
miles. We all sucked it up and worked hard.

Consequently we arrived at our camp site at

Whetstone at 5 p.m. about an hour and a

half earlier than I had originally thought.

Once we set up camp, hearts encircled

the group and we found out that Matt
McKenna had been hustling us all trip as he

j

busted out with negative 20 in three rounds.

! The Greek Strongman, Alexander Walbridge

wanted to break some arms but the cool

dispassionate diplomacy of John McLean
smoothed out the tensions.

Day 7

The warm sunshine left with the

weekend and Monday morning rain fell

steadily. No bother, we decided to be bums
today, not getting up until 10 a.m. and drag-

ging out breakfast and packing up until the

rain stopped around noon. We shot

Whetstone Falls, a long class 2 rapid, that

ran under a bridge and brought close to the

end of our trip. This was clearly evident now
as houses started to frequent the river,

replacing the many moose, deer, and eagles

we were seeing further up river.

No matter, we forged ahead. Peter Mer-
riman's mouth was watering with the tan-

talizing prospect of McDonald's lingering so

close in the air. But guys, we still have the

roughest, wildest set of rapids just past the

Grindstone. Grindstone Falls, the most nare-

ly of narely ledge drops, sat just off the left

bank of the river. We stopped to eat snack,

scouted the falls and decided to try our luck

on this class 3 plus rip that was making so

much noise. We aimed for the V's and all

of us shot successfully and stayed dry. Un-
fortunately we celebrated a little too early as

the next 200 yards had non-stop 3 and 4 foot

standing waves. At this point. Alec Scoet-

tle, John McLean, Matt McKenna, and
Graham Winfrey all decided to take showers

through the river.

This proved to be the turning point on
our trip. The whole cabin rallied in a way
previously unseen by the Bankers of 96. They
looked at the darkest hour on the river and
turned it into the biggest triumph. We
rescued four campers, their bags, gear, and
canoes without anyone getting hurt. I was
very impressed. We recovered 100% of what
floated downstream. We later looked back

on the double flipper and laughed, but it was
actually quite hairy for a moment as we
almost lost one canoe to the river, but team
Bank Watch snapped into high gear and
showed much heart and mucho cohones. The
rescue below Grindstone proved to be

without a doubt the high point of the trip

as well as the session, for me.
That night we camped at the wild,

pristine Pine Grove trailer park and our good
friend Charles in Charge of the place helped
situate the men of the Funky Bank by driv-

ing a truckload of our gear a half a mile to

our campsite. We set up five soaking wet

tents, seasoned with river water from the

days journey and moved straight to a hear-

ty feast of chili and rice with an awesome
amount of garlic, which is still giving me gas

just thinking about it. After dinner we huddl-

ed around a campfire, dried our clothes to

a certain degree and then hit the proverbial

hay.
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Day 8

This morning was the last day of our

mighty, mighty journey through Baxter State

Park and the East Branch of the Penobscott

and we did it up right for breakfast, eating

maple and brown sugar oatmeal and hot

cocoa, yummers. On the river before 9 a.m.

we only had an hour of paddling to do before

we would finish the trip in Medway. After

Ledge Falls, the last serious rapid of the trip,

we broke out the famous Allagash paddle for

the first time on the river. An hour later we
meet our hired driver at the public boat lan-

ding in Medway and said good-bye to the

Penobscott.

We all wanted to have cold cuts for

lunch, but unfortunately they got left at

Camp, so we stopped in Bangor at the

Golden Arches of culinary heaven. We all

choked down a five spot worth of greasey,

fast food yumminess and continued on home
to camp.

We arrived at Kieve around 3:30 p.m.

and waited for a little over an hour on the

Harriet House field, prior to making waves

with our canoes during general swim for our

dynamite entrance into camp.

ALLAGASH
FIRST SESSION
June 23-July 6

Day 1

The cabin woke up earlier to another

rainy day. We were on our way quickly after

breakfast and a minor trailer mishap. After

some wrong turns, a dozen doughnuts and

several heated discussions about political cor-

rectness and advertising we arrived at

Hanabals Crossing. When we left the safety

of the bus to unload our gear we were

swarmed by bugs of every shape and size. We
quickly unloaded the boats and gear and got

moving down the river.

In spite of the rain everyone's spirits

were high. The highlight of this quick pad-

dle to Big Island was seeing a moose. This

moose though was different. It was dead, but

it was still standing in the river as if it was

eating. Very strange.

We arrived at Big Island and set up

camp quickly. After a rest we started our din-

ner. Unfortunately dry wood was very hard

to find because of the week of rain we had

had. We decided to cook our burgers on the

Coleman stove using pot tops as frying pans.

There was a lot of grease, but luckily it work-

ed and we all ate well.
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After dinner everyone went to their tents

or spent time organizing their gear. Danny
was nice enough to volunteer to clean all of

the hamburger grease off of the pot tops. It

was a messy job and he did great work. With

everything cleaned up we turned in early to

rest for our 4:30 a.m. start the next day.

Day 2

We woke at 4:30 to another over cast

day. After a quick breakfast of granola and

canned peaches we started paddling. We
made good time again as we listened to Ry
and Andy singing. At around 8 a.m. we
entered Chesuncook Village. We stopped at

the village store and had some fudge and
homemade root beer. Everyone enjoyed the

treat. We started up again and paddled

around Gero Island to the entrance of Im-

buzanca Stream. It was at this time the

campers decided it was time to have a water

fight. In the end everyone did a great job of

soaking everyone else. Ry and Andy realiz-

ed the best strategy was to hide behind a

council boat so the other boats could not

splash them, but they would have free reign.

At the head of Umbazooksus Stream we
had to carry over a small bridge. If the water

was not so high we would have been able to

float our boats underneath. We stopped for

a snack and then paddle up the stream to the

dam on Umbazooksus Lake. We again had
to carry our boats. Once we were on the lake

we began our search of the Mud Pond por-

tage trail.

It took a while to find the trail. We pass-

ed it by the first time thinking that it was a

stream, but on a second look we realized that

that stream was the Mud Pond trail. We ate

lunch and then moved our gear up the

trail/stream from the water to the campsite.

We quickly loaded the boats on our

backs and were on our way up the portage

trail. Our trail as I said before was not real-

ly a trail, but more of a very cold stream.

We found that the first part of the trail was

a running stream complete with a full size

beaver dam that many of us took uninten-

tional swims. In the second part of the trail

the running water left us with standing water

and deep mud. The third and final section

of the trail again turned to a running stream,

but with deeper waters than the first section.

There was no point on the trail where the

water stayed below the campers' ankles for

very long. Along with the water and mud
there were a variety of other obstacles. We
had slippery and sharp rocks, fallen trees to

be climbed over and under, other campers

and many unseen things under the water and

mud that we would rather leave to one's im-

agination. We are not kidding the Mud Pond
trail was worse than anyone could remember
hearing about.

Even through all of this the campers did

a great job. Spirits were high and no one

complained. Danny and Paul were the first

campers-^to the end of the 1.7 mile trail.

Others followed later with the last boat mak-
ing it across around 7:30. We all changed in-

to warm clothes and had an excellent dinner

of Mexican beans and rice. We went to bed

with memories for a life time and a great feel-

ing of accompHshment.
Day 3

We woke up to rain in the early morn-

ing. We were slow moving this morning. We
had a quick breakfast and started to finish

up the portage. A combination of the rain
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and beavers had caused the water to rise in

many spots. The last hundred yards of the

trail now was waist deep for many campers.

Max and Scott tumped the K while Graham
handed out other jobs. The two other wan-

nigans started out with three campers a piece

and then changed to five on one when
Graham decided to carry one on his own. In

the end that five again fell to three campers

who ended up sharing the tumping respon-

sibility along with their own bags. Andrew,
Vik and James all pulled together and push-

ed to the end of the trail with the wannigan
without any help.

At the end of the trail we loaded the

boats and we pushed out into Mud Pond.

Luckily the high water allowed us to paddle

the usually shallow pond. We pulled into a

stream that lead to Chamberlain Lake
ourselves in our first rapids. It was a great

ride. The stream was less than ten feet wide

and was fast moving with many rocks and
trees. It was Hke being on a water sHde. It

was fun, but we left a lot of paint behind.

We paddled on to Gravel Beach and set

up camp. Everyone was pleased with the site.

We had a PB + J lunch on regular and tor-

tilla bread. When the salsa was found, things

got interesting. Byron begged to have just

salsa on his tortilla and was so happy when
he got it he ended up dropping it on Karl's

shoes. Paul began the practice of using

peanut butter to make the salsa stay on the

bread better. After lunch we all retired for

a much deserved nap.

When we woke up the sun was shining

for the first time on the trip. We took the

opportunity to dry out all of our wet clothing

and to warm ourselves on the beach. Unfor-

tunately the sun was short lived because the

clouds soon rolled in again. It was not too

bad, but the distant thunder made for an in-

teresting spaghetti dinner. After dinner the

sun broke through again while we sterilized.

Karl was very helpful with cleaning out the

dirty pots. With everything clean the campers

retreated again to their tents to sleep.

Day 4

We woke early to a windy Lake
Chamberlain. We had another quick

breakfast and hit the water. We made good
time to our resupply point, almost an hour

early. Unfortunately the rain began when we
arrived at the Chamberlain bridge. Jared and

Woody arrived on time with our new sup-

plies. We packed quickly adding three more
wannigans and a cooler to our gear. Scott

read us a letter from Jen and then we head

out onto the lake again with hopes of mak-

ing Lock Dam.
The head winds were strong, but initial-

ly did not seem that bad. Soon though the

"not bad" winds turned into fun ride if you

were to look at it with the proper perspec-

tive and were not prone to sea sickness. The
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winds pick up and we found ourselves strug-

gling for the opposite shore of Chamberlain

Arm with 2-4 waves. A gentleman in a motor

boat came out told us that we should head

for shore. The problem was that we had

every intention of trying to make it to shore,

it just was not an easy task. When we final-

ly made it to the shelter of shore, we began

to search for the sand beach the man recom-

mended we spend the night on. Unfortunate-

ly with the high water anything that looked

like a beach could not even fit all the campers

let alone any tents. We decided to cross the

lake and stay at a camp site we had passed

on our way to our resupply. We pushed out

again into high seas and made it across to

Ledge Point. After seeing all of the dry wood
that was left in the site we decided to stay.

The wind and the sun helped the
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campers to dry out the rest of their gear while

we rested from the days tough paddle. The
wind was so strong that Danny was able to

hang up his clothes by just letting the wind
hold them against the trunk of a tree. Later

on the afternoon, a boy scout troop pulled

into the site. We found out that they were
on the same trip schedule as we were. This

gave the campers the enthusiasm to wake up
the next day at 3 a.m. to beat both the scouts

and the winds. It's a matter of pride. You
have to beat the boy scouts.

With the scouts gone we began a din-

ner of burgers. Paul, the Roberts and Byron
all did a great job with the cooking.

Day 5

We woke at 3 a.m. in hopes of beating

out the head winds on the lake. We got out

of camp in record time and were on the water

by four. We made great time to Lock Dam
as the sun rose over our right hand shoulder.

On our way we spotted the boy scouts behind

us. I think this helped our time.

We arrived at Lock Dam and carried

our boats and gear around to the stream on
the other side. During the carry we saw a

huge moose. We headed down the small

stream and into Eagle Lake. After a wrong
turn we found Threrou campsite on Pillsbury

Island. Unfortunately when we began to set

up camp we discovered that one of our tents

was missing. Everyone grumbled as we tried

to figure out how the extra people were go-

ing to fit in the remaining tents.

In the afternoon people laid out in the

sun and dried their clothes. Vik spotted a

deer that was less than fifteen feet from our

site. We all got our cameras and were able

to get even closer to the thing. Amazingly it

just stood there as we all posed for pictures

near it.

Later in the afternoon the Ranger Coon
came to visit us. He showed us a fresh water

spring and promised to help us find our miss-

ing tent. Luckily about an hour later he

returned with our missing tent.

For dinner we had an experiment that

turned out to be very good. We had sweet

and sour ham over white rice. The campers

loved the idea and the meal. After dinner we
retired for another early start.

Day 6

Today was a busy, long distance day.

We woke again early to beat the winds. We
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broke camp quickly and had a great

breakfast of bagels and scrambled eggs. As
the sun rose we pulled out of Threrou with

barely any winds. Our first stop was at the

Tramway. Everyone had a great time cHm-
bing on the old trains and taking pictures.

James and Matt were so excited that they

wanted to take parts of the trains home.
We continued our paddle out of Eagle

Lake and across Round Pond to the famous
jumping bridge. We all had a great time jum-

ping even though the water was very cold.

Even the reluctant Ed and James took the

plunge.

After this we moved towards Churchill

playing a game of canoe tag. Did Danny and
Vik ever catch Scott? Luckily Churchill Lake

was calm and made for a casual paddle to

The Jaws. We set up camp and ate the last

of the candy that Jen had sent in the resupp-

ly. After the candy was gone the day was
spent resting and playing more canoe tag that

ended up with everyone getting flipped in a

matter of seconds.

Before dinner Ed and Graham went to

the dam to see the ranger about our service

project. We had the famous Mexican night

again to the excitement of the campers.

There were many downed trees at Jaws mak-
ing it a perfect opportunity to have an

obstacle course/talent show for dinner.

Jamie showed us his great balance by fall-

ing into one of the fallen trees. Ry showed
no fear by stripping down and running into

the lake and Paul and Danny showed they

could pump it up with a Hans and Frans skit.
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It was all great fun and great dinner theater.

After dinner we cleaned up and escaped in-

to our tents to avoid the bugs.

Day 7

We woke to a fog covered lake. We
loaded our boats, had a breakfast of hash

and head out for Churchill Dam. On the way
we saw at least four moose. At the dam we
were met by the ranger who took us on our

community service project. We spent two

hours helping the rangers clear brush from

a road. We had fun with the sawing, chopp-

ing, clipping and especially entertaining the

ranger's dog. For this strenuous labor we all

earned our Junior Ranger Badges. We are

quite proud.

After our work we loaded our gear in-

to a trailer to be carried around Chases Rips,

had a quick white water clinic and edged our

boats out into the rapids. The rapids were

a nice change of pace from all of the lake

paddling that we had been doing. Everyone

had a great time. The water was so high that

it was almost impossible to get caught on any

major rocks. After five miles we picked up

our gear and continued down the rest of the

rips. Before we left the river again we pull-

ed into a small island and made a quick

lunch.

With tail winds blowing we decided to

push on and try to take some miles off of

the next day. On Umsaskis Lake, James and

Byron connived Scott and Max to throw up
a tarp and sail across the lake. Danny and
Vik also made an attempt with a bed sheet

that had somehow come on the trip with
Danny. Matt, Paul and many others follow-

ed this example. The sailing projects were
soon abandoned due to a lack of a steady

wind. We pushed through the lake and onto

Long Lake and up to the Grey Brook that

was about a quarter of the way up the lake.

We set up camp and had a filling din-

ner of Beef Ravioli over fettuccini. We clean-

ed our bowls and escaped from the bugs in

our tents where we all fell quickly asleep after

a very eventful day.

Day 8

Today we saw wildhfe in many forms.

We saw a gaggle of geese, otters, many forms

of moose, ducks, loons, boy scouts, and a

glimpse at a bear. But the most interesting

wild animal turned out to be ourselves.

We rose early and quickly blew out of

Long Lake. When we reached what was left

of Long Lake Dam we found that the water

was so high that we could safely shot our

boats over it with council sterns. We hand-

ed out the coveted gorp al a Max. Everyone

loved the gorp, but Karl felt that it lacked

dried dates.

Before we reached Round Pond we

stopped at a bridge, but no one was in the

mood to jump. James though made a great

canoe save by jumping from the side of the

bridge and bringing the boat back into shore.

We all loaded back into our boats as Ry and
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Andy threw rocks at us from the bridge. By
the time they had caught up with us we had

reached Round Pond and with the winds

pushing us in the proper direction. We mov-

ed quickly through the rips beyond Round
Pond and very soon were at our scheduled

site for that evening at Croque Brook. We
found that the day was still young and the

site sucked so we decided to use the tail winds

to push through the dead waters beyond. We
found that the dead waters were not as bad

as we had feared and arrived at Five Fingers

around noon. This puts us well ahead of

schedule and within reach of Allagash Falls

because Five Fingers was a possible site for

the next evening. We had lunch and all took

a well deserved nap after what had by far

been one of our longest days.

When we woke a dinner of chile and
festa rice was ready. We sterilized our dishes

while Ed, Danny, Paul and Jamie checked

out our competition for the following day.

We soon retired, but we soon were up
again in a huge wrestling match that ended

inside Ed, Danny and Karl's tent. As we
repaired the damage James got the idea of

shding in the mud. After several attempts

and a lot of water on the path down from
the picnic table, James finally made it from
the top of the campsite, off the bank and into

the river. We ended the evening's rowdiness

with a group picture and went back to our

tents pumped for the next day.

Day 9

Today was our shortest paddle to date.

We woke at the usual time and had some
Maypo for breakfast. We were on the water

a little after six and began paddling at a quick

pace. We passed many groups still asleep in

their tents as the gray clouds gave way to

some morning showers. At around 7:30 we
pulled into the ranger station at Michaud
Farm to find the ranger still in bed. The
ranger checked our papers and we got a
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weather forecast for the next few days. By
ten we had reached Allagash Falls. We por-

taged our boats and moved into one of the

campsites along the Falls and went back to

bed. Paul, Andy and Danny all solo canoed
across the trail while James and Ry tumped
wanagons to the site.

After lunch we rested some more and

then went for a swim in the fast water below

the Falls. We had some great jumping from
the rock ledges and a lot of fun exploring the

area around the Falls. We swam across the

river and explored the other half of the Falls

that is not visible from the trail used by

everyone to avoid the Falls. Paul, Andy,
Jamie, Matt, Vik and Charlie all went for

a watery traverse of the gorge. Max and Scott

waited for us to gauge the depth of the water

and for Graham, Andy and Paul to set up
to catch them down stream and then Max
and Scott made a 35 foot leap into the river.

It was incredible.

For dinner we had a hardy meal of beef

stew and potatoes. It was very filhng after

such a fun day.

Day 10

We woke up and moved our gear down
to our boats. Paul tumped the K and James

and Matt tumped wanagons. We had a quick

breakfast of corn beef hash. We had our se-

cond full day of sun on the trip that made
for an enjoyable day of paddling through

some pretty good rapids.

We left the Allagash Waterway and

soon reached our first view of civilization:

Allagash Village. Scott and Max headed up

the road to get some sodas at the store while

the rest of the group head around the bend

in the river to Ellvan's A-frame. Ry soloed

one of the council's boats to the site. We put

our boats ashore and scouted out the site and

another one on the St. Johns. Most of the

cabin decided to work their way back up the

river and play in the rapids as we waited for

Scott and Max to return.

On their return we had our sodas and
decided not to stay at the A-frames, but
move on to the site on the St. Johns. As we
set up camp a Bl Bomber flew past our
campsite at about tree top level. It was a very

impressive machine. We had lunch and then

hung around the campsite, swam in the cur-

rent and observed the behavior of the locals.

Most of us were pretty shocked when we saw
a boy and his friend who were no more than
twelve drive their truck up the river.

We had a spaghetti dinner and then

played a great game of ultimate Frisbee with

another camp that we had met back at Lock
Dam. We had a quick dip in the river and
then went to bed.

Day 11

We slept in through a thunder storm
and then packed up camp and moved down
the St. Johns. After about an hour of pad-

dling we stopped at a large rock on the Cana-
dian side of the river to hang out for a while.

We spent about two hours jumping and ly-

ing out on the rock. Ry and the Roberts
showed great skill in their jumping. Jamie's

half twist not really a flip was interesting at

best. After a quick lunch we headed out

again. We drifted on through some more
rapids and then turned the boats around and
proceeded to Gash paddle. Charlie, Andy
and Ry all felt that the ride was much better

without their boats. After another nice set

of rapids we arrived at Pelitters for a two
night stay. We had moved to quickly and
now we would have to wait to be picked up.

Our trip was now pretty much over. I guess

we were just to fast.

For dinner we had the much anticipated

mac & cheese. It was as good as everyone had

hoped. After eating we hung out and played

cards into the night.

Day 12

We woke up late. Why not. We were

not going anywhere soon. We had a great

breakfast of chocolate chip pancakes with a

variety of syrups supplied to us by Danny.
For seconds we had a breakdancing contest

and for thirds we had an African tribal dance

contest. Jamie stole the show with his staff

and loin cloth. The most important event of

the day had to be that it was Ed's birthday.
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We were lucky enough to even be able to get

him a cake.

After breakfast we all went to the

general store and made phone calls home.
Later we had a crazy lunch of fluff and
peanut butter. I think there was more fluff

on Charlie than in the sandwiches. The rest

of the afternoon was spent resting as we
waited for Henry to arrive.

When Henry did arrive everyone was ex-

cited to receive their mail. We loaded the

boats and extra wannigans into the trailer

and then had a dinner of chile and rice. After

digesting we had some wrestling with Jamie
and Andrew coming out as the winners.

Day 13

We woke up and packed up our things

in anticipation of Henry's arrival. James,

Byron and Andrew almost beat the council

tent down, but lost by one stake. When
Henry arrived we loaded up our bags and
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then posed for our last trip picture before

getting on the bus. We rode for a while along

the twisty northern roads until we arrived

outside of Baxter State Park. We dropped
our boats off with the Bank and took their

vans with us to meet up with Long Voyage.

Andy, James and Jamie were angels in the

Previa with Graham, but the rest of the cabin

were banished from the other van when we
stopped for gas. We soon reached Long
Voyage as many of the campers reminisced

about the sights we passed that were on their

Bank trip.

After we picked up Voyage's boats and
left them the vans we drove on to

McDonald's where we gave the cashier the

fastest order ever given by a Kieve cabin.

When we finished we all crammed ourselves

back in the bus and headed for where we pick

up our van.

It had been decided that we would spend

the night at Graham's house. We stopped in

town to pick up some videos and then went

to Graham's house. Later in the evening we
had pizza and then stayed up watching our

videos.

Day 14

The campers woke early and hungry.

Soon though they were stuffed full of sugar

cereals and ready to return to camp. We
practiced an entry skit that we ended up not

using and then returned to Kieve. We arriv-

ed quietly during lunch, but realized that we
were too anxious to get back to wait until

four thirty to make our entrance. We all got
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on top of the van and drove into lunch where

we all dove into the food.

LONG VOYAGE
June 21-July 8

Day 1

Friday, June 20 was the day our Long

Voyage cabin was to set out on an 18 day

journey through the northern regions of

Maine. Some in the cabin were questioning

whether or not we were ready, but Merrick,

Will, and Alex knew better. The day was far

from ideal, but everyone managed a smile

as we loaded Perseverance and its trailer full

to the gills.

After a lunch of burritos and chih the

thought of a long bus ride with 16 people was
a bit scary. Our driver, one Andrew Palmer,

kept the tunes cranked as everyone faded in

and out of sleep. Two wrong turns, four

hours later found us at our destination.

Squaw Brook Campsite. It had managed to

rain all day and showed no sign of letting up

as we pitched the tents. Wood for the fire

was difficult to find, but Andrea, Guiho,
Chris, Yves and Justin A. located some
usable timber. The soon to be infamous 'iog

song" was introduced by Forrest and Lee,

which helped the firestarters pull together

and produce a flame. Arthur and Allen

caught some fish, but hardly enough to feed

a cat. The burgers were awesome and we
soon hit the tents to avoid the rain.

Day 2

We awoke to an extremely damp mor-

ning, but no rain as of 4:30 a.m. By six we
were fed and on our way, setting out from
Rockwood's public landing to begin our

journey on Moosehead Lake. The wind was

strong, but Cooper and Lee lead the way
with Andrea and Guilio right behind. The
back of the field had Robbie and Chris and
John and Yves doing sweep in the

Moosehead chop.

After the unsuccessful attempt at sail-

ing we pushed on toward Seboomic Point.

It seemed to take hours, but we made the site

by eleven. The tents dried out a bit as we ate

lunch in warmer clothes and talked shop.

The afternoon was spent resting, however.

Merrick did save the tarp from blowing

away. The rain still held off, looming
ominously as we cooked dinner. Turkey Log
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and fiesta rice seemed to satisfy everyone's

appetite for about ten minutes, although

Yves and Chris agreed that it was no French

cuisine type of meal. Forrest ate his bonus
pasta as Will and Alex practiced some
skateboarding moves. The rains finally came
after dinner, so we all headed for the tents

to rest up for the Northeast Carry in the

morning.

Day 3

Sunday morning was to be a big morn-
ing, as the 2. 1 mile Northeast Carry awaited

us that would put our group on the West
Branch of the Penobscot River. At 5 a.m.

the weather had not changed much since the

previous two days, raining and breezy.

Maypo was devoured amidst a downpour,
and we told jokes hoping for a break in the

weather. John, Robbie, and Justin L. pro-

vided some much needed comedy until the

rain subsided. No sooner had we loaded up
and pushed off when the rain hit again. For-

rest nearly forgot his socks at the point as

we made our way to the portage trail a mile

away.

Total downpour got us to the trail, but

people were pumped and the canoes began
moving down the road. Arthur tried soloing

an Old Town, and Alex, Allen, Will and

Justin A. did a great job with their canoes
as well. Once the canoes were over we head-
ed back among the bugs for the rest of the

gear. The second trip went much more easi-

ly despite low morale due to the weather. We
drifted along the West Branch eating GORP
in the rain, feehng satisfied and accomplish-
ed from our morning's work. The paddle to

Smith's Half Way campsite was short, but
the end was readily welcomed by an ex-

hausted crew.

We pitched our drenched tents and got

into warmer clothes now that the rains had
ceased. A pre-dinner discussion of favorite

movies arose, with Tommy Boy topping the

charts again. Lee, Merrick and Forrest were
able to provide some hilarious quotes before

the mac and cheese was ready. The fiesta rice

was excellent, due to Chris and Yves keep-

ing a watchful eye on it. Guiho and Justin

A. cleaned the pots as Alex handed out Figs

for dessert. Post-dinner activities included

more movie talk, R&R, and fishing with

Allen and Arthur, the latter of which fell in

the river. Most people hit the sack early, ex-

hausted from our huge day.

Day 4

We rewarded our previous day's effort

by sleeping in until seven thirty. The day was

bright, but the rsdns did not look far off.

Cold cereal and Pop Tarts sent us on our
way, the river moving us swiftly along and
giving us time to chat and tell more jokes.

Among these was John's "clown joke",

which was well received by the campers.

After a number of bends in the river we spill-

ed out into Chesuncook Lake, where our

destination was located. A U-turn and some
navigating by Robbie got us to "The Store"

which offered us only bread, fudge and root

beer. Our campsite was directly across the

lake, but it was occupied, so we moved to

the next site. The second site on Gero Island
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was the worst site in camping history, but it

did offer some terrific facilities.

Some sterilization after a tuna lunch

lead to some free time. Guilio, Justin L., and
Andrea were in full force reading mode while

Chris, Arthur, and Justin A. caught some
shiners. The local ranger came by for fees

and to deliver the weather report - rain until

Friday! A friendly game of "hoops with

boots" was headed up by Merrick, Lee and
John as others just relaxed.

NOLS lasagna was the dinner entree
with some goldfish on the side and a Chewy
for dessert. More fishing and a lot of cat-

ches by Justin A. and Arthur took place as

we finally got some sunshine. Merrick and
Alex ran and got their shades as others simp-

ly basked in the golden warmth. An incredi-

ble sunset sent us to bed, ready for another
big day.

Day 5

We had no idea what type of day lay

ahead of us at 4:30 a.m. It was gray and rain-

ing, no surprise to any of us, as we got on
the water an hour later. The tail winds helped

push us through Chesuncook Lake and up
Caucomogomic Stream. Robbie called for an

emergency stop on Black Pond in the midst

of the downpour. Soon we were headed up

stream to the Horserace Rapids. From here

we opted to drag up current in knee deep
water instead of portaging some more. Due
to the high water level the drag proved not

as easy as we had hoped. Everyone worked
together as we had to carry around a log jam,

where Chris injured his foot, and trudge up
the river.

Two hours later we had got to the dam,
total distance of a mile. The plan was to

camp at the site near the dam, but of course

someone was already there. The only option

left to us was to do our next day's paddle

up to Round Pond. Due to Alex and Allen's

constant pleading we had lunch before mov-
ing on. The headwinds were fierce, but we
managed to make decent time to the site

without so much as a whimper or complaint

from anyone.

As we pulled into the grassy campsite

the sun broke out with blue skies following.

The tents went up to dry and wet clothes lit-

tered the site as we caught some precious rays

in our newly formed shanty town. With din-

ner came the usual rain. Spaghetti, sauce and
cheese tasted much like the lasagna of the

other night. After dinner Yves and Allen did

some fishing as everyone else crashed after

one of the toughest days we had ever

experienced.

Day 6

Our resupply day was supposed to be

a simple one. The rigorous day before had
ehminated any paddling before meeting
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Jared at 11 a.m. As you would expect by
now, it was raining when we got up and con-

tinued through our cream of wheat (COW)
breakfast. Morale had hit an all time low,

as even the counselors were in foul moods
thanks to the weather. A couple of jokes

perked everyone up as we ate our hot meal.

Just before eleven came Jared and
Woody in the green pick-up, with ear to ear

grins of course. They understood our plight,

but gave us some inspiration. Only two loads

of canoes, gear, and campers later found us

at our 1 + mile portage site into Allagash
Lake. The sun broke through as we trudged

out the carry. This portage was no match for

the Long Voyage cabin, especially with the

Northeast Carry under our belts. Notable

was Merrick soloing a canoe for a half mile.

Now the sun was out and spirits were

high. After picking up two canoes we paddl-

ed to Ede's campsite. The wind was incredi-

ble, which actually helped dry out our tents

and clothes as we got some R&R. An unex-

pected visitor, a baby moose, came by the

site to check out what was going on. For-

tunately the mother was not about and the

young one just wandered off. A bit later an
adolescent male came by to say hello and eat

off the shore for our cHcking cameras.
Burgers, or Johnny Burgers, tasted ter-

rific thanks to the stellar fire made possible

by Justin L., Lee, and Justin A. Will would
have lost his burger had it not been for the

incredible Kieve Rescue by Cooper. Dessert

of grapefruit was made possible through the

resupply, which especially pleased Chris and
Yves. Renditions of Tommy Boy brought the

evening to a close as we ran from the oncom-
ing rain.

Day 7

Much to everyone's surprise, there was
a blue sky the morning of day seven. Cries

of joy erupted as we downed bagels and Nuti

bars before heading out. Some serious head-

winds brought us to Allagash Stream, where
we hit some fun little rapids. A quick carry

around Little Allagash Falls and two more
good sized rapids would have completed the

stream in no time. However, Robbie and
Chris had different ideas and decided to flip

their canoe on a two foot ledge drop, holding

us up for a bit.

After finally making it out of Allagash

Stream we headed into Chamberlain Lake.

Luck was finally with us, as we had DIRECT
tail winds and decided to set sail. Doing 3-4

mph we made lunch on our "yacht" as Ar-

thur and Allen helped sail and Forrest and

Andrea manned the rudders. We sailed for

a little more than two hours, right into our

site at Gravel Beach. Our arrival on land at

3:30 had put roughly 15 miles behind us and

a day for rest tomorrow.

Everyone took the time to dry stuff out

and catch some sun. Just after five Merrick

lit his "Boy Scout" teepee and the cooks got

to work. Mac and cheese with spices was the

dish and some organized peach eating con-

cluded the meal. Guiho and Yves went
straight for bed, thankful for the chance to

sleep in, as the rest of us talked shop, played
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cards and watched the sunset. It was a good
ending to the best day of the trip so far.

Day 8

No one could have asked for a finer rest

day. Not a cloud in the sky, minimal breeze,

and it was Guilio's sixteenth birthday. Some
COW with honey filled the bellies after sleep-

ing in until nine. Ultimate tanning on Gravel

Beach ensued. Arthur and Allen went out

fishing in a canoe, a motion followed by

Will, Lee and Justin A. John took Merrick

out for some stem practice as Andrea and
Guilio caught rays from a canoe. The rest

of us simply basked in the sun, reading and
playing cards.

The whole day proceeded in this fashion

until it was time for the feast. Our cinder

block of ham and fiesta rice proved to be

more than we could handle. All the food was

eaten with a chorus of happy birthday in the

middle. A couple of people joined us at the

site and enjoyed the sunset with us, after

which we all went to bed well rested for the

second half of our long voyage.

Day 9

Another beautiful day met us as we
prepared to head south into Telos Lake.

Much lotion was put on before heading south

into Telos Lake. On our way we passed a

couple of groups, one of which was
"cheating" and the other was palpably

"roughing" it. We managed to get some
fresh water at the Ranger Station during a

nature call, which made most people pretty

happy. A moose spotting and some head-

winds later got us to Telos Landing camp-

site just in time for tuna lunch.

It was hot and buggy, but Will and
Justin L. lead the card games as Yves and
the council took time to read. John and Chris

cooked up some pasta marinara because we
had no cheese for the lasagna. Cooper and
Robbie were busy preparing for the group

to spUt up the next morning. Arthur, Chris,

Justin L., Will and Justin A. were to head

out EARLY with Robbie up through
Webster Brook while the rest were to stag-

ger behind them a couple of miles with John
and Cooper. Due to the early departure time,

Robbie's crew hit the sack early as the rest

of cabin chewed the fat before bed.

Day 10

Robbie's troops set out almost before

the sun was up, they had quite a day to get

through. A couple of flips by Arthur and
Justin L. and Will and Justin A. in some in-

credible white water took them all the way
through Webster Brook and up to Little East

Campsite. Here a message was prepared for

Cooper's group upon their arrival the next

day. A mile portage was necessary to get to
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the site, but they pulled it off hassle free,

despite the poor weather. As they were mov-
ing a total of fifteen or so miles, Cooper and
John's group had only five miles to travel.

No day could be that easy, and it wasn't.

John and Yves flipped on the Webster Cut
rapids as everyone else swamped. Major
headwinds made for a struggle to the site and

an even bigger one getting the tents up. Both
groups had a good day and hit the beds ear-

ly for another day of voyage.

Day 11

Day eleven was sort of a role reversal

for the groups, Robbie's having a relatively

easy day as Cooper and John's group had
to tackle the awesome rapids of Webster
Stream. The former paddled through Grand
Lake Matagamon to Birch Point, a beautiful

site with few bugs and great swimming. They
had Justin A's flashlight/radio and were able

to catch some tunes while sunning on the

point. Arthur was the antenna for the group,

constantly having to move around for bet-

ter reception.

The other half of the cabin was heading
down the stream. Merrick and Forrest flip-

ped on some deadwater as the rest watched

a moose wade around the river. Everybody
made it through the Indian Carry without

much problem, but Andrea and Guilio

dumped on some of the sets before Grand
Pitch. The portage was simple, as it should

be for such experienced campers. We found
the other group's message at Little East and
got a good laugh as the sun came out for the

remainder of the day.

Day 12

One spectacular morning awaited

everyone on day twelve. Robbie's crew simp-

ly had to await the arrival of the rest of the

cabin. Cooper and John's group had a ter-

rific paddle over to Birch Point, eager to

reunite with the others. The sun was hot that

day, so after all the stories were swapped we
went swimming and caught some sun before

lunch.

At about four we traveled across the

lake to meet the Bank, who had our resupp-

ly. Back at our site we read magazines receiv-

ed in the mail and did a crossword puzzle.

Arthur and Lee began cooking the burgers,

were relieved by Forrest and Chris, until Will

took over the spatula and saved the day, if

not the burgers. The sunset promised more
than it delivered, so we went to bed ready

for an early wake up call.

Day 13

At 5 a.m. the klaxon sounded and we
tore down the tents, ate some bagels and

Riece's Pieces courtesy of Merrick, and were

off the point by 5:45. A quick portage

around Grand Dam gave us the opportuni-

ty to say good-bye to lake paddle. After a

stop at the Matagamon Store we headed

south on the East Branch of the Penobscot
River. Stair Falls and some other rapids pro-

vided some excitement between portages

around Haskell Rock, Pond Pitch and

Grand Pitch. Everyone did a fantastic job

as we did the carries in record time. Much
of this was due to tremendous efforts by

Justin L., Allen, Will and Arthur. Between

the carries we ran into five moose within a

half hour, including a tiny baby with its

mother.

The last of the portages was to be our

campsite, and we were there and relaxing by

eleven. The Boy Scout group came by about

three hours later and had to settle for the

poorer spot, which obviously upset them.

Lunch led to rest time, during which Arthur

caught a rainbow trout and Justin A. found

himself a leech. Guilio and Andrea took the
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time to nap as others went swimming. A
meal of Bologna cuts, compliments of Jared,

with the bonus rice to boot. The day was a

Perfecto type of day and we had to get up
early to beat the Boy Scouts to Whetstone.

Day 14

The wake up call was an early one, so

we portaged the rest of the gear through the

Boy Scouts' site while they slept soundly.

Only five minutes after being in the canoes

we arrived at the Hulling Machine, our last

portage of the trip. Exceptional effort was

put forth by everyone to move the gear

across a terrible path to the put in site. By
the end of the carry the rain came and began

soaking us again, not that this even phased

us any more. The cats and dogs kept com-
ing down as we paddled for two hours and

the canoes filled with water. A stop had to

be made just to empty the canoes and snack.

The rain did stop and we eventually

made it to the site at Whetstone Falls well

before the Boy Scouts. The tents dried as we
ate tuna sandwiches and broccoli, cheese and
rice soup for lunch. Alex and Chris agreed

with the portions as Forrest managed to spill

half of his onto himself. Free time was spent

wandering around the beautiful site. Dinner

of mac and cheese was followed with a

discussion of how best to make the entrance
back into camp before heading to bed.

Day 15

Our last day in the canoes began
ominously, which should have told us

something. Forrest and Merrick flipped not

200 yards from the site, and Cooper and
Robbie had to make a Kieve Rescue before

their canoes was destroyed. Two and a half

hours later, at Grindstone Falls, Guilio and
Andrea and John and Yves both dumped.
No sooner had we gotten them loaded up
when Allen and Alex flipped their boat. The
whole massacre took over half an hour to

clean up, making us late for our meeting with

Henry and the Allagash.

Shortly after this we heard some honk-
ing on the road by the river and looked left.

It was the familiar orange Kieve bus with the

van and Previa not far behind. A man was

kind enough to let us take out at his house,

so we thankfully gave up the canoes. Eight

canoes was enough to buy us a new Dodge
van and the Previa, which we all greeted en-

thusiastically. We could now travel without

having to paddle and with tunes blaring. Ar-

thur, Merrick, Will and Justin A. went in the

Previa with John as the rest rode in the van.

A stop for Ding Dongs and supplies took us

into Baxter State Park. We did some
crossword puzzles while waiting for our site

to clear out.

Three puzzles later and we set up camp
in Avalanche Field. The lean-to helped Chris

and Yves dry out their gear. The sun broke

through, which helped the soaking tents to

dry. We had obtained bonus pasta from the

Allagash, so two whole pots of lasagna fed

us well for dinner. After elbow tag we went

to bed early with the possibility of climbing

Mt. Katahdin the next day.

Day 16

Katahdin faded out of our grasp as it

disappeared from view under some serious
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rain clouds. We slept until the downpour had

ceased, making some COW at about ten, the

rest time being well deserved. The breakfast

portions could have fed three cabins and had
some to spare. The clouds were still looking
ominous, but Allen, Alex and Merrick real-

ly wanted to hike somewhere. As soon as the

rains came we piled into the van and listen-

ed to Bob Marley on the way to the ranger

station at Roaring Brook. Our reason for the

journey was thus: Arthur said that he had
watched bears at the "dump" rummaging in

the rubbish in the past. The ranger gave
Cooper a bizarre look when he inquired

about the dump, saying that there hadn't

been one for several years. Upon Robbie's

suggestion we headed toward Big and Little

Niagara Falls while beating up Arthur for

getting our hopes up. The ride was an hour
long, but the Beastie Boys took us all the way
there.

The hike was only 1.5 miles and the

sights were spectacular. Justin L. and Chris

asked if we were going to raft similar stuff,

which is what council calls a "silly question".

After almost a half hour we headed back.

The pace kept up gave great promise for our

attempt at Katahdin the next day. Zeppelin

brought us home and some slug wars ensued.

Large portions of rice and spaghetti left the

council a bit hungry, but the marshmallows

covered the gap. Forrest and Justin A. won

extra mallows for terrific orations on why
they deserved them over the others. After-

wards we chugged water and went to bed,

ready to get up early and hit Katahdin.

Day 17

Council Klaxon failed this morning, so

we weren't up until 6: 15 a.m. Despite the late

start the sky was blue and John's hash was
excellent. Cooper led the way up Chimney

Pond Trail with Arthur, Will and Lee right

behind. Our one hour and twenty minute

time for the 3.3 mile hike to the pond gave

an indication at how much stamina this Long
Voyage cabin had developed over the past

sixteen days.

Once at Chimney Pond we rested,

snacked and reloaded on water as we took

in the fantastic view of Katahdin. After a

half hour we began our ascent up the

Cathedral Trail, one of the most difficult

paths up to Baxter Peak. The going was
tough, and it took its toll. The altitude and
thin air got to Yves, who had to return to

the base with Robbie as the rest of us plodd-

ed along in the hot sun. Will, Lee, Allen and

Forrest were among the first to the peak,

following Cooper's quickened pace. John

was trapped into taking a dozen photos for

some randoms, so Alex, Merrick and the

Justin duo had to wait a little for their

GORP. The view from the peak was

phenomenal as we enjoyed good conversa-

tion and relaxation.

After half an hour we made our way
down, this time taking the Saddle Trail which

was easier on the knees. We flew down, with

Chris leading the way for the campers, and
were back at Roaring Brook by 3:20 where

we met Yves and Robbie. Some good tunes

took us to the Penobscot Outdoor Center,

where our final night of camping was to be

before rafting the next day. Dinner was a rice
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feast with some Jiffy Pop for dessert as a

f^'" special treat for the incredible day of hiking.

Justin L. and Will built a bonfire as Andrea
' and Guilio attempted to wander off to the

pavilion. Everyone reflected on the past 17

days while watching the fire on the way to
'at« bed.

Day 18

I Our final day of the Long Voyage began

in a fitting fashion, thunder and lightning at

five in the morning. We had rafting to do,

so we braved the elements as we were so us-

ed to doing anyway. Forrest did not feel like

gearing up in a full body wet suit, so he pass-

ed on rafting as the rest of us played like

James Bond. It poured as we got our safety

instructions and met our guides Andy and
Blain. The top bunks were with Cooper in

one raft and the bottoms in the other with

John and Robbie. Some truly incredible

white water rafting followed. Chris and Rob-

bie each went for an unexpected swim after

some serious surfing in the rafts. We met
Forrest at lunch and had even more bonus
rice, after which we engaged in some more

j5,
great rafting. A couple of water fights took
place, during which we doused the "flower

,jj

people". Arthur, Guilio and Allen tried

throwing Cooper in, but were successfully

J j

fended off by the Justin duo. Finally John
and Andrea were able to dump their HBC
in a major attack on the raft.

I

By the end of the rafting we were all ex-

,j
hausted, so we said good-bye to our guides

[Q
and headed home to Kieve. A stop at

J

McDonalds and a facility break called for by

^
I

Alex were our only hold ups. We drove into

^
i

camp with Buffalo Soldier blaring under the

^ I

deafening screams and whoops of 16 excited

people. We stormed the cabins and serenad-

:

ed them with the "log song" before unpack-
ing. A mysterious LV appeared on the roof

^ j

of Pasquaney that evening to remind all in

^

camp that the men of Long Voyage had in-

deed returned.

y MAINE TRAILS
i June 20-July 11

1 Day 1

i Well, we made it!!!! Yeah, our first

night away. We left camp at 1:15 p.m.
straight into the wind down to the mills. The
portage didn't go without incident. Kasey
Benson cut his knee open. Luckily, we stop-

ped and had Zecchino's call camp and

Charlie took him to the hospital and back.

We made it to Hog Island in time to beat the

showers. Not a lot of room for camping but

we will do okay.

BOB HOEFER
Day 2

We started at 8:00 a.m. with a head
wind. The water is becoming colder the

closer we get to the open ocean. We snack-

ed at Carlisle Island and had a short paddle

from there to Fort Island. After putting up

camp we had lunch. We are getting better as

a team. South Harris came in a little while

after lunch cold and wet, just Hke us. The

boys are getting to know each other better

and better. They deserve good weather. I

hope they get it!

BOB HOEFER
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Day 3 ed at Davis Point and talked about the pad-

We were up at 3:30 a.m. and left Fort die ahead. We left Davis Point at 6:00 a.m.

Island by 5:00 a.m. Still no sun and a cold and made it to the buoy at the tip of Pema-
quid by 6:30 a.m. or so. There were some

start to boot. We made our way down past

East Boothbay and into the Gut (S. Bristol).

The water has been calm so far. We snack-

swells but nothing too bad. Then we had to

cross the point and the swells bounced off

the rocks/cliffs of Pemaquid and scared all

of us. I had thoughts of safety on the other
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side of the point but it just became worse.

We were at the ? and saw New Harbor in

the distant fog. The boys were exhausted, up

for 3-4 hours and extremely cold- not your

typical summer day. From just past the

point, I believe we all made it on adrenaline.

Beat, tired and cold we pulled into New Har-

bor. I don't think any of us realized how cold

we were until we stopped paddling. Sam was

the coldest and we needed to warm him up
quickly. Stacy Harding, a friend of Captain

Duffy and Kieve (also a mentor for Girls

Science Camp), happened to be at the dock.

She took us to her house and warmed us with

hot chocolate and dried our wet clothes.

What a sweetheart of a women giving us all

the blankets and pillows we needed. We had

a change of plans, no way could we go to

Bar Island with the weather and the cold and

the spirit of the boys. So, after a good lunch

at Shaws, thank you Henry, we loaded the

boats on the bow of the Snow Goose II and

we had a short cut to Otter Island. Charlie

warmed us up with wool hats and socks,

yeah!! On our trip to Otter Island we circl-

ed around Eastern Egg Rock and saw some
puffins. We've also seen a lot of Osprey and
some King Fishers. We set up camp, not

before a rock skipping contest, and Scott and
Reid with the help of others, started a nice

fire. Chris cooked a great bean and rice meal

served after an appetizer of chopped pep-

peroni and cheese.

BOB HOEFER

Day 4

A much needed day of rest. We arose

at about 9:00 a.m, a long day's journey into

night. Breakfast consisted of a pop tart and
some cream of wheat. After a quick cleanup

of tents and boats, we hit the beach for a

game of whiffle ball. Low tide had left us

with enough room for a field. A team made
up of Jonas, Jim, Scott, Johnny O., John
Bastos and myself won the 5 inning game
with 4 runs to the other team's 3. John
O'Hara was named the game's MVP after

going 3 for 3 with 2 home runs and 3 RBI's.

After a quick game of Frenetic Bobball we
took a break from the action. Later in the

afternoon, the Bank arrive with Sam
Greenough. After a lunch of bagels with

PB&J we went for a long hike in and about
Otter Island. After a dinner of mashed
potatoes and fiesta rice along with pepperoni
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and cheese, we all exchanged stories and
jokes around the campfire as we roasted

marshmallows. All in all, it was a fun and
relaxing day. We had a blast.

CHRIS BLOCK
Day 5

Wake-up was about 6:00 a.m. Most of

the group was lazy getting up for breakfast

after our relaxing day. After a short

breakfast consisting of oatmeal, we set off

for Louds Island in search of water. It took

was about an hour and a half to get to Louds
(from Otter Island) because we were headed

into the wind. At Louds Island we met a man
who helped us get water from his well. After

our challenge of launching from the mud
beds at Louds our next destination was Bar

Island. At Bar Island we ate some Oreos and

a Nutri-Grain bar and set back off for Otter

Island. Finally, we had the wind at our backs

and made it back at 11:30 a.m. I forget to

mention that the sum emerged from the

clouds and blue sky was in sight during the

mission for water. When we got back we
cleaned the kayaks and set clothes out to dry.

We are some peanut butter and jelly and got

ready for another game of whiffle ball, this

time against The Bank. Trails won, 12-2.

Johnny O. was named MVP once again, with

1 HR, 1 Triple, and a Single. After the game,
we all set out to gather mussels from the
ocean. They were steamed, then eaten with

macaroni for dinner. After our meeting and
dinner we cleaned up the fire-pit and went
to bed for a good night's sleep.

JIM GOTTLEIB
Day 6

Today we woke up at 6:00 only to find

yet another foggy, rainy, wet and cold mor-
ning. After a brief paddle we arrived at our

resupply where Henry met us with a smile

and a radio. How quaint, a warm bus full

of food! A short drive brings us to the ferry

from Rockland to Vinalhaven. Our kayaks

are loaded on a truck and taken on a ferry

while we sit inside the heated rooms of the

ferry. When we arrived in Vinalhaven, we
found a distinct change in the weather, the

sun was shining! After lunch and a well en-

joyed soda, (yes, **soda", I'm from Penn-

sylvania) we set out on a short 1 mile paddle

to Greens Island. Others went on a hike

around the island, while some of us played

Backgammon. Dinner lead to a sunset over

the cHffs and hot chocolate. A few jokes

were made, and we all retired to our tents.

REID ANDERSON
Day 7

Today we got up at 6:00 a.m., again.

I was able to get my tent down quicker than

yesterday. It was very sunny and warm out
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in the morning, but is was quite windy. It

was basically windy all day. We all packed
up our gear and loaded it into the kayaks.
We began our trip to Greens Island, after go-

ing back to the dock at Vinalhaven and fill-

ing up our water jugs. From there we had
a really windy paddle to Bartin Island. It

took us about an hour to set up camp and
relax. For lunch we had PBJ on bagels.

Later, people all fell asleep and relaxed. We

also had fun cleaning our clothes.

Day 8

We woke at 5:00 a.m. today. We pack-

ed in a hurry and skipped breakfast to beat

the tide. However, a mean set of rips ap-

peared. So we went back to the campsite un-

til 8:30 a.m. The head winds were still strong.
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We stopped at North Harbor where Tim got

sick. He was taken to the hospital and luckily

it turned out to be gas. Then Sam and I got

sick. We crashed on the beach and went to

sleep. Chris had his own trouble trying to

find the campsite.

SCOTT MAXWELL
Day 9

Today we awoke at 6:10 a.m. We got

our tents down and our boats ready as usual

and got an oatmeal breakfast. We set off at

7:20 a.m. for a short 2 hour paddle. The total

mileage was approximately 5 miles. When we
arrived at Butter Island, we got a granola bar

for a snack. We prepared the campsite and
relaxed. Some of us swam and others sun-

bathed. The rarely seen white whales were
out again and before we could get some col-

or, we were called to lunch. PBJ again and

a peanut butter cracker dessert. Bob called

us together for a meeting where we played

a few games. After the games we all set out

for a 2 hr. '*solo". We went our different

ways and reflected on the trip. At 3:00, when
the solo's had concluded we sat around while

Reid, John, Jim and the German Connec-
tion, and Kasey cooked dinner. Dinner was
served and clean-up was done and a meeting

was called at the cliff. We played Creep Up

for about 15 minutes and then talked about
the days ahead. We headed back down to the

hill at about 7:45 p.m. and turned in for the

night.

Day 10

Today we woke-up at 5:30 a.m. and got

packed and had a granola breakfast, leav-

ing camp at 6:30 a.m. We paddled to Nor-
thwest Harbor and got there around 8:00

a.m. We got picked up by Palmer around
9:10 a.m. We unloaded our kayaks and fill-

ed our backpacks. We then started our 5 hr.

bus ride. We stopped two times during the

ride, once at Subway where we each got a

delicious sandwich and once at Ames, where
we got sandals for demons and hiking boots

for Scott. We also raided the McDonalds
bathroom. Then we headed for the trail,

which we reached at 4:10 p.m. We started

to hike and reached Leeman Brook at 5:30

p.m. We had broccoli, cheese and rice for

dinner. After dinner we had a meeting and
turned in to get rested for the next day.

K.C. BENSON
Day 11

The day started out great, when Bob
decided to let my tent sleep 40 minutes longer

than other tents. We started out of Leeman
Brook after Jane Fonda Block led us in stret-

ching and the decision that there is a Killer

among us. We hiked on to Little Falls to see

one of the tallest falls on the AT. We then

started on our way. At one of the ridges we
were going to have lunch but a couple of

drops scared us away. We decided to go on
the other way. Then we back-tracked to

forge the stream, where a couple of people

decided to go swimming. We arrived at the

campsite by 3:00 p.m. and had lunch while
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everyone was thee miles more tired.

SFG
Day 12

Today we got up at 5:30 a.m. and had

Maypo for breakfast. We finally got out of

camp around 7:00 a.m. and started our trip.

The hike went pretty well until we hit mile

three. There we had to do a crotch deep ford

through a cold stream. From there on, it was

an uphill battle but we were awarded by our

efforts when we reached the peak of Barren

Mt. Then it was a one mile hike to the lean-

to. There we had a macaroni dinner and went

to sleep.

JOHN BASTOS
Day 13

We got up at 6:00 a.m. but it took us

about two hours to get out of the campsite.

So, after Maypo for breakfast and some
stretching we left and though the next camp-
site wasn't too far way, it was pretty ex-

hausting to get there. We put up our tents

but then Johnny O. had some bad news for

us. There was no water and that meant
another four and a half miles of more hik-

ing. As most of us were tired it took us about

one and a half hours to get to the next water

source. Tim got sick again and Scott had pro-

blems with knee. Three of us tried to en-

courage the other by shouting stuff like

'*Come on guys!", **Yeah Maine Trails",

and "We'll get there soon". After ten and
a half hours of. hiking we finally arrived at

our campsite, where some of us went swim-

ming. We had rice and beans for dinner.

JONAS FISCHER
Day 14

We got up at 7:00 a.m. Cold breakfast.

We started hiking at 8:45 a.m. We didn't put

on our hiking boots because right at the

begiiming of the path we had to cross a river.

As we hiked a lot yesterday we arrived at our

campsite at 12:30 p.m. We walked the whole

hiking path next to a river. Today we hiked

five and a half miles. After lunch we took
a nap until 3:45 p.m. We made a fire and

had rice and mashed potatoes for dinner.

CLEMONS
Day 15

Well, here we are again, a full rotation.

Last night we stayed at the West Branch of

the Pleasant Pond stream. Does that make
sense? Most of us enjoyed swimming in the

stream to cleanse ourselves. Crossed the

stream in the morning and headed up to

Newhall leanto, a great place next to a

brook. The "Twelvetoes" are hanging in

there getting ready for a big ascent to

Snowcap Mt. tomorrow. We all took naps

this afternoon. Scott and Sam cooked us up
a fine meal. I read a tall tale called "Wat-
ching for FalHng Rocks". Good night!

BOB HOEFER
Day 16

Our planned wake-up call at 5:00 a.m.

fell through when we heard the familiar

pitter-patter of rain on our tents. It was ac-

tually more of a downpour. We ended up
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sleeping in until 8:00 a.m. when the rain sub-

sided. On the trail by 9:00 a.m., we began

our ascent up the Gulf Hagas Mountain. The
first of four peaks we would climb

throughout the whole day. We enjoyed Wild

Berry Powerbars at the top of West Peak,

definitely our hardest climb of the day. Next

was Hay Mountain, followed by White Cap
Mountain which brought us to our second

highest elevation of the trip, next to

Katahdin. We arrived at Logan Brook lean-

to, our final destination, at approximately

3:00 p.m. After getting settled, we enjoyed

a supper of black beans and rice and became
acquainted with some "through" hikers who
gladly accepted our leftovers. Dinner was
followed by a game of Ah-So-KO and then

we hit the hay.

CHRIS BLOCK
Day 17

Again we awoke to the sound of rain-

drops on our tents. The scheduled 5:00 a.m.

wake-up turned into a 6:00 a.m. wake-up.

Our hike today was LONG and flat. It was
eleven and six-tenths of a mile long, mostly

all downhill. We started at 7:30 a.m. and ar-

rived at 2:00 p.m. at Cooper Brook Falls

lean-to. This is by far the best campsite we

have stayed at. There are a total of about 12

other campers from another camp here and

two more "through" hikers. We are trying

to share the little space we have fairly.

The swimming hole here is great and
about our whole group has taken a "bath".
The rain has been off and on all day.

Hopefully, it will stay away from us the rest

of the trip.

JIM GOTTLEIB
Day 18

We had to get up at 5:00 a.m. today,

but it wasn't that hard because it was sun-

ny, which put everyone in a good mood. We
had oatmeal for breakfast and the morning
sun felt really good. After some stretching

we finally left- it was about 7:00 a.m. To-

day was our longest, we had to hike four-

teen miles. After ten miles we had lunch and
our counselors let us rest, I could have even

take a little nap, or gone swimming. Today

John B. and Chris had a little bet, if Chris

hiked naked for a mile then he would get all

of John's gorp. Unfortunately, (or for-

tunately) we didn't meet any people and

Chris got the gorp. There were two miles to

go when we finally arrived at our campsite,

a sand beach on a wonderful lake. Due to

the heat, some of us went swimming. We
dined on some black beans and rice and tor-

tillas for dinner, and we had hot chocolate

before bed. What a great day.

Day 19

This morning we awoke to a thunder



and lightening sotrm. So once again our 5:00

^ a.m. wake-up call turned into a 10:00 a.m.

departure. Two miles into our hike we en-

countered our second at last elevated obstacle

' on the trip, 1560 ft. above sea level. It was

tough and very steep, we took three breaks
^ on the way to the top. At the top we chow-

ed down on a chocolate chewy and headed

back down. Later on in the hike we met up
with a man, "Easy Runner" was his name,

^ who was trying to break the record for

§ through hiking the AT. The record was fifty-

S two days, but he sprained his ankle early in

the trip and plans to finish his run with a six-

ty day total. WOW!! Talk about some in-

^ spiration, we got his picture and gave him
" some Power Bars and wished him luck on
1' his trip to Katahdin. We ate lunch at 3:00

p.m. at Rainbow Stream. We saw "Easy

!
Runner" again and gave hime some more
Power Bars and hiked three more miles to

!
the Rainbow Lake campsite. The bugs were

!
TERRIBLE! Diimer was late so we got

cranky by bedtime. The day was long, for

we had hiked fourteen miles.

JIM GOTTLEIB
Day 20

Today we got up at 5:00 a.m. and it was

once again a wet morning. We had our

^

Maypo and headed to Abol Bridge which

l]

was twelve and six-tenths miles. Our first

break was two miles into the trail and we had

^
a snack. But after that snack, Bob wanted

^
another one, so that's what we did. Then we
set off to Rainbow Ledges for a Power Bar
break. When we got to Abol Bridge we had

"
j

to look out for speedy logging trucks. After
^

!

we found a safe spot. Bob and Chris went

I
into Abol store and bought us some soda and

'

I

chips. While we were drinking our sodas, a

hiker that was at Abol Store told us that we

I

would have some trouble fording upcoming
rivers. We found our campsite across from
the store and had a maccaroni dinner and a

meeting, after which we went to bed. I forgot

to tell you, we had lunch at Herd Brook with

all the mosquitoes and black flies. I am look-

ing forward to tomorrow's challenges.

K.C. BENSON
Day 21

This morning we woke up at 5:00 a.m.
for breakfast and a panikan full of Cream
of Wheat. We started hiking at 7:00 a.m.,

walked for two miles on an old logging road

and crossed our first river on a split tree.

With help from Bob, it was a nice and com-
fortable hike to our first rest. We were sit-

ting on a rock by the river and had a Power
Bar while watching some rafters and
kayakers play in the water. We crossed a

river but had to wear our boots so we
wouldn't slip and twist an ankle. Unfor-
tunately, we had to hike the rest of the day
in wet boots, but it made the crossing that

much safer. We went a little bit uphill and
crossed the border into Baxter State Park,

where Bob met with a park ranger who set

us straight about where to camp at Foster

Field. The sun came out bright and strong

and allowed us to dry our boots and gear and
take a nap. In the early evening, Jamie show-

ed up with our resupply and subs from Sub-
way. We were all excited to tell him about
our fortunes and misfortunes of the trip

because he was leading Maine Trails the se-

cond session.

Day 22

3:30 a.m. and we are all pumped for

Katahdin. With the van packed and tents

down we had a tough five and two-tenths of

a miles hike up the mountain. We had gone
one hundred and twelve miles and knew we
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could take it! The first mile was easy, we did

it in about fifteen minutes. After about three

miles into the hike^we reached tree Une and
the wind started to kick in. We put on our

jackets and wool hats and whatever other

warm clothes we could find because the

temperature was rapidly dropping. After

about two and a half hours of hiking we had
reached our goal, Baxter Peak. As soon as

we had seen the sign at the summit we went
at an all out sprint to reach it. We lucked

out in having a clear day to cHmb, and the

views from the top were undescribable.

Because of the cold, we didn't stay long, but

did take some pictures, and headed back to

Chimney Pond to meet Jaime. What a great

way to end the trip. As soon as we started

down the trail we all had visions of our first

taste of junk food in almost a month! ! ! After

a stop at McDonalds, we began our ride

home, hstening to music, instead of having
to sing it. We debated about a song to crank
when we drove into camp and decided on
"Good Times Bad Times" by Led Zeppelin.
Arriving at the end of dinner, we received
a heroes welcome back.

JIM GOTTLEIB

TRIP NOTES — SECOND SESSION

SOUTH JUNIOR KIEVE
WESTCOTT POINT

SECOND SESSION - 1996

There are certain prerequisites for

something to be a classic. Certain standards

that a classic must uphold. A classic must
withstand the test of time. It must have a

message that all can hear. It must not be too

flashy yet something that you will remember.

When all of the prerequisites of a classic are

made up, that classic then becomes
something that everyone cherishes.
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Westcott Point is classic. Why you
might ask? Let me tell you why. Westcott
Point is utterly wonderful. It is the trip that

all remember from childhood. It is the first

moment for many to appreciate life as we
know it. It has been going on for years. It

is not the hardest trip, not the trip that

everyone remembers as the trip that chang-

ed their lives. But really all good trip people

start at Westcott (myself included).

Everyone, yes everyone, cherishes Westcott

Point. "Jesse this could be the best trip ever"

I thought, as we the women and men of SJK
got ready for the hand off for our trip. "I'm
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more excited than I've ever been in my life"

thought Alison as we pushed our canoes off

for the classic trip of camp Kieve: Westcott

Point. It has begun, a living breathing classic

of a trip that soon even more will have the

chance to hold onto, to cherish, the way that

I and many before me have.

Our first lesson of the day came with

canoeing. We all learned front from back,

left to right, and proper attitudes towards

others in a canoe. Our first goal of this classic

was to get used to the boats. Jack Pitney and
William Reed found this task somewhat
daunting. Jack put it best when he said,

"JESSE....HELP!" As I began to turn to

the rescue, Jessie T. responded to Jack's call

and made her way to the rescue showing the

two how to move the boat. Soon things were

much more calm on the lake, and we all were

paddHng like we were professionals, well

semi-professionals at least. "Danae is Jesse

the boy taking us on a wild goose chase?"

asked Collin Peck whose older brother warn-

ed him of my odd sense of direction. ** Jesse

is just fake, or I mean strange or I mean no,

we will be there soon," mumbled Danae who
had plenty of worries herself as she

remembered her past difficulties making it

through this trip. "Hey aren't those tents

over there? "said Billy Ripley as we paddled

past Westcott Point. "Sure they are, but

Jesse is sending us on a wild goose chase,"

said Charhe Gano as we sneaked past

Westcott Point pointed his boat towards

newly named Blueberry Island.

"This island should be called green

berry small island, not blueberry island"

remarked Patrick L'Esperance as we floated

toward our isle of paradise. The island might

be small, but man is it fun. We swam, we
laughed, we picked around the small green

berries for the larger blue ones that the island

was named after. "I would like some
crackers" mentioned Charles Cushing as he

washed his hands for a snack. We had a mo-
ment of nice weather that allowed us to en-

joy the sunshine for a few moments.

Before we knew it we were back in our

boats and at the point ready for action. Ac-

tion we had as Danae led the charge of swim-

ming, Alison watched the cops and robbers

in the woods, Jessie T. watched four square,

and I watched the fishing. Lots going on in

the few moments before dinner. "I'm going
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to collect some wood" told Buck McKenna
to the group. Buck led the charge for wood
before dinner. 'Tm going to get some more
wood, enough to make the trip report."

Must have thought Buck as he showed off

his ability to find dead dry twigs.

After all the fun we ate dinner around
the fire. "Jesse will you take over cooking

at camp" asked Sam Slettland on his third

burger with works. We ate well, played some
games, then ate some-more or S-more or

Marshmallows, a night made for royalty.

"Man I love this, this, this camping," said

Clint Bell in his slightly British tone that

made everyone, especially the counsel, want

tea. Bedtime fell upon us quickly as the rain

had held off for the first day of what was,

truly, truly, a good trip.

Morning started a bit early for Rob
Derry as he woke up around 5:00 to the sweet

sounds of a skunk. Fortunately the skunk re-

mained unscathed, not spraying, only

managing to wake a few of us up from our

slumbers, like me. The day started off with

a misty moistness which has marked our

whole summer here. We were not slowed

down by the weather. Our four course

breakfast was made, and we soon had time

to play some games. Drew Davis, with help

from Gordie Whelphy, led a game of cops

and robbers for a long time that entertained

everyone. The whole cabin played together

very well, making for a wonderful morning.

Clint Bell and Buck McKenna won top

honors for protecting the beloved yellow ball

in a game of kick the yellow ball (in other

less savvy areas they call this game kick the

can). Morning went by very quickly. We put

back into the lake around 1 1 :00 to head on
our next adventure. We were heading over

to Sammie's Island under the leadership of

Danae. Sam Slettland and Charles Cushing

led the charge in the canoes as everyone stuck

closely together. The seas were high but we
made it to land after a perilous hour of a

paddle. Once back on Terra firma we ate

some lunch and explored. Billy Ripley notic-

ed all the glass on the ground while Wilham
Reed and Collin Peck searched every inch of

the island for anything.

Soon after lunch we headed back to the

beach where our trip was to the end. "I never

one to go back," though Charlie Gano who
quickly changed his mind when the thought
of a running toilet popped into his head.

"Wow, camping is cool" said Buck McKen-
na as we pulled into the beach. Our trip was
soon over. We were done. A classic had oc-

curred. Nothing, no nothing can beat

Westcott Point, and that is not a fake

statement.

JESSE DOUGHERTY

NORTH JUNIOR KIEVE
TRIP TO WESTCOTT POINT
After a pleasant morning on the Aqua

Zip, the boys, Jim, Liz and myself packed

up and left for our trip. It was a wonderful
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day, full of sunshine, blue skies and a tail-

wind to the point. After Jim's dinic on how
to paddle a canoe, we set off across the lake

in search of fish, turtles and frogs. We settl-

ed for a dead fish (a pickerel) on the east

shore of the lake. I'm not sure, but I believe

the clanging of eight canoes, sixteen paddles

and the shouting frightened away all of the

wildlife in the area. After exploring the

shores of nearby islands and an old beaver

hut, we stopped by Blueberry Island for, you
guessed it, blueberries. We swam for a little

while and Andrew left Will G. on his own
to solo a canoe with the wind but that was
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soon over by a swim rescue by Liz. I went

for a splash myself and was out soon for the

boys all wanted to fish. The casting was good

and Sax even managed to catch his own life

jacket. However, no fish were caught.

From there it was a wind assisted pad-

dle to Westcott. The tents were set up in a

hurry and the hunt for firewood and the

perfect marshmallow stick ensued. Those

who did find good sticks had trouble keep-

ing track of them, for they were lost, burn-

ed, broken or claimed by another. Liz and

Jim kept everybody occupied with a game
of King Frog and finished with Killer.

Burgers came hot off the grill with all the

trimmings of a barbecue. Darkness set in

with ease and we all settled around the fire

as its dancing flames hypnotized us all. Reed

started us off with ghost stories as soon as

we finished the days Highs and Lows.

Morning brought us a 5:00 a.m. wake-

up call (unintentional) from a tent close by.

Hot chocolate brewed while the boys jumped

up and down the shore chasing the passing

minnows. Sax actually landed a fish but it

was too keen for the camera. Mid-morning

saw breakfast and a clearing in the skies

helped shove us off to Sam's Island. Never

before had I seen a canoe do doughnuts, but

we all managed to turn a few. Sam's was a

great place to swim and a PBJ lunch with

snack gave us enough energy to paddle back

just in time to see South Junior Kieve com-
ing down the hill for their trip.

BOB HOEFER

SOUTH GLENAYR
WESTCOTT POINT

July 24, 25

The boys of South Glenayr were up
bright and early just like every other morn-
ing. Despite the fact that it was cold and gray
out, they were pumped for our first

wilderness expedition. As usual Oscar was
sitting on the edge of his bed and the first

words that he asked me were, "Should we
wear our wet or dry shoes?" Having been
driving the whole day before I had yet to

pack a thing and was far from considering

what shoes to wear. It took quite a while for

us to get everything ready so James and
others initiated some good games of such

things as samurai and eventually we resorted

to good old duck, duck, goose. Finally the

food was packed and all the bags were ready.

all we needed were paddles; after all

Melchior, as tall as he is, can not use a pad-

dle for a 6' guy. After a little more running
around Robert Nuell hopped in the bow of

my boat and finally we were off. 1 was very

confused and tired to the point that I found
myself leading our trip to Wavas instead of

Westcott. Matthew redirected me and soon

we were on our way to wild Westcott.

Despite the threatening skies and Sam
Hough's desire to get to our campsite we
forged on to Blueberry island for a little

lunch. Now most people have PB&J - but we
are true gourmet eaters and prefer PB and
honey. While Jason and 1 made the sand-

wiches Matthew taught us all a little

something about nature and started a

blueberry fight with Taylor and Forrest.

With plenty of food in our stomachs it was
time to make our way to our final destina-

tion. Once at Westcott the guys did a great

job of working together hauling up all the

canoes. Sam Kennedy and Robert Abbey
were great organizers and everyone was
working together. The tents went up relative-

ly quickly as newcomers like Forrest and the

old hats such as Ben Wolven learned and
relearned this fine skill. With the camp site

set up the campers instigated some great

games. While we got the fire going the guys

started a fabulous game of wiffle ball. Sam
was the pitcher and James was the perma-

nent catcher. Taylor watched with a close eye

as we prepared his first meal in the woods.

Bacon Cheeseburgers were quick to please

all. Oscar and Ollie would not be held back

and were the first to dig into the marsh-

mallows and the hot cocoa. This dynamic
duo and my telling of the Tis Bottle put a

fitting cap on the evening. It took a few

minutes for all to grow quiet and finally the

only words heard were "Barbara Bush... B
back to you Woody." All in all a great day
even though gray skies were still hanging over

our heads.

Before the camp moved we were up and
busy preparing the fire. After a brief dip in

the water I began to cook pancakes. Matthew
poured, I cooked, and Jason adorned the

pancakes. Just as we got going the rain began

to fall. Pretty soon everyone was either

eating in their rain gear or hiding in their

tents. Our Breakfast, which was to last many
an hour, came to an end much sooner than
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proposed. We resorted to card games and

entertainment in the tents. Finally the

weather broke, so we broke out lunch. Henry

K. paid us a visit and another wiffle ball

game was started. Though we were all hav-

ing fun, it was time to head back to camp.

In order to expedite the process we made it

the chase Woody game. In no time we were

back at the beach, soaked, tired, and smil-

ing. The gear was stowed away and it was

time to clean up. All in all a great primer trip.

We are all ready for the Muscongus Bay trip

a week from now. Thanks guys.

WOODY DAVIS

SOUTH GLENAYR
TO MUSCONGUS BAY

July 31 -Aug. 2

Day 1 - July 31

After much confusion and little distress

the boys of South Glenayr took a group

photo in front of Courage and soon

departed. Henry, wanting to spend a little

time with the family dragged Blair and her

cousin Tiffany along for the short trip to

Broad Cove on the Muscongus Bay. After

a brief return for Walker's life jacket we
boarded the Snowgoose II. Robert Nuell and

Sam Kennedy headed for the cabin of the

boat to play an intense match of spit while

Forrest explored the intricacies of this 36

passenger ship. Despite gloomy skies our

Captain Ahab let us fish the waters of the

Mucy Bay. The eleventh fish and the climax

of the ride came when Robert Abbey caught

Dickey MO a.k.a. "DINNER" the largest

mackerel ever seen (by this cabin that is). The
record ends here for awhile, as all three coun-

cil fell asleep for the first of many naps to

come.
Once ashore Otter, we quickly spread

our life jackets all over the site with incredi-

ble ease and ability. After James' game of

samurai we managed to set up the tents with

a little less ease and ability. As usual, a pole

was missing from the pile and Woody was
called upon to do his thing. Shortly

thereafter everything was set for finding fire

wood. Ben Wolven and Taylor South led the

charge when they found the "Jack Pot." The
firewood and pit were readied while Matthew
created the most beautiful tarp that Maine
has ever seen. The campers then proceeded

to make a live pool with all sorts of eels and

lobsters, which Sam Hough helped to catch.

Forrest hung with the council, but soon we
were all hungry.

At 4:30 the cooking began and was not

to end for a while. Bacon-cheeseburgers and
fresh fish satiated even the pickiest of eaters.

Once Woody could cook no more and we
had exhausted our eleven cup per capita

supply of hot cocoa, we all retired to our

tents. Matthew's medical minute quickly

turned into a medical millennium as 2/3 of

the campers revealed their wounds and
troubles. Finally all heads hit the ground and
all went silent, thank God. The sun had set

and so had we - but both were soon to return.

WOODY
Day 2 - August 1

For good luck one hopes to hear

"rabbit-rabbit-hare-hare," as the first noise

of the month. We are not that lucky (the

meteorologist could have told you that) in-

stead Melchior cried out his anthem of "This

is the rhythm of my life." What soon follow-

ed was an incredible imitation of the

Budweiser Frogs: Bel Wolven, "WE", Sam
Hough, "WANT", All, "BREAKFAST!"
In a great mood Jason and Matthew went

out to calm the masses. After one more hour

of beauty sleep Woody appeared and once

again took over the cooking reigns.

The cooking was so long that it deserves

its very own paragraph (hence the indenta-

tion). Woody made the pancakes huge and
special. By special I mean loaded with milk,

butter, M&M's, peaches, and syrup. Oscar

cried out for more so we broke out 100 strips

of bacon and eggs. Special omelets were

made to boot (all too literally). Fresh O.J.,

Walker's favorite, topped off this

powerhouse meal.

By this time it was 12:30, three hours

after we had begun and we needed to move
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or else we would be stuck in the same place

all morning. We set out to hike the island.

Oscar and James helped Matthew lead as we
hopped from rock to rock while circum-

navigating the island. Robert Nuell put a hole

in his pants and soon was revealing his en-

tire leg and his gorgeous tighty whities.

Styrofoam and buoys were collected and fill-

ed Ollie's hands to the point that he sacrific-

ed his body in order to protect them. In-

between numerous falls Forrest realized that

Lord Byron was correct when he wrote:

"There is pleasure in the path; less woods,
there is rapture on the lonely shore," and
responded "Wow! Now can we talk about

black holes?" "Hold on a minute guys, did

we really come from monkeys" - Will

McCurdy. After dropping by an empty
house we returned through the pathless

woods with Matthew's incredible sense of

direction.

Back at camp our favorite Olympic event

was started, the "poop put!" Breakfast

made great patties to sink to the bottom of
the sea, but Jason got the Gold for his

"direct deposit" approach which was wat-

ched by all. Mr. Spaghetti reared his ugly

head, accompanied by his evil twin brother

Mr. Sauce - meat sauce that is. After the

Roberts scarfed that down, Mr. Popcorn and
his wife Melted Butter popped out of

nowhere and was quickly polished off by the

campers, especially Will McCurdy. More
animal catching and wiffle ball (watch out

for Jason when he runs there Ben!) filled the

evening. Sam pitched his hardest as Melchior

struggled to grasp the American past time

(you hold the bat in your hands - big guy).

There was an abundance of dumb and
aimless talk about such things as evolution,

art history, and urination. Medical Minute
then to bed quietly - at least I hope that it

will be quiet (it has not quite happened yet.)

A great day overall on Otter and still look-

ing for that sun in all the wrong places.

WOODY
Day 3 - August 2

"Sleep as late as you want," was the last

phrase that I heard before I went to bed.

Though I tried to sleep in, the sound of

Robert Nuell belting out the national anthem
woke me at 7:30. The kids were all up quite

early and I do not know if they were anx-

ious to go or if their tents just smelled really

bad.

Our plan was to snack and eat breakfast

then go on one of Matthew's "nature

walks," and then head back on the deuce.

That did not happen. After the council

struggled out of bed and gave pop tarts to

the kids we all packed and got ready to leave.

Walker's shirt and Taylor's jacket magical-

ly appeared after a two day sojourn. Mat-
thew remembered Henry's request to cut

down a dangerous half-fallen tree. With this

in mind Woody and I tried to get our Kieve

Lumber Jacks. We took turns giving the tree

hacks until I got the final blow and she came
down. The problem was that in her path
down she fell upon another tree so the coun-

cil, leaving the campers to entertain

themselves for a while, used their ingenuity
to fell Big Red. Eventually we got it, but it

had taken longer than we had hoped. I guess

no nature walk, sorry Matthew. Honk
Honk! We heard the horn of Goose II and
knew that our time on Otter was almost over.

Remembering our plan, in stride. Woody
and I quickly rid ourselves of our clothes and
took the plunge off the cHffs into the freez-

ing water. Campers such as Will, Walker,
Forrest, and Robert cheered us on.

We had our fun and now it was time to

grow up and load up and get out. We made
our human chain and loaded the gear onto
the Goose. Ben led the campers in mackerel

mania and the total reached 48 fish. I had
the king on, but he slipped off as I got my
hands close. I should have asked for the kids

help on that one.

After many snacks and many a card

game we docked and our trip was over... ex-

cept ROUND TOP! I think we all realized

what a good time we had with 15 other guys
who were dependent on each other. Our trip

to Otter Island was complete and enjoyed by
all parties - thanks guys!

JASON NAHRA

NORTH GLENAYR
PEMAQUID POND
SECOND SESSION

July 21-22

We had no idea how great a day was

ahead of us. The cabin from North Glenayr

was ready to tackle the awesome trip to

Pemaquid Pond. Jesse, our driver, was a bit

annoyed by our tardiness, but we wanted to
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make sure nothing was forgotten. Alec and

J.B. were a great help to Max in loading up

the bus for our twenty minute drive to the

put in. Energy was at a peak as we drove

down West Neck Road and out of our

'amiliar surroundings, Kieve.

Upon arrival at the public boat landing

we quickly loaded up the canoes. Much of

the rush was due to an angry looking man
who wanted to put his boat in the water.

However, had he wanted to get rough North
Glenayr would have eaten him alive, just ask

the counselors. Our paddle was headed by
Max, who had J.B. in the bow. Right behind

him were Sam L. and Sam S., who did a fan-

tastic job being in a canoe for the first time.

More strong showings included Alec and
Chris as well as the Matts, Lacasse and Yogg
that is. We had successfully traveled our 2

miles to our campsite on the Pemaquid
Pond.

Once we had unloaded the canoes and
stashed them, we pitched the tents before

lunch. A council demonstration with

Cooper's tent helped everyone to better

understand tent mechanics, as John-Henry
led the crew. Pre-made ham and Swiss sand-

wiches filled our bellies, except for Sebas-

tiano, who could have eaten another couple

of Sammies. After lunch we had some rest

time, during which Mohammed did his

Rumplestilskin impression.

After rest time we looked for wood to

cook with. Pete and Lowell found the best

stuff, as Pat eagerly awaited the first flames.

Bacon Cheeseburger a la Cooper were much
appreciated. Some campers were too full to

eat even two, but Emerson and Matt Y.

could have eaten more. Marshmallows in

bulk were a bit sticky as we passed them
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around the circle, and I mean AROUND the

circle. John-Henry, Emerson and Pat told

some scary stories, as the finale came from

Max. It was a doozy that sent us to bed
already wishing for morning.

Our wake up came a little early, roughly

5:20 a.m. This did not make for happy coun-

cil, so everyone hushed up until eight. Some
granola and powdered milk sent us on our

5 mile paddle into Biscay Pond. The sun was

hot, so the lotion was appHed. We missed a

few spots on Matt L. and Alec, but everyone

else escaped without any burns. Numerous
stops, compliments of Lowell and Sam S.

gave everyone time to rest.

By 1:30 we were at the take out spot,

awaiting the orange bus that would take us

home. Sam L. tried to catch minnows as we

ate tuna sandwiches with Tabasco and

goldfish. Promptly at 2:30 Matthew Nicholls

drove in and took us back to Kieve. It was

a great overnight, and the paddling displayed

showed great promise for our two night trip

to Fort Island in a week.

COOPER MALLOZZI

NORTH GLENAYR
FORT ISLAND TRIP
SECOND SESSION

July 31-Aug. 2

Day 1

The boys of North Glenayr were well

prepared for our tough trip to Fort Island,

located along the Maine coast 10 miles south

of Damariscotta. Our weather reports had
predicted some foul days ahead, so we pack-

ed extra warm gear and a ton of food. Along
the ride to our put in, our driver Jared gave

us some brief instructions about conduct on
the Richardson's lawn, which we all obeyed.
As we loaded up the canoes I ran into the

house and filled our water jugs. My pleasant

conversation with the tenant proved to be

valuable a bit later in the evening.



Our paddle to Fort Island was only a

couple of miles, and we made some great

time to our site. Everyone did a fantastic job

unloading the canoes. Alec, Sam S. and Matt

L. led the troops in tent pitching, and before

we knew what had happened the site was all

set up. Lunch had been pre-made and was

turkey and provolone with a choice of mayo
or mustard. Sebastiano and Chris clearly

favored the mayo while still some took it dry.

After lunch we went over some basic

rules that needed to be followed for the dura-

tion of our stay. Once this had been done

there was time for fishing and exploring.

Along with exploring came the phrase now
loved by all the cabin "We need wood."
During this free time Max and I had slipped

into a nap as Mohammed watched the cabin.

Sam S. managed to tumble onto a barnacle

and cut open his left arm quite severely.

There was some debate as to who should
|

wake me up - "You wake him up. Uh-uh,

you wake him up." Once I saw the problem
it became obvious a hospital run was
necessary. Max shipped out, back to the

Richardson's house and took Sam to the

hospital, only 8 or so miles away.

In the meantime we began our feast of
bacon cheeseburgers. They were outstanding,

only I had forgotten to pack some for coun-

cil. It was obvious just how far this cabin had
come when J.B., John-Henry, and Matt Y.

all gave up their second burger so that

Mohammed and I could eat. They were given

extra bacon for their valor under fire. Just

before we were going to toast marshmallows,
Max and Sam S. returned, the latter with

eight new stitches in his arm. Everyone was
glad to see them and we fired up their

burgers, which they eagerly chowed down.
Marshmallows were followed by some

comedy, led by Emerson and Patrick. Then
it was time for Max to tell one of his now
infamous ghost stories. Night grew dark
around the fire as the story was told of a

child whose mother had saved him from the

fire in the house which had claimed her life

afterwards. The foundation of the house was

not far away and the child had learned to live

like an animal, dubbed Wolf-boy. Now he

had grown into a man whose whereabouts

were unknown, but was rumored he stayed

close to his old home. Unknown to the cabin,

I had left the fire and circled around in the

dark. Right when Max's story was at a

climax, and the cabin was fully attentive, I

ran in making a very loud barking sound.

This sent most everyone a good foot in the

air, although Lowell stayed where he was,

to frightened to move. It was a good joke

that everyone laughed at after their hearts

had stopped racing. We hit the sack in good

spirits, ready for a new day.

Day 2

Our middle day involved no paddling,

just stay on the island. We had decided to

sleep in and were ready to fire up some pan-

cakes by nine. A little too much water in the
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batter turned pancakes into crepes, which

were enjoyed just as much, especially with

some bacon on the side. Sam L. and Chris

[J

I
swore they were the best crepes anyone had

J
ever made them, which I took as a

,

' compliment.

J
Some more time for fishing and explor-

2
ing headed by Pete and John-Henry. Some

[ I

lures were lost, but Lowell did not seem to

I
j

mind. Grilled cheese with bacon took a good

J

two hours to cook and brought us to rest

time. Everyone relaxed in the tent, although

J
Sebastiano and Emerson did otherwise. The

[J

main reason for rest was to give council some

^
time off from cooking and a chance for some

peace and quiet.

Popcorn was ready at the end of rest

time and was quickly devoured. Patrick

!• managed to put most of his on the ground,

0 but Matt Y. was ready to eat it anyway.
I- Emerson and company made an exploring

conquest that would have belittled Louis and

Clark as other simply fished and talked shop

around the fire. During this time, Mohamm-
ed had to exile a couple of campers from the

fire area for awhile, stuck in banishment.

Our fire, incidentally, had not died since its

inception some eight hours earlier.

Pepperoni pizzas made on pitas were a

treat for this special cabin, but they could

not figure out the council's system of order.

It was simply a search and destroy any possi-

ble problems mission which would keep

everyone happy/busy. Sam L. seemed to

come down ill from our pies, but he made
the best of it with a hamburger bun. After

dinner we had some more mallows and hit

the tents, skipping another story from grand-

pa Max. As they talked in the tents

Mohammed decided to use the remaining
firewood to make a bonfire, into which Max
threw the granddaddy of all marshmallows.

We had an early wake up ahead, so everyone

slept soundly.

Day 3

We rose at six thirty to get moving with

the tides. The pace at which the cabin got

their gear packed and tents down was about
twice what it was on our Pemaquid trip.

Some Raisin Bran filled our bellies as we
loaded up the canoes and set out on our

grueling ten mile paddle into Damariscotta.

Alec and Sebastiano were in the lead

with the Sams, L. and S., not far behind.

Max could not help himself and did sweep
with J.B. in his bow. We made good time

as the sun began to emerge, something it had

not done yet on our trip. This may have been

due to Emerson's lucky green buoy, but we'll

never know. A lunch of GORP was enjoyed

by all on some rocks just outside of

Damariscotta. Pete and Matt Y. and Chris

and Matt L. finished the paddle right behind

me, as we arrived at the public landing

behind Zechinno's Deli. Everyone was a

tremendous help unloading our gear, and
soon Jared arrived in the orange bus with

trailer in tow.

Once loaded we hit Round Top for

some well deserved ice cream. There we met
South Glenayr, as they had just finished their

trip as well. With some sugar in our systems
we pulled into Kieve, a roar for all to hear.

The tents were up to dry and the canoes

returned to the waterfront with ease. A much
needed tub was taken, after which we took
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the tents back down. I was and still am amaz-

ed at how quickly this cabin became ac-

customed to tripping. They should all be pro-

ud of the fun we had and I hope they never

forget this trip and the fun we had. The trip

to Fort Island is an extremely difficult one,

especially for this cabin. North Glenayr

showed everything Kieve stands for -

Courage, Perseverance, and Loyalty. I'm

proud of everyone, and look forward to their

return next year as experienced Kieve

campers. Thanks for a great trip guys!

COOPER MALLOZZI

SOUTH BUNKERHILL
TO WAVUS
July 20-21

We left the Kieve waterfront not know-
ing what to expect. We were all aware of the

legend behind wild, windy, wooly Wavus,
but we couldn't have prepared ourselves for

what was to come.

It was a beautiful sunny day. The wind

was at our backs and we couldn't detect a

single cloud in the sky. Tigger, Griffen, John
K. and John B. couldn't resist the tempta-
tion and decided to start a splash fight.

Despite a gallant effort on the part of Adam
and Chris B., council canoes were not im-

mune to the chaos. Soon we were all equal-

ly wet.

We found a couple of small islands that

weren't occupied by anyone and decided that

it was a perfect spot for us to raft up and
have lunch. Peanut Butter and Jelly hit the

spot, throw in a handfull of Ruffles brand

potato chips and we were just short of be-

ing in heaven.

After lunch, Tigger issued the challenge

of camper canoe races. Adam marked the

starting point and Chris B. who had drifted

out a short distance in his attempt to cap-

ture the perfect tan, marked the finish line.

In the end Chris Herbst and Zach were the

big winners. After that it was agreed upon
that the councilors should have a race as well.

Max and Chris proved to be just too power-

ful for myself and Alex and Adam and
Danny.

We finally reached Wavus where Adam
got out and found our campsite. We unload-

ed the canoes, set up our tents and discovered

a huge pile of fire wood laid waiting for us.

After all the tents were up, Chris and I decid-

ed that it was time for a swim. Everyone had

been sweating all day and soon every camper

came down for an informal general swim.

By the time we got back up to the site, Adam
had started a great fire and in no time at all,

it was time for dinner.

After a great meal that consisted of

cheeseburgers and tabasco sauce, we sat

around and made up ghost stories until it was

time to go to sleep.

The next morning the campers awoke
to the smell of corned beef hash being cook-

ed to perfection. We scarfed down as much
as our bellies would allow and then loaded

up the canoes.

The sky was dark but I kept assuring

everyone that the sun was trying to come out.

I couldn't have been more wrong. All of a

sudden the wind began to blow really hard,

and then a blanket of rain slapped down on
top of all of our heads. I endured some pain-

ful "I told you so's" and went forward.

Soon we saw Kieve's waterfront and
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spirits lifted. But they soon fell down when
we realized that we were early and would
have to paddle to a nearby island for lunch.

We all got out of our canoes tired, wet

and hungry. After we ate we were still tired

and wet, but we persevered and made it to

Kieve. Sam Kies and Jamie were the first to

jump out on Kieve soil as well as the first

to start the trend of kissing the muddy
ground on their arrival, which left its mark
on each camper's face. We were back, we
were happy and healthy, now it's time to

wash our faces.

SHAMUS ALLEY

SOUTH BUNKERHILL
TO THE WHITE MOUNTAINS

August 2-6

Day 1

After spending the majority of our time
at Kieve in camp, we were busting at the
seams with excitement about our big trip to

the White Mountains. Before we knew it we
were loaded up in the van and heading down
West Neck Road with the sun on our
shoulders and the Grateful Dead in our ears.

We stopped along the way for a lunch
of peanut butter and fluff and it was
unanimously agreed upon that fluff is bet-
ter than jelly.



By the time we got to New Hampshire
and our camping site, it was time for din-

ner. While the kids set up camp, the coun-

cilors started cooking dinner. We all ate well

that night on cheeseburgers as well as a

lobster that was supposed to go with Sam-
my Glidden on the St. Croix River trip, that

is until he forgot to take his cooler (thankj

Sammy). We retired early that night so that

we would be well rested for our primary hike

up the Glen Boulder Trail.

Day 2

We awoke to find the sun shining and

we anticipated a great day for our hike. Sam,

Tigger and Jamie decided they would go
check out the outhouse. When they return-

ed they gave it two thumbs up. After a quick

yet satisfying breakfast of corned beef hash,
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we proceeded to make our way to the begin-

ning of the Glen Boulder Trail.

The hike was a lot harder than we had
anticipated and soon we had a small group
of guys who wanted to turn around and go
back. We encouraged them to push on and
when we got to the top of the trail and were
looking at the boulder, those same campers
were urging us to hike even further up the

mountain. Inspired by their unexpected en-

thusiasm we moved on up to the next ridge.



There we stopped for lunch and by the time

we were finished, a cloud had developed over

our heads. The magnitude of this cloud was

overwhelming and we decided to head back

down. Just then a blanket of rain fell down
on top of all us. Everyone threw on their rain

gear except for Chris Block and me who con-

veniently left ours in the van. It rained hard

for twenty minutes and then... nothing. It

stopped, the sun came back out and we were
thankful. Dinner that night was sHced,

barbecued turkey followed immediately by

sleep. Tomorrow was to be our biggest day.

We were going to conquer the biggest, badest

mountain in the east, Mt. Washington.

Day 3

We got up at six o'clock in the morn-

ing. We eagerly ate some grilled bagels and

set off on our quest. We got to the start of

the trail and were all set to go when we realiz-

ed that despite our repeated instructions to

wear their hiking shoes, one camper stood

wearing his teevas. While Adam drove Jamie

back to the campsite to change his footwear,

the rest of us filled our waterbottles and went

to the restroom at the ranger station. Dan-
ny, Jon Braff and Zach found a three dimen-

sional map of the area to be "amazing". We
tried to tell them that the real thing would
be better but they didn't believe us.

In no time Adam and Jamie had return-

ed and we started the hike. At first the go-

ing was slow. We stopped several times to

regroup and give out snacks. As soon as we
made it to the ranger station about halfway

up, we found ourselves above the treeline.

The view was truly "amazing".
Soon we came up on Tuckerman's

Ravine. There we found that there was still

a small patch of snow as well as three men
who had hiked up in order to ski on it. We
stopped, watched and debated on whether
these adventure seekers were cool or just

stupid. We couldn't decide. After a short rest

we continued.

In no time we reached the final stretch.

Instead of a path and dirt, the trail disap-

peared and all that was left was a huge half-

mile long rockslide that led directly to the

top. We pushed on with myself, Jon Braff,

Zach, Chris Herbst and Sam Kies leading the

way. When we reached the top, we were

amazed at the view and from the looks on
some of the faces as they looked down at all

of the distance they had covered, you could

tell they were proud of themselves.

What we found at the top disappointed

some and relieved others. After a four hour
hike the first sight at the top was an enor-

mous parking lot, filled with cars that had
driven up to the summit.

We ate lunch and decided that Ben and
Jerry ice cream bars would be the perfect

thing to give them a boost for the hike back

down. We set off once again only this time

we were going down. Everything went
smoothly until we were just about halfway

down and Tigger sprained his ankle. Adam
and Jack stayed with him, literally carrying

him down the mountain while Chris and I

went back and started cooking dinner for the

rest of the cabin. When I came back with

Tigger, Jack and Adam, we all ate what was

left of the english muffin pizzas and went to

sleep.

By the time two o'clock in the morning

rolled around, the councilors were awoken
by the sound of a bear. We immediately got

all of the kids out of their tents and into the
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van. Never in my life had I seen anyone run

as fast as Danny and Max did, nor had I ever

seen anyone go so slow in a time like that

as John Kean and Eric did. After a rather

lengthy confrontation with the bear, we
made sure that it would never show its' ugly

face around our campsite again.

Day 4

We slept in until nine in the morning
and then started cooking. Today was special.

It was the day after we had pulled together

as a cabin and accomplished the goal of our

trip. What better way to celebrate than by
cooking pancakes all morning until our

beUies were stuffed? We backed the van up
and listened to a little Phish. This is a band
that the guys really started to get into. After

this morning we were constantly being ask-

ed to play them especially the song "Fee".
After we had cleaned up we headed out

to Emerald Pool. There was a short hike to

get there and an absolutely beautiful swim-
ming spot. Griffen, Tigger, Jon Braff and
Eric all loved jumping off of the 15 foot cliff,

while others such as John Kean, Jack and
Danny opted to build dams in the current.

Soon it was time to go back to the campsite.
After a dinner of raviolli, we proceeded to

tell those who were brave enough to listen,

the story of the laughing clown that inhabits

the area around our campsite. I think that

it is safe to say that everyone was scared out

of their heads. We put out the fire and call-

ed it a night.

Day 5

Today was our last day. For breakfast

we scoffed down some Dunkin Donuts and
broke down our site. Once the van was load-

ed we headed back to Kieve. It's safe to say

we were all changed by our experiences on
those mountains, but we still had the crav-

ing for McDonald's.

As we headed up West Neck Road wc
blasted "Fee" which got us all charged up.

To quote Mr. Alex Myers, "This trip rock-

ed!" Thank you guys.

"Oh, Fee

Trying to live a life

That's, completely free

Racing with the wind
You're flirting with death

So have a cup of coffee

and catch your breath."

PHISH SHAMUS ALLEY

SOUTH CUNNINGHAM
WAVUS
July 21-22

Day 1

With the bell of chapel. South Cunn-
ingham departed from the Kieve beach for

wild, windy, woolly, wonderful Wavus. The
paddle was a challenge considering some
headwinds, but we progressed steadily and
enjoyed some lunch on an uncharted island.

Most thought the PBJ's to be the best they

had ever tasted. Soon we were up the nar-

rows. The winds picked up, but with the ada-

mant encouragement of Ned and others, the

company pressed on into the great bay. We
reached Wavus at about 3, and soon a clinic

on tent care was given. For dinner we en-

joyed scrumptious bacon cheeseburgers with

a second course of hot cocoa and mar-

shmallows. After a brief pow-wow, the

campers departed for their tents and the day

drew to a fulfiUing close.

Day 2

Up early to the sound of campers, Rob
took a swim while Andrew contemplated

breakfast. Soon the fire was hot and the cor-

ned beef hash brown. With bacon the

campers were treated to a gourmet breakfast.

We cleaned up quickly and efficiently and
soon were on the water for a leisurely,

windless, sunny day on the water. After ex-

ploring many islands and playing many
games of 230 questions, we arrived at

Blueberry Island for lunch and a swim.

Campers were excited for the marshmallow
and PB sandwiches. Soon after a slight

detour, we rounded the point and arrived at

camp in one piece. Awesome trip.

SOUTH CUNNINGHAM
WHITE MOUNTAINS

July 27-31

Day 1

Replete with stuffed wannigans, full

duffels, and Piams scrumptious turkey sand-

wiches. South Cunningham took off today

for the White Mountains. The white van pur-

red as it made its way through central Maine

on this beautiful day, as we munched lunch

and felt the cool breeze of the Air Condition-

ing on our confident faces. We arrived at

Hastings at about 3 in the afternoon, un-

packed and took our time with tents and

wood detail. The kids discovered a beautiful
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stream right behind their tent sight and some
tested the waters. Council set up tarp and
prepared a succulent dinner of Spaghetti

which was devoured by all and allowed the

perfect opportunity to explain the nuances

of proper cleaning. Meanwhile rumors cir-

culated that tomorrow would be the day to

climb Mount Washington itself, given a

perfect weather forecast. Thus the camp
retired early and rested for the long day
ahead.

Day 2

Today we awoke at 5 a.m. to clear skies

and soon the Coleman hissed with heat.

Maypo was cooked up and the campers

reluctantly exited their tents. Soon, however,

with sleep out of their eyes, they realized that

today was the big day. The Maypo was en-

joyed by many and stared at quizzically by

a few who thought it to be some sort of mor-
tar. On the road by 7 we listen to the pro-

found music of Oasis. Soon at Pinkham
Notch, the hike commenced. After passing

by a roaring stream we crossed over a bridge

and then traversed a series of steep switch

backs. A brief break in the trees afforded us

our first good view of the day, and from the

panting of the company I then knew that the

day had really begun. Few complained but

many expressed the first hint of being

tuckered out, fitting since we were on

Tuckerman's Ravine Trail. The GORP
(Good Old Raisins and peanuts) was passed

out to ease many a rolling stomach, and we
continued on. [The X-GORP (Experimental

GORP) made its debut on this day, to rave

reviews.] We reached Hermit Lake before 10

and took some time to take pictures of that

gearhead, Piam. Water refilled, we pressed

on up the ravine. While Ed told me of the

perils of Mount Kilimanjaro, Bry House had

some technical difficulties with his high-tech

camera. Penn's hat was blown off by the

high winds, but over all, the climb went

smoothly. We reached the top shortly after

noon, and all enjoyed a lunch of PBJ's.

Counselors Currier and Hunt enjoyed a nap

among the thrilling wildlife scenes that the

summit often provides (I had insomnia, but

counting the tourist vans that rhythmically

passed by, helped bring a bit of rest). Piam

and the kids searched among the rocks for

the perfect nook to doze in, and Penn

resembled a spider crawling deftly on the

rugged terrain. By 2 we were all chmbing

down the mountain, this time off Lion Head

trail, a considerably more rugged route. Will

had an especially difficult time going down
and was glad to see Hermit Lake and the

restrooms. We rapidly descended the re-

mainder of Tuckerman's and were back to

the van by 5, exhausted yet relieved and hap-

py to have succeeded on our toughest day.

After picking up some eggs in Gorham, we

returned to camp. The kids seemed to have
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regained their energy and dove into a pot of

beef stew. Council enjoyed the leftovers, of

which there were plenty. The camp retired

early and council could swear they heard the

rumbling of a subway nearby.

Day 3

Today was the day we took things easy.

Some sun tanning by Penn and company was
succeeded by some wet weather gear testing

by Aaron Rolett. The scrambled eggs were

tasty, with pepperoni, bacon, onion, cheese

and Tabasco. By 11 we prepared a scrump-

tious lunch of leftover soup and PBJ's. Soon
we departed for Emerald Pool, and in no
time we were charging down the trail to see

the sacred swimming hole. Many campers
were eager to dive in, but many also were in-

timidated by the precipice. Senior Hunt
tested the waters and proclaimed them fit but

freezing; the splashes commenced. After

hours of swimming and choice photo oppor-

tunities, we returned to the van and to

Hastings. Andrew Miller got wood out of his

own vohtion (thank you), although dinner

was cooked on the stove this evening.

Campers ate until mac and cheese was com-

ing out of their ears, all went to bed swiftly

and soundly (sometimes noisily).

Day 4

Glen Boulder, big day. The corned beef

hash cooked up sans brown, but who was
really checking. The warm meal coated our
stomachs and we proceeded to load the van

for the long day ahead. The climb proceed-

ed under cloudy skies, after a short drive to

the trail head. Once up a giant staircase, we
passed by a beautiful waterfall, and Will

George felt compelled to dip his hat in the

icy waters. The trail was steep and many
noted this, but the struggle proved worth-
while as we broke treeline and saw the in-

famous boulder. Immediately upon arriving

some campers tried to climb the rock, but

were soon persuaded to leave the hulk of

rock, as it looked very near to rolling off of

the steep precipice. The view was tremen-

dous, and we enjoyed a lunch of tuna. Sam
Knowlton received the mystery sandwich,
but Andrew was a good sport and ate it for

him. After a brief round of skits in which
Bry excelled, we continued up to the peak.

Coming down was easy, and in no time we
saw the van and some of the locals in their

urban gear. We returned home via the scenic

route passing into Conway and a traffic jam,

but after the long voyage, we returned to the

campsite ready for some beef stew. A camp-
fire was left fluttering its coals, and the

campers had time to reflect on the days past

with some marshmallows. We retired the im-

minent departure from our outback location.

Day 5

The campers awoke to the sight of pan-

cakes being prepared. The syrup flowed as

Rob packed up the van. Piam offered thirds,

and all approved resoundingly. We loaded

the van and were off by 10. The drive went

fine until the van mysteriously stalled in the

McDonalds parking lot. We were relieved to

find the difficulty temporary but nonetheless

remained to enjoy a few burgers. After the

McDonalds delay, we smoothly rolled along

and arrived at camp just in time for Indian

circle. All in all, the trip was a profound

success.

NORTH BUNKERHILL
CAMDEN HILLS TRIP

We arrived at our campsite after a short

car ride to Camden, Maine. We all spent

some time that morning learning how to set

up our tents and prepare our campsite. After

lunch we went on a short hike along the
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ocean. We stopped along the rocks at a place

where a small stream flowed into the ocean.

Everyone explored this stream up into the

woods. Garrett and Ronnie made numerous

dams in the stream. Once they started

building dams everyone jumped in and began

helping.

Will and Jon made themselves comfor-
table on the rocks and threw so many rocks

into the ocean that their arms became sore.

The sun was beating down on us and
everyone had a great time on one of the most

beautiful days of the summer. Around 3:00

we retreated to our campsite and played

numerous different games. Just before 5:00

we started looking for wood, and by 5:30 we
had a fire started and bacon cheeseburgers

cooking. Everyone was very interested in the

fire preparation, especially Pippo who was
difficult to remove from the kitchen area

while we tried to cook dinner. After dinner

we went down to the ocean to watch the sun

set. Harry, Will and a few others scrambled

around the rocks grabbing crabs while others

explored the area. Soon after the sun set we
made our way back to the campsite and got

into our tents. There was so much energy in

this group that most of them did not fall

asleep until well past 10:00.

We pulled ourselves out of our tents

around 8:00 and began taking down our

tents. Tristan, Harry, and Matt got their tent

taken down extremely fast and once they had

packed up their gear began helping everyone

else. Most of the other tents took a lot of

time to be taken down and rolled. Once all

the tents were neatly tucked away we ate

granola with dehydrated milk. As soon as

everyone had devoured breakfast we pack-

ed up our van and began our hike on Megun-
ticook Mountain.

The sun was beating down and we were

lucky enough to have another perfect day.

Ronnie, Garrett, and Rob lead the way with

everyone close behind. Alex, Will, and I

brought up the rear, while John was in the

middle of the pack as we moved up the

mountain. As we neared the top Ronnie
began having some difficulty. Sam, Alec,

and the rest of the cabin encouraged him and

helped him continue up the mountain. We
finally reached the summit around 11 :30 and

there was a spectacular view of the coast.

Tylee and the rest of the cabin scampered

around the rocks enjoying the view. Tylee

was especially excited about the view and we
had to tell him several times not to get too

close to the edge. We took many pictures,

had a snack, and watched a few clouds drift

across the sky.

After enjoying the view from the top of

the mountain we began our descent of

Megunticook Mountain. Our trip down was
a lot easier then going up. As we moved
down the trail Will encouraged many other

hikers who were still heading up. It took us

only 45 minutes to get down and before we
knew it we all had a soda in hand and were
on our way back to Kieve after a successful

trip.

SAMUEL GLIDDEN

NORTH BUNKERHILL
ST. CROIX RIVER

There was a great deal of anticipation

leading up to our six day adventure on the

St. Croix River. We departed from our cabin

which had been our home for the previous

two weeks at 6:00 in the morning. We were
lucky enough to have Henry as our bus

driver. Most of the cabin slept as the rain

continued to come down throughout our bus

ride.

We drove through the town of Forest

City at 9:30 and prepared ourselves for our

paddle. Once all our gear was unloaded we
said good bye to Henry and began the pad-
dle to Birch Island. At this point the weather

was anything but perfect, there was a steady

rain and stiff head winds which we fought

until the early part of the afternoon. Tylee

and Will were having a lot of trouble keep-

ing their boat headed in the right direction,

while Matt and Harry had their share of pro-

blems steering their canoe as well. Despite

a few problems getting used to our canoes,

we all arrived at the island without any real

difficulties. Once we pulled all of our boats

out of the water we began setting up our

tents. Tris had no problem setting up his tent

in record time and once he had changed out

of all his wet clothes he helped the other

members of his cabin with the other tents.

Once we had finished with some tuna fish

sandwiches everyone sat out on the rocks and

enjoyed a brief period without any rain. We
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decided to play the line game, which Rob and

John invented to keep some of the cabin

from killing each other.

By 5:00 the rain had stopped and we
started a dinner of cheese burgers. Everyone
had seconds and then thirds. It did not take

long for everyone to get themselves filled

with food before bed. After everything was
cleaned up we retreated to bed before an ear-

ly morning wake up.

We pulled ourselves out of the tents at

a little past 5:00 and began getting ready to

leave. It took a very long time to get people

moving that morning as everyone was not us-

ed to waking up that early. After everyone

had a bagel or two we loaded up the canoes

and pushed off. The weather was overcast,

but not raining, even though it looked as if

it might in the near future. We paddled for

a few minutes when Sam spotted a Bald

Eagle soaring above the lake. Before we
began canoeing that morning Matt and
Harry switched positions from bow to stern

so that they would have more luck moving
their boat in a straight hne. After a mile or

two the ominous clouds burned off and we
had a blue sky above us. As we neared out

campsite we began playing canoe tag. Will

and I fought off Tris and Sam who chased
our boat all over the lake trying to tag our

boat. We arrived at Todd's Island at 11:00

and began unloading our canoes.

Once we set up our tents and organized

our personal gear we ate lunch. After lunch

we set up a clothes line and began drying all

of our wet gear. During the afternoon we had

an exciting game of kick-the-can. This game
involved everyone including the counselors.

Everyone hid in all different types of hiding

places from inside wanigans to under tents.

After the game everyone was exhausted and
ready for a rest. For dinner that night we
cooked over a stove. Everyone had more
then their fill of ziti, special sauce, and
lemonade before everyone packed up their

gear for the long paddle that day three would
bring them.

We awoke at 4:00 the next morning and
quickly began packing up our gear. We ate

donuts as all the canoes were brought down
to the water and filled up with our gear. We
were on the water by 5:15 and after a few

canoe partner changes everyone flew across

the lake toward Vanceboro and the St. Croix

River. We made record time getting to the

Vanceboro Dam. As soon as we portaged

around the dam we were faced with our first

white water of the trip. Just before we push-

ed off we looked across the river to the Cana-

dian side just in time to see a rival camp with

older kids and fewer people starting the por-

tage. We had learned the previous day that

we would be competing for campsites with

this group, so everyone was anxious to start

down the river. Will and I were the lead boat

and we picked our way through a tricky set

of rapids and waited at the bottom for the

other canoes to come though. Everyone did

great coming through our first part of the

St. Croix River. By now it was around 8:30

and the sun was shining so brightly that

everyone took a few minutes at the side of

the river shedding layers of clothes. Alex and

Garrett were so excited by the rapids that

they could not stop talking. We continued

down the river occasionally encountering sec-

tions of white water. These sections of rapids

lifted everyone's spirits and everyone was

laughing and shouting as we proceeded down
the river..

At 11:00 we came to Little Falls. This

was as difficult a section of white water as

we would be encountering on the trip. Just

before Little Falls there is a campsite and a

portage trail where there happened to be a

girls camp. Everyone got out of their canoe

and went around to scout the rapids. The
most difficult part of this section of the river

was a class III ledge drop. There had been

a lot of rain up to this point, so the river was

high and the water was flying in this section

of the river. After a lengthy discussion John,

Rob, and I decided that we would shoot this

tricky section with our gear. Rob and Ron-

nie went first, everyone watched with excite-

ment as their boat maneuvered perfectly

through the rapids. After Rob and Ronnie

had successfully completed the white water

we decided to portage our group gear, such

as wanigans, tents, and the stove around Lit-

tle Falls. The first camper boat was Will and
John. They shot through the white water

while the rest of the cabin and the girls wat-

ched in amazement. As soon as Will and

John made their trip successfully everyone

was busting to give it a shot. With loud

shrieks and screams everyone shot through
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Little Falls without any real difficulties. Gar-

rett and Alex got themselves turned around,

so they ended up shooting the rapids

backwards, which was odd, but very

effective.

Just below the falls we came to our

campsite. By this time it was 11:30 and the

sun was beating down on us. There was not

a cloud in the sky so everyone grabbed their

life jackets and walked along the bank of the

Croix for almost 60 yards. We were camped
so close to the falls that there was a strong

current going by our campsite. Everyone

jumped into the river and floated all the way
back to our site. This activity was repeated

over and over again up until lunch. During

the afternoon people slept, read, or swam as

the sun baked us from above. Around 3:00

we watched as some people worked on dum-
ping the water out of their canoe after they

had swamped at Little Falls, this was par-

ticularity amusing to us as we had shot that

section successfully. We began dinner around

5:15 and continued until almost 7:00. Once
dinner was cleaned up we told everyone a

scary story and one of the tents was so scared

it took a half an hour of convincing them

that everything was all right, before they

agreed to go to bed.

We awoke on the fourth day at 5:15.

The mist was rising off the water but it was

easy to see that we would soon have sun.

Everyone devoured some bagels and cream

cheese and we packed everything up so fast

that we were on the water by 6:00. It did not

take us very long to encounter some white

water. The rapids were difficult to steer

through because the sun was so low and was

reflecting light into our faces. Will and John

had some trouble getting stuck on a few dif-

ferent rocks. By 8:15 the sun was shining

down on us brightly and everyone started

shedding layers. The weather was so nice that

we drifted for a while and swam off our

boats. We encountered a series of ledge

drops that everyone completed successfully.

Just as we were about to start another sec-

tion of white water Rob and Ronnie got

themselves stuck on one of the largest rocks

in the river. After a lot of yelling and scream-

ing they were off their rock and paddling

with us again. We continued shooting the

rapids until we came to Loon Bay. As soon

as we reached this small lake everyone swam

off a large rock in the middle of the bay just

before we came to our campsite.

We stayed at a beautiful site just at the

end of the bay. Everyone feasted on tuna fish

as we sat in the warm summer sun. The
weather was so nice that everyone paddled

around in canoes close to the site. Harry and
Will chased everyone around in their canoe

yelling, screaming, and causing trouble. The
sun was really beating down on us so some
people like Alex and Filippo took afternoon

naps. By 5:00 everyone was exhausted from
canoeing and playing kick-the-can. For din-

ner that night we feasted on ravioh cooked

over a stove. Everyone drank lots of

lemonade because the sun had made most of

us very thirsty. After dinner we sat on the

shore and watched a few canoes search for

unoccupied campsites with little success.

Once the sun was set we retreated to our tents

and went to sleep.

Day 5 started at 5:15, as we awoke to

another beautiful day. For breakfast we
munched on pineapples and granola bars

before we packed up and started down the

river again. It did not take us long before we
were in the middle of more white water.

Tylee's voice could probably be heard for

miles as he yelled, "Gotta Love It Baby".

Everyone laughed as we navigated our boats

through the current. Sam and Triss were hav-

ing a great time trying to push other canoes

toward rocks. Everyone was laughing and

having a great time as we continued down
the Croix. We pushed farther as Will begg-

ed me to let everyone play canoe tag. Once
we came within a mile of the site we began

our game. Alex and Garrett chased us for a

while before tagging Will and Matt. We pull-

ed into our site just before 1 1 :00 and set up

camp in record time. As usual the weather

was perfect. Before we ate lunch we all relax-

ed and read or played cards. Just before

lunch Garrett realized that his sleeping pad
had been swept down river. Alex, Tylee, and

Garrett searched down the bank of the river

looking for the lost pad. They returned after

a few minutes proclaiming that the pad was

trapped out in the river on a rock. Follow-

ing a successful rescue mission everyone

stuffed themselves with peanut butter and

jelly sandwiches.

After lunch everyone got together and

played kick-the-can. During the game Will
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discovered that he could fit inside one of our

empty wanigans, which was amusing for

everyone to see. That night for dinner we
feasted on pasta, and sure enough everyone

stuffed themselves. As soon as everyone was
filled we cooked some of Will's popcorn.

This was a harder feat then we imagined as

we burned almost half of the popcorn.

Somehow everyone found a way to stuff

some popcorn and candy into their already

full stomachs. As soon as everyone cleaned

up from dinner, we took numerous pictures

of the cabin and our site. Once the sugar high

had gone through everyone's system, the

men of North Bunkerhill got into their tents

and got ready for bed. Then we told them
a very scary story.

The counselors went around to each tent

and told its occupants that we had seen so-

meone that resembled a person who had been

robbing campers on the St. Croix. This story

only scared a few people so we felt that it

must be made scarier. A few minutes later

we staged a struggle in the woods between

the counselors and the mysterious robber.

This scared a few more people, but it was
not until John had everyone hide under the

tarp that the whole cabin was terrified. We
decided to end this scare and I walked into

the kitchen area laughing while everyone
tackled me. According to the story I had
been taken by the fictional robber. After

everyone had punched Rob, John, and I a

few times, we retreated to bed.

We pulled ourselves from our tent by

6:15. This was the morning of our last day.

We decided to wake everyone up by pulling

them in their sleeping bags out of their tents.

Everyone was in a great mood that morning
as the sun was already shining down on us.

We ate some corn beef hash that was fried

up for breakfast. As soon as everything was
packed up we headed off down the river. It

did not take us long to reach the lake where

we would be picked up from. By now the

weather was perfect and it was getting very

hot so everyone took turns jumping out of

their canoes to get themselves cooled off.

Rob decided to flip his canoe, so once

everything was back inside it we continued

on our way. We played canoe tag all the way
to the take out site.

As we pulled out at the boat landing

everyone stacked the gear and canoes in

separate piles. As soon as everything was

organized we sat in a circle and discussed the

highs and lows that had occurred on the trip.

Most of the lows were either the lousy

weather we encountered on the first day or

the bugs that bit us at night. The highs that

most people had in common were the rapids

and Little Falls. We talked for almost an

hour and then we all walked down to the

river and skipped rocks until Cooper came

in the orange bus and took us back to camp.

SAM GLIDDEN

NORTH CUNNINGHAM
CAMDEN HILLS

July 19-20

Day 1

We left camp mid-morning for

Camden. Greg rode with Drake in his jeep

and the rest of us went in the white van. We
reached Camden as the clouds that had roll-

ed in that morning decided to start dropp-

ing rain. We dashed out of the vans and set

the tents up as fast as we could. By the time

the tents were up and we had our rain gear

on the rain had almost stopped. The coun-

cil worked on putting up the tarp as the

campers looked for wood. After the tarp was
up we tried to move our vehicles. The van
needed a little help getting out of the mud
and the stove was almost completely run over

by the jeep.

Lunch went better than our set up. We
made sandwiches and repaired the stove so

well that it worked better than it did before

it was half crushed. The rain had picked up
again so the campers had lunch in their tents.

One camper would run out and get the lunch

and bring it back to the rest of his tent mates.

After lunch we decided that the best way
to keep dry was to go to a museum. We all

went to the van to discover that we had been

robbed. Drake had lost some tapes and a CB
radio and Nick had lost his backpack. We
went to the ranger station and made a report

and then waited for the local police, who we
also made a report with.

With this excitement behind us we head-

ed off to Owl's Head Transportation

Museum. The Museum was full of old planes

and cars. Taylor and Charlie liked the old

motorcycles very much. The cabin also wat-

ched a video about stunt driving where we
learned that the best cars for stunt driving

were Dodges.
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When we returned to camp we found

that some other camp groups had moved into

the vicinity. Erick and Ewing went to fetch

some water while the rest of us went on a

walk down to the ocean. When we returned

our spaghetti dinner was ready. We all en-

joyed the meal and learned how to clean our

dishes properly. Chris B. and Dave L. both

did a great job with cleaning the pots.

After dinner we ran around the area for

a while and then we all settled down next to

our fire. We invited the other camps over for

marshmallows, but they declined. In the end

this was fine because while we were talking

a raccoon decided to steal one of our bags

of marshmallows. Graham ended up scaring

the campers more than the raccoon when he

yelled at it to get away from our food. After

this excitement we quickly roasted the re-

maining marshmallows and went to bed just

minutes before we were hit with a heavy

downpour.
Day 2

We tried to sleep in, but all of our

biological clocks had us all up and out of bed

by 8 a.m. We packed our gear and ate a

breakfast of granola and pop tarts. We load-

ed our gear on the van and drove across the

street to Mt. Battle and Megunticook. We
filled up our water bottles and headed up to

Ocean Lookout. Most of the campers were

experienced hikers from their trip last sum-

mer in the White Mountains. Dave and Nick

were great in giving hiking hints to Charley

and others who had not hiked before.

When we reached Ocean Lookout the

wind was blowing hard and the rain clouds

were moving in. We had a quick snack and
took a group picture and then set off for Mt.

Battle. We moved quickly across the Table

Lands and began to head towards the sum-

mit. As we approached the top it began to

rain. We all ran the last 500 yards to the

stone tower that sits on top of Mt. Battle.

We had lunch and explored a bit. Ewing and
Charley went down the hill while others

climb the tower. The wind was so strong that

many of us were worried that Chris would
blow away.

Later we quickly made our way down
the mountain and loaded up the van as the

rain began to fall again. The cabin had done
a great job on the hike and the rest of the

trip. We drove back to camp ready to go on

the St. Croix.

NORTH CUNNINGHAM
ST. CROIX TRIP
JULY 25 - JULY 30

Day 1

We woke early to another cloudy day
at camp. We quickly left our cabin and load-

ed our gear on the bus. After breakfast with

Allagash II we said goodbye to a sleepy Jen

and headed north. Five hours later we pull-

ed into our put in on Spedneck Lake. We had

a bag lunch of turkey and roast beast sand-

wiches and then loaded our boats for the

short paddle to Birch Island. As we were

working Erik and Ewing spotted a bald

eagle. It turned out to be the first of many
sightings throughout the trip. It is believed

by some that seeing an eagle or a hawk is a

sign of good luck. As we watched Paul pull

away in the orange bus we all hoped that this

was true.

With a light headwind blowing, we
slowly moved away from Castle Road and

towards our first campsite. The paddle was

proceeding well when we stopped for our

first rest. It was here that the campers first

became enthralled with the tales of the nas-

ty Bull Sharks that roam these northern

lakes. Ewing made sure that every camper
that approached his canoe was aware of the

danger of these creatures of the deep. As the

winds increased we finally reached Birch

Island. We set up our tents and began to col-

lect fire wood.
Later Eric and Jeff were the first brave

campers to venture into the shark infested

waters. They were quickly followed by Chris

D., Greg, Dave E., and Charley. It took

them long enough to get in, but when they

did they loved it.

We had a dinner of bacon cheese-

burgers. The burgers were a hit, but in the

end it was simply the bacon that the campers

really craved. Erik, Robin and Taylor loved

the meal so much that they were able to cram
down thirds. After dinner David L., Greg

and Chris D. volunteered to clean up all the

greasy stuff. As the evening progressed we
all settled down to a night of playing hearts,

eating M&M's and acting like mobsters.

Day 2

It rained. A lot. So much that the force

of the drops was forcing the lake to jump
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into our boats because it was afraid of get-

ting so wet. But, that's O.K. because we still

had a great day.

We woke up at 5 a.m. and had a

breakfast of scrambled eggs with cheese and
bacon on a relatively fresh bagel. We finished

our meals and began to load our boats as the

rain began to fall. We pushed on down the

lake at a good pace taking a few rests and
changing some canoeing partners. David L.

moved from the bow to the stern and quick-

ly proved that he was very good at it even

though he had never tried it before. We mov-
ed faster than expected and reached Todd's
Island before lunch. Because everyone was
wet and cold we decided to have a semi hot
lunch. We had tuna fish sandwiches, but we
also had beef ravioli and hot chocolate.

After lunch we all retired to our tents

to get even warmer in our sleeping bags.

After awhile though Erik, Taylor, Dave E.,

Jeff, Chris B. and others went out explor-

ing and torturing frogs.

For dinner we had a Mexican
smorgasbord. We had rice with salsa, black

beans and cheese on tortillas. It was very fill-

ing and good despite its strange looks. Only
a few campers had enough space to go for

seconds. We cleaned our dishes while Dave
L. and Nick cleaned the burnt rice and left

over cheese out of the pot. When they final-

ly returned we packed up our food and went
to bed in preparation for our longest paddle
the next morning.

Day 3

We woke to clouds over Todd's Island.

We were slow to get moving this morning.
When we were finally ready we had a

breakfast of granola and then started pad-
dling towards Vanceboro. After a casual
paddle out of the lake we reached the dam
and moved our boat. On the other side of
the dam the campers were excited and a lit-

tle frightened of the fast moving river they

saw flowing past them. After the portage we
all enjoyed some soda and fudge from the

local store. We walked up to the border

crossing and used the public bathrooms that

the federal government was nice enough to

provide. We returned to our boats and began
to prepare for our first experience in rapids.

As we pushed out into the river everyone

got stuck on the same set of rocks that block-

ed our way to the river. Once we got past

this obstacle it was clear sailing through our

first set of rapids. We stopped for lunch in

a picnic area on the Canadian side of the

river. We had a very random line order that

turned out to be very humorous for anyone

who was watching. The big event of lunch

though had to be that the sun came out from

behind the clouds for the first time and
decided to stay with us for most of the rest

of the trip. Afterwards we continued to pad-
dle down the river hitting rapids every now
and again. Unfortunately Erik and Dave E.

got stuck on almost every rock in the river

between Vanceboro and Little Falls.

When we reached Little Falls we could

hear thunder rumbUng in the distance. We
moved our gear down to the bottom of the

falls to discover that the campsite that we
wanted to stay in was already occupied. With
the thunder getting closer and the water level

somewhat higher than usual, it was decided

that the boats would be shot with council

sterns. We shot the boats down Little Falls

with no problems and then moved our gear

across the river to the campsite on the Cana-
dian side of the falls. There were not very

many good tent sites but with the thunder

storm approaching we were not being very

picky. We unloaded the gear and threw up
the tarp just before the storm hit us. Most
of the campers though ended up standing out

in the rain in their bathing suits because they

could see the blue sky that was quickly

following the rain clouds.

After the down pour we set up our tents

and went for a swim in the rapids. Nick, both

Daves, Erik, both Chris's, Taylor and Greg
all took the plunge into the lower part of Lit-

tle Falls and had a great time being swept

down stream with the current.

For dinner we had a hardy meal of

spaghetti and grape mung and Dave L. earn-

ed in college boy for chugging a quarter pot

of mung.
Day 4

We slept in later than other days today.

We had a breakfast of corn beef hash and
were on our way down the river. Today was
a great day. The sun was out and we had tons

of rapids to go through. We did not have any
mishaps in the morning except for Erik and
Dave E. continuing to hit almost every rock

they came near. Matt voiced how he was a

little scared of the rapids earlier in the mor-
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ning, but by lunch he was at least comfor-

table with the situation and spending more
time having fun than being scared.

When we did stop for a lunch of tuna

fish sandwiches we were nearly at our site

with just a few rapids left. We headed down
the last set of rapids with no problems until

Jeff and Charley came down the river. They

got their boat caught on a rock and it began

to tip and fill with water. After their initial

hysteria they hung onto their boat calmly un-

til Sam and Drake arrived to pry the boat

free. While this was happening the rest of the

cabin organized themselves into a line of

canoes and picked up all of the gear that was

flowing out of the rapids. We got almost

every thing. What was really incredible was
when Nick found one of our paddles in the

middle of Loon Bay almost a half mile away
from the rapids.

We arrived at Loon Bay and set up
camp. We laid our stuff out to dry and then

went out looking for wood. After a little bit

of a rest we started to make dinner. It was

another experimental meal: pizza. Nick,

Dave L. and Chris B. helped make the pies

and Ewing made the mung. The meal work-

ed out great. We had one round of pizzas

and then a round of calzones.

After dinner Erik, Taylor, Greg, Chris

D. and Ewing all went for a swim. When
they got out of the water it was discovered

that Ewing had a leech. Everyone was very

interested in the little beasts removal along

with all of the little baby leeches that came
with the big one. After this, everyone played

on the shore looking for leeches while Nick

and Dave L. went out for water. As the sun

set we watched the fire until the bugs attack-

ed and forced us into our tents. Later in the

evening we all had fun with a little practical

joke that got all the campers up and out of

their tents searching the woods for Graham.
Everyone got a scare when Graham finally

found them.

Day 5

We woke to a beautiful clear day. We
broke camp and had a great breakfast of

Maypo. After cleaning up we hit the water.

We soon came upon the last significant

rapids of the trip. It was a small ledge drop

called Cannouse. Everyone got through
alright and enjoyed the ride. We moved
through some smaller rips that went around

some islands. Dave L. and Chris B. tried the

side of the island that the rest of the group
did not go on and proved that we had pick-

ed the better ride.

We soon moved into a long section of

dead water. Robin and Matt started drifting

early with Sam and Drake while the rest of

us pushed ahead. We soon stopped to wait

for the others and began to drift as well. We
all ended up drifting for about a half an hour

in two groups about half a mile apart. Even-

tually we realized that we needed to be

together in order to have snack so the group

behind caught up. We had our snack and
then began to paddle as one group again.

We soon stopped for lunch along the

river, but decided it would be better to do
a lunch drifting along in the boats. It work-

ed out fine until Jeff missed catching two
sandwiches causing them to be soaked

beyond eating. We continued to paddle un-

til we came out of the dead water. It was here

that Nick and Taylor spotted what we think

was a Golden eagle. It was huge. We ran in-

to the same bird two more times before we
reached our campsite.

The river opened up into a lake and we
paddled to Breezy Point where we set up our

tents for the last time. Eric and Dave E.

forgot to bring up their boat forcing Dave
to go swimming for the craft.

For dinner we had another Mexican

feast with chili and black beans with lots of

cheese. Not as good as the first time, but still

very filHng. After Jeff and Dave E. cleaned

the pots, Graham, Dave L. and Nick went

out on the lake to take some pictures of the

sunset for the slide show. When they return-

ed we all sat around the fire talking about

the trip and roasting marshmallows.

Day 6

We woke to another nice day. We took

down our tents and had a breakfast of

chocolate chip pancakes. When we got on
the water it was decided that we would switch

partners and let bowmen try being stern men.
Ewing, Greg and Chris D. all started the

morning paddling in zig zags and circles, but

by the end were all paddling like pros. When
we arrived at Kellyland Paul was just pull-

ing in with the bus. We loaded the boats and

gear and got moving down the road.

Everyone was excited to get their mail.

The most important part of the trip
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though was when we pulled into McDonalds

for our lunch. We all chopped down on fat

greasy food and then got back in the bus for

the long ride back to camp. The trip was over

and we all had a great time.

SOUTH HARRIS
JOHNS BAY
July 19-20

We arose in the morning ready to depart

for our first trip to Johns Bay. We ate

breakfast, finished packing, and began to

load the canoes on the trailer. The weather

was getting worse and worse every second,

so we tried to hurry. Jared approached me
and told me that he had decided to change
our put in spot, due to the decreasing

weather. The fog was rolHng in, and the

weather report out on the ocean was not

looking too good. Instead of a four to five

mile paddle to Fort Island, we would pad-

dle a quarter of a mile to the island. We final-

ly loaded into the bus and headed out, anx-

ious to get out on the water. We arrived at

our new put in spot, packed the canoes, and
began to paddle towards Fort Island. The
tides and the wind were with us, which made
our trip quite easy (at least the first day). The
paddle lasted about thirty minutes, until we
pulled up to Fort Island. We could see that

Maine Trails had already reached the island.

We were scheduled to camp together on this

day. We set up camp, and ate a cold cuts

lunch.

The wind was howling through the

campsite, and the rain couldn't decide what

it wanted to do. We set up a tarp and huddl-

ed under it for some time to stay warm and
dry. Some of the guys passed the time

reading a book, while others searched for

marine life under the rocks and seaweed of

the shore. Some of them even took a nap,

tired from the paddle. We all went on a

firewood search to prepare for dinner. The
guys did quite well with this task. It was
about time to start the fire for a bacon
cheeseburger meal. After about twenty mat-

ches, the fire lit. We threw the burgers on
the grill and feasted. All the guys seemed to

enjoy the meal. For dessert we handed out

marshmallows, which we could not roast due

to the poor weather. The guys decided, on
their own, to roll into the tents for the night.

Alex and Geurt pointed out the full moon

to the guys before they fell asleep.

The watch alarms sounded at 7:30 a.m.,

and we walked to each of the tents to awake
the guys. After they got up, we ate bagels

and cream cheese, and a pop tart. We load-

ed the canoes, cleaned up the campsite, and
headed out for our nine mile paddle into

Damariscotta. The winds seemed to be help-

ing us out at first, but turned out to be more
of a crosswind. I decided we should hug the

left shoreline to let the trees shield some of

the wind. We paddled for about two miles,

where we came to the spot on the map where

the channel turns up a bit. As I came around

the bend, I noticed some serious white caps

and three to four foot waves. I knew this

paddle would be tough but not as tough as

it turned out to be. The winds caught the side

of our canoe, and all of a sudden Colin and
myself were in the middle of these swells. I

decided we should just try to cross the chan-

nel and not fight the winds to get up it.

Maybe when we reached the other side, the

winds would be weaker. After almost dum-
ping into the water, we made it across. I turn-

ed back to see how the guys were doing, and
was relieved to see that they were making it.

When everyone arrived at the other side, they

were tired but fired up. They did not realize

that these waves were much larger than the

norm. The rest of the seven miles would be

straight into this wind. The counselors all got

together and we talked about what to do. It

was obvious that it would be close to im-

possible for two counselors to beat these

winds, much less two campers. We decided

that we would have to call the trip off. The
guys were both relieved and a bit sad. We
got to a phone and called camp to come get

us a little earlier than expected.

CAMPBELL WALKER
SOUTH HARRIS
MT. KATAHDIN
SECOND SESSION

July 23-28

Day 1

Who could forget day uno? Different

from all of the rest of the days, because most

of it is spent living in the van. Everyone loves

the van ride. Vince loved it because he kept

telling me that it was too hot in there.

Anyway, it was a successful journey. All of

our baggage was tightly secured to the roof

thanks to Bates master, Jared Schott, whose
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abilities far exceed those of any normal
civilian.

After we pulled into the beautiful Bax-

ter State Park, we began to unload our gear

into our designated campsite in the Avalan-

che campground. We were greeted by Deez,

the deer, who we later learned enjoyed the

peanuts from our trail mix so much that he

would keep coming back for more.
When we succeeded in situating

ourselves, we sat down to an incredible meal

of bacon cheese (onion, lettuce, tomato)

burger, which proceeded to slap us around
with pleasure. After dinner we ate some of

the biscuits that Maria had prepared for us.

The roaring brook by our campsite pro-

vided a lot of entertainment to Will, Dan,
Matt, and Terry. After dinner, we sat in our

tents and pondered the week that lay ahead.

Day 2

It was about 4:55 a.m., and the Sun was

about to be up. Alex, Geurt, and I struggl-

ed to open our eyes and greet the day, but

we all knew that this day might be our only

chance to defeat Mt. Katahdin. When we got

out of our tents, we continued to study the

skies. It did not look good, but the ranger

had told us the night before that day

(Wednesday) would be our best day. We ate

a bagel breakfast, packed our gear, and

began the trail by about 7:15 a.m.

t
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The first trail was a 3 mile trail called

Chimney Pond Trail. After about thirty

minutes, we ran into a small problem.

Madsen was not feeling well and complain-

ed of some breathing difficulties. He and
Alex were forced to leave the trail,

diminishing our team to thirteen. We com-
pleted the trail, and refilled our water bot-

tles at Chimney Pond. Now we could see the

entire mountain in front of us. The next trail

was a two mile trail that would take us to

the top part of the mountain. This trail was
called Saddle trail. It was much more dif-

ficult because of the incline.

The sun was beginning to shine through

the clouds, and the day was looking brighter.

We took breaks periodically to eat some of

the trail mix each camper received and to

drink from our water bottles. I was leading

the pack with Geurt bringing up the rear. The
guys were doing a really great job thus far,

and I was especially happy to not hear any

complaints. 1 enjoyed walking in front of the

guys listening to them try to top one another

with their stories. 1 learned that Juan Carlos

loves Jean-Claude van Dame movies and he

knows Sylvester Stallone. Will played golf

behind Michael Jordan. We finally reached

the top of the mountain. Now all we had to

do was walk along the top to reach the sum-
mit. With Nick right on my tail, we easily

made it to the peak. It was a great feeling

to know that we had made it to the top of

Katahdin; the top of our goal. We spent

some time taking pictures and resting before

beginning our climb across Knifes Edge.

Knifes Edge is about one and a half miles

long, but at some spots it is only four feet

wide. The sides of the edge drop off as well.

So, it is definitely a frightful experience to

walk across. The clouds were starting to roll

in, when we decided to go. I told the guys
to go slowly and be deliberate about their

steps, and they would have no problem.

Other than a couple scares, we had no pro-

blems. Before we knew it, we had made it

across the edge. Thirsting for water, we
started our descent down the Helon Taylor

Trail. This trail was about three miles long.

It brought us right to the base of the moun-
tain where the Chimney Pond Trail started.

We had made it successfully! We had

defeated the mountain, and now it was time

to put our tired legs to bed.

Day 3

Unlike the previous day, Thursday was

already shining when we awoke. Although

we all had a very good night of sleep,

Katahdin had made us all very tired; we all

awoke with sore legs and feet. This pain did

not sadden us though, because it reminded

us of our victory over the mountain.
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Everyone needed a big breakfast to charge

themselves up again, except for maybe Nick,

who seemed to be almost a bionic man the

way he hiked. After we sterilized the pots,

pans, and silverware, we had a big early

lunch of peanut butter and honey sandwiches

with a snack. We continued the day with a

small hike to Katahdin Falls. This hike was

about 1.2 miles, a short one because the

weather was bad. On our way back from this

hike, we saw something we had all hoped to
see the day before, a moose. We returned to
the campsite still feeling a bit tired. Dinner
consisted of black beans and rice. Because

,

of the rainy weather, the guys headed for the
tents after dinner to get to bed early. Dan
would remember this day as the one when
he left his clothes out to soak in the rain

water.

Day 4
Who could ever forget the legendary day

four? Today the spirits were very high con-
sidering that the weather was so lovelv.

Campbell, Geurt, and I awoke at 8:00

in order to confirm how lovely the weather

was. It was so lovely that we went back to

bed until 8:30. We had planned on an early

morning hike, however, the weather was so

lovely that we dismissed it. Instead we had

an 8:30 breakfast of bagels and headed off

in our lovely clean van to the Crib Works.

The Crib Works is located on the Penobscot

River. The Crib Works are special because

they contain class five rapids, and it is fun

to watch rafters shoot these class five rapids. •

After we had our fill of that excitement,

we continued on our search for more excite-

ment. Our exploration was cut short because

we stopped at a beautiful spot to make some «

tuna for lunch. When I say beautiful, I mean
it resembled wastelands. The tuna was fan-

tastic, thanks to our good friend Tabasco.

After lunch, we found more excitement

at Lose Your Lunch Falls. We watched the

continuing saga of the white water rafters.

They had lots of fun going over the falls, and
;

we had lots of fun watching them. I

We finally returned to the campsite for |

an exciting meal of chili and broccoli/cheese

rice soup; quite a fantastic day!!!
^

Day 5
I,

Saturday, our final day to hike. The d,
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guys were tired, but the sun was shining. We
had to keep in mind the reason we came to

Baxter State Park: to hike. Instead of

wasting the precious time we had of good
weather making a hot breakfast, we handed
out a bunch of snacks and got right to the

trail. Our quest would be to cHmb South

Turner Mountain. We were assured to see

some deer and moose on Silver Stream Pond
as we hiked to South Turner. We arrived at

the pond to find nothing but still water. In-

stead of wasting our time waiting for the

animals to appear, we started the climb. This

hike would add up to about four miles round

trip. I thought it would be a rather easy hike.

It turned out to be more difficult than I had
expected. Nonetheless, within two and a half

hours we were sitting at the peak, staring out

at an incredible view of Katahdin. We also

were lucky enough to run into a very nice

man who let us borrow his binoculars. He
pointed out the moose that had decided to

show itself, after we had left the pond. What
was the most fascinating picture though, was
the incredible size of Katahdin. The guys



could not believe that they had climbed to

the top of that mountain only three days

earlier. We took numerous pictures of the

mountain and the guys, and began our des-

cent. We arrived at the pond to find three

moose and one deer all sharing the same
pond. We took pictures and stared at the

beauty of these animals. We came as close

to about forty yards from a bull moose. We
walked back to the site to take some time to

rest. To keep warm we started a fire, which

would eventually serve as our stove to cook

the spaghetti. So, our trip had come to its

end, more or less; a trip I would never forget,

and I hope the guys will never forget either.

Day 6

We strolled out of the tents at about 8

a.m. Of course the weather was beautiful,

because it was our last day. Some of us

regretted that this was the day that we had

to depart from Baxter State Park. We broke

down the tents and cleaned up the campsite,

as the ranger came by to see us off. After

a cereal breakfast, we loaded the top of the

van and got on our way. We were headed

to Portland to meet the camp to see the

Portland Sea Dogs play their Sunday after-

noon baseball game. After a stop at

McDonalds, one to which the guys had look-

ed forward for some time, we continued our

six hour drive to Portland. We had to make
a few necessary stops for gas, and one stop

for magic markers. These markers were us-

ed to paint various support slogans for the

Sea Dogs on the chests of the guys.

When we arrived at the game, we met

the camp and confirmed our achievements.

They cheered as they saw us approaching the

stands. I sighed a sigh of relief as I sat down
on the bleachers.

We had completed our trip. It was a suc-

cessful one at that, one to be remembered.

Katahdin would no longer be a large struc-

ture seen only in pictures. It would last as

a well respected mass that we had cHmbed.
Hopefully, the guys had built their friend-

ships and gained a respect for all of God's
creatures.

CAMPBELL WALKER
ALEX LEACH

GEURT LEDEBOER

NORTH HARRIS
NEW DAMARISCOTTA LAKE CAMPSITE

JULY 18 - 19

Our overnight primer trip began on one
of the hottest, sunniest days of the summer.
After we piled into our canoes, started to

make our way out toward Dirk Island, near

Wavus, the first indication that our trip

would have a dramatic twist was that Will

Hoar, Travis Gordon, and Chris Magill sang

"Isn't it Ironic" on the way (Eudes Fabre,
Chris's bowman, sat in silent contempla-

tion). We got to the island and had our

snack, where Sean Brennan got the award
for best trivia contestant by correctly con-

jugating Latin verbs. We swam. Then, we
moved on. When we finally got to the camp-
site, with Jake Ide (he built this campsite)

guiding, Alex Russel led the canoe disem-

barkation. Before we set up our tents, our

first objective was to try to level some of the

campsite ground, which had only been

cleared recently. We did our best with the

one tool we had: a five foot tall iron lever.

We set our tents and had lunch, and after-

ward had a swim. Among the most avid

swimmers were Spence Lynch and Jim Levy,

who adorned himself in pink life jackets in

diaper fashion. After a bit of counselor

uninterrupted nap time, we were up for din-

ner. For appetizers, quesdaillas. For dinner,

Superbaconcheeseburgers. Finally,

marshmallows.

The next day we knew what Will and

Co. had prophesied the day before when they
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to Harriet House for what I know was the

highpoint of almost everybody's trip: the

portage. We got on land quickly. Then after

Peter Walmsley and Wyatt Wartels
demonstrated the proper way to lift and
carry a canoe, every boy in North Harris did

so. Except for one. Special kudos go out to

Andy Gleason, the boy with broken toes.

Andy's toes had only been healing for about

a week, but despite our assurance that he had

to carry only his body back to the cabin, he

managed to get some paddles as well. Final-

ly, when all the portagers had left, Wyatt and

I, Peter, were stuck with mountains of stuff

that nobody had claimed: Hfejackets, pad-

dles, water bottles. And who should appear

to rescue us at the end of the Harriet House
road but Ben Knowlton. Ben, Wyatt and I

made our way back to the cabin, and head-

ed off for an afternoon of cleaning, tubb-

ing, and Round Top.

PETER WALMSLEY

NORTH HARRIS
MOOSE RIVER
JULY 23 - 29

Day 1

After a late night. North Harris rose at

5:00 to set out on the Moose. At 6:18, we
pulled out of Kieve with our driver, Jim,

bound for Attean Landing. In fact, we did

not put in at the Attean Landing, but rather

at a smaller, very muddy spot a short

distance east of Attean Landing. This is how
I remember the beginning of the Moose:

muddy. As we paddled along towards Attean

Pond the tiny Moose grew wider. By the time

we reached Attean Pond it was around noon.

To our surprise, the water was like glass. The
skies were clear.

sang "Ironic". The summer's hottest sun

quickly gave way to wind and rain. We ate

a luscious breakfast of corned beef hash and
bacon while our arteries cried out in anguish.

After than, Jon Fuchs and Jeffrey Rechler

got the tent-taker-downer awards, and the

counselors snuck off to kill time before our

departure. The right time for Alex Guer-
rieri's suggestion, "Why don't we just leave

now," finally came. We loaded up the

canoes, and, facing the wind, made our way
around Kissler and Wescott Points, around
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When we got started on the famous

Holub Pond portage it was 2:00. We were

finished by 4:45. All went very smoothly, ex-

cept perhaps for Jim Levy and John Fuchs,
who, followed closely by Peter Walmsley,
had a rough encounter with a train while car-

rying canoes.

After we arrived at the Holub Pond site,

we had a pleasant swim. For dinner we had
chicken burgers with John Roy's special

Italian sauce. We went to bed early.

Day 2

On the second day we learned that the

council alarm clocks didn't work too well.

We got up at seven to a breakfast of buttery

EngUsh muffins and by 10:00 we were on
Holub Pond. Wait, you say. You have to

wake up at dawn to fight the rough head-

winds on Holub Pond. Not so. When we
started out on Holub Pond there was no
wind at all. Just clear blue skies. Eventual-

ly, as time passed, and we found ourselves

half way to our campsite after only a half

hour of paddling, we opted for Ultimate

Tanning. Soon thereafter, tailwinds kicked

in and literally blew us toward our campsite.

Wyatt Wartels and Andy Gleason literally

sailed there with their tent fly.

Our campsite on Holub Pond was one

of the most beautiful. It is located across

from Birch Island (there are two Birch

Islands on the Moose trip), and it affords

spectacular views of the surrounding moun-
tains. We were able to have great trivia for

snacks and tuna lunch on our sand beach

campsite, and more than once we paddled
out to a swimming rock around the point to

bask in the warm sun, where Will Hoar bel-

ly danced. The day came to a glorious and

early end with Enghsh muffin "Pepperon-

nie" pizzas.

Day 3

We woke up at 5:00 and had a simple

bagel breakfast before finding our way to the

inlet that led from Holub Pond into the

Moose River. That morning saw the transi-

tion from the beautiful, open, mountainous

terrain of the lakes to the winding, narrow,

marshy, buggy Moose River. The terrain was

not the only thing to change. After a lengthy

debate over whether or not what we saw that

morning was a red sun (sailors take warn-

ing), we noticed as the day went on that we

had a cloudy one.

As we went down the Moose, mountains

enshrouded in mist started to appear. We
stopped on the quiet river and had a snack,
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anxiously awaiting the sound of our next

short portage: Holub Falls. As we paddled

on, we started to hear it. Then, we saw the

familiar portage sign, a figure with a canoe

over its head. Hooking left, we followed the

portage signs to the end of a small stream.

Just after the portage we encountered the

first rapids of the trip. Against the advice of

our Christian brethren who were also out

canoeing the Moose with us, we decided to

shoot the rapids. We did so with ease. After

about another hour we came to our camp-
site at Spencer Rips.

The air and water at Spencer Rips were

both cold, but it left us with high spirits.

None, though, were higher than Spencer

Lynch's, whom the campers nicknamed
**Rips" in honor of the fact that he had
swam the rips so many times.

Day 4

A late sleep and a Maypo breakfast led

us into our second and last day of the longest

stretch of the Moose. Eudes Fabre and Chris

Magill battled Peter Walmsley and Alex
Guerrieri for the vanguard, while Jake Ide

and Wyatt Wartels battled it out with each

other in a game of trying to name rock songs,

a continuation of the previous day's game
featuring rock singers and bands.

When we reached Attean Falls, at the

end of the Moose, we portaged a very short

distance. After we did this we saw another

set of rapids which were just too difficult for

all campers to successfully negotiate, but no
problem for Jake and Wyatt. After they had
brought all the canoes through unscratched,

the group paddled until the end of the river.

We raised our paddles and cheered as we
entered Attean Pond, having come all the

way on the Moose loop. No tailwinds. We
gracefully glided into the beach campsite

where we spent the following two nights.

That afternoon was particularly

memorable. For one, the sun came out. This

caused great rejoicing and picture taking.

Travis Gordon and Ben Knowlton were the

first into their bathing suits. Campers began

throwing a big heavy rock around, and
played a short game of **Smear the Queer"
with an empty nalgene bottle. They saw a

rainbow. Jeffrey Rechler found some
beautiful rocks. Nothing, however, beat the

Indian arrowhead that Alex Russell found

on the beach.

Day 5

After an oatmeal breakfast, we took ad-

vantage of the sun and our beach and had

a beach day right at our campsite. Before we

got out of camp, though, the usal Attean

rains hit us. We made it up Sally Mtn.,

meeting Camp Chewonki on the way, only

to be confronted by the second downpour

of the day. We started down, the sky cleared,

and we stayed back to pick blueberries on

the false peak, while others returned to the

real peak. While we were on the mountain

top we saw a small armada of canoes pull

into our campsite, only to leave about fif-

teen minutes later. They, along with

Chewonki, remain suspects in the case of the
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missing grill. On our arrival in camp we saw
the day's third torrential downpour. The
night ended with fine pasta sauce conceived

and executed by Wyatt and Jake.

Day 6

On the last day of the trip, we headed
out from the Sally Mtn. campsite with a

cloudless sky. We glided past the point where

we had put in almost a week ago, and paddl-

ed on through Wood Pond toward northern

Maine's thriving metropoUs, the city that

never sleeps: Jackman. We got into the town,

and our first stop was DJ.'s variety. The
campers enjoyed sodas, and we then press-

ed on toward our destination.

When we got back onto the river, I must

admit that one of Kieve oldest traditions was

violated. Though we profess to be a camp

that doesn't emphasize competition, we sure

saw some fierce races. But these were special

races. In the spirit of the expression "There's

no such thing as a free lunch," we held what

were probably the first ever Council Bowman
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Races. Alex G, John F., and Andy G. all

battled it out three times. Without any rigg-

ed Kieve ties, each camper won one race.

They all worked hard and had a lot of fun.

As we left the Moose River one last

time, the lake opened up before us. At the

end lay the Strasburger's camp. We paddl-

ed and sailed on a vessel we Christened the

Chewbacca, and came in before lunchtime.

We then moved onto the bus for the last leg

of our trip: Whitewater rafting.

After a lunch of fluff, peanut butter,

and honey, we headed for the facility.

Basketball, Jacuzzi, Council sauna. Paddle

Tennis, Girls for Sean Brennan, You name
it. If you think I'm exaggerating, ask any of

the group. That night we had the biggest

freshest hamburgers of our lives.

Day 7

Northern Outdoors, baby.

PETER WALMSLEY
WYATT WARTELS

JACOB IDE

BANK I

MUSCONGUS BAY (OTTER ISLAND)
July 18-20

Day 1

By 10:30 a.m. Alex and I had everyone

in the white van and we said farewell to the

friendly confines of Camp Kieve. Dan did

a great job of finding only the best songs on
the radio as we made our way down to the

Maine Coast. The air was warm and the skies

clear, a surprisingly nice day for this

summer.
We arrived at the dock and quickly

loaded all of our gear onto the Snowgoose
II. Captain Waterhouse instructed his First

Mate Jesse to, "Cast off the stern and the

bow" and we were on our way. The trip

across Muscongus Bay went quickly. Tres

and Flip both caught mackerels and we all

enjoyed the sun and granola bars. Something

is magical about the ocean and the calm seas

should have made me suspicious. Just before

noon we arrived at Otter Island and began

the lengthy task of ferrying the guys to shore.

The sixteen of us sat on the rocky beach

and waved good-bye to the Snowgoose II.

Before it had even disappeared below the

horizon we were feasting on peanut butter

and jelly sandwiches. Victor and Deniz were

not to wild about peanut butter but they en-

joyed their jelly sandwiches just fine. The

tents were soon setup and we spent the after-

noon playing on the beach and swimming in

the ocean.

By 6 p.m. we had a fire blazing in a new-

ly constructed fire pit. Thanks to Tyler and
Alex we had plenty of wood. Everyone
agreed that the bacon cheese burgers were
great and that cooking on camping trips is

alot of fun. The fire soon burned down and
the sun began to sink in the sky. The first

day of tripping for Bank I drew to a close

but we had many more nights ahead of us.

We did not expea this short primer trip to

be much of a test, but we enjoyed being

together and we all slept well.

Day 2

We did not wake until 8 a.m. but we
knew immediately that we not be able to

meet Jesse for a day of sailing on the Hatsy.

The fog was thick enough even for Edgar

Allen Poe's liking and a steady rain began

to fall just after our oatmeal breakfast. A
Httle deflated by this bad luck Dan
discovered that one of our water jugs had

been damaged in our landing the day before.

It had slowly leaked during the night and all

that remained were a few gulp fulls.

This was a major set back but we did

not let it get our spirits down. Once again

we spent the morning playing on the rocks.

We did our best to stay warm and Crawley
entertained all of us with some funny stories.

Close to noon we ate a delicious lunch of

gorp. Before 1 p.m. the rain grew heavier

and Lansberg began to complain of a

headache. At closer look I and the other

counselors discovered that he was covered

with an intense rash. Alex and I both agreed

that we were not able to help him much. We
sent him to bed and tried our best to make
him feel comfortable.

At 4 p.m. we checked Lansberg again

and this time the rash had doubled in size

and now covered his entire back. After a lit-

tle discussion we made the executive decision

to get him to the nearest hospital. The only

problem was that we were on an island with

no boats and we were in the middle of a driv-

ing rain storm. With a lot of luck and some
loud yelling Tres and Alex were able to con-

tact a passing lobster boat. As evening drew

closer we said farewell to Alex, Lansberg,

and to the entire crew of the Melissa Anne.
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I returned to the site not sure of what

would happen to them, but I was happy that

we were able to get him off the island and

into more capable hands. The rest of us

cherished our water and huddled together

under the tarp. We enjoyed some more PB
and J for dinner and we soon retired to our

tents. Flip and Christian were a big help in

making our gourmet dinner. It seemed

roomy in the counsel tent as I drifted off to

sleep that night. I missed our two bunkmates

and I was anxious to hear about their adven-

tures, and "They" said that this trip was a

piece of cake!

Day 3

Dan and I woke early in hopes of some
immediate news about our situation. As
usual we would have to wait. By now the rain

was gone but strong winds would later make
our exit from the island very interesting.

We broke camp quickly and collected

together on the beach to enjoy a breakfast

of *Tuity Fruity" which is a combination

of canned fruit and granola. It was pretty

cold for July and Tyler agreed that it was
never like this in Surrey. Once again Victor

was unsure of my breakfast combinations,

but he gave it a try anyway. To this day I

am still waiting for his response. Before we
knew it the Snowgoose II appeared around

the corner of the island. Captain Waterhouse
welcomed me aboard a little before 1 p.m.

and out first trip came to a close.

Later that night after I had explained

the situation to Charlie, Henry, and Jared

the 16 of us sat together in the cabin and talk-

ed about our interesting experience. No one
was the least bit upset, and it was great to

see how relieved everyone was that Lanberg's

rash was only a result of Poison Sumack.
The counselors and I were very proud of how
the group came together. Any fears I had
about the East Branch were gone now
because I knew that we were a team, and that

our team could do anything.

EVAN HUNT
'THE FLOUNDER"

BANK I

EAST BRANCH
July 28-Aug. 4

Day 1

Instead of going to chapel with the rest

of camp Bank 1 jumped into the Previa and

the Spruce van and headed north for Baxter

State Park. This was the trip we had talked

so much about. For the next 8 days it was
all up to us. Huge challenges and great ex-

periences awaited us, but no one knew ex-

actly what those would be.

By 1 :00 p.m. we were almost to Bangor.

We decided to stop for lunch at one of those

rest areas that every family has frequented

at one time of another. Ham and cheese

sandwiches tasted good as Flip did his best

to flirt with any girl that looked close to his

age. He wasn't to successful so we got back

in the vans and continued north on 1-95.

It did not take us long to make it to

Sherman Mills where we pulled off the ex-

pressway. While Alex, Dan, and I fueled up
the vans at the local gas station the boys en-

joyed cold sodas. It was hot and I knew it

would be days before we would even have
to think about rain. Luckily I was right

because this trip would be dominated by sun

tan lotion rather than the rain poncho.

An hour later we were checking in at the

ranger station at the north end of the park.

We moved quickly to our designated site at

Trout Brook. There was little privacy but it

was a great place anyway. Just behind our
site was a wonderful bridge to jump from.

It was nice to swim in the cool water after

a long drive. We met other groups df peo-

ple while swimming and we were surprised

to find out that some of them had been a part

of Kieve's LDI program in the past.

By 6 p.m. Alec and Tres had a great fire

going and we soon were enjoying a

cheeseburger dinner. Everyone seemed to

agree that they were even better than the ones

we had on the Muscongus Bay trip. The fill-

ing food soon made us, "sleepy" as Deniz

would say and we turned in for the night.

A big day with an early rise was in store for

tomorrow but everyone was anxious for what

lay ahead.

EVAN HUNT
Day 2

It is 4:30 a.m. An alarm is going off.

Alex, Jay and I are all simultaneously

wishing that it wasn't and trying to

remember why it is ringing. When we
remember, we (somewhat) enthusiastically

jump out of bed to meet the rest of the cabin.

Today we climb North Traveler Mountain!
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After satisfying our hunger with a quick one-

two pop tart punch, we are introduced to our

next door neighbor, a nice lady who is not

quite as happy to see the new day as we.

5:15 finds us creeping through Southern

Branch campground toward the trail head.

The first tenth of a mile of the trail is mud-
dy, but as soon as we branch off onto the

North Traveler Peak trail, we begin to gain

elevation quickly and the mud is replaced by

rocky grounds.

We stop for a rest just below a first false

peak with the still recuperating (from a cold)

Crawley complaining of chest pains. We re-

mind him that he really doesn't have a

general respiratory infection, and that he is

far from being middle aged, and then press

on. At our next rest stop, we find that we
have gained a great deal of elevation and that

the beautiful weather promises to offer us

an incredible view. A quick glance at the

shadow of our mountain informs us that we
still have a ways to go.

We dig in and by 8: 15 we find ourselves

in a stand of birch trees, Ellsworth Spring

at our feet. After filling our water bottles,

giving a quick lecture on respecting our

delicate surroundings, and briefly discussing

two very interesting historical figures, we
make our last break for the summit.

9:00 finds us eating gorp and relaxing

on top of the world, or at least the peak of

North Traveler. We take a few pictures,

share a few stories, free Crawley from

underneath the rock pile his cabin mates have

buried him in, and head for home.
After a brief hour and a half of trying

to break the language barrier between Deniz

and the JCs, we arrive back at the Southern
Branch campground and take a well deserv-

ed swim.

We then proceed back to our campsite

at Trout Brook and spend the remainder of

the afternoon resting and jumping from the

nearby footbridge into Trout Brook. At 4:30

we cook and eat a dehcious dinner of

marinated chicken breast on English
muffins.

Seeing as how the day is still young, and

we are such a hard-core group of campers

and counselors, we decide to climb the near-

by Horse Mountain to fully appreciate the

sunset. At the top is a fire tower which pro-

vides us with one final, awesome view before

returning to our campsite and getting into

bed at 8:00.

DAN
Day 3

We learned from our overzealous

mistake from the night before, and slept until

eight. Once we did wake up, made egg

McMuffins with the eggs we didn't kick over,

we packed up the van and the Previa and
took off to Pogy Notch again. This time we
went up Howe Brook.

Howe Brook was a steep stream with a

smooth granite frame. There were pools ex-

tending ten feet while they were only five feet

wide, alternating with natural waterslides.

The entire brook was lined with thick shag

moss. All in all, this place seemed kinda like

a great place to take a significant other (guys,

when you're reading this five years from
now, REMEMBER HOWE BROOK!)

From there we left to meet Cartoef at

the Baxter Gate. When we got there, we
wondered why Cartoef s eyes turned brown,

his hair grew a few inches, and why Long
Voyage was hanging out with him. Then we
realized it wasn't Cartoef, but actually

Spencer who was waiting for his resupply.

We were happy to see Spencer. He was
happy to see us, but unhappy that he was five

hours early for his resupply. So we talked for

a while about our trips, our campers, and
phony letters. Then the rest of Long Voyage
came. Then the second, inferior. Bank came
with our canoes, and we left for Birch Point.

There we ate pasta and sausage. Mmmm
sausage.

ALEX WEBB
Day 4

Rest day on Birch Point of the Grand
Lake Matagammon. Not a soul stirred until

8:00. After a quick counsel swim the rest of

the cabin was awakened. A delicious

breakfast of oatmeal with raisins and brown
sugar was swallowed down in a flash.

The entire cabin subsequently hopped

into their canoes and paddled out onto the

lake for a canoe clinic. After all of the bugs

were worked out of the boat arrangements

and paddling styles, we all headed for the far

shore of the lake to swim and use the

outhouse.

We travel back to Birch Point for a PB
and J lunch. Even though Lansberg thought

that the jelly was a little spicy, and
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Bergschneider could have sworn that it was

a Httle moldy, Alec and Ed liked it enough

to go for their Kieve Jelly Boys.

The rest of the afternoon was spent

resting and making top 10 lists describing the

unique behavior of various campers. During

an early dinner of chili con came, Victor

managed to convince the counselors that he

really did know his Spanish.

After a brief counsel meeting, we deem-

ed it necessary to get the campers pumped
up for the tough, four portage, rapid filled

day. Images of "The Marines of Kieve" and

catching up to Long Voyage come to mind.

Much effort was put into getting to bed ear-

ly that night.

DAN
Day 5

I had wanted to wake up earlier, because

Jared said this would be our longest day, but

bad weather kept that from happening. At

5 a.m. it was pouring outside our tent and

I knew that was no way to start the hardest

day of the trip. So I made the executive deci-

sion for all of us to wait for a break in the

weather. By 7 a.m. the rain stopped and our

day was finally allowed to begin.

A quick tuity fruity bresikfast and we
were soon in our canoes and saying good-

bye to Birch Point. Despite head winds it did

not take us long to paddle the mile to Grand
Lake Matagammon Dam. This was our first

portage a simple 100 yard carry around. The
obstacles would later get harder. This one

went well as 4 of the 8 canoes were soloed

by campers. Tres, Robert, and Lansberg set

a good example early.

After 4 days on the trip we were finally

on the East Branch. The current was faster

than anything our guys had ever experienc-

ed but they soon got comfortable to the rocks

and large standing waves. Stair Falls follow-

ed a small section of deadwater and by 10:00

a.m. we pulled in the beginning of our se-

cond portage around Haskell Rock Pitch.

The 3/4 of a mile portage went

smoothly around a pretty impressive set of

drops. Alex tried shooting the lower section

and I don't think he would recommend it to

those with weak hearts. Once we got finish-

ed fishing him out of the river we continued

down the river.

Not more than 5 minutes later we were

once again portaging our canoes around the

falls. This time it was Pond Pitch that block-

ed our way. Once again the group worked
hard. Jay and Ward each took three loads

of gear to help speed up the process. The rain

continued to fall.

Grand Pitch soon followed and we
knew that our day was almost over. Lansberg

showed us some heart when he soloed his

canoe the entire way once again. Flip also

did a great job at carrying a heavy load. A
tuna lunch was a great reward for a day full

of great achievements. We did our best to

stay dry the rest of the afternoon. An early

dinner of spaghetti had everyone reminisc-

ing about the day and had everyone looking

forward to the challenges that still remain-

ed. Everyone slept well proud of the job well

done. By now we were really tripping.

EVAN HUNT
Day 6

We woke up and downed bowls of Tutti

Fruiti (canned fruit on Granola - mmmmm)
and then got on the river. Then we got off

the river for the HulHng Machine portage.

Ever seen the Hulling Machine? ...It's mean,

I'll tell ya. But Tyler and Flip ran it anyways.

Just kidding. We did the portage with fly-

ing colors, or walking colors, whichever.

Once we finished that, we hit the river again

and the sun came out. That was nice. We
paddled through "The Arches" which were

lame. In fact, we agreed that Zip Kellog was
out of his skull to build up "The Arches"

so much. The rest of the river was so much
nicer. Anyways, 18 miles later we pull into

Grindstone Falls. Nice Site. We all eat Broc-

coli and Cheese soup with rice pilaf in fami-

ly style because we were one big family (Ed

was the crazy uncle, you know the one who
gives you his old socks for Christmas as

"golf club cozys"). Then we went to sleep

at five. That was nice because it drizzled for

a bit and we were dry.

ALEX WEBB
Day 7

By the time the official wake-up hour,

7:00, arrived, the majority of the campers

were already awake. This being the case, the

counsel decided to allow them to try their

hand at handing out a quick breakfast of pop
tarts, packing up their personal as well as the

group gear, and loading everything into the

canoes. The campers did a good job, and
within a half hour, the entire group was
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ready to go, both mentally and physically

prepared for the 15 mile paddle to the Pine

Grove camping area.

Immediately after shoving off, the cabin

was faced with Whetstone Falls, a relatively

long, but fun, set of rapids. Everyone suc-

cessfully shot them with ease before setting

off on a long stretch of more serene waters.

We all felt it necessary to stop for one final

swim in these waters before re-entering the

more civilized area ahead. A large sandbar

proved to be the perfect location for this

event.

A few miles further down the river we
arrived at Grindstone Falls, a long,

treacherous, class III rapid that had a reputa-

tion for claiming canoes. We proceeded

nonetheless. A few problems in the route

chosen by team Spain led to the capsizing of

the lead boat, which led to the subsequent

capsizings of team Germany and team leaky

boat.

After all of the floating gear and
swamped boats were recovered, we paddled

on for Pine Grove. By the time we arrived,

we had decided that our gear and supply

losses at Grindstone had been significant

enough for us to continue on with the next

days paddling (a mere four miles) to the take

out point, and back to Kieve. After a quick

call back to Kieve and an unsuccessful effort

to buy some food at Pine Grove, we set off

for Medway, the town at which we were to

take out.

Upon our arrival we bought a feast of

PB&J and Fig Newtons to eat while waiting

for our ride back to camp. Favorite after-

noon activities for the day were swimming,
wrestling with the counselors, talking, and
just resting. Flip made some friends by do-

ing flips off the local diving board.

At 6:30 we spotted the big orange

Perseverance bus headed our way. A couple

of seconds later it arrived. We loaded up our

gear and hopped in, headed for home, but

not without first stopping for dinner at

Burger King in Orono. A few hours (and sit-

ups) later, we made it back to camp and went

straight to bed. Great trip guys!

DAN

BANK II - SECOND SESSION
MUSCONGUS BAY
JULY 21 -23, 1996

Day 1

After skipping chapel and eating an ear-

ly Sunday lunch, the Disco Inferno Bank II

headed out for the voyage on the Snowgoose.
I had a brief scare when I saw that Captain

Duffy and his boat were not around, but

soon he arrived and we hopped aboard to en-

joy the majestic ocean waters. Steve and
Grant kept a lookout through a porthole in

the bow while Teddy kept the river duffels

warm lounging on top of them in the stern.

Following an hour ride and then some
tricky maneuvering by Duffy, we unloaded

all our gear onto Otter Island where we
would spend the next two nights. The rest

of the afternoon was filled with setting up
camp, exploring, and a little whining about
the bad men who urinated on the fire.
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At five we started a fire on the beach

and soon the burgers were a-grilhn'. After

dinner there was much excitement about all

the aquatic life in the tidal waters. Tim made
friends with some dead snails, while Jamie
took a naked dip with some young lobsters.

A spectacular sunset filled us with a warm,
fuzzy feehng that could only be followed by
marshmallow roasting. Talking about some
highs and lows, it became clear that the on-

ly low was Quinton's darn headache he

couldn't shake off.

Day 2

A gorgeous blue sky welcomed us as we
got out of our tents in the morning. It would
be a perfect day for a sail. After a hearty

breakfast of oatmeal and raisins, we awaited

the arrival of Jesse and Drake on the Hatsy
and Skua. But before their arrival we had
some very famihar visitors float in who Uke

to refer to themselves as Maine Trails. The
boats showed up at eleven and we set sail for

the day on the refreshing coastal waters. The
wind picked up, the boats heeled, and Quin-

ton got nervous, but all was well thanks to

our experienced captains. The wind was
perfect and the sun was shining, but

somehow Ryan managed to play D & D
below deck for most of the time while Steve

took a potentially wet nap on the leeward

rail. We were dropped off on the island late

in the afternoon to find the island overtaken

by loincloth wearing men. Fortunately it

turned out only to be Trails having a spiritual

moment.
We enjoyed a fabulous pasta dinner as

we watched another amazing sunset. Some
naked and not so naked swims followed din-

ner (of course at least thirty minutes after).

But soon it was dark and time to befriend

the sleeping bags once again.

Day 3

While mixing the pancake batter in the

morning we realized we had only about three

ounces of water to get us through the day.

We made a trek to the house at the other end

of the island to get some and tried to radio

the Snowgoose to bring us some when we got

picked up later, but both attempts were un-

successful. Some got thirsty by the mere fact

that there was a lack of water, but it would

only be a few hours until we could fully

hydrate ourselves once again. At noon the

Snowgoose arrived, and we loaded the boat

and headed out to do a little fishing. Quin-
ton was the only lucky winner when he pull-

ed up a mackerel, but time was running out

and we had to head back to shore. A hose

on the dock relieved everyone of their thirst.

Eric, though, thinking he could beat the long

line, drank quickly from another hose which

he learned quickly was pumping salty ocean

water. The first rain drops of the trip started

coming down just as Amy Owens drove up
in the van to take us back to Kieve. And so

the Disco Inferno had danced through its

first beautiful trip, eager and ready to take

on Baxter State Park and the East Branch.

Food
Dinners: two burgers per person, let-

tuce, tomatoes, onions, cheese, 1 bag chips

(perfect), 5.5 pounds of pasta, 1 can sauce

(probably could have eaten 6 - 6.5)

Breakfast: one box oatmeal, one box
raisins, one bottle syrup (syrup sucks - bring

brown sugar instead); one box pancake mix,

two bottles syrup (perfect - maybe a little too

much).

Snacks: pop tarts are sweet, where are

the normal oreos.

Water: need three jerry jugs for whole

trip.

CARTOEF van PANHUYS

BANK 2 - SECOND SESSION
BAXTER ST. AND EAST BRANCH

JULY 30 - AUGUST 6, 1996

Starring J.C.'s Tim Paine and Scott Tackett

Day 1

After days of anticipation, the men of

Bank II, affectionately known as the Disco

Inferno, departed from the security and

warmth of the **camp wing" under which we

had been figuratively fed worms for two
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weeks and made our way into the wild where
we would have to peck for ourselves. With
a full trailer of canoes for Bank I and a

plethora of wannigans for Long Voyage's

resupply, we made the long bus journey to

Baxter State Park.

The reunion was grand when we met
Evan, Andrew, and their cabins as we trad-

ed hugs, stories, and vehicles. But alas there

was work to be done and new nests to be

made, so we strapped on our new van wings

and found our campsite at Trout Brook
Farm where we would be spending three

nights.

A swim was in order after the long bus
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ride. A bridge over a small river nearby was
the perfect place for a jump into the

refreshing water. Roy was the king of

splashes while Grant and Steve were the

masters of mid-air high-five failures. But

soon everyone became hungry, and in no
time bacon cheeseburgers with all the fixins

were being served.

After dinner there was some Frisbee

tossing and Rohan managed to kill everyone
in Tim's interesting version of Assassin. But

the bugs got the best of us quickly and by
nine, all the maturing birdies had retired to

their green nylon nests.

Day 2

A misty mysterious wake-up led to a

morning nightmare of gnats and no-seeums
(Tim explained to me why they have that

name) which quickly turned into a scrambl-

ed egg fiesta. By 9:30 we stood at the base

of Traveler Mountain, blue skies above and
fire in our souls.

The 2.7 mile hike to the top was intense,

and the Disco Inferno cruised to the summit

in a little over two hours. There we could see

what the remainder of the trip would bring

as the East Branch of the Penobscot stret-

ched out before us. The speaacular view

along with Ted's rock puzzles kept our at-

tention as we baked in the sun.

On the descent, the sleuths were few and

far between as Jamie "the Dark Man" Darn-

ton destroyed the cabin in a game of Killer.
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By three o'clock we were back at the van,

and the rest of the afternoon was spent swim-

ming and playing a rough game of 500. The
feast began at six as Tim and Scott whipped

up a beef stir fry that would have made every

cow cry with joy about its sacrifice.

Alas the bugs returned and all were safe-

ly in the tents by eight hoping the next day's

rainy forecast would be another weatherman
mix-up.

Day 3

The skies were gray at 7:30, but the

clouds had mostly exhausted their power
with rain during the night. We decided to go
ahead with the gameplan rain or shine.

Blueberry pancakes were on the menu for

breakfast thanks to Ben HoUister's hard
work berry picking on the mountain. Car
camping was at its peak as we cooked on a

gas stove under a tarp hanging between the

two vans.

After an easy and slow morning with no
moisture yet, we drove back out to South

Branch for another day hike - this time up
Howe Brook. We made our way up to the

magnificent falls with Clint setting the pace

and George showing us the best way to land

knee- first on rocks. At the top we learned

some very interesting trivia as we strived to

be intelligent in order to win granola bars.

(Here's one to think about: What are the on-

ly two days L.L. Bean has ever been closed?

See Tim Paine for the answer.)

On the way down, we stopped to take

a dip in some pools in the brook. Despite

cool air temperature and overcast skies, these

unstoppable tough guys jumped and slid in-
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Back at the campsite we fired up a recipe

that could only have come from the great

Bob Hoefer: Broccoli and Cheese by Uncle

Ben over lots of rice, salsa, tabasco and sur-

rounded by a tortilla. Another fine meal with

Bank II.

The rain stayed away while we gathered

around the fire to burn white sugary mush.
Quotes from the Princess Bride evolved in-

to questions of our existence which soon

after became sleepy dreams of the East

Branch which awaited us.

Day 4

There were two major themes of the

day: rest and birthday. After quickly taking

down tents, packing up bags, and wolfing

down some bagels, we drove down the road

to the Baxter State Park gate to wait for our

canoes to be delivered. In no time Henry ar-

rived with a busload full of grimy Gashheads

who looked like they were sweating to get to

McDonalds. By 9:45 the Disco Inferno was

loaded and ready to fire up part two of the

trip. The flame was brief however as we ar-

rived at the new campsite by ten. What now?
Rest - but not totally for there were some
who chose to play.

Some swimming along with some other

silly activities took place in the water. Tim
showed us a goofy way to power a canoe,

while Ted and Steve created a primitive raft

out of driftwood. And aside from a hairy

chess battle I had with Scott (which of course

ended in a Kieve tie), most of the time was

spent waiting for the next meal. We cooked

pasta for dinner and Tim must have been in-

haling too many gas fumes when, while we
were discussing musicals, he said, **West Side

Story, wasn't Oprah in that?" Anyway, I bet

you're wondering right about now, ''What

about the birthday thing?" Well up to this

part of the day, we had tried to keep a low

profile, but this day was Scott's twentieth

birthday. No more teens for this wild man.

Some cookies with lit matches in them
welcomed Scott into his next decade.

But the party needed to end as the next

day would be our biggest and longest of the

trip. It was bedtime and time to get focused

for some serious business.

Day 5

Disco Inferno awoke at 5:30 eager to

take on the toughest day of the trip. Tents

went down in a hurry and the Maypo was

gone faster than Eric could say "I can't

beheve it's not Cream of Wheat."
We were on the water by seven, at the

first carry around the dam by 7:30, and back
on the water - now the beloved East Branch
by eight. The paddle was smooth for a while

with an occasional rock or two to dodge. But

then after a moose sighting we hit a series

of ledges known as Stair Falls. Everyone
pulled through like champs, and except for

some canoe squabbles between George and
Rohan there were no problems.

After a Fig Newton snack, we plowed
through our second portage at Haskell Pitch

and were quickly ready to take on a short

but intense set of rapids that followed. Quite

a ride it was. Then, barely ten minutes later,

we portaged again, this time around Pond
Pitch.

Now I speak of these portages rather

casually. And they were because every man
of the Disco Inferno sucked up any pain and
fatigue and turned the negative energy into

adrenaline and portage power. Bank II had
become a portage machine unlike any other.

After the third portage back on the

river, what seemed to be friendly water

almost became a small nightmare. Somehow
Ted and Roy managed to take on some water

and let the cooler drift away. Now unders-

tand that the cooler itself had little value, but

it was what was inside that caused the alarm:

the hunky ham loaf. It was the dinner for

that evening and had been getting a lot of
talk, and no one or thing was going to take

it away. Wading through knee deep rapids

I made the cooler interception and brought

it and the ham back to safety. (Ted and Roy
were okay, too.)

By one o'clock we were at Grand Pitch

Falls where we would stay for the night.

(Schwaah - longest day - whatever - cake
for this Disco Inferno). We carried canoes

and paddles to the other side and enjoyed the

afternoon swimming, drying tents after a

sudden downpour, and napping. A grilled

ham with veggies followed by popcorn put

the finishing touches on a perfect hardwork-

ing day.

Day 6
After a six o'clock wake-up and some

Raisin Bran, we were off on our second full

day on the East Branch. But before all the

play could begin, a little more hard work
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needed to be done.

We carried all our bags and wannigans

^ to the end of the Grand Pitch portage, hop-

ped in the canoes for three minutes and then

unloaded to do our last and longest portage.

Once again everyone pulled together like no
other Inferno could and we were done in no
time. From here on out it would be all good
clean fun.

Some small rapids and George's strange

affinity for leaches kept us busy for a little

while, but soon the river widened and slow-

ed. Some guys were forced to figure out how
to propel the boat with the paddles. No more
free ride. The dead water brought an extend-

ed family reunion of hungry mosquitoes

along with another moose who didn't pay us



much attention.

PB&J was eaten quickly as the bugs in

turn ate us, and then we paddled on to our
site at Whetstone. Mosquitoes swarmed
unpleasantly here too, and everyone hurried-

ly retreated to their tents until dinner.

Beef stew, potatoes, pears, popcorn,

and a naked tub in the river brought another

big day on the East Branch to a close. And
as we closed our eyes, we heard the faint

sound of a few voices singing Bon Jovi.

Day 7 ^
Hash. How better to start a morning

than with greasy fried meat from a can. A
couple scoops and we were ready to hit a day
of stellar white water. Without any warm-
up, we loaded the canoes and were im-
mediately tossed around in Whetstone
rapids. Rohan and George briefly got tied
up on a rock, but for the rest it was a smooth
start.

The river calmed for a while, and we
paddled, we snacked, we swam, Grant got
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thrown in the water for dropping Tim's pad-

dle, Jamie sang the one song he knew, and

we made fun of the men from Nantucket.

The craziness didn't begin until after a lunch

appetizer of PB&H on pitas; we had Grind-

stone rapids waiting for us as the main
course. We chewed up the huge standing

waves and ledge drops, and no one seemed
to even struggle with this river's biggest

challenge except for a certain HBC who
thought the cabin needed a short lesson on
swamping recovery. More rapids followed,

and this time Scott thought it was time to

teach about the difficulties with rock pinn-

ing. But both times the strong Disco Infer-

no paddlers cruised by the counselors' out-

door classroom apparently having everything

well under control.

We arrived at our tacky last campsite

at Pine Grove at about three o'clock. But the

store, phone, and numerous car campers did

not phase us from our "wilderness zone."

We just carried on with our routine and later

had a massive eating celebration with a full

pot of beans and rice with tortillas.

Mmmm....good.
Marshmallows around the fire and some

reflections on the memories we would take

back with us from the week-long trek made
us all sorry that this would be our last night

together as a cabin by ourselves.

Day 8

The skies were as beautiful as ever as we
packed up and prepared for the big finish of

the voyage. After a brief strike led by Jamie

to protect his camper coalition from ex-

cessive manual labor such as rolling up a tent

and fetching water, some oatmeal and
peaches was whipped up and by 8:30 we were

loaded and on the water. After a short pad-

dle and our last successful ledge drop, the

take-out point became visible and excitement

filled the air. And right as our boats touch-

ed the shore, a strangely famiUar orange bus

sped down the road towards us. We had

done it.

We jumped in our beloved East Branch

one last time and took a group picture of the

entire group. On the ride home we celebrated

with Pepsi, chips, mail and care packages,

and finally a very well deserved stop by a

restaurant located coincidentally under a pair

of golden arches. And after one last symboUc
portage to the top of the hill, the Disco In-

ferno Bank had completed a great challenge

and an experience none of us would ever

forget.

CARTOEF van PANHUYS
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ALLAGASH I

SECOND SESSION
ALLAGASH

WILDERNESS WATERWAY
July 21 - Aug. 3

Day 1

The day began early, with the sun, as

AUagash readied for their trip north. Paul

Huber was right on time, and in five hours

and two stops we were at Hannibal's Cross-

ing. The water was super high and a lone

moose stood on the shore. The rain attemp-

ted to come down as Louis searched for his

rain gear, but we never really got hit. We

reached Big Island and Ben cruised around

looking for other camp sites, but came up

empty. Andy also searched for the lost site,

but only found a packet of Trident. Dinner

was burgers and Yogg gobbled down two

and looked for more. Early to bed was the

call because five a.m. was the wakeup time

on day two. Everyone pitched in to get rid

of the poor, sketchy wood and no cleaning

of pans was necessary. Yawn.

Day 2

Another alpine start for the Allagash

crew as we headed east towards Chusuncook

Village. After a morning paddle and some
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delicious fudge (international sign), we pass-

ed Gero Island and headed into windy Um-
bazookas Lake. After seven hours of pad-

dling we finally found our camp sight, but

the day had yet to truly begin. The gorp
lunch was quickly forgotten as we begin

down the trail called Mud Pond Portage. The
canoes were on our back and obscenities

were on our tongues as the mud came up our

legs and we trudged along. We were so
tough. Philip taught the rest of the group the

German way to carry paddles. When our first

trip was complete we headed back for some,

best pizza north of Millinocket by Pete and
Andy. We ate like dogs then used a little Cats

and Grugen to help our digestion and sleep.

Day 3

The day again began at the crack of
dawn. We got pumped up for another trip

down the trail that we had grown to love.

Camp was broken after a hot breakfast in

blistering time and Andrew was quick to ask

what group gear he could carry. Everybody
was off, Tump, Tump, Tump. After one trip

Brickner went back for more with Pete and
Andy. A note was left for the Gash group
that was eating our wake. When the straps

were taken off and Jeffers stopped smiling,

we were back in canoes for a tour of Mud
Pond. Louis led the way and the stream out

of the pond was found. We were into

Chamberlain Lake and a quick meeting with

the ranger signified the end of our paddle.

The J-Train cooked up a vicious dinner and
everyone hit the hay.

Day 4

The day opened up for some of us at

6:30 a.m. Yogg, Brickner, Tate, Lamb, and
Tawse all jumped into their canoes and we
headed to Chamberlain Bridge for our
resupply. We met Woody and Cooper and
talked shop, then headed back to Gravel

Beach for the rest of the day. The rest of the

gang had a leisurely day in the sun, working

on their tans and reading. Jeffers showed us

all how to skip rocks and by the time dinner

rolled around the clouds began to roll in.

Duffy (the captain) was quick to help out

with the cute buns and we all ate like kings.

Yee Haw.
Day 5

Got to get up early to beat the wind on
Chamberlain Lake. We got up before the sun

and coasted to Lock Dam under the guidance

of Ben and Trev-dog. We passed good old

Camp Washington who was just rising out

of bed. Feels good to be the best. Then it was
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on to Eagle Lake and a look at the Tram-
way and Locomotives, which J-Train did not

believe existed. Louis tried to get as high as

possible on the Locomotive and Tommy
tried to skip out on our group shots. Then
on to Farm Island where, after landing, the

winds picked up and kept the bugs away.

Reilly gave a drawing lesson and everyone

bundled up. It was nap time. Dinner, cook-
ed by chef extrodinaires Pete and Andy,

guided by unnecessary critic Jeremiah was
a hit. Alex almost stepped on a deer outside

the poop house. Then to bed was the call.

Day 6

Everyone slept in today 6:45, then ate

Maypo, famous for "I want my Maypo."
Delicious! Then in record time we cleaned
up in record time and hit the water. The pad-
dle up Eagle was delightful with a pleasant

tailwind, but the cloudy skies limited visibili-

ty. We did see our second moose frolicking

in the waters of Round Pond (No Louis does
not live on this one) and two Loons playing

a little chase game, if you know what I mean.
Churchill Lake opened up with more of the
same tailwinds that seemed to help everyone
but Andrew and Dave who tagged behind.

Jaws campsite, our first choice for a site, was
taken by an extrodinary large pink flamingo,

so we had to move to High Bank which had
a picturesque point, perfect for Brickneres-

que exploration. Mexi-night pleased all, but

the ever hungry Tawse. Community Service

early tomorrow so lights out!

Day 7

The crew, get a load of them, proved

to disHke sleep, as everyone awoke at 7:00

despite the 8:00 o'clock wake up call. The
hot oatmeal breakfast seemed a little too hot

for Tommy who chose dirt for a spice. Camp
was broken once again in record time and
we were off to Churchill Dam. Before arriv-

ing, two moose were spotted and Rob and
Tommy moved in to get a picture of the bur-

ly creatures. In the Kieve spirit two hours

were spent clearing a road for the ranger and

patches were distributed to symbolize the

valiant effort. We got our first real run at

rapids and the rocks were few, but due to

missing a learn to paddle lecture, Jeremiah

and Philip took not one, but two trips

without a canoe because they flipped. All

was wet including Pete and the Pitas. We
trudged on to the Meadows, but not before

Jeffers could prove his paddling skills and
five moose were spotted. Guilham also show-

ed that the fast moving water was not a

match for his sick paddling skills. Beef stew

and potatoes made a perfect meal and

Brickner supplied the council with delicious

starburst and cinnibursts. Sleep!

Day 8

We jetted out of Meadows with bellies

too full for anyones good and headed for an
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entire day of lake paddling. This made
Jeremiah and his tippy canoe happy. The

winds came up and gave everyone a push

back except Trevor and Ben who seemed

uneffected. Guilham would have gone on for

ever, but the council decided we should stop

for lunch at "Who would name their camp-
site 'Jalberts'"! Andy answered, it was nam-
ed after Mike Jalbert, hero of Long Lake
Dam, his final and fatal canoeing expedition.

We scouted it out and decided "danger" was
serious and we made camp on the old dams
overlook. Rain threatened and tinkled but

held off and a beautiful sunset made perfect

sleeping conditions for our favorite German,
Philip. Canada.

Day 9

Everything was becoming old hat to this

AUagash crew, they broke camp like it was
nobody's business and moved onto the river.

It was debatable the nicest day ever and led

to a lazy day of slow paddling and snooz-

ing. Moose were around like you read about

and the count was up to twenty. Experimen-

tal paddling was tried by Tate and Duffy who
performed the world renouned Allagash

Paddle. Tommy rode way back in the stern

and Brickner paddled Venice style. At Round
Pond we rafted up for lunch, the only casual-

ty was a lost spoon. We continued down the

stream in a slow lazy summer daze and final-

ly reached Five Fingers Campsite. Philip con-

tinued on his conspiracy charges convincing

everyone that his Fig Newtons were smaller

than anyone else's. Louis piled on Andy's
special sauce at dinner, and Trevor would
not stop on his Chinese restaurant kick.

David was quick to... well, never mind.

Day 10

Days just don't get any better. The sun

peaked over the horizon and we did not see

a single cloud. Allagash rose and found a

yummy hot breakfast and ate it down. Boy,

ain't that Cream o' Wheat good. Jeffers

could not get enough. The river was calm and

Ranger Joe, or Bob, gave us the ins and outs

of Allagash Village. Brickner dreamed of his

exotic friend and sending her a letter, but

found out there were no mail boxes, only a

pay phone. The Allagash Falls, they were

awesome with so much water pouring over

them. Yogg gave them a shot with his

famous back stroke. We had to apologize to

his parents for the loss. Dinner was Allagash

beef stew. Get in your bags boys... Now!
Day 11

"Making our way the only way we
know how." Another hot breakfast awoke
the group. Dave used his hand picked

I
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blueberries to flavor his delicious oatmeal.

The short portage was finished and after two

hours of paddling the gang hit the end of the

Allagash Waterway and grabbed the better

half of the East Twin Brook site. It was down
time from there, and everyone was quick to

catch up on rest and relaxation. Finally, at

three o'clock, our buddies from Camp
Washington showed up and we snuggled in-

to close quarters. Jeremiah quickly took con-

trol of dinner, leading the campers, and

everyone took seconds except Jeffers who
continued his fasting. Duffy wanted to sleep

outside, but the rain chased him into the tent.

Once again, "How big is Canada?"
Day 12

The Allagash River drifts into the St.
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Johns River and a leisurely paddle of about
ten miles brought us to Pellitiers. The only

stop along the way was for peanutbutter

which a nice old lady in a restaurant kindly

donated to the cause. PeUitiers, with its

covered picnic tables, was a terrific place for

Brickners tricks and Rob's card games.
Jeremiah tried to explain high school, and
we were all excited to see Henry with our
mail and the canoe trailers. We had the

campsite to ourselves and only Kit was there

to welcome us.

Day 13

Up early and on the road. We caught
up on all the Kieve gossip. The drive was
long, but it was interesting for all the old

Bank graduates to see their old stomping
grounds. Mac D's was yummy, yummy, and
we chowed down. We put back in with

Voyage's canoes on Damariscotta Lake and
paddled to the Kieve site beyond Kisler.

Burgers made Duffy puke and Yogg could

not get enough of the delicious Butterscotch

pudding. We went to bed and then the next

day headed, with canoes over our heads and

pride in our pockets. Good job boys and

remember the international signs.

PETE LACASSE

ALLAGASH DEUCES TO
ALLAGASH WILDERNESS WATERWAY

JULY 25 - AUGUST 5

Day 1

You know a dream is like a river

Ever changing as it flows

And the dreamers just a vessel

That must follow where it goes.

Five in the morning we awoke and got

ready to bash the gash. It was the start of

our new schedule of earher mornings and

earlier nights, it would take a couple days to

get adjusted. We ate breakfast with North

Cunningham who was setting out on the

Croix. Once we finished our donuts we had

to wait a good hour for Jeff to tie down all

our gear.

A five hour bus ride with Jim proved

to be as far from fun as one can get. No
radio ... no conversation - just driving. We
did stop in Greenville.

Peter got the mistakes out early when
he wrote a blank check at the Bowater gate

that was meant for an Allagash Ranger.

We found Hannibals Crossing, ate

lunch - I told the cabin that we were about

to head off on the trip and it wasn't

necessary to sprout and grow - if you know
what I mean. We passed Ross Cameron on

the paddle, it was weird. The deuces beat him

to the Big Island campsite.

We dined that night like we've never

dined before. The whole meal came to Peter

as a vision and it was bound to set new stan-

dards right from the beginning. Chicken

grilled over the fire, vegetables simmered in

a pan and rice pilaf cooking on the stove.

Add in some sweet and sour sauce and it all

equals the best dinner ever.

With full stomachs we talked a bit of

the maps, skipped rocks and the Princeton

boys pondered their phys ed department. All

was well.

Day 2

Woke up at five thirty to beat, hopefully

beat, some headwinds and prepare for a long
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day. We ate one of the two cold breakfasts

we were to have on this trip and we were off.

We encountered a Httle speedy water on the

West Branch but then the river opened up
into the enormous Chesuncook. Peter and
Billy met a nice ranger who informed us that

we were to have company that night at Mud
Pond. Cool.

Did a little carry over a bridge and
played with some snakes who were basking

in the same hot sun as we were. We were

soon among some tall swamps that scared

Tim and Mike a little so they had to make
up a song which questioned **where are we
going", I think that is how it goes? Along
the small stream there were a lot of beaver

damns and other obstacles that we were forc-

ed to overcome. It was good water and we
all had no problem getting out of our canoes

to haul them over some rocks, etc. We came
to Umbazookus stream and ate gorp at the

damn (this one was made by man) with the

portage trail in sight.

At the sight we noticed that somebody
had beat us to the punch and it was Camp
Chewonki. The ewonks (as people from
Chewonki are named) were going to be spen-

ding the night with us! Cool. So we started

to portage our canoes.

The trail was as bad as it gets. Walking
through puddles with muddy water up to

your waist with a canoe on your head isn't

an easy task. Mud Pond will always be a

challenge and it was that day for us but we
did it. Congratulations to everyone for put-

ting forth such a solid effort.

We ate dinner - spaghetti - in the mid-

dle of our mock campsite (the ewonks had
refused to make any room available on the

real campsite) and went to bed early at seven.

It was the hardest day of the trip and we
rocked it. Tomorrow was to be much easier.

There proved to be no eye candy to be had
which made bed a lot easier.

Day 3

Despite the ewonks saying it couldn't be

done in only two trips the deuces finished

MPP in two trips and were paddling on the

Mud Pond by seven-thirty that morning.

Spirits were as high as Jeff's hair.

Mud Pond led into a small creak that

played with our canoes as if they were pin-

ball's. It was really fun canoeing and we pro-

ved to not have any control were the water

sent us. People got thrown into hanging tree

limbs. Canoes ran into each other. It was

awesome fun.

We floated our way down to Rocky
Cove where we were to stay for the next two
nights. A tuna lunch was prepared and the

outhouse was frequently visited (Mud Pond
did not have an outhouse which delayed

things a bit). We were now on the Allagash

Wilderness Waterway, Chamberlain Lake.

It's a great site and we took full advantage

of it. We washed our canoes and ourselves,

played cards and sat around doing nothing.

For dirmer we had Black Beans and

Rice. We started eating after we got a visit

from a very nice ranger who declined our

dinner offer but parted with a big grin. We
would get to sleep late tomorrow which was

our resupply/rest day.

Day 4

The resupply day. Considering we had
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woken up around five in the morning the two

days prior, six-thirty wasn't bad at all. We
also were about to get our first servings of

hot Maypo. All we would have to do in the

next twelve hours would be to get to

Chamberlain Bridge, meet Scotty Tackett

and get back.

Tailwinds carried us on the way there.

It was only about a seven mile paddle round

trip. It took less than an hour to reach the

bridge. Scotty greeted the Deuces with a big

smile, mail and some cold snickers candy

bars. The meeting was brief and we were

soon on our way back to Rocky Cove again.

But this time the tailwinds turned against us.

Instead of less than an hour our time

was doubled on the return paddle. On the

way we said what we hoped would be our

last good-bye to the Ewonks and Billy and
Peter met some nice large men in a canoe.

Upon the return to the cove, Jeff and
Peter conducted a private baking session for

that nights celebration. The burgers were suc-

cessful for dinner and the birthday party for

Tim began. The two counselors had gone
beyond the wilderness call of duty to make
a Rice Crispy Cake for the cabin, it was too

good. The rest of the nights was spent

digesting food and throwing rocks on each

other, bonding. Read more maps. Played hit

the floating log game with the rock. Did our
voluntary community service by cleaning up
the sight.

Day 5

Paddle from Rocky Cove to Farm
Island. Woke up before the sun at four to

beat the headwinds. A rather uneventful pad-

dle took us to the tramway. However, the

entire cabin got a chance to get some good
practice on the SAT vocabulary section. We
saw a bald eagle at the Tramway. It took ex-

actly thirty minutes to paddle form the

Tramway to Farm Island, Sawicki and
Kallen had guessed it right on the button.

For lunch we invented some GORP
cereal, if you desired it. The milk turned blue

as you ate the cereal version, it too was cool.

For the rest of the day we made up for the

sleep we missed and laid out, in front of the

sun. We were visited by a ranger. He wish-

ed for sunbathing women but he got us in-

stead. Looks like we were all looking for the

same thing.

Once again dinner left the cabin

speechless. One at a time they were all in-

vited to sample a pita pizza made by the

heavens. Billy thought that they were so good
that he put all the grease on him so he could

have it when he got hungry again. Smart

showed his fishing brilliance by bringing in

fish by the barrels without a fishing pole.

Tim, being so moved by a balloon trick that

Peter taught him, decided that he would do
it for the rest of the cabin. Today had been

a long day and sleep came to us like an obe-

dient dog.

Day 6

Our latest wake up yet. As Jeff and

Peter moved slowly out of the tent, we were

amazed by the sights. Deraz had slept on a

rock and Ryan was already on the beach ap-

preciating the morning air.

We paddled from the island to St.

John's bridge to do some bridge jumping.

On the way, Deraz did not feel too good.

Pepto Bismal did not do the trick. He
jumped into Peters boat and Billy got his

chance to be away from Peter.

The bridge was awesome. Chris show-

ed his brilliance at being crazy. His jumps

were hard to beat and he scored high in the

judges eyes. Jaime did a rescue mission to

save a forgotten life jacket and earned some

more brown nose points. Once again we had

arrived at a site early and had a lot of sunn-

ing time. Unfortunately, Jaws (located at the

mouth of the river) did not provide shade

from the overbearing sun. Kallen and Jeff

spent their time in a log car, they told us they

were driving but they really weren't.

During dinner we probed whether or not

the FUntstones car was practical. Maxwell's

anxiety overcooking prowess of the counsel

continued. Billy was forced to summon for

the first time. We played some twilight

baseball on the shore. After dinner Sawicki

finished his transition into a teenage mutant

ninja turtle.
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Day 7

...You can choose to chance the rapids

And dare to dance the tides ...

Today we would shoot Chase Rapids.

At the Churchill Damn the ranger tried to

charge as an unnecessary amount of money
but failed to do so. Kieve always finds a way
to get out things. The rapids themselves are

nine miles long and provide some very quick

water. We gave the ranger are belongings,

gave him money and prayed that we would
not flip.

Only one canoe did flip and I'm not sure

what made them do it. Perhaps they wanted
to be remembered? We rafted up for the first

time on the river and ditched our paddles in

our canoes. Therefore, we hit a lot of rocks

but half the enjoyment was breaking loose

from these rocks. We finished the rest of the

paddle early and arrived at a nice campsite

called Ledges. Billy and Jaime swam
themselves to shore. Once we settled in we
feasted on PB&J in pitas.

Over the course of the afternoon we got

a lot of reading in and were visited by a

ranger. After a quick chat with Jeff concer-

ning community service he was on his way
and we began to eat. Today marked the first

day of our family values and family dining

style. Every meal we were all able to sit at

the same table and say grace. It was a

wonderful tradition to start.

After dinner we had a mandatory
meeting on the ledges to watch the sunset . .

.

but that part never came in any spectacular

form. To entertain ourselves we discussed

t.v. Sawicki was amazing. Smart spotted

Moose across the lake and dazzled us with

his Simpson knowledge (he saw an episode

when Homer got stuck in a waterslide!).

There was ultimate wrestling in the tents and
I'm sure the effects of the Chili kept

everybody warm.

Day 8

There were clouds as we woke up but

there were high spirits since we woke up so

late. Also, in less than 6 hours we were

bound to be named Allagash Junior Rangers.

We had hash and then began our paddle

across the lake to conquer our task at hand.

While we waited for the rangers to come

we played some games that helped our com-

munication and group problem solving.

Adrianne, a strong ranger, greeted us soon

after. He told us our project and in an hour

we had done the work of thirty men. With

patches in hand we began to eat our CORP.
The day was done and we paddled back to

camp for an leisurely afternoon of reading

and playing the ''Mighty Pain Kiss". We got

to sleep early to prepare for the three big days

to come.

Day 9

This was one of the big days. The pad-

dle from Umsaskis to Round Pond - just

about eighteen miles. Caught up with some

Boy Scouts on our paddle. They were all led

by a guy with a real squeaky voice. Peter and

Jeff shot the danm at Long Lake but it

wasn't exciting. People got grumpy on the

way to Round Pond so we paddled faster.

Deraz and Tim went to sleep (they were

grumpy) and Peter continued his crusade to

win a game of Rummy 500. Had Spaghetti

for the second time and got to bed and

escaped some terrible bugs.

Day 10

Everybody awoke leisurely. These days

might have been hard but when this cabin
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paddles it seems more like we're flying. Un-
fortunately, we woke up so slowly that one
tent was not woken up and they almost miss-

ed breakfast. Sorry Jaime, Chris and Justin.

Before starting our paddle we saw a

group pass us but we saw them half an hour
later. We were once again flying. We saw
some fast water getting through Round Pond
Rips and a plethora of moose on the river.

To get us through the dead water we had to

resort to the Gash stroke and a couple of

snacks. It was a twenty mile day and half

way, spirits were very high. A couple peo-

ple fell out of boats and commenced to "Jerk
Around" in the river. It felt very, very,

refreshing. Billy, Dave and Justin got their

first tries at sterning and proved to be good,
well good enough not to go down Allagash
falls. They must have had some good
teachers.

We portaged the half mile trail around
the falls. Deraz took an Old Town, Jaime
and Tim took Mad Rivers. We showed the

Boy Scouts how things should be done. More
cards and Peter finally beat Maxwell, Jaime
and Ryan. We had the worst meal of the trip.

sorry guys but it was bound to happen. The
falls lulled us to a deep slumber after a day

of paddling twenty miles and doing a

portage.

Day 11

Our last day of paddling, it would be

one of our longest, headed to Pelletiers on

the St. John where we were to be picked up.

We began the day by handing out seven

snacks which were to last the entire day. A
couple hours of hard paddling took us ten

miles down stream. Then we jumped out and
swam. Billy gave Peter some severe hip

damage during the gash stroke. Stopped for

some bridge jumping where the locals hang

out. Billy brought the frog to Peter's

stomach and ensured himself a visit by the

doctor later on. Got to site quickly.

Peter bought some chips and twenty

four Pepsi's which were as refreshing as the

Allagash Waterway. Alex Leach picked us

up and delivered some mail. We jammed to

some tunes and went to bed. We had done it.

Day 12

There's bound to be rough waters

and I'm sure we'll take some falls

with the good Lord as our vessel

we'll make it through tomorrow.
And I will sail my vessel

'til the river runs dry

like a bird upon the wind

these waters are my sky.

We left early. Ate at McDonalds. Heard

the songs that we had been singing all trip

long. Peter did some nifty driving to get us

in on time. Thanks guys for an awesome
ride.

JEFF AND PETER

THE LONG VOYAGE
JULY 19 - AUGUST 5

Day 1: Nobleboro to Greenville

It was just past two in the afternoon

when we got rolling down the hill. A moment
later, we stopped at the red farmhouse to

Xerox Ryan's medical forms, but we were

almost instantly underway again.

A gentle rain slapped Perseverance as

we made our way north. Ignoring the pleas

for a rest stop, we made it all the way to the

outskirts of Greenville before we took a

break. With a full tank of gas and empty
bladders, we got going once more.

It was fivish when we reached Squaw
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Brook, our home for the night. We put up
our tents in the drizzle and got to work
assembling dinner. A sweet and sour chicken

feast filled us all and put us in the mood for

bed. Spencer and Scott Rechler took a hit for

the team by volunteering to clean the pots.

Will and Lewis tested out the outhouse,
which seemed to meet their approval.

Before long, everyone turned in, just in

time to avoid the downpour which followed.

It had been a wet day, but a good day. One
down, seventeen to go.

PALMER
Day 2: Moosehead Lake

By the time Palmer woke us up at 4:30,

the incessant rain had quit, and we slowly

rolled out of bed. Good God... it couldn't

have been any colder. The incredible rain had

turned into unbelievable wind, as our

neighbor's tent fly demonstrated. We pack-

ed up camp more sluggishly than the

counselors would have liked, but we were on
the road by 5:45. For a half an hour we had
tunes, a warm bus and bagels w/bananas.

When we reached Moosehead Lake the

winds were still whipping, and everyone was

hoping we wouldn't be fighting them. It

turns out we would fight them; that is, we
were gonna try. A local water taxi driver

warned us to "stay the hell outa the water,"

while we unloaded the van and packed the

canoes. After some discussion, we decided

to give it a try, but we thought it would be

a good idea to have Max stick around with

the bus. We paddled for about fifty seconds,

peered around the corner, and decided to

turn back. On the way back, however, Scott

M. and Dave thought they'd go for a little

swim. "Hey Palmer, ducks on the pond,

baby. T-rescue time." In a scene straight out

of Baywatch, we struggled in seven ft. swells

with both the taxi driver and Max joining the



fray. Eventually, we got everything back to

the shore with no damage done. We all load-

ed the bus... again, while Palmer and Max
called Jared at camp. With a decision made,

we had the whole bus packed and on its way
to Seboomook by 8:00. After a two hour

drive and a stop at the Bowater gate, we were

ready to put in.

Moosehead Lake put in - take two. We
said goodbye to Max and were on our way.

The wind was just as fierce, only it had

become tailwinds instead. With Nuti-Bars in

our stomachs we were to tackle the short

three mile paddle. We paddled pretty

smoothly for 45 minutes before the fit hit the

shan. Ryan and Pat's boat lost all concep-

tion of a straight line, and we had our se-

cond set of swimmers. Sky and Fred

somehow managed to dump 35 ft. from our

- 3

sight. We quickly rescued them and paddled

around the corner to unload and set up
camp. After all tents were up, canoes

organized, and bodies dry, the counselors

began to prepare Mexican night. Refried

beans. Fiesta rice, cheese, and salsa satisfied

all, especially Lew. Swanson sucked it up and
cleaned the bean pot, while Kimball downed
about 20 ounces of salsa. The rest of the day
was spent in the tents. At 7:00 we ate tuna
and cheese on tortillas and washed it down
with some tasty hot cocoa. Right after din-

ner we decided to put the adventuresome day

behind us and let the rain put us to sleep.

MALLOZZI
Day 3: Seboomook Point to the West Branch

After a sound sleep we climbed out of

our sleeping bags at 4:45. The day was over-

cast and windy as usual; however, today was

a special day, today was the Northeast Carry.

The Carry was a 2.1 mile portage that hung
in our minds like the clouds hung over our

heads. We began with a sluggish morning

and a lot of Maypo, and then we canoed out

on to windy, wavy Moosehead Lake.

After 2 miles of intense headwinds, we
arrived at the white house that marked the

beginning of the dreaded Northeast Carry

Trail. We were quick to load the canoes on

our shoulders, because the local dog was eye-

ing us suspiciously. Moosehead Lake left us

one last thank you by sprinkling us with rain.

However, the West Branch of the Penobscot

held for us a new world of sunshine, or the

closest thing we had seen to sunshine,

tailwinds, and moving water. So, after a



tough portage we began our 9 mile paddle
to the Halfway House campsite.

We paddled in the sunshine for what
seemed like the 9 longest miles we had ever

done, because we were all so exhausted.

Some of us were even bold enough to take
our shirts off, actually Spencer was the only
one tough enough to start on his tan. We
pulled into the campsite at 3:00, and
recuperated for 2 hours. Then we started our
spaghetti feast, after a quick stove lighting

class. Lewis kept begging for a match, but
his wishes were not indulged. Palmer said he
would rather give Lew his right arm than a
match. The 5.3 pounds of spaghetti that was
weighing down our wannigans was happily

consumed by the group. After the hearty

meal we went to bed with full bellies and sore

backs, while Otis remained watchful over the

campsite.

SWANSON
Day 4: Smith's Halfway House to Little

Scott Brook
Today did not go according to plan. At

all. Let me explain....

We got up forty minutes later than we
had intended, at ten past six. Breakfast went

smoothly (It's hard to screw up cold cereal)

and we finally rolled out of the site at eight

o'clock. We spent the morning enjoying the

sun - to which we all were unaccustomed -

as we cruised down the West Branch of the

Penobscot. It took us longer to reach

Chesuncook Lake than we had expected, but

we did finally stop on shore to snack on Pop
Tarts in celebration of our arrival.

Refreshed, we paddled on to the mouth
of Caucomogomoc Stream and saw the first

moose of the trip. We were to see three more
throughout the course of the afternoon.

With a few more miles under our belts, we
came to rest at a lunch site. Revitalized by

peanutbutter and honey, we agreed to move
ahead.

Peter and Chris and Fred and Sky led

the way as we battled the steady headwinds
in search of a site that did not in fact exist.

It soon became clear that we had no choice

but to press on. A day that was designed as

a short one became a very long one. At last,

however, just as sunburn was really setting

in, we stumbled upon the site we sought.

Little Scott Brook is not a huge site, but

it is a pretty one. We gladly moved in. Din-

ner was beef stew and mashed potatoes
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followed by fruit cocktail for desert. It hit

the spot. David and Alex ate big, as usual;

Lew kept falling all over the place, for a

change.

A pretty sunset punctuated a pretty day,

allbeit one that didn't end the way it had

originally been meant to.

PALMER

Day 5: Black Stream to Round Pond
Everyone woke up both uncomfortable

and sahy as hell. It was darn cold out at 5:20

and there was a thick haze on the water. We
got the tents down in record time, and the

counselors got to work making the hash. We
hit the water by 7:00, and paddled until 8:30

when we reached the portage trail. While the

group held the canoes along the shore. Swan-

son took the trowel for a walk, and Palmer

scouted out the trail. It turns out we had to

carry the canoes to a gravel pit where the ac-

tual 1 .4 mile portage began. The trail to the

pit was quite ridiculous, and everyone got

frustrated with each other. We snacked on
Swiss and Nuti-Bars before beginning the

trek. A bunch of guys attempted soloing a

canoe, but only Chris Flynn managed to take

his the whole way. The portage turned out

to be much more difficult than expected, but

a nice out-house and some PB and honey

sandwiches helped tide us all over at the end.

We ended up chillin out at Cauc Dam for

a while before putting in. Paddling through

the dead trees in Ciss Stream was entirely too

eerie, but the killer head winds helped us

cruise through. We snacked and drifted to

Round Pond where we eventually paddled

to our site.

The campsite was nice, but Lew, Will,

Alex, and Kimball formed a band that was
all-together too loud for the counselors.

Macs and cheese before the mosquitoes came
out was a perfect meal to end a tough day.

MALLOZZI
Day 6: Allagash Lake

Resupply. We enjoyed a very pleasant

sleep in and awoke around 7:00. The coun-

cil felt like they had just received a beat-down
from the Cowboys offensive linemen the day
before, however everyone was excited to

move on to Allagash Lake. We had a slow

morning that consisted of oats, writing let-

ters and, completing summer reading, or in

Fred's case, Dragonlance books. Woody and

Cooper arrived at 10:30, and the brothers

Mallozzi exchanged tearful and heartfelt em-

brace. Our resupply consisted of four load-

ed river wannigans with lots of 10 cans. We
loaded the pickup truck with our gear and

the canoes. The road was good and we were

able to make it all the way to gate at Allagash

Lake. From there we began our 1 mile por-

tage to the lake itself. Palmer gave a rous-

ing sermon on the trail which both excited

and terrified us. Cooper and Woody also

helped out by tumping two wannigans.

After the portage we enjoyed a meal of

pepperoni and cheese on pitas. Jared was not

afraid to send us a large amount of pep-

peroni. Then it was mail time; Cooper wrote

us a note telling of all the on-goings at camp,

and Spencer received a strange and
mysterious letter. From there we had a quick

paddle to Edes Campsite where we bathed

and played football in the beautiful water.

The weather held out except for a few

sprinkles. For dinner we had sweet and sour

chicken and Sky had the pleasure of clean-

ing the pot.

SWANSON

Day 7: Edes to Crow's Nest

After a quick breakfast of bagels and

suspect bananas, we hit the lake. It was
roughly 7:15 when we set out; only on hour

later, we reached the northeast corner of

Allagash Lake and the mouth of Allagash

Stream. Pausing briefly to snack and review

some Whitewater basics, we got ourselves

psyched up for the job ahead.

The current started out slow but picked

up quickly; we moved along at a good cHp.

We were all having a blast by the time we
reached Little Allagash Falls. We made short

work of the carry and charged downstream,
ready for the tough stuff ahead. A couple

of ledge drops later, we pulled over to scout

the biggest set of the day. Sky didn't hke the

idea of going for it, but hey... You only live

once. Spencer and Scott went first, follow-

ed by Eric and Will. Everyone else followed

suit, hitting the vees perfectly.

We soon came to the end of our belov-

ed stream and paddled out into the northwest

tip of Chamberlain Lake. The winds were
merciless, and we fought endlessly to reach

Crow's Nest, which was only a mile and a

half away. When we did arrive at the site,

we gladly unloaded and set up camp. As it

was only 1:15, we looked forward to some
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tunafish and some time off.

Everyone spent a lazy afternoon

recuperating. When five o'clock rolled

around, we whipped up Mexican Buffet,

Part II. Each one of us ate well, especially

Scott Rechler, who attacked the refried bean

pot with gusto. Hats off to him for cleaning

the pot like a vacuum. A post-dinner tortilla-

eating/whistling contest organized by
Spencer helped finish off the excess tortillas.

Soon, we each hit the sack in anticipa-

tion of an early rise on Day 8.

PALMER

Day 8: Chamberlain Lake
The alarm clock crudely woke us up at

3 a.m., yes 3 a.m. The counselors were
somewhat unmotivated, but they managed
to rally the troops with some bright

flashlights. Pretty soon people began to take

down tents and pack their bags in shear

darkness. By the time the hash was ready,

the sun decided it might be time to come up.

The hash didn't settle so well, and a bunch
of us ran to the outhouse. By 5:30 we were

on the water enjoying a sunrise, safe from
the mosquitoes and slugs back on shore. We
paddled and paddled and paddled until we
realized we missed our snack sight, so we
stopped at Shady Campsite for energy and
a bathroom break. We then had to cross a

tortuous cove which most boats flew across,

except for Palmer's boat which seemed to be

lagging. We all met up at the other side only

to split up because Spencer needed to dump.
We stopped again for snacks at 9:15 only a

mile from our site. We managed to reach

Ledge Point by 9:59 due to some power pad-

dhng all morning. We ate PB and honey
sandwiches and then settled down for an

unexpected rest day. The afternoon was lazy,

highlighted by knot school and Scott Mar-
tyr pleading to go cliff jumping. We started

the spaghetti by 4:00 and were finished and
in bed by 6:30. A day that began very early

finished in the same fashion.

MALLOZZI
Day 9: Ledge Point to Telos Landing

This day consisted of a seven mile pad-

dle from Ledge Point to Telos Landing
Campsite. It was a light day so we woke up
at 7:00 and took it easy all morning.
Breakfast consisted of Vermont style Maypo
and canned peaches. Ranger Chris stopped

by to say hello, and we talked about a relayed

radio message telling us that someone from
camp might meet us at the ranger station.

We began our paddle at 9:45 and arriv-

ed at the ranger station an hour later. No one

was there to meet; however, after we con-

tinued our paddle Ranger Chris and Camp
Kieve counselor, Scott Tackett met us on the

Rangers motor boat. Scotty said hello and
dropped off some goodies from the camp.
We then continued on to the campsite and
arrived at 12:45. Lunch consisted of

everyone's, except Peter, favorite tuna and
pitas. We relaxed for the rest of the day and
had beef stew and mashed potatoes for din-

ner. After dinner we brought out the maps
and discussed the next three days, especially

'the Cut' and Webster Brook. We turned in
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early that night knowing that Spencer would
have to get up at 4:00 the next morning to

lead his group through Webster.

SWANSON
Day 10 (Small Group): Webster Lake and
Webster Brook

This was it. The day had finally arrived

when the Lucky Chicken, the Toolbox, and
the Gambler would finally set sail to conquer

Webster Brook. The day began at 4:00 when
I woke up Scott M., Chris, Peter, Dave, and
Scott R. They got motivated quickly, and we
had the gear packed and breakfast served by

4:30. The Raisin Bran and figs was minimal,

but enough to get us geared up for our long,

exciting day. We left Telos Landing and our

ten compatriots by five... just in time to see

the sun rise over the trees by Telos Dam. We
paddled silently until we reached the dam,
at which time we all pulled the gear on shore

to take a look at the Cut. Most of us had
been dying to get a look at the intense rapids

for days, and I have to say that it was darn

intimidating. We scouted along the trail and

got our strategies figured out with the help

of a rock diagram from myself. It took us

awhile to figure out how we were going to

put in, but once everything was straightened

out. Rex and I headed out. After getting

pinned on some rocks, scraping some ledges,

and crashing through some intense waves, we
eddied out and waited. The Lucky Chicken

was next in line, and the looks on both

Peter's and Chris's faces was enough to tell

me that they had had a blast and everything

was fine. We were unloading the L.C. gear

when the Toolbox pulled in with some
similarly happy faces aboard. We dumped
out the lake in the L.C. and headed out

again. We cruised through the Brook for a

short time before we reached Webster Lake.

A truly beautiful day was taking form as we
crossed the lake and left messages for the

other group at the ranger station and
Webster Outlet. We snacked at the head of

the brook and then paddled on. The top third

of the brook was no joke, and we all had a

blast going through. Eventually we made it

to the dead water section, which we somehow
motored through amongst all the wildlife.

Drifting ever so slowly, we managed to get

darn close to a huge deer before butter

fingers Martyr scared him off. We had been

going so quickly that the first ledge drop
completely took us by surprise at an early

10:30. This meant we were on the last third

of the brook, so we decided that we ought
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to stop for lunch. We pulled up onto a ran-

dom rock for some unappetizing gorp. Hav-

ing finished lunch, we pushed off to tackle

what would become the most exciting few

hours of the trip for most of us. We scouted

the second ledge drop, and passed through

uncontested. Our next stop was the Indian

Carry which we also scouted. I decided that

we would shoot this one dry, but I should

have known that the 'rock star' small group

would have no problems with this rapid.

Though Chris and Scott M. both decided it

would be more fun to hit the ledges sideways,

we really didn't have any problems. The rest

of the brook consisted of five rapids which

we didn't know a ton about, but they turned

out to be an absolute blast. Scott and I ran

them with smiles on our faces the whole way,

but when we caught up with the L.C. at the

end of the rips, we got a httle worried that

the Toolbox seemed to be so far behind.

After some time, they rounded the corner

and informed us that they had dumped on
the fourth set (good luck tomorrow Palmer)

and righted themselves. On the way to the

portage site, I found my third hat of the trip

but decided to leave it for the other group
to find the following day. I scouted the trail

and came back to report that I had
discovered what I thought to be the entire

trail. We tackled the trail like the seasoned

veterans that we were, and Scott M. even

tumped the K. We put in satisfied with how
the day had gone, and we expected to see the

campsite in 400 yards. The fun was just

beginning. Rex and I went first, and when
I rounded the comer and saw a ledge drop

I thought something was a little fishy. All

three boats shot the set fine, but thought it

may be a good idea to put my life jacket on,

seeing as how I didn't have the answer to the

question "What the heck was that?" Well,

not only did I not know about the first one,

but the second, even harrier ledge drop was
a real shocker - Boys, I know we weren't sup-

posed to shoot it, but was that not an
awesome rapid? At this point I was more
than a Httle nervous, so I was glad to see a

hill top that looked like it might be a camp-
site. The campsite turned out to be a hill

overlooking a 100 ft. chute of FAST mov-
ing water. After looking at it for awhile, I

said that we might shoot it dry depending on
how Scott and I did, so we portaged the gear

down, and Rex and I hopped in. I strapped

on the helmet extra tight and began to pray.

The Gamble definitely took a gamble, and
we definitely lost. We flipped, I hit a rock.

Scott got to safety, I hit a rock. The canoe
floated down, I hit a rock. In the end we got

to shore and the other two boats were car-

ried to safety along the path. Except for a

bruised foot and a shattered ego there was
no harm done, and we were at our site 400
yards later... isn't it ironic? Don't ya' think?

The crew all went on hike/photo shoot/swim
outing, and by 5:00 we were ready to cook
dinner. We discovered that the stove didn't

work, but the chili tasted just fine cooked
over our first fire of the trip. After an in-

credibly exciting, long day, we hit the bags

at 7:30.

MALLOZZI
Day 10 (Large Group): Webster Lake

Today started late and ended early. Up
by 8:00 and out by 9:30, we made it to Telos

Dam by 10:30. The anticipation of the dread-

ed **Cut" was killing us as we paddled

toward the dam, but when we actually saw
the water flowing into the stream we were
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able to relax. The water level was mysterious-

ly rather low, so it turned out that we had

nothing to fear.

We took a few minutes to scout the set

and then put in, fueled by a chewie. No pro-

blem. Everyone made it successfully into

Webster Lake without the slightest mishap.

The day was gorgeous, and we took our time

making our way toward our campsite at the

opposite end of the lake. Alex and Palmer,

Pat and Ryan, and Fred and Sky took the

lead, while Mike and Lew lagged behind with

Will and Eric.

.

We stopped to check in at the ranger

station, which happened to be deserted.

Thus, we made this stop our lunch break. We
talked movie shop over some gorp before

heading out to Webster Outlet. This site

proved to be quite nice, complete with

cryptograph from Spencer. (Good job,

Spence.)

We putzed around all afternoon, swim-

ming and tanning and playing cards. Swan-
son and Palmer bared all, to the campers'

chagrin.

Dinner hit the spot: chili and tortillas.

When it began to drizzle, we cleaned up and

ran for the tents. However, the rain passed

in a number of minutes, and we reemerged

to enjoy the evening.

After more swimming and more cards,

the bugs came out and sent us inside for

good. We went to bed with thoughts of the

next day's paddle dancing in our heads.

PALMER

Day 11 (Small Group): Grand Lake
Matagamon

Anticipating a short day, we didn't

wake up until 8:00. Because the stove wasn't

working, we held off on the oatmeal and ate

some pretty tasty Corn Flakes. Another

beautiful day, and we were on the water by

9:00. The lake looked like glass, and the

morning sun inspired me to begin my tann-

ing day early. We absolutely trucked across

the lake with stops only to snack, put lotion

on, and check out Henry David Thoreau

Island. We were at the site by 1 1 :00 and ate

some PB and honey pitas shortly thereafter.

With nothing but time on our hands, the

gears started spinning, and we came up with

the idea to visit a store that Peter

remembered. We paddled across to the lan-

ding and inquired of the ranger, "Do you,

like, know where there is a some sodr pops?"

Well, after a 2.5 mile walk, we had our sodr

pops, courtesy of Scott M. We chilled for a

while, enjoying the outhouse and caffeine,

but by 3:00 we started back. We were back
at the site 4:30 in time to see the boys from
the David Kimball and Co. Landscaping

Team go to work. They cleaned up all the

drift wood and made three awesome benches

for groups to enjoy in years to come. Cook-
ing over the shoddy fire pit was a chore, and

the Fettucini Alfredo turned into a tasty

disaster. Pete was incredibly brave by tackl-

ing the pot, and I think it may have gotten

the better of him - Thanks a lot Pete. After

a game of drift wood homerun derby we all

turned in for the night.

MALLOZZI
Day 11 (Large Group): Webster Brook

We woke up at 6:15 and had a quick

breakfast which consisted of Raisin Bran and
powdered milk. We paddled about 30 yards

towards the mouth of Webster, put on our

life preservers, and strapped down our wan-

nigans in preparation for Webster Brook.

Willem and Lewis were familiar with the first

10 yards of the rapids, but after that we were
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on our own. We continued on, and found

little challenge in the first part of the rapids

and/or the deadwater. The last third of

Webster is notorious for its big ledge drops

and intense rapid sets.

We arrived at Indian Carry, which is the

hairiest rapid set on the trip. After scouting

it we proceeded through with no difficulty.

Having had no flips we began to get a little

full of ourselves. Thus, when we hit the

fourth rapid set both Sky and Palmer's

canoes dumped. Otis protected the K wan-

nigan and all we lost was a little of Palmer's

pride. We continued on until we reached the

portage trail at Grand Pitch. Grand Pitch

consisted of two 15 foot falls, so we were

careful not to bypass the portage trail.

After a quick, yet tiring .8 mile portage

we came to Little East campground at the

end of Webster Brook. Lunch consisted of

peanut butter and honey pitas. For the rest

of the day we pretty much relaxed and
recuperated from the day on Webster. For

dinner we had Fettucini Alfredo, which Fred

declared was the best meal of the trip. We
went to bed excited for tomorrow's resupp-

ly and anxious to see Spencer and his group

again.

SWANSON

Day 12 (Small Group): Birch Point

In anticipation of Palmer's arrival at

ten, we didn't wake until 8:30. An interesting

concoction of Maypo/Oatmeal filled

everyone to the brim. The big group hadn't
shown up by ten, so we left them a note to

meet us on the other side. About two hours

passed without any hint of where the re-

supply or the big group might be, so I used

my super sleuth skills to deduct that

something must have gone wrong, and that

I should contact camp. The ranger patched

a message to the nearest phone who in turn

called Jared. Through a series of relays, the

message came back to me that resupply

wasn't until 3:30. I could just hear Jared

laughing the rest of the day as I became more
and more bitter that someone had failed to

mention this to me. The day dragged along

until we finally met up with the big group.

Bank I and Bank II. My bitterness grew and
finally found a target when I learned that

Andrew Palmer was an evil kid for keeping

vital information, in two ways, from his

fellow counselors. It was definitely nice to

all be back together again... or was it?

MALLOZZI
Day 12 (Large Group): Little East to Birch

Point

We knew that today would be no sweat,

thus we waited until 8:00 a.m. to get out of

bed. All of us, that is, besides Lew, who
crawled out of the tent that had been col-

lapsed on him some time around 8:15.

A quick breakfast of Corn Flakes set us

up for the eight-mile paddle to Birch Point,

where we were supposed to rejoin the other

guys and paddle together to resupply. Once
Eric finally managed to choke down his

cereal, we put our boats in the water and set

out.

Despite some headwinds, we made good

time and arrived at our site on Grand Lake

Matagamon by quarter to one. Surprising-

ly, Spencer et al were nowhere to be found.

Confused, we decided that Eric and Will

should paddle across to the resupply spot to

see if the guys were already there.

Before we knew it, Eric was gone and

Evan Hunt and Alex Webb were paddling

up to our site. The day had become very

weird. Soon, however, we figured out exactly

what was going on and went to meet

everyone else on the other shore.

When the resupply arrived, it was a

regular Kieve reunion: Voyage, Bank I, and

Bank II were all assembled. Fred was
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especially pleased because he got to see his

cousin.

When we returned to Birch Point, we
got things squared away and turned our at-

tention to putting together some sloppy joes,

which turned out nicely. After dinner, the

counsel reminisced with the Bank's counsel

- the Bank subletted the site for the evening

- while the guys messed around and enjoyed

the fact that the whole group was together

once again.

Soon bedtime rolled around, and we all

turned in, aching to hit the East Branch in

the morning.

PALMER

Day 13: Birch Point to Grand Pitch

We woke up at 4:30 in order to get a

jump on East Branch of the Penobscot, and
the four portages of the day. Our breakfast

consisted of Pop Tarts and oranges. Lewis
was very excited about the prospect of fresh

fruit. After a quick breakfast we were on the

water by 5:30 and were soon done with our

first portage around Grand Lake Dam. The
first part of the East Branch consisted mostly

of flat water and a splashing war broke out

between Spencer and Scott R., Eric and
Willem, and Lewis and Mike.

At 10:00 we arrived at Haskell Rock
portage where we had pepperoni and cheese

pitas, and Oreos, much to Fred's disappoint-

ment. However, the rest of the group was
thrilled with the snack. We quickly dispensed

with the Haskell Rock portage, and we soon
arrived at Pond Pitch portage, which was
also quite easy. We encountered some good
rips, including Stair Falls and then arrived

at the Grand Pitch campsite. At the end of

the portage trail around Grand Pitch all the

campers swam in the waves, and the

counselors surfed in them. However, Palmer
showed up both Spencer and Eric.

Dinner was Mexican night to everyone's

joy. After the hearty meal everyone took part

in a conversation about free agents and
movie stars. At the end of the conversation

we decided that the Detroit Pistons would
have a good team, Shaq was a sellout, and
Tom Cruise was not ... All in all, a good day
with good wholesome fun.

SWANSON
Day 14: Grand Pitch to Whetstone Falls

The alarm went off at 4:30, but the

counselors didn't end up waking everyone up

until 5:30. The sky looked ominous and

spirits seemed low, but the hash was enough

of a boost for everyone. The hash settled well

as we carried the rest of the gear to the boats

in a slight drizzle. As we hit the water, the

rain began to increase, and everyone seemed
to be getting into a bad funk. Palmer filled

in some holes by informing us that the maps
were worthless, we had no clue how long the

day was, and that we had our final portage

for the trip. We reached the portage trail

quickly and got right to work. Tons of

campers soloed and tumped along a wet,

muddy, treacherous trail. Swanson barely

contained a dump long enough to bound off

into the woods with sticks in hand. The
group was pumped to have said good-bye to

its last portage, and we took off in the rain

again. We passed through some Whitewater

all the while being serenaded by Lew's and

Spencer's boat's singing "The Star Spangl-

ed Banner." As the lunchtime hour grew
near, we didn't know where we were and

making lunch in the rain was not an option,

so we had figs and pressed on. Around 2:00

we saw the campsite but discovered it was

occupied by Boy Scouts. We learned from

a helpful young lady that there were more
campsites just around the bend. We shot

Whetstone rapids and eddied out to check

out our new campsite. Swanson and Spencer

returned to inform us that the site was "un-

good." We took the gear up and threw the

boats on shore. After PB and jelly in the rain

we settled down for some tent time. By 5: 15

spaghetti was being served. Dinner conver-

sation consisted of a possible walk UP
stream and Spencer's hidden agenda. By bed-

time the rain had subsided and we all hit the

sack content.

MALLOZZI

Day 15: Grindstone Falls and Baxter State

Park
Today was supposed to be short and

easy. Today was not short. Today was not

easy.

We awoke at 4:30 and quickly put our

things away. Amidst a swarm of mosquitoes,

black flies, and no-see-ums, we mowed
Cheerios and hustled down to the shore to

jump into our boats.

The first set of the day went smoothly,

and we continued downriver, doing our best

to ignore the fact that the current was close
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to non-existent. By 9:00, we were standing

at the Grindstone picnic area scouting the

rapid we hoped would treat us gently.

Grindstone Falls did not treat us gent-

ly. Pat and Ryan, Lewis and Mike, and Sky
and Fred, all took a bath that they weren't

anticipating. Once we successfully executed

a textbook Kieve Save, we were on our way
again, but only after Spencer and Scott R.

each soloed wayward canoes down the last

section of the rapid.

We turned on the jets and cooked on
down to Pine Grove, certain that HRK and
Allagash would be waiting impatiently for

us. As it turned out, we beat them to Pine

Grove by about fifteen minutes. Happy to

see some friendly faces for the first time in

almost a week, we exchanged stories and
loaded our canoes onto the trailer to return

to Kieve. We ate lunch - the last tuna meal

of the trip - and loaded the blue Dodge and
the Previa that had been left for us.

Route 1 1 led us into Millinocket, where

we picked up some donuts before heading
into Baxter State Park. We arrived at our site

at Avalanche Field by 2:30. Once camp was
set up, the campers hung out clothes to dry

while Spencer took a nap.

Beef Stew and mashed potatoes were

ready by 5:00. With that meal safely in our

stomachs, we turned in. The day had been

long, but Day 16 would be even longer. Day
16 we chmb the big one, Katahdin.

PALMER
Day 16: Katahdin

Today was the day that we planned to

hike Katahdin, and hike Katahdin we did.

We planned on going to Roaring Brook, hik-

ing 3.3 miles to Chimney Pond, then conti-

nuing on the Dudley Trail and cHmbing 1.3

miles up to Pamola Peak. From Pamola we
would go 1.1 miles to Baxter Peak, the top

of Katahdin (5267 ft.), via the Knife Edge.

Then down the Saddle for 2.2 miles to

Chimney Pond and back out to Roaring

Brook. An 11.2 mile day all together.

We woke up at 3 a.m. in preparation for

the cHmb. Breakfast consisted of a hearty

dose of Maypo and peaches. We arrived at

Roaring Brook at 6 a.m. and began our hike.

We stopped at Chimney Pond to refill our

water bottles; because this was our last op-

portunity to do so before we began the ac-

tual ascent of the mountain.

We started up Dudley trail, which was
one of the hardest trails on Katahdin. It con-

sisted of mostly large boulders and rocks. We
finally arrived on Pamola peak at 9:30 where

we took a quick rest stop, and indulged in

a Pop Tart snack. The Pop Tarts had been

our main motivation for getting up Dudley.

From Dudley we took off across Knifes

Edge, which was very hairy at some points,

especially the Devil's Crotch. We finally ar-

rived at Baxter Peak at 1:00. There we rested

and ate the best Gorp any of us had ever

tasted. We began our descent and arrived at

Chimney Pond at 3: 15. We continued on to

Roaring Brook and we finished at 5:20. An
11 hour hike all together.

At the campsite we had macaroni and

cheese and rice Pilaf for dinner. We went to

bed early, because we were so exhausted

from the days hike.

SWANSON

Day 17: Katahdin Lake and Northern

Outdoors
We awoke today both tired and sore.

We knew that the day would be mellow, but

there was a lot of little stuff to take care of.

The tents came down as the corned beef hash

was being cooked. After our tasty breakfast,

we cleaned the sight and loaded the vans.

Once Palmer had finished giving Fred a

pedicure, we were ready for a hike to
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Katahdin Lake. The 2.1 mile walk seemed

much longer and muddier than we would
have liked, but we trudged on regardless. We
reached the beach at ten only to discover that

it had disappeared. Even though the high

water level had reduced the beach to a mere
4 ft., we put our staff down and set up shop

for the day. After a snack and some rays,

most people enjoyed swimming or skinny

bathing. During some intermittent rain, we
prepared and ate PB and Jelly tortilas. We
ended the picnic with some Oreos, and the

talk turned to Magic and Space Marines for

the walk back. By 3 we had arrived at the

vans and headed for the rafting company.
When we got to Northern Outdoors, it look-

ed like a tailgate party, but Palmer checked

in and got us our campsite. By the time we
finished squeezing into two sites, dinner was
being served. Some awesome Black Bean and

Rice soup settled us all, and we turned in ear-

ly, eager for an exciting day of rafting.

Just a side note gentlemen... I had an

incredible time on the trip, and I enjoyed get-

ting to know every one of you. You should

all feel incredibly proud of yourselves, and
don't you ever forget what you accomplish-

ed or all the great fun that we shared

together.

Palmer and Swanson - I couldn't have

worked with better guys. I know we had a

blast, but more importantly, I learned a ton

from both of you. Thank you.

MALLOZZI

Day 18: Rafting the Penobscot and the Drive

Home
As Jim Morrison once said, **This is the

End...."

Waking up at twenty past five, we all

quickly took down our tents and packed our

things. Some donuts provided us with quick

sugar to get us ready for the carnage we were

to see on the Penobscot. By 6:30, we were

all gathered at the Northern Outdoors

pavilion. By 7:30, we had each signed away

our lives and had each received a stylish black

wet suit which was ours to model for the day.

Soon thereafter, we hopped on a bus

which took us to McKay power station, the

put-in just above the Exterminator rapid.

Our guides, Doug and Moe, had tried their

best to prepare us for the mayhem ahead, but

only seeing these waves can make a kid

believe in their power. Swanson and Palmer

went in early in the day, both taking

unscheduled baths in the river. Everyone else

managed to stay glued in the rafts through

the Cribworks and Big A.

After a morning of hot sun and exer-

cise, we were all ready for the gourmet lunch

we knew was awaiting us. Fueled up on
steak, chicken, rice, pasta salad, and cookies,

we were ready for the afternoon's

adventures.

Loose Your Lunch Falls was no pro-

blem for us. During the deadwater section

that followed, we were able both to swim and
to catch glimpses of Katahdin above the

treetops. Palmer had a chance to guide a raft

a little bit, which made him look like a poser

to everyone else, it seemed. Alex had the urge

to pull him out of the raft, but somehow
thought better of it.

The day was constant fun, while it

lasted. Unfortunately, all good things come
to an end. We returned to Northern Out-

doors and loaded ourselves into our vans.

After Fred returned from his goodbye visit

with Doug, we hit the road.

We phoned ahead and placed an order

for six pizzas at the Millinocket House of

Pizza, so when we arrived in town, we need-

ed to waste only a few minutes before we had
dinner in our hands.

With our meal poHshed off, we hit 1-95

South and booked toward camp. We stop-

ped briefly outside Augusta at a rest stop in

order to relieve ourselves; however, Peter

and Lew found no relief there, as they en-

countered a seedy figure in the men's room.

Back in the van, we grooved our way
all the way back to Kieve, inspired by

Maine's finest top-40 radio stations. We pull-

ed into camp at roughly quarter past nine.

We had one last night in tents ahead of us,

since we were going to sleep on Harriet

House field. The next morning we would
stage our glorious entrance and reunite

ourselves with some long-lost friends.

It was a long trip. It was a tough trip.

It was a fun trip. It was a great trip.

Congratulations, Long Voyage.

PALMER

MAINE TRAILS
July 18-August 8

Day 1

Today after a hectic flurry of packing
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that spanned three days, we finally left Kieve

in search of adventure, glory, and facial hair.

I was happy; I was more than happy; I was

ecstatic. All of the anxieties and jitters of the

previous three days seemed to vanish as we

packed our kayaks in preparation for our

afternoon departure. I relished in the

strength of our group and I know we are in

for the adventure of a lifetime.

We are generally a strong group of pad-

dlers, although some of the boats had a

tendency to zig-zag across the lake in an ef-

fort to see more scenery or something. We
arrived in Damariscotta at 4:00 p.m., just in

time to pick up eleven chicken club sub sand-

wiches from Zecchinos. Needless to say din-

ner was slammin and superb to use just one

adjective and verb.

We camped at Hog Island, which if be-

ing named after a tasty piece of pork or

bacon is sorely mistaken but if it was nam-

ed Hog cause it stinks then it's right on.

Perhaps that's an exaggeration but our

campsite tonight is on the front lawn of a

run down, old cottage. It probably won't be

one of the nicest campsites on our island

trail. Day 1 ended well and things are look-

ing good for second session TRAILS 96!

DAVE MILLER
Day 2

After a 6:00 a.m. wake-up call and some
of Dave and Jamie's "Instant Oatmeal" we
set out for Fort Island around 7:30 a.m. We
lubed up on sunscreen before our departure

but unfortunately, it never got any use. The
clouds came in and the fog appeared as we
headed into the beginning of a storm. After

a snack and a quick layer break, we arrived

at Fort Island around 1 1 :00 a.m. The marine

radio served us well by helping us with the

weather but it was not what we wanted to

hear. Pemaquid Point will most hkely be
delayed a day due to 6 to 10 foot swells and
40 knot winds. So as we chowed on our

Salami and pepperoni pitas for lunch we
wondered if we were going to have an unex-

pected rest day on Day 3.

South Harris showed up before the rain

came and it was good to see Campbell, Alex,

and Geurt. We scratched each others' back
for dinner by helping the other group out

with "dinner things." By dinnertime the rain

was falling pretty steadily and our kids

retired to their tents with a stomach full of

Capt. Dave's Kickin Chicken. Unfortunate-

ly, as we chowed down on the scrumptuous

chicken, much of the pepperoni that we had

eaten for lunch resurfaced in other forms
during the meal. At least it helped to clear

away the bugs. So as we zoned out to the
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weather radio and the pitter patter of the rain

our thoughts rest on Pemaquid. Hopefully

when we make a radio check around 3:30

tomorrow morning we will have good news.

Here's to good luck in the morning and no
more pepperoni log. Long Live Trails '96.

RIEPOLUFUGGUS
Day 3

Today was an anticipated non-paddle

day. Although the weather was not too bad
the wind caused large swells making the

journey a little bit too dangerous. So we got

to sleep in until 8:00 a.m. After a great sleep

we ate Cream of Wheat for breakfast.

"Tastey" with nothing else to do we looked

for wood to build a fire. Our mission was
a success; Dave and Jamie didn't want us to

start the fire before 1 :00 p.m. But with a lit-

tle convincing they decided to let us set the

blaze around 11:00 a.m. For lunch we ate

tuna sandwiches on pita bread. For dessert

we ate chocolate cake, which we baked in the

dutch oven. It turned out a little burnt

though because our fire was so hot. (Perhaps

we should have listened to the counselors and

started the fire later in the day.)

After lunch everyone did their own
thing for a few hours. I myself read my
book, *'What Every New Boyfriend Should

Know about His First Love". Then I wrote

some letters to a special someone. After that

I took a little swim in the river. It was freez-

ing. That evening we had pasta for dinner

with a tomato sauce including onions and
fresh mussels. It was great. We had hoped
for a more exciting day going around the

point, but that will have to wait until tomor-

row. We're getting pumped up for it though;

Let's Go Maine Trails!

TOPHER BREWER

Day 4

We woke up at 3:30 a.m. trying to ac-

complish what we couldn't do yesterday. By
4:45 a.m. we pushed our kayaks into the cold

ocean water, ready to begin our treacherous

journey around Pemaquid Point. The sky

was still a little dark which made the first

hour of the paddle seem even more exciting

than normal. We watched the sun rise right

before we entered the open ocean. The winds

then began to pick up, it got a lot colder, and

the whitecaps seemed to multiply in a mat-

ter of seconds. The swells prohibited us from
keeping a constant course. The final call was
made by Dave to paddle to nearby Pemaquid
Beach and call Kieve to be driven around the

point.

Sitting on the beach frozen cold,

everyone felt bad, because we failed to get

around the point. But I also knew that stop-

ping was the safe thing to do. Jared rushed

down to pick us up from the beach and then
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dropped us off on the other side of Pema-
quid Point at Round Pond Harbor. Shortly

after that we were going full speed ahead

towards Otter Island. Unfortunately, Giles

and I capsized our kayak, which delayed our

plans. We made a great recovery though.

Dave and Jamie were worried about

hypothermia, so we made a pit stop at

Loud's Island, where we made a fire. At
Loud's we ate a lunch of scrambled eggs with

pepperoni, salami and cheese. After lunch

we participated in the Loin Cloth Olympics.

The French won the rock throw with a record

toss of 16 paces. The U.S. lost again in the

log throw. Ludovic was crowned with the

gold in both events. We paddled towards Bar
Island later that afternoon after the wind
calmed down. Looking back on the long day
it was fun, but hopefully we won't have any
more sudden surprises, during the rest of

Trails 96.

TYLER BRINKMAN
Day 5

Today we woke up at 6: 15 a.m. and ate

a meager bowl of Maypo. We were in the

water by 8:00 a.m. Dave and Jamie decided

to head us on a scenic route to Otter Island,

our final destination for the day. This pad-

dle included hugging the shore of several

small islands, before crossing a large bay,

where we ultimately raced the last 500 yards

into Cranberry Island. Finally our excellent

navigation took us to Otter Island. We ar-

rived just in time to see the Bank II before

they left to go saiHng.

Shortly after we docked and unloaded

our kayaks we feasted on delicious peanut

butter and honey sandwiches. We then began

the second day of the Loin Cloth Olympics.

The games went well but unfortunately our
defending champion couldn't compete due

to some minor infractions involving the dress

code. Dave and Josh ended up winning Gold

in the games due to the Riepoluffagus's

many foot faults throughout the trials.

Dinner followed the afternoon events;

it was a delicious meal of Black Bean and

Rice burritos. For dessert we chugged a

cheesecake that took on a little too much
water than it could handle. As the evening

rolled down we enjoyed a snack. The
campers planned a quick smuggle of the

counselor snack rations. However, their ex-

cellent detective skills recovered all but one

Fig Newton, that I quickly choked down.

That night ended quickly and we began to

look forward to the first resupply of Trails

'96!

ROB BROWN
Day 6

Today we woke up around 6:15. We
had a bowl of granola for breakfast and then

left for Friendship Harbor. We arrived there

about 8:00 a.m. and Henry came at 8:30. We
were all happy to get to ride in a van, even

if it was only for about a half hour. When
we got to the ferry it was about 9:15 and we
had about two hours to kill, in which we
packed our kayaks, ate some fruit and can-

dy, and read our mail. We then boarded the
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ferry around 11:15. We were all very eager

to ride the ferry and it was fun being back
in civilization, although as things will go,

"time flies when you're having fun."

When we arrived in Vinalhaven we
walked downtown to a public boat ramp,
where we put in our kayaks. We paddled a

short distance through large swells over to

Green's Island. After all the unpacking was
done some of the campers decided to explore

the Island. Then it started to rain around din-

nertime. Two hours later it is still raining.

Hopefully there won't be any more rain for

the rest of Trails *96!

TOBY BURNHAM
Day 7

Today, we woke up at 6:30 a.m. to a

cold, rainy morning; we were planning to do
small 6 mile paddle through Seal Basin. Even
though the weather was pretty bad, our cabin

prevailed and had fun because that is just

how cool we are. We had planned to camp
on Leadbetter Island; but the residents, a

retired couple from Wilton, Ct. had a

number of guests, one might go so far as to

call it a party, so naturally they didn't want
Trails '96 to spend the night (we all know
how exclusive Wilton parties can be).

We now had two options; first to go to

nearby Ram Island and second to paddle 8

more miles and camp at Calderwood Island.

So we sucked it up, ate our Power Bars, and
cruised for three hours until we got to

Calderwood. It was pretty hard, but Dave
and I were fired up on the "Mother Ship".

After taking an hour lunch break, we set up
camp on the Northeast corner of the island.

Tomorrow is a rest day, but the weather

forecast is looking pretty gloomy. We ate a

great dinner of beef stew and rice and then

we went to bed. Good-Nite Trails '96!

LUDOVIC DELPON DE VEUX
Day 8

After sleeping in to the "late" hour of

9:00 a.m., we were all very "shocked" that

the fog had not yet Hfted. But after a fiUing

breakfast of scrambled eggs and meat, Dave
and Jamie called us over to inform us that

we would be doing something known as a

"solo." A solo is basically a secluded place

where all you really do is think and reflect,

for a period of time. We had packed pep-

peroni, salami, and cheese pitas for lunch

and we went to different parts of the island.

We were to stay in our area for about

two and a half hours, without talking to

anyone. Some guys just thought, some sang,

some took nature dumps, and some dream-
ed of the "O-Pear". Overall, it was a very

good experience. That afternoon everyone

rested, read their book, or helped make a

camp fire. There wasn't too much to do
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when the weather is this bad.

When dinner finally rolled around, our

stomachs shriveled in pain when Dave ac-

cidentally boofed the pot of rice. But we
recovered and didn't lose too much of our

broccoli, cheese, and rice burrito dinner. For

dessert we ate a delicious chocolate, marsh-

mallow cake, which satisfied everyone's

tastebuds. We finally rolled into bed around

8:30 p.m. and are currently awaiting day 9

of Trails '96! (The Deuce)

WILL HOLISTER
Day 9

Today we arose to the horrible sound

of pouring rain against our tents. We slept

in for another hour hoping the rain would

stop ... it didn't. We finally got up the nerve

to leave our tents and we ate granola under

our tarp. When we launched our kayaks, it

was raining harder than ever. We defied a

cranky Mother Nature and decided not to let

this stop us; we kept our morale up fairly

high given the situation.

The paddle went by quickly if not quiet-

ly, due to the pelting rain, which blasted us

on the high seas. Finally, we arrived at But-

ter Island and conveniently the rain began

to subside. We set up our sopping wet tents

and ate lunch under the tarp.

After lunch we were exploring the island

when we happened onto a herd of mangy-
sheep (they even made my knappy,
pepperoni-greased head look clean.) We
tracked the sheep for a while then returned

to camp for some hot Cream of Wheat, yum-
mers. We also built a white-man's fire, when
we had a window in the weather. As dinner

rolled around we cooked up some rice and
beans. We ended our day by cleaning our

kayaks out, in preparation for the transition

to hiking. This day proved once again to be

a test of strength and teamwork for Trails

'96!

GILES MALIECKAL
Day 10

A rude awakening by House-Keeping at

6:00 a.m. had us in our kayaks paddling back

towards Deer Island in a thick fog. You
Hterally couldn't see 20 yards ahead of you
at times. We relied entirely on our compasses

to get to the harbor. We met Jared to begin

the transition to the Backpacking section of

our trip. John Nastazi drove us to the Ap-
palachian Trail in Monson, while Jared took

our kayaking gear back to camp.

We stopped at Subway for lunch, which

was "Da' Bomb". After a three hour van

ride we got to Monson, where we started the

beginning of the 100 mile wilderness. We did

four tough miles that afternoon and then

camped at Leaman Brook Lean-To. We
shared the site with a French-Canadian girls

camp. Being the kind young men that we are,

we built a fire for them and spoke the inter-

national language until their counselors got

upset. We all crammed in the Lean-To and

finally fell asleep. That was the end of day

10; let's go Trails '96!

NAT MUNDY

Day 11

Today we woke up to Dave and Jamie

jumping on us. After waking up in the Lean-

To, we packed our packs and had a breakfast

of oatmeal. We tried to leave before the girls

camp; but we were unsuccessful. Once we

started hiking, we soon flew past the girls.

Parts of the trail were hard and other parts
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made us put on sandals to do a river cross-

ing. After hiking all day and going 12 miles

we finally reached the Wilbur Stream tent

site, where we were going to camp. We then

ate a quick but filling supper of Tuna
Casserole. After dinner we hung our food

bags, cleaned up the kitchen area, and went
to bed.

REPRESENTING TRAILS '96

JOSH RAMONDI
Day 12

"Today was the greatest day of all,"

says I upon reflecting over the past 24 hours.

We started things off right for breakfast,

with some jump-start-my-heart Maypo with

raisins and brown sugar baby. Despite be-

ing a little sore all of the guys broke down
camp quickly and we got right out on the

trail again. The guys "shocked" me with

their endurance as we hauled our 60 pound
packs up some serious elevations, 2,000 ft.

in two miles to be a little more precise.

We ate what soon became a really

popular lunch of peanut butter and honey
sandwiches. Lunch was the highlight of the

day as we basked in the bright sunshine on
top of Barren Mt. The weather has been

perfect since we've been in the mountains

and today was no different; it was a Maine
Bluebird day, without a cloud in the sky. We
had an incredible view that definitely

registered as a Kodak moment. We looked

back at Monson and sneered; while we look-

ed ahead to Katahdin and cheered! We hik-

ed happily: singing and humming, talking

and drumming, we made our way to Cloud

Pond campsite, where we met up with some
more Francophones from Quebec. The on-

ly other news of note is that the elderly cou-

ple and the pack of Boy Scouts are travell-

ing parallel to us on the AT. The group is

doing a superb job backpacking by now;

"rock on Trails '96!"

WILD MAN-STINKY BUTT DAVE MILLER
Day 13

A little bit of healthy competition can

make any situation fun. We learned this to-

day as we were beat out of Cloud Pond by

an elderly couple and some Boy Scouts. We
were feeling kind of down about it because

the Boy Scouts were heading to the tent sites

we wanted, lying in close proximity to the

West Branch of the Pleasant River. We
decided to make it a race. Trails Vs. Old

Folks and Boy Scouts. Of course there was
not as much motivation with the old couple,

but what they lacked, the Boy Scouts made
up for. So when we headed out to conquer

our 12 mile day, we left with a mission.

As we predicted Courage, Loyalty, and

Perserverance prevailed over the forces of

evil. We actually lapped both groups early

on in the day. We arrived at our campsite

feeling like the studs we truly are. We were

tired and sore, but on the whole we were feel-

ing good.

So we settled in with some macaroni and

cheese and the river's trickling voice left us

wondering what the Boy Scouts thought of

us. The last thing I heard them say was,

"Who are those guys?" Hey, Man we're

Trails '96! and don't forget it!

RIEPOLUFFUGGUSS
Day 14

As Jamie and Dave came around tell-

ing us to wake up, some of us tried unsuc-

cessfully to steal some more ZZZ's. The
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council responded by collapsing our tents,

while we were still inside. For breakfast we
ate some piping hot Cream of Wheat. We
were on the trail by 8:00 a.m. and we decid-

ed to do something no other Maine Trails

group has done. That was to take 5 mile

detour to hike through the awesome Gulf
Hagas canyon.

It was a long day but after returning to

the Applachian Trail we stopped and took
a Power Bar break, at Josh Ramondi's re-

quest. This quickly renewed our energy. And
we finished out the day going strong all the

way to our camp at the Newhall tent sites.

In Gulf Hagas we saw many water falls,

rapids, and many other cool things. We ate

a lunch of peanut butter and jelly pitas at

the head of Gulf Hagas canyon. Later, we
spotted the very rare Riepoluffogus in his

birthday suit. He hiked for exactly one mile

in his suit on the very popular Gulf Hagas
trail. What a man!!! For dinner we feasted

on spinach fettucini with tomato sauce. Let's

keep on rippin Maine Trails!

TOPHER 'TRETTY MOUTH" BREWER

Day 15

We awoke to a wet campground and no
one had a smile on their face. It was the first

time we hiked in bad weather, our frowns

didn't brighten until our first snack, when
we summitted the first of four peaks we
would do that day. The entire hike was only

6.5 miles but it was pretty tough going. Un-
fortunately, the fog prevented us from get-

ting a great view of the 100 mile wilderness.

I personally thought that our pace was good
today because we arrived at our campsite,

the Logan Lean-To, around 12:15 p.m. The
cold, wet weather had kind of put a damper
on the day. I know we have some unforget-

table days ahead of us. We all slept tonight

awaiting the future of the expedition known
as Trails '96!

TYLER "OLD MAN" BRINKMAN
Day 16

Today we woke up early around 6:00

a.m. and prepared ourselves for a relatively

flat, 12 mile day. To our surprise the coun-

cil planned on delaying their departure time

to enable the campers to hike alone. Will was

selected Officer of the Day; he led us down
the trail at 7:30 a.m. We began at brisk pace

to get in front of the council, who left an

hour after our departure. The day flew by

with a Hmited number of breaks and a

delicious lunch of GORP and honey topped

pitas.

Our arrival at Cooper Brook came
around 1:00 p.m. and the council arrived at
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2:10 p.m. The campsite was the best one yet,

with a river in wliich we all bathed in, and
the best outhouse I had ever had the privilege

to sit in. We concluded our swim, started a

fire, and feasted on dehydrated beans and
rice. Second and third portions were award-

ed to whoever could best impersonate a col-

lection of barnyard animals chosen by the

council. Soon after that, we settled into our

tents counting down another day until we
reach Baxter Peak. Watch out Katahdin,

here comes Trails *96!

ROB ''STINKY" BROWN
Day 17

We awoke this morning to find a blue

sky and we knew it was going to be another

nice day. After some tasty CROW and some
brown sugar, we hit the trail. We started

around 8 a.m. towards our resupply destina-

tion some 4 miles away. Some talk came up
about not making it by our 9:30 meeting time

and arriving a few minutes late. But luckily,

with Jamie in the lead that morning, we all

followed his speedy pace and made it in

about an hour. We were all glad to see Rob-
bie Hunt with our new food. We then hiked

about 3.5 miles to Antler tent sites and
camped with the billion mosquitoes that lived

there.

That night for dinner. Rice pilaf , black

beans and canned corn filled our stomachs

well. We all decided to retire early to our

tents after a filling meal with Nat and Topher

leading the way. They "went to their tents"

the earliest with a hand full of love letters

from their girlfriends and a huge grin on their

face. Let's say they got a good sleep that

night. So as we reflected on the day we realiz-

ed that for any other group, today would

have been a very tough day. But we just

chewed it up and spit it out which shows the

determination and raw power of Maine

Trails '96!

TOBY "DA MTV DEEJAY" BURNHAM
P.S. This place has the best outhouse

in New England (Fort Rehef Rules)

Day 18

Today we woke up at 6:15 to a buggy
but very sunny day. It had all the making of

a beautiful day. Unfortunately, as we grew

out of our morning slumbers, we knew in the

back of our minds that it was going to be

one of our hardest days on the trail yet. It

was a 14 mile day. We left by ourselves

around 8 a.m. and took our first break about
three miles later. It was only twenty minutes

long so our legs were warm and ready for

the next 4 miles that we hiked. Then destruc-

tion hit. We sat down for our second break

to have our power bars and unexpectedly our

legs froze and we couldn't move them
anywhere. It was terrible. We tried to move
them but we couldn't get them off of the

ground. Therefore, we had to sit at our rest

spot for about an hour and twenty minutes

trying to get our feet moving. Luckily, the

counselors caught up to us and used their

magic to unlock our feet from the ground.

Actually, it was more like they kicked them
out rather than ease them out.
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WELCOME TO
BAXTER STATE PARK

20204H ACRES OF MAINE
WILDERNESS AND FOREST

PLEA SE FOLLOW PARK RULES AND
HELP US PRESERVE THIS UNIQUE AREA

DRIVE CAREFULLY
AND

ENJOY YOUR STAY

mmm BAXTER STATE PARK AUTHORITY

We finished our hike after the possibly

disastrous situation at our rest stop and ar-

rived at Sand Beach, one of the worst camp-

sites in the USA. Some of us chose to take

a nice warm dip in the Nahamakanta Lake

and dance with the large leeches that lurch-

ed in the waters. We had an early dinner that

night in order to make sure that we could

have another early dinner for the next day.

After this dinner, many of us will fast for

24 hrs. Let's go Maine Trails.

LUDOVIC "SORRY" DELPON DE VAUX
Day 19

Most of us were surprised when our

wake-up housekeeping call came at around

8:20 for our 1 1 mile day, but today was not

going to be a typical one. Most of us had
decided the night before that we were going

to attempt to fast for 24 hours. This was just

another challenge that we were willing to

accept.

The day started out rough with a sum-

mit of Nestabunt Mountain followed by a

lengthy descent. As our thoughts always

seemed to move in the direction of food,

water was our only refuge for our starving

stomachs throughout the day.

After a couple of river crossings we
finally arrived at our campsite. Rainbow
Lake Dam, where we were greeted with a

preset tarp and a lot of open space. Unfor-

tunately, we had two hours of dead time

before our 6:00 deadline. Many of us spent

this time in a daze of light-headedness or in

a light sleep.

When the face of Dave's watch finally

read 6:00, we dug into our PB and Honey
on a bagel, two snacks, broccoli and cheese

and then some Maypo for dessert. It was a

very delicious and rewarding experience for

all who did it. After clean-up and the hang-

ing of the food bags, we rolled into bed

around 9:00 psyched for Day 20 of Trails

'96.

WILL "HEARTLESS" HOLLISTER

Day 20

Today we arose around 7:30 and put

together some granola and some P. Milk.

The whole group was very psyched for this

breakfast because many were getting pretty

sick of Oats and Maypo. We finally hit the

trail about an hour later. The beginning of
the day was virtually flat until we came to

Rainbow Ledges which was two miles up.

We hit the summit rather quickly and then

food prep made some bagel sandwiches with

PB and Honey. We then descended the

mountain and 2.6 miles later we came upon
the Hurd Brook Lean-To. From there we fill-

ed up our water bottles and continued to hike

for another 4 miles.
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At the end of the 4 miles we came upon
a road and civilization that we had all been

longing for. We walked over Abol bridge and
Dave and Jamie picked up some extras for

dinner. Then a nice couple offered the whole
group a round of Cokes. We graciously ac-

cepted. After the Coke and a chat with

Norm, a friendly fellow who was waiting for

his rafts to pass under the bridge, we head-

ed down to the campsite along the river. It

was a nice little place with a good swimm-
ing hole so a few of us took a nice refreshing

dip. Dinner was rice, corn and some beans
on a tortilla. As a dessert the counselors

broke out a bunch of Chips Ahoy cookies

and we savored every last bit of them. After

sunset. Trails '96 hit the sack in apprehen-

sion of our rendezvous with Woody at Foster

Field.

GILES ''RASTA IMPASTA" MALIECKAL
Day 21

We had a 6 a.m. wake-up this morning.

Housekeeping was especially annoying this

morning but it had to be in order to get a

good jump on our nine mile day. To our sur-

prise there were no snacks left due to the fact

that some campers mistakenly sent them
back at our last resupply, so we went hungry
on just tortillas and honey as snacks. After
the first 4 miles we went to the Whitewater

slide where we slid down rocks into some
cold water. Dave mistakenly misread the

water and jumped into 8 inches of water pret-

ty hard. Luckily he was not hurt. We went
to Big Niagra Falls for lunch and then hik-

ed into Baxter State Park where Tyler's

remark about his squishy Power Bar offend-

ed the female ranger. We then walked 2 miles

to meet Woody with some fresh fruit and
some great Veggie subs. We went to bed early

in order to get some sleep for our 3:30 a.m.

wake-up call.

NAT "EVERYTHING" MUNDY
Day 22

Today we arose from our tents at an
early 3:30 a.m. for our climb of Mt.

Katahdin. We started on the trails at 4:40

a.m. and summitted around 7:15. It was a

great feeling to be able to look back on our

whole trip and reflect from the top of Mt.

Katahdin. We celebrated with some pictures

of the group, clothed and unclothed, and
some cheers. We then started to descend to

Chimney Pond where we met Woody. We
then finished the descent of the mountain
and along the way we could only laugh at

the funny comments we got from the ran-

dom passers-by regarding the smell of our

group. At the bottom, we all took a quick

dip in the stream and we were then off to

McDonalds. We ate more than we could

have imagined there and we finished off the

feast with a couple gallons of ice cream. We
all felt pretty sick after our food extravagan-

za which made the van ride home pretty in-

teresting. We got back pretty early so in

order to waste a little bit of time we all went

and played a round of Mini-Golf.

We still had a little bit of extra time so

we planned out our entrance to the smallest

detail. Dave and Jamie entered in loin-cloths

on the top of the van while we all cheered

and yelled our way down West Neck Road.

When we arrived, we got a very warm
welcome. We were all very glad to be back.

We quickly got out and ran to the food table

when the cheering died down. We ate some
more making up for lost food over 22 days.

Later that night we went to Innisfree to

watch some movies and eat some more food.

As the night came to a close we all

thought about the trip and what a great time

we had being a part of Maine Trails '96.

JOSH "PAH BAH" RAMUNDI
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